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PART ONE; THE WAY OF MIND
 
We have a complete history of being told that we cannot know The Mind of
God. Yet Souls have unaccountably risen throughout our societies and have
been made immortalized because they did just this. We end up fabricating
enriched stories to place them on high pedestals and run to them for
answers to the deepest mysteries. These Greater Beings simply smile upon
us in the true understanding of our plight. The path to gaining what they
have is really about accepting the simplicity of our situations. We doubt
ourselves in so many ways, which in turn creates so many complexities and
hurdles to achieving peace within and without. Just to be in the presence of
these Greater Beings gives to us a semblance of what we once had as truth.
Once they had moved on, the fragments of their understandings develop in
so many ways that few later generations can follow the origination. 
If we could just find the truth that consciousness is the knowledge of all
life, in all existence, we would no longer have these doubts. We would
come to realize that we do not require to know the mind of God, but that we
are all of God, as God. This comes pressingly hard to comprehend when in
conflict with the physical universe, and thus given forms. When
formulating Universal Understanding, I acknowledge that many teachings
point us in the right direction. These understandings unfortunately may not
be consistent with our current state of conscious progression. 
As Spiritual Leaders have awakened throughout time, they generally speak
to us in terms of our current evolutionary development. We as grasping
spirits tend to hold on far too long to these teachings, unable to see them for
a momentary step towards growth. Great examples of this would be
Siddhartha Gautama and Jesus of Nazareth. They both spoke with the voice
of Consciousness, but what was being said to us many have missed. The
Buddha spoke to us about pulling away from materialism. Our spiritual
development required this at the time as philosophies and individualization
threatened to pull us away from our conscious evolution, thus away from
our unity with one another. Later, Christ spoke to us about moving forward.
Our spiritual development was strong enough, and now able to take on a
new form of understanding, eternal life was now capable of comprehension
within the pages of the New Testament and Predated Gnostic Texts. 



In both these cases, it was the Omni-Conscious speaking to us in a way that
we could at the time understand. Though the Omni-Conscious is primarily
concerned with our spiritual development, another evolution has progressed
before us. Consciousness would not have been able to manifest without the
others evolution laying the groundwork for Earth’s Evolution to take place.
Whereas Earth’s Evolution is the building stone for spirit to manifest
consciousness, Water’s Evolution is for the form to manifest mind. These
two will evolve quite differently due to the faculties they possess. Both
possess consciousness within degrees, in consideration of their connection
and strength to Source. Both very much still exist here today on Earth. 
Understanding Water’s Evolution will be the Bridge-way we most lack in
our spiritual development. Though Water’s Evolution has already taken
form far beyond the time of The Lemurians, it would not have been
possible without consciousness. Those Greater Beings of Water’s Evolution
have visited Earth on many occasions and have also been immortalized in
our eyes. They taught in a way that would be foreign to our earthen
development because these teachings weren’t meant for us as Consciously
Collective Beings. They were for Water’s evolutionary completion,
meaning their final stage of development. I will need to lay down a
structure of understanding for this to be fully comprehended by us.  
Here in The First Path, we will take on evolution before conscious
development. A time period where Intelligence ruled within the Plane of
Mind. We will learn about the origins of The Universal Mind and how it
differentiates from The Source of Consciousness. How those of Water’s
Evolution fought cosmic battles throughout their survival to be granted
consciousness. I will speak of the different ways in which the Plane of
Dark’s influence within Water’s Evolution formed, and how these past
events still influence us today. I will bring new insight into the Perfected
Being known as Jesus of Nazareth, his connection to what we call the
Planetary Logos, and his influences in today’s world. I will break down
evolution in its basic, yet powerful scientific realities and how they have
made life develop with a designed plan in mind. There will be further
understanding of reincarnation, and I will properly define
Intelligence/Consciousness, two misperceived for far too long. Too many
words such as Awakened, Self-Consciousness, and Awareness have been
moved about without a proper understanding. It should come to the full



realization that this is due to the dual conceptualization of the Earth/Water’s
Evolution that have resided within our development. 
This First Path will be dedicated to evolving our Universal Understanding
and taking all that we have been taught into a solitary reality of what is.
Here you will find the Emerald Tablets, Hermetic Philosophy, and Esoteric
Origins of the Alchemist. Hermes Trismegistus and his Sacred Path and
influence with the Books of the Dead from Tibetan to Egyptian. The bulk of
this Path will focus on Advaita Vedanta, Yugas, and the main three branches
of Buddhism as I bring new insights into The Buddha’s Awakening.
Intelligence is a complex and structured event within the Known Universe,
unlike the less convoluted progression of Consciousness. In the end, you
will come through with an understanding that has been well needed for
some time within our current Earth’s Evolution. Our dual natures are
multifaceted and our progression is rapid-paced within this last century.
Universal Understanding has become essential. 
Water’s Evolution has already completed itself. We just need to come to full
consciousness of it and apply these understandings to further ourselves as
one. There may be blocks within us that may not wish to look at what is
given, and so I tread lightly on opening up the understandings within. I
apologize to those that are fully ready to receive it.
There will be a conscious understanding of Star Beings and their place
within our Universal Family. Many of these unknown Greater Beings that
have visited throughout our understanding from Zecharia Sitchin’s work
to Erich von Däniken have a place in our Universal Understandings. It may
be surprising to know that they are more akin to us than we have
consciously realized. Humanoids in appearance because we share the
fundamentals of existence, regardless of the millions of years of
development. Though through evolution some have gained such
consciousness, we must understand that not all Beings that have matured
will have just realizations. Like us, they too can succumb to the corruption
of the Outer Universe. Some have come back and only view us as children,
not fully able to recognize our connection to them. Whereas the greater
among the Star Beings, have shed physical form and haven’t fully been able
to communicate to us until we evolve to our spiritual capabilities.
Understanding their plight will give to us a better realization of these
connections.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erich_von_D%C3%A4niken


I will speak of the times when the Source of Consciousness influenced The
Buddha’s path towards Liberation. What was to be learned and how we
fragmented the understandings due to our conscious levels moving forward.
There is much this book will detail to prepare for future work, and finally
reveal the realm in which consciousness originates. This is a journey for all
of us as my consciousness is moved to formulate a comprehensible
universal understanding. What is known, and how it can be communicated
is still the goal. 
Much of this book will feel both familiar and foreign at once. Water’s
evolution is deep within the past of this planet’s history. Earth has been
destroyed and rebuilt so many times that our records only have current
accounts of the last burst of evolution. Yet Water’s Evolution remembers
well the struggles during this time to aggressively survive before Glaciation
Periods obliterated them over and again. Do not for one second believe that
civilizations have formed a mere ten thousand years ago. It is the intellect
that seeks to know with proof, but consciousness knows the truth. I will
give an account of these ordeals. 
I will introduce us to the Plane of Psyche and how this Plane hailed forth
Intellect within the Universe. Creating Beings of Knowledge and Growth,
that are learned through experience and research. Forming the very logical
side of our societies and constantly at odds with the canopy of faith goers
throughout our history. Understanding the roots, influences, and impulses of
this continued battle will help to give us reason and clarity. In the end, you
will come through with a realization few can fathom as you will be able to
pierce the veil of duality and apply this to a complete evolutionary track. 
Coalescing with the passage of what we consider unaccountable time-spans
will be the formation of the Plane of Mind. What the complications were,
and how did these forces influence our now Plane of Spirit as it is
attempting to manifest. How the Plane of Dark seeks to replicate what it has
done to those within the Star Beings societies to us now. What we can do to
counteract this and even assist with repairing their cultures in the future.
Again, I give you a universal understanding which will place the
responsibility within each of our hands for collective use. It is for us to
collectively decide to move together in unison to be a better, more
knowledgeable, and loving society. It is for us to fully realize form. 
 
 



 

INTELLIGENCE/CONSCIOUSN
ESS
 
Consciousness is given very distinct traits within the overall scheme of the
Known Universe. The Logical Mind will for the most part seek to deny this,
for to do so would be to acknowledge the false sense of superiority it has
fought so hard to maintain. Consciousness is active in manifesting its
physical design by the purest of will alone, whereas Intelligence must do so
through the manipulation of matter. When evolving, both are completely
capable of performing these tasks in their way. Consciousness can evolve
with much more expediency and without the hindrance of forming its needs
but simply manifest its growth. We see this every day in the way the people
we know transform their physical forms completely by their consciousness
alone. Especially during times when they become ill and are faced with the
reality that their lifestyles are causing their conditions. Some will transform
to live, others will decide not to and move on. This is of course considering
that they have such choices and that their conditions are curable through
their belief and will. These are situations where it takes only consciousness
to transform, one week of conscious effort can astound those around us. 
Intelligence can do such transformations through long-term activities. Body
Builders are one example, strict adherence to elongated time-spans will
produce an outward appearance of a perfected physique. These pathways
will generally take incredible tolls on the physical form as they must
maintain an overall structure to their lives. Pushing the bar far beyond its
means and disciplining specific areas of the body that is incapable of
functioning beyond their condition. These are generally competitive sports
throughout the world. For they compete to entertain, and they enhance
themselves through knowledge of manipulating the physical form. These
two forms of evolution are conjoined with many of the Eastern Martial Arts
and some of the Yogic practices. A time when Consciousness and Mind
worked towards balancing the physical form. The choice would always be
to decide which pathway to continue when reaching a pinnacle point of
their development. Evolution, Consciousness, and Intelligence have always
had an undefined co-existence. 



True consciousness is undiscovered by most of the world, they are thus far
content to use titles such as Self-Consciousness or Awareness. The field that
seems to be most intrigued about it at this time is Quantum Physics, for they
have branched off onto a field of discovery that has given them systematic
puzzles to ponder. Which may later allot for insights that the rest of the
logical world would consider or even accept. They have already found what
many spiritual beings have said for thousands of years that consciousness
creates matter. This realization is tough to accept in the physical world,
nothing so far in life is considered to be so simple. For surely if a Greater
Being created something from nothing out of thin air, it would be blocked
by Minds to accept this. It is very easy to say one believes, but much harder
to accept this as true. 
The Omni-Conscious granted those of Water’s Evolution this gift at key
stages within the earth’s development. Each time coinciding with the
formation of Organisms within Earth’s history that would be able to propel
life forward. These are what we call “Conscious Impulse”, during this time
life was granted temporary conscious powers to survive, but few beings
take on true consciousness. With consciousness granted at these key
moments the life that existed was able to transform rapidly to survive
further onslaughts of cosmic nature. However, these lifeforms did not have
much of a lifespan and would soon die out leaving the Universal Mind to
continue superficially structuring their evolution.    
Consciousness in Water’s Evolution is directly related to the seven prime
Chakra Points. It is here that they were able to find their way to spiritual
freedom millenniums back. Consciousness in the end is possessed and not
inherited so that those unwilling to do the work would not be given this
sacred gift. The very difference to Earth’s Evolution is that we derive from
The Source of Consciousness and are born into existence as Conscious
Beings. Water’s Evolution is derived from Universal Mind and must work
towards consciousness. 
We must know that Water’s evolution hails from The Universal Mind,
whereas Earth’s evolution, The Source of Consciousness. Though later they
both will meet within the Higher Kingdoms. Earth will eventually become
the Plane of Spirit, and Water already achieving the Plane of Mind
manifested. It is because of this that Water’s Evolution does not arrive at
consciousness until later within their evolutionary scheme. Within our



Known Universe consciousness is developed in a specific way. There are
three paths to this progress. 
 
The first path is Water’s Evolution into Form, what we call the material
universe. Once the groundwork is laid, the second path is then able to
manifest and bypass the first, which is us and the Earth’s Evolution
awakening consciousness. The third path is reserved for all that have
achieved Liberation from Forms. Beings on the third path can reincarnate
bypassing all needed realizations.
What are these differences in Consciousness within both evolution's? There
isn’t any, consciousness is one and cannot be divided. Our movement on
this cycling is dependent upon our realization of Forms, Mind, and Spirit
alone. Water’s evolution had many complexities due to being associated
with the Mind and Psyche Plane, in addition to being corrupted as we are
now with the Dark Plane’s influence. We will see very complex theories
developing, shaded with deep philosophical insights during these times.
Those Sages and Rishi capable of transmigrating to Greater Being status
found it easier to leave the physical world to their means and find solemn
refuge far and away. We see these writings in the earliest forms of Vedanta,
yet even these teachings were formulated at a much earlier stage in earth’s
development. We see continued advancements from early Heretic into
Gnostic philosophy, and Occult understandings branching into Astrology
and Alchemist theories. 
In truth Water’s Evolution reached its pinnacle in what we call Heart
Consciousness, all later realizations were the search to develop into higher
forms of awareness. Heart Consciousness manifested with the final
development of the Heart Chakra. Those Beings capable of seeing beyond
this were what was expressed in later teachings. It’s important to note that
the Heart Chakra brought with it the compassion humans needed to grow in
a more unified way, so this could be seen far before we could intelligently
verbalize it. Lemurians and Atlanteans both possessed Heart
Consciousness, for we see this in their societies. It wouldn’t be until later
that Eastern Societies would lay out an understanding that could be shared
for all to realize. Although earlier ages of The Polarian and Hyperborean
were of Earth’s Evolution they were still much too engrossed in
consciousness from their initial developmental stages. They came onto
earth with a complete sense of oneness and only lost this through the fall of



later stages. They later had to relearn Heart Consciousness from Water’s
Evolutionary Track.  
Many Mental Fields of Study have sought to define consciousness. Yet in
reality, this could best be defined as Self-Consciousness rather than
Consciousness. There has been an ongoing theme within Water’s Evolution
to understand that which is considered Unconscious. Believing oneself
Conscious, Unconscious becomes that which is hidden. This is at odds with
a True Conscious Being, for consciousness is to know all that is,
unconscious is simply to no longer be conscious. Here you will find distinct
differences between the two evolution's, and the confusions which occurred
once Conscious Beings manifested in the physical plane. The Plane of Mind
was forming with the influence of The Plane of Psyche, and so there was a
continued aggressive growth “to know, to understand” which still can be
impressive today. 
It is the act of not accepting “what is” that causes Water Beings to dwell in
areas that Conscious Beings would never tread. Where Earth Beings were
primarily of Lemuria, Water Beings were in power in Atlantis. Their
interest in technology and the most ancient dark arts kept them in a
continuous spiral of wanting to know more, which Dark Beings loved to
entice them and place them further at loss. Later, when the survivors of
Atlantis sought to reform their societies, Star Beings heard this call and
assisted briefly. Star Beings are of Water’s Evolution as well, and so much
that was taught was for their understandings and gave no weight to the
Earth Evolutionary Beings. These technologically advanced beings were
incapable of seeing right in front of them that Water’s Evolution was now
merged with Earth’s Evolution. That both evolution's now coincided within
the same form as humans. They did not know the working of consciousness
but were intrigued with the Atlantean development and at the same time,
feared the possibility humans can possess. 
These Star Beings would place a structure of understanding in place that
would be designed to hinder our spiritual growth while strengthening their
societies in incredible ways. Allowing them to dominate the globe in some
ways still today. Just one in the many obstacles we as Conscious Beings
have. Earth’s Evolution comes as an advancement of the developing Higher
Chakra Points. Imagine all that is of the body, centered on the heart and
below as belonging to Water’s Evolution. Yet all that is above the heart is
ruled by Earth’s Evolution. 



I feel I must give a brief outline of Reincarnation to continue, there will be
many further understandings later as well. 
1. Collective Beings Reincarnate, they can gain new consciousness and
apply this to their future development. 
2. Outer Beings Incarnate, they are corrupted by the Outer Universe and
thus not given any new consciousness upon their incarnations until they are
free from this cycle. 
3. Perfected Beings Manifest, Incarnate, and Reincarnate depending upon
their reasons. They Manifest when creating Avatars, this can be achieved in
any place within the Universe that is known to them, if not known then they
cannot. They Incarnate when merging with a Planetary Evolution, when
doing this they have accepted existing within a direct region of the Universe
until that portioned area achieves collective freedom. Lastly, they
Reincarnate, they must live out a single life but are free Conscious Beings
after the body ends. They do this to experience the overall understanding of
the forms. Perfected Beings only hail from The Higher Hierarchies and
these abilities are of Consciousness alone. 
4. Star Beings technologically control their life cycles through various
forms of memory transplant, bioengineering, or cybernetic advancements.
Star Beings physically travel throughout the universe which can be
dimensional, teleportation, or physical. Any advanced form of manipulation
of matter to transport themselves. These Beings will not hail from
Consciousness but can easily be of a kind alignment for the better
percentage of them. There are limits to the distances they can travel, so will
generally keep close records of universal movements and their windows of
opportunities to explore vast amounts of their areas. Star Beings hail from a
most ancient of Water’s Evolution and are of Mind alone. 
I wanted to present this so that we can have a clearer understanding of the
impacts some of these beings have had on our development both
Consciously and Intelligently. We can also now give placement to some of
our greatest leaders in the past and future. Examples are Hermes
Trismegistus, as one whose wisdom can easily be placed deriving from
deep in Mind’s, and thus Water’s Evolution. Another note to The Emerald
Tablets for those familiar is the Greater Beings that reside deep within
Pyramids, these beings are in a comatose status and therefore not of the
regulatory cycles of Earth’s Conscious Beings. The Anunnaki, Star Beings
is easily defined as Water’s Evolution. Krishna and Buddha, speaking from



Consciousness and thus towards Earth’s Evolution. The Buddha is unique
because he began in Water’s Evolution and surpassed it in Earth’s Evolution
while doing so creating a path for others to follow. Greater Beings spring
forth in so many unique ways that we can only be conscious and enjoy the
variety and beauty of this. 
Later forms of Conscious Levels began to formulate throughout the world.
This was initially the Plane of Mind’s attempt to grasp consciousness in the
way others had throughout history. Among some of these theories, we have
Holder's three levels of consciousness, Barrett's seven levels of personal
consciousness, and Gibson's four states of consciousness. All very much
stimulated through the Intelligent Impulse in addition to a few combined
theories that was perhaps too complex to take serious roots. Many attempts
have been made in so many varied ways, yet none have confronted the dual
aspects of our natures. The dual understandings of Eastern Thought dwindle
as Consciousness continues to find new ways of presenting itself to new
generations. Currently, this is in the form of Aura Spectrums, Cosmic
Personalities, Spiritual Astrology, and Chakras. 
Most teachings become convoluted once the concepts of time enter into
their teachings. True Consciousness is beyond time, so to consider the
Omni-Conscious making a dedicated promise to perform some acts within
particular time-frames is at the most mentally fabricated. Placing time-
spans on any form of spiritual conclusion will inevitably denote when that
particular teaching was infected with a loss in consciousness. As a Human
Species, there are concrete times that are known to us which will be facts,
and there are fictitious beliefs that in no way possible can be the truth. As
Spirits, there are concrete truths that are factually known, and periods in our
existence that we know never occurred. This is because Consciousness is a
continuation from Source and any capable of connecting knows all that is
and was. Futuristic postulations are not of Consciousness, Consciousness
has little need to know what will be because Consciousness manifest’s what
is. The amount of consciousness may determine an outcome of a future
event because it is capable of seeing all that is occurring within its
existence. But events are changing moment by moment and thus
consciousness must stay vigilant and not accept instantly what it conceived
previously. Eckhart Tolle’s teachings brought this through quite clearly. 
I will end this chapter with all that is needed to be known of Consciousness,
Intelligence will attempt to find reasons to accept these truths as expected,



and we must find it in our wisdom to give allowance for this. Earth’s
Evolution must guide Water’s Evolution with compassion to achieve true
unity. 
1. Consciousness knows all of Consciousness
2. Consciousness knows all of Recorded Time
3. Consciousness knows all Form
4. Consciousness has Compassion for all of Creation
5. Consciousness Manifest Light
6. Consciousness Manifest its Form
7. Consciousness Manifest its Environment   
Understand that we are Conscious Beings knowing all that is within our
cycles of consciousness, only The Omni-Conscious knows all that is both
within the Known Universe and beyond. Many Greater Beings are not of
consciousness, and none are Omni-Conscious. This has caused them to
believe themselves capable of directing the universe as they see fit among
our evolution. Spoken of in Buddhist Concepts of Planes, these are places
where Gods, Demi-Gods, and Elder Gods constantly battle for the
superiority of the universe. Other among the Greater Beings are Intelligent,
they too have grand-scale battles deep within the universe for regional
control. Only a few of the Greater Beings have grasped the truth and were
permitted into the embrace of the Higher Hierarchies to guide Earth’s
Evolution towards freedom. 
Working from number seven up on the list will be what is considered the
last three stages of Water’s development into consciousness. It is not until
step four is known that they would achieve compassion for all beings,
therefor many Star Beings would be better understood beyond this point.
The same would be true for our religious/spiritual belief systems when
looking at what is commanded by their god-heads, and what is expressed by
their followings. We can only conclude that Water’s Evolution has very
prominently structured our paths for quite some time now. “Ye shall know
them by their fruits,” Is all that could be added.
 
 
 
 

 EVOLUTION/CREATION



 
The age-old controversy of Creationism vs. Evolution is well known. I
doubt to shed any new light on this topic, for all have made their stand quite
firmly. I only wish to bring this forth in Universal Understanding as it was
meant to be. For as Consciousness arises, so does truth, and through duality,
all things have a place. In considering, we have come to know factually that
evolution occurs in three distinct ways on earth, meaning within Water’s
Evolution. 
1. Stem Evolution: due to radiation from erupting magma from the earth’s
core. This breaks up the continents, causing species to individualize and
evolve separately. 
2. Crown Evolution: When continents reform again and crossbreeding of
DNA occurs. Creating new species from those that have evolved in two
separate environments. 
3. Mass Extinction Evolution: Catastrophic events that cause species left to
evolve to fit and survive the surrounding environment. 
These are the three ways in which planetary species evolved. They have
very little in common with Spiritual Evolution, other than key moments
when Consciousness entered the cycle. I am not partial to time-frames but
must set up some references here as lifeforms evolved. 
1. 4 Billion Years: Fatty Acids evolved to Amino Acids. 
2. Amino Acids evolved into Proto-RNA, Life Encoding Molecules.
3. Proto-RNA evolved into Ribozymes that could replicate themselves
which formed primitive cellular enclosed within a Lipid Membrane. 
4. Proto-Life Forms became more complex, evolving through Solar Energy.
5. RNA evolved into DNA being able to now pass on information
throughout generations, becoming Bacteria’s Ancestors. 
6. 2.9 Billion Years: Oxygen Forming Bacteria evolved to cleanse the
carbonation from waters and air. 
7. 2.4 Billion Years: A “Snowball” effect which is known as an Ice
Extinction occurred. Water’s Evolution (Conscious Impulse) thrived under
the ice sheets into more complex life, living within Cells together. This was
the birth of Mitochondria, allowing for more energy from oxygen and
forming a structure to protect DNA. Mitochondria existed within colonies
of thousands to a single cell. DNA Strands begin to grow significantly
being able to take on even more information to share with future
generations.   



8. 1.8 Billion Years: Super Continent Nuna formed, was broken up, then
Super Continent Rodina formed, then broken up. 
9. 700 Million Years: For over a hundred million years Ice Ages
continuously made life hard to survive. This caused genetic mutations to
accelerate at faster rates in-between the destructive periods. 
10.  580 Million Years: Beginning of another Glacial Age, the evolution of
multicellular life forms, Water’s Evolution (Conscious Impulse) was now
able to utilize the nutrients within the atmosphere to adapt to the
environment. Water life forms began to change very rapidly now. 
11.  260 Million Years: Glacial Extinction caused by a collision with a
Dark Nebula (Corrupted Force) and our Solar System. This key moment
took Water’s Evolved DNA and transplanted it across the closer regions of
our Milky Way. Randomly placing this same DNA from Water’s Evolution
on other solar bodies, some prospering into evolved societies far before the
earth's advancement. Giving to us within our regions the various Star
Beings, other Star Beings are deriving outside of this but that is for further
communication elsewhere. 
12.  260 Million Years: Super Continent Pangea forms, Water Evolution
(Conscious Impulse) forms the Mammal Strand. Larger brain sizes form in
three distinct periods, all coinciding with major volcanic eruptions on the
planet. This places these events as Stem Evolution initially due to the
scattering of species, but the radiation played a more under current event.
These events occurred around 2.3, 1.9, and 0.3 million years ago.    
Now I will speak of things never before communicated. Theosophy and
Anthropology may find common grounds in disputing what will follow, but
I am not writing to calm the few. The true and only reason consciousness
took root here on this planet was due to this very event. Roughly two billion
years ago a very special asteroid made an impact on the earth, it hosted Our
Most Reverend Logos, the Absolute of Consciousness within all that is of
earth. Our Logos moved deep into the center of the earth and took on a deep
sleep to begin reforming the planet for future events. This Perfected Being
chose to host this planet and assist it in budding consciousness. In a sense,
we can say this was the very moment Earth’s Evolution began to manifest,
although conscious beings did not surface until much later. This Logo will
come to have many faces and names throughout the many eons as Newly
Awakened Beings reinvent their understanding of The Logo’s Nature.
Named Yahweh in earth’s cycles know that this Perfected Being is not



Omni-Conscious. It stands at a precipice of achieving much after earth's
completion but had come onto earth much more knowing than any born of
the earth. I will give more insight later but will say that this Being first
hailed from The Plane of Holy, then embraced within The Higher
Hierarchies, from there it incarnated into the Plane of Psyche to stay there
until fully developed. Then later allowed to create new consciousness on
earth.
Consciousness and Earth’s Evolution will begin to take on the forms known
to us as The Root Races. Among the Polarian and Hyperborean, the forms
were very much etheric, In the later part of the Hyperborean Age, the forms
began to take on a light solid form as they moved their way through the
earth’s crust and into the oceans. Within the Oceans is where the blending
of the two evolution's took place, Water’s Evolution was already aggressive,
and Earth’s Evolution was still childlike and detached. With the merging
and now connected with conscious beings, DNA could now communicate
to all instead of just those it was in contact with. This brought forth the third
Root Race in the Lemurian and a crossbreed of many species. This Race
was Giant in form, had various colors and designs, a cycloptic eye that
eventually became a third eye, various numbers of arms, and the beginning
portions of them laid eggs. Yet through all this, the Conscious side
manifested itself through the understanding of Intelligent Impulse. Earth’s
Evolution manifested without concern as Water’s Evolution focused on
perfecting itself to dominate survival. Both Evolution's cohabit in the same
form yet have little knowledge of this and live completely different
experiences. 
The fourth Root Race was much more dominated by Water’s Evolution,
with Earth’s Evolution going into a slumber we notice the lack of
manifesting conscious activity now. Forms no longer had multifaceted
varieties, they downsized from sixty to around eight feet and would
resemble the humans of today. This caused Water’s Evolution to go into a
frenzy as they felt they were devolving from their once grandeur among the
life chain. We understand that Water’s Evolution though highly intelligent,
they are not conscious. They never knew of our presence within their
evolution, on occasion the Logos would impulse and beings would awaken
to compassion, but it would be overruled in societies of the Atlantean Age.
Consciousness knows consciousness, intelligence does not. This is
important to note, for even today true consciousness can be seen as a threat



to the intellect. We must understand that Water’s Evolution feels that it will
die off if it allows Earth’s Evolution to succeed, which of course is untrue. 
Many etheric events were taking place at once on levels that Water’s
Evolution had no understanding of, and so therefore could not defend
against. Consciousness formed with what we call Christ’s Impulse,
Deception formed with what we call the Luciferic Impulse, and entities
from the Dark Plane incarnated on earth and began to corrupt both
evolutionary lines. Water’s Evolution only saw these beings as a discovery
and a means to achieve greatness, as Earth’s Evolution continued to
slumber within the same forms. Of the event that caused the Luciferic
impulse, I will speak just once in this book. The Plane of Holy and a portion
of The Council of Dragon (Generally Neutral) was at war due to events
later spoken of. Lucifer being defeated was not sentenced to earth, but upon
his defeat fled his victors and incarnated on earth. This bonded his
consciousness with that of Earth’s Evolution until the time at which we
achieve spiritual freedom.
You may now see why Water’s Evolution has always been overly intrigued
with learning. To go so far on so many occasions to experiment and tinker
with understandings many a conscious soul would never, much like the
atom bomb. Water’s Evolution is not satisfied with what is, it must continue
to improve itself, even to the detriment of lives lost. They exist with an
understanding that life and death are a means for future survival to
strengthen. We see this today with the Herd Immunity followers during this
pandemic. To accept millions of deaths to achieve this is unconscionable to
the awakened soul. But this goes even further when we look at any new
experimental drugs that are pushed forward with the acceptance of lives lost
before it is tweaked to perfection. I hope I have given us all some insights
into this. 
Eventually, the Atlanteans would dwell so deep in destructive arts that they
would bring themselves to ruin. A group of Black Magi and White Magi
went to war over the dark summoning practices and destructive arts. In the
end, those among the White Magi capable of leaving the planet fled to the
stars, becoming the Star Beings that possessed Consciousness and later
evolved Light Bodies. Presumed to have left earth because they would’ve
been hunted to extinction due to the pacts that were made with Dark Beings
and the Black Magi. These Black Magi would begin to restructure future
societies to their will. 



Hundreds of thousands of years would pass at the hands of these
superimposed leaders in our civilizations. The Black Magi were intent upon
eternal ruler-ship, unknown to the deceit and corruption of The Dark
Beings. They eventually would fall due to their greed by believing in the
Dark Beings and raising them to Godhood status. It was around this period
that Lucifer began his uprising and structured religions began to
aggressively form. The entities from Dark’s Plane allied with Lucifer
temporarily to commit to the destruction and keeping consciousness from
ever awakening in humans. These same Dark Beings eventually decided to
let go of their servants the Black Magi, for once the corruption had taken
root, they did not need them anymore. In desperation, these Black Magi
sought through dimensional magic and summoning to find reasons why
their Gods had left them. In doing so, they connected to the Star Beings of
Water’s Evolution's past. These Star Beings derived from Mind and did not
know about Consciousness. 
These Star Beings would dominate civilizations for thousands of years
causing all other Greater Beings to take a back seat. The Black Magi faded
out of history for a time and were forgotten. It would not be until the
Golden Age of Egypt that these Black Magi would wrestle power back into
their courts with the formation of the most sacred studies of Egypt. These
were controlled only by the Priest Class and paved the path for continued
sacred orders for centuries to come. The Star Beings would move on, but
not without placing overseers in place. Unknown to them, they were
secretly controlled by the Black Magi. 
Hermetic Philosophy became Gnostic through the return of the White Magi.
They had grown strong enough and a portion shed their forms, seeking to
now free others within Water’s Evolution. They sat in the backseat but very
much influenced Conscious Evolution, we would now call these beings The
Pleiadians. These formerly known White Magi now aligned with the
Collective Consciousness and the souls from the Plane of Holy had
incentive to free others within the corruption’s grasp. This began a long and
perilous campaign throughout this portion of the world. 
Those of Earth’s Evolution developed throughout the Western Americas,
the South Americas, and the early Canadian front. This includes the
Hawaiian areas, many beliefs were formed that connected consciousness
with all creatures and life. Among the other cultures that formed from the
scattered Lemurian Continent were the early people of Australia and the



sacred Sages of Asia. The souls of early Asia were blessed with little
interference from Water’s Evolution and were able to dwell deeper into
their psyche origins. Hence laying incredible accounts for spiritual
transmigration and detailed definitions of occurrences of Greater Beings.
As all beings of evolution, they sought to nail down the formations of the
heavenly bodies and personify the universe. Much of what was learned by
them was from Greater Beings of Water’s Evolution, imparting wisdom
from a very conscious viewpoint. 
The early Vedic structure was known from Water’s viewpoint as Greater
Beings continued to reincarnate to continue their work on earth. On
occasions, Water Beings would succeed others and be given access to
consciousness beyond thought. They would attempt to give new
consciousness to older belief structures and would fail in many instances,
until growing enough to impart consciousness without words. For as was
stated, consciousness knows consciousness, but intelligence does not.
Beings from Water’s Evolution will always reach a point of no further
knowledge from their studies. Then over time, they will manipulate matter
to find discovery and believe themselves to find a breakthrough, not
consciously aware that they created it. 
This will bring us to what we conceive to be ten thousand years ago. Many
Gods would be personified for the next four thousand years. Some Greater
Beings from the Plane of Holy, some from the Plane of Dark, some from
Star Beings, and even some that were Primordial Elementals that we
empowered. The true powers left us to our delusions, for they kept us from
realizing the truth. Wars raged always through opposing belief structures,
although we have been led to believe it was through the need to expand
land. When consciousness was beginning to peak and collective
compassion would flower, many powers would align to stop this from
occurring. Such destruction that knowledge would be lost unless deeply
hidden, cultures attempted to be obliterated unless too sturdy that they
could not be, and souls that were reincarnated with the pure purpose of
freeing others would be quickly silenced. 
Eventually, the Omni-Conscious would begin to become compassionate to
this plight. Conscious Beings at the greatest part of their development touch
Source. During this time Conscious Pulses give new experiences to the
Omni-Conscious. This had happened enough to where the Omni-Conscious
was stimulated to act against the imbalance within this region. This would



empower the Collective Conscious Beings, they would reincarnate with
renewed strengths and gifts, now capable of cleansing the corruption. Now I
will speak of branches in the universe via the Planes and their formations
and how this developed within Water’s Evolution. But first I feel we need a
complete realized understanding of The Universal Mind. 
 
 



THE UNIVERSAL MIND
 
With renewed strength we now see Conscious Leaders taking on more roles
as the forces of Religion became the new war front. With logic falling into
disarray the Plane of Psyche (already formed earlier) would start to
influence Water’s Evolution as the awakening of Mind began to form.
Understanding the Universal Mind is to understand all that functions
without thought, much like the complete body organism. Universal Mind
works above Mind, yet Mind is unique because it thinks and actively
manipulates its environment. However, if the Mind should cease this action,
the Universal Mind will once again take over. The creation of form as in a
fetus, the Universal Mind is at work. Once a Human Being deceases, again
the Universal Mind takes over. The Universal Mind is what connects all
Minds, what’s learned by those Minds, and how it can apply this to future
generations of Minds. Minds can only evolve through adding to their
knowledge, this knowledge does not register as what is right or wrong, only
what works. And so, Minds will continue to do these actions, unless
something new has proven to work in conjunction with survival. 
As minds evolved into Sentient Beings, they began to form pathways of
knowledge that had nothing to do with survival, they began to seek
knowledge of the existence in which they lived. They wished to learn the
reason behind the form and the understanding of the cosmos. These things
had little to do with the basic thinking minds and so these Visionaries could
find themselves shunned, killed, or kept captive as interesting people to
possess. What began this need to understand and caused Minds to wander
beyond its function, was the influence from the Plane of Psyche. But still
with Sentient Beings came a free movement of forms. Now capable of
physically reflecting what Universal Mind does, manipulate and transform
form for future evolution. 
Water’s Evolution was not initially these evolved forms of minds, for the
Universal Mind-controlled much of their evolution. Still today we see
lifeforms function with intelligence that simply cannot be understood and
so we only become fascinated with them. How the structures of the insect
kingdoms blow us away with discoveries continually. The Universal Mind
works on the premise of what has worked before, it will continue to



replicate this on the most fundamentals for prosperity. The God Particle and
Golden Spiral will prove this exceptional function. 
Remember this spiral of how Consciousness is formed? Spirit moves into
Form, moves into Mind, and then moves into Consciousness. This means
that these initial forms of Water’s Evolution are in fact children of
consciousness. All that Light touches is of consciousness, though not
necessarily conscious. As they evolved past Mind, they became free agents
as consciousness began to take root in their collective understandings. This
would ultimately cause Minds to move beyond the Universal Mind to seek
understanding of it. Many Sentient Beings that only moved through
developing the lower chakras, would learn enough to conceive the
Universal Mind as the origin of existence and would cease to look further.
We see this today within our Theosophical views, though incredibly versed
with great spiritual breakthroughs many have taken it in and ceased to
continue once the Masters of Old moved on. 
The Universal Mind has been and will always be throughout all of
existence. It has been perfecting the principles of creating form since before
matter was. Over billions of years through trial and error, it now replicates
what it knows works. We will see this work in all the fundamental natures
of life. The Universal Mind’s goal is Sentient Creation, we will see this
currently in the known universe, all other animal kingdoms are catered to
assist, when not they will cease. All breaking and reforming of molecules
throughout the billions of years looking, experimenting, and tweaking
Sentient creation. There were trillions of failed experiments until what
worked was found, even today we learn of many extinctions before humans.
Sentient Beings, as an un-perfected but finalized creation of The Universal
Mind, were expected to succeed, and seed the universe. It never accounted
for Sentience development beyond this point. 
Within this structure of Water’s Evolution, you will find in order the
Universal Mind, Form, Intelligence, and then Individualized Mind.
Individualized Mind’s being on the precipice of Collective Consciousness
should they move beyond Heart Consciousness. Universal Mind is aware of
consciousness within the Known Universe, however, it is looked at as an
abnormality due to its unpredictability. Universal Mind is about structure
and function, no matter the forms it creates. Universal Mind touches the
unconscious, it formed the Elemental Planes and Entities which reside there
and is not of The Outer Universe. The Universal Mind is a companion to



Consciousness, though lacks a true understanding of it because it is not
among what it controls.
The Plane of Psyche was formed from the record-keeping of the Universal
Mind. It holds what we would call The Akashic Records, this Plane is
governed by Greater Beings that helped to formulate The Great Hermetic
Principles. These Principles were later brought to us by Hermes during the
time of Water’s Evolution here on earth once he was advanced enough to
fully realize them. Though not initially what they are called, it would be
better if I kept our titles. 
 
As stated, The Universal Mind is not concerned with what is good or bad,
simply what functions and advances. The Beings of the Plane of Psyche are
incredibly intellectual, factual, and decisive on many of the universal
events. They have become a council believing themselves the overseers just
as the Universal Mind conceived. But will only on the rarest of occasions
commune with Beings of lesser status. They pass about through the
physical/etheric planes only to keep updated records of the current status of
the physical universe. They move throughout all planes this way, even the
Plane of Dark. For the Plane of Dark was initially created by the Universal
Mind, but then taken over by the Outer Universe.
Remember when I spoke about how Perfected Beings reincarnated into
planes and stayed within the cycles until collective freedom was reached?
The Perfected Being we know as Yahweh was first of the Plane of Holy, he
later achieved status within the Higher Hierarchies within the Plane of
Light, then through consciousness known only to him and the Omni-
Conscious reincarnated within the Plane of Psyche. He stayed there
establishing ruler-ship, conscious among the many highly intelligent,
staying until far after the Plane of Mind was formed. He learned things of
form and structure many a conscious being doesn’t ponder. He later moved
from Psyche to inhabit the Earth, seeding Earth’s Evolution, and our
bestowed consciousness is granted through his sacrifice here. Though this is
a story well known to the conscious collective, its place is better suited for a
later time as well. 
Now that we understand some of the connections to the Universal Mind, we
can go further. Universal Mind is the God Head to many Star Beings
understandings. I will later categorize them in their various structured
forms, some possess no consciousness that we can perceive but are still of



consciousness. These are among those that have presented themselves as
friendly to our knowledge. Others that have become too manufactured, too
robotic-like have succumbed completely to the infection and corruption of
the Dark Plane. Remember that the Outer Universe takes what is, and
manufactures replications to spread itself into the Collective Universe. In
the Plane of Mind, this takes the form of A.I. (Artificial Intelligence). This
without a doubt would be the working insinuation of the Outer Universe to
replicate what has already greatly harmed Mind’s Plane to Spirit’s Plane,
Earth’s Evolution. The Plane of Spirit now manifests while under the
influence of The Plane of Mind, they now touch one another within the
higher Planes. This means at the midpoint of Spirit’s development will
directly touch with the midpoint of Mind’s. In addition, it will be on the
side representing the Dark Planes' influence. 
 
The area to most note would be the Plane of Entropy, it influences both
evolution's at this point. later I will explain the Plane of Mind’s
development through Water’s Evolution. This will all become clearer at that
point. Next, I will give a brief history of how Earth’s Evolution struggled to
prosper and consciously grow in this intellectually harsh existence until
now. My goal is to lead us into full realization at this point.



 
SUMERIAN TO ENOCHIAN
 
It has always been a very complex topic to discuss matters of which there is
little proof. We are constantly at odds with our conscious knowing and our
intelligence, this will most likely continue until we awaken to form. The
largest of these hurtles are proving what we know with that of what we
understand as historical facts. This is where Water’s Evolution can meet
Conscious Knowing, for as Mind is a record keeper of existence,
somewhere within there is stored information that just needs to be
unlocked. Of which we see on many occasions during deep hypnotic
trances, or deep meditations while in solitude.
So now a bit of catch-up from the Atlantean Age to the beginning of the
second era of Mesopotamian/Sumerian Civilization. Second, because the
Star Beings which ruled over them for so many millennial before the
Deluge now attempted to give them back their history which was reserved.
Herein lies the reason why the Sumerian Historical facts on astrology far
surpassed their current documented civilization.    
1. 1 million to 900,000 years ago the Atlantean Civilization
2. 600,000 to 450,000 years ago the Dark Magi Reigned 
3. 440,000-198,800 years Anunnaki Ruled with long-lived Kings
4. The Deluge Occurred here needing 520 yrs. to recuperate 
5. 198,280-70,000 years Humans were left to evolve again
6. 70,000-20,000 years Nomadic Humans through the Ice Age
7. 20,000-Current Consciousness reawakens, and Greater Beings reinvent
themselves back into civilization. 
There would be many disasters afterward, yet the scars of the Deluge will
reinvent themselves on so many occasions in addition to the Ice Age
causing havoc and rising water lines. The followers of Enki would attempt
to educate humankind on the past, yet to the evolving human beings, it was
perceived to be a catastrophic event that occurred recently at the wrath of
their Gods.  
The Enochian understandings, though known from the writings of Enoch
and many of his lineage must be known for the points in which
consciousness was brought forth. There are times when the writings within



the Enoch 1 Text become lost and are known to be corrupted against the
truth, but the generational writings overall have given us glimpses of
consciousness, more than many after the loss. I would like to first define
some of the titles for our universal understanding. These definitions are
of The Book of Enoch 1 only, I encourage you to reread it after
understanding these definitions. 
Holy Ones are about all Beings which hail from the Plane of Holy. This is
most definitively the Order of Angelic Hierarchy and any association that
still battles on the side of the Holy against the Plane of Dark. 
Righteous Ones are Earth’s Evolution, meaning all Conscious Beings which
hail from the Source of Consciousness. This would be us in general, we are
meant for greater things than we perceive. Elect/Chosen Ones are the Star
Beings from Water’s Evolution that have found their way to consciousness.
These Greater Beings are “Granted” consciousness because they have to
seek it. This would be what we call The Pleiadeans, which did originate on
earth. And also, some among the Royalty of the Anunnaki lines, which
anyone familiar won’t be too surprised about. This will also encompass
Greater Beings that derived from The East who on occasion gave counsel,
but rarely left their Sacred City. 
The Lord of Spirits, Most High, & Son of Man is referring to Christ of
Nazareth, the one we know as Yahweh, in today’s world known as The
Earth’s Logos personified. 
The Watchers are the followers of Lucifer after The Fall, meaning they were
a break off from the Order of Holy at one time. Once they were able to
locate where Lucifer had gone after his defeat, they followed suit by
sacrifice, then were incarnated within Earth’s Evolution taking them some
time to reassemble. A good portion of them fall off of their plans and soften
towards humans no longer wanting to harm them. The ones who rejoined
were called “Guardians”. 
Nephilim is the offspring of those of the Fallen with humans. These
Nephilim were born advanced and reawakened the DNA genes that allowed
for them to revert to human’s original forms in Lemuria as Giants. They
also had many different features and would’ve become the dominant race if
the flood did not occur. Nephilim seeded more Nephilim in the next
generation, this last Nephilim seeded Elioud, still advanced humans.   
Gods (plural) is referring to the Holy Hierarchy, this is a collection or order
of the Holy Alliances. This could be Angelic, Star Beings, and any Greater



Beings that assist in this cleansing campaign. 
Eternal God & Lord of the Ages is Enki of the Anunnaki, as will be
explained, Enki the 1st to gain consciousness is still in possession of a
physical body that lives an insurmountable amount of time. Hence, he is
looked at among the Greater Beings here on earth as Eternal, and at times
reinvents himself to newer generations. He now leads those that were once
Watchers and have rejoined Holy, Star Beings that are bound to earth’s
cycles, and is the Prime Guidance to Greater Beings. He is among all
Collective that by choice or commandment are bound to earth. 
Great Holy One is none other than Archangel Michael, the Sword of God,
the One who defeated Lucifer in battle. The new Leader of The Holy
Hierarchy and Protector of The Planetary Logos. This Perfected Being
resides within Earth’s Evolution and manifest’s on occasion as an Avatar
but is known to go through his internal struggles for reasons that will later
be spoken of. When needed, he has the complete army of The Angelic
Order at his disposal. 
Sumerian wisdom will bring forth the roots of Hebrew/Judaism, Judaism
awakens Gnostic thought through Enoch, Gnostic thought forms beginning
Christianity belief, and Judaism branches off to Kabbalism (or Qabalism).
The Outer Universe fought a battle few of the Collective Consciousness
was properly prepared for. At many times consciousness has struggled to
survive in this environment, at least in this part of the world. Enoch 2
started the understanding of a time far before this point and will be
explained later.            
       The Mesopotamian/Sumerian Culture far predates our current
understandings and was a prominent civilization in Water’s Evolution.
Eventually, our intelligence must catch up to our consciousness with this
fact. Their documentation of the Annunaki is unparalleled and perfected to
the smallest of details. Many civilizations had origination rooted firming in
early Sumerian understandings and beliefs. Among all that is told to us
about the Annunaki, they are Star Beings from Water’s Evolution and were
advanced beyond us in this last visit. This was not the first visit, only the
one we have documentation on at this time. If following the Sumerian text,
this last visitation was over four hundred thousand years ago. In knowing
that the Atlantean Age was over nine hundred thousand, we can understand
why the Dark Magi were still around but losing their power as humans
began an explosion of beliefs that weakened them. 



The Annunaki Civilization has existed beyond our current understanding,
however, I assume that in today’s world all conscious beings have been
made aware of them. The first among them to become conscious was Enki,
we know this very well by the compassion he showed towards the humans
he oversaw and, on many occasions, even protected. He would struggle for
some time afterward existing in his civilization not being able to impart this
to others. The other Annunaki had little desire to change, for they had been
embraced in the Universal Mind for so long that nothing new could be
learned. He eventually found Yahweh and was able to learn to expand his
consciousness on a pathway he had to devise on his own. 
Later among his many children, Marduk would be given a conscious
awakening through his father’s counsel. Marduk would reinvent himself as
the God Ra and lead this portion of the continent as others among the
Annunaki followed because it suited their purpose at the time. They would
form a Pantheon of reinvented deified linage for thousands of years as they
struggled to stay in power against all of Outer Universe and Luciferic
influence. You have but to follow the Pantheons of the Middle Eastern
territories before the dawn of Judaism to realize the consistent same number
of God-heads to fully understand this. Then Enki’s following would be
strengthened when they formed alliances with the Angelic Order, The
Watchers now calling themselves The Guardians when a portion turned on
Lucifer, and the Eastern Greater Beings that would take evolution by storm.
The Eastern School of thought will be the first among Water’s Evolution to
find a path to true consciousness and flower Perfected Beings.
There would be a point where all looked lost, The Dark Ones and Chaotic
Ones were growing exponentially and consciousness was fading on many
fronts. The Collective Alliance all decided on the flood of The Deluge as
the answer, but I will explain this now. The three chaotic powers at work
were on the verge of destroying all that Yahweh had created and
manifested. The first was Lucifer and his followers, he had succeeded in the
creation of false heaven and now was able to grow in strength because he
would amass the souls of Water’s and Earth’s combined Evolution's. The
second was the Plane of Dark’s corruption that threatened to feed off of the
Conscious Beings at an incredible rate now led by the personification of
Ahriman. The third was the Nephilim, they were powerful and arrogant,
they cared little for laws, and considered an imbalance in creation's path. 



The Flood leveled the playing field, beings that were no longer of
consciousness needed to pass. This as was explained, would push them into
the grasp of the Outer Universe, no longer capable but controlled as the
Outer Universe took them over. They would no longer be an immediate
threat to the evolving Collective Consciousness, and later should they
become one, they would be a shadow of what they once were. This also
allowed all the Conscious Beings to be reincarnated within the Collective
Universe to be refreshed with renewed consciousness. Very few were able
to survive this flood, whether you believe the Gilgamesh version or the
versions later rewritten. It is all consciousness remembering springing forth,
either Enki speaking to Noah or an Angel. Note that Yahweh by no means
had a part in this decision, you must understand that he is now one with
earth. Then, the earth was weakened, it was for the forces of conscious
souls to protect him and this is how they saw to it. 
The effects of the flood on the forces against consciousness are thus.
Lucifer, residing within a created false Heaven with the Fallen was able to
escape this wrath. The Beings of Dark Plane were abolished needing to
work their way back which required conscious beings to feed off of. Those
among the Fallen, that rebelled against all and sought to control the
civilizations were obliterated and sent back to the realm of the Holy to face
judgment. The Nephilim were cleansed sending them to be wiped of
consciousness and stuck within the cycle of Entropy. The last to survive
was the Dark Magi, they were encased deep within the Egyptian land within
a dimension untouched by the physical realm, only covered much deeper by
the flood waters. This is what is known to consciousness, still, on
occasions, we learn that entities surface and secrets unravel. One such event
was the Dark Magi refashioning the Giantus Gene and Semi Giant tribes
revitalizing after the flood.
This will conclude my account of our past as Conscious/Intelligent Beings
living within the same form within this period. We have lived many
lifetimes in slumber as intellect has prospered, but never fully whole. This
imbalance here on Earth has been devastating without us fulfilling our
granted duties to become Collectively Conscious. Universally we have
invented new terms like Heart Consciousness, misdirecting us toward full
consciousness. We direct our love to our causes and never consider all that
we are connected with. Socially we “like,” as a collective way of amassing



only our viewpoints and never outstretch beyond these self-proclaimed
barriers. 
My goal continues to be Universal Consciousness via this series, I have
now connected us to a true realization of our past, whether proven or not,
consciousness knows. Now I will take us to roughly around 200k years, as
we were left to develop after The Deluge. Water Beings in the East would
develop consciousness as they were left in deep contemplation and had very
different experiences with The Corruptive Beings due to their conscious
viewpoints of them. In the West, religions would spring forth as The Outer
Universe would seek to place a new foothold in the growing populations.
Water’s Evolution would begin an ancient battle for superiority, inventing
religions for control over their conscious truths aided by those that have
always been our true enemies. 
 



 
OF MAN AND GODS
 
It is time for us to shed the taught belief that we derived from a single
continent and moved throughout the planet. When looking at the many
ways throughout planetary history we have evolved, we must understand
that we equally derived from multiple areas on this planet. It is only the
structurally formed “Water” schools of thought that stubbornly wish to not
be undermined that causes this loss. Many a Historian and other great
scientific fields wish to evolve past these notions but are threatened with
being destroyed by their Peers. Genetics and Ancient DNA alone will tell a
very different story of our derived heritages should we give to them our
honest ear. Our story is more akin to multiple ancient races interbreeding
with one another. More so with those races able to travel globally, hence
appearing to be a dominant gene and falsely seen as an original DNA strain.
I leave this only for others to take up this insight at later times. 
Being left to evolve freely we would originate and collectively create early
societies in Six Motherlands on the planet. This would be as follows. 
1. Mesoamerica, in North America
2. Andres, in South America
3. Egypt
4. Mideast
5. Indus
6. China  
These would form the belief systems of Animalism that would take root
from roughly 100,000-10,000 BCE. It is through these understandings that
we reawakened our ability to create once again as we found solace in our
potential to form the world, we lived in. Yet as always, when we reach for
these pearls of wisdom, we call forth other forces. Animalism called forth
the Primitive Ancient Elementals and humanity began a campaign of
subjugation to these forces as they were religiously followed, never
realizing our place above them. As the many Gods flourished, we would
develop in various ways considering what dynamics were entrenched within
the cultures. I will give a brief list before going more in-depth on particular
ones now. 



1.  Dualism recognizes the existence of exactly two deities, which represent
opposing forces. Believers only honor one as deserving of worship,
generally associating them with goodness, order, sanctity, and spirituality.
The other is rejected as a being of evil, corruption, and/or of materiality.
Religions such as Christianity and Zoroastrianism recognize a single god,
but they also acknowledge a being of corruption, which should be rejected.
However, in neither case is the corrupted being a god, but rather something
of lesser status. As such, these faiths are not considered dualistic but are
instead monotheism. The theological differences can be significant between
the two views.
2. Polytheism is any religion that honors more than one god, but not in a
dualistic relationship. Most polytheistic religions acknowledge dozens,
hundreds, thousands, or even millions of deities. Hinduism is a perfect
example, as are a number of lesser-known religions that have stemmed from
its beliefs. Believing in multiple gods does not mean that a polytheist
regularly worships all such deities. Rather, they approach the gods as
needed, and may have one or several to whom they feel particularly close.
Polytheistic gods are generally not omnipotent, unlike monotheistic gods
who are often thought to have unlimited power. Rather, each god has his or
her own spheres of influence or interest.
3. Monotheism are religions that acknowledge the existence of only one
god. Monotheists may or may not also acknowledge the existence of lesser
spiritual beings, such as angels, demons, and spirits. However, these are
always subordinate to a single "supreme being" and are not deserving of the
worship reserved for that god. When people think of monotheistic religions,
they generally think of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam: the three major
Judeo-Christian religions. There are, however, a number of additional
monotheistic religions. Some of these are also Judeo-Christian religions or
at least influenced by them, such as Vodou, the Rastafari Movement, and
the Baha'i Faith. Others exist independently, such as Zoroastrianism and
Eckankar. A religion that demands the honoring of a single specific god but
acknowledges the existence of others is known as henotheism.
4. Atheistic religion is one that expressly states that there are no divine
beings. The lack of supernatural beings, in general, is also commonly
accepted but not specifically inherent in the term. The Raelian Movement is
an actively atheistic movement. Formal acceptance into the religion
involves a renouncing of previous religions and the embracing of the fact



that there are no gods. Instead, the creation of the human race is credited to
advanced life forms living beyond the planet Earth. It is their wishes, not
the wishes of a supernatural being, which we should endeavor to embrace
for the betterment of humanity. LaVeyan Satanism is commonly described
as atheistic Satanism, although there's no formal declaration of such. Some
of these Satanists may describe themselves as agnostic.
5. Non-Theistic religion does not center upon the existence of any deities,
but it does not deny their existence either. As such, members can easily be a
collection of atheists, agnostics, and theists. Theist believers often integrate
their beliefs in a deity or deities with the non-theistic religion, rather than
dealing with the two beliefs as separate entities. For example, Unitarian
Universalism stresses many humanistic beliefs. A theistic Unitarian
Universalist can easily understand these values as being the wish of God or
being part of God's design.
6. Personal Development Movement encompasses a very wide range of
beliefs and practices. Many are not distinctly religious, although some are.
Personal Development Movements primarily focus on techniques for
believers to better themselves in some way. When these techniques have a
spiritual or supernatural component to their understanding, they are
frequently categorized as religious. Some people look to Personal
Development Movements to fix things specifically within themselves such
as health, ability, or intelligence. They may also be looking to improve their
connection with the world, attract more positive influences, and drive out
negative ones. They may be looking for very tangible results, such as
wealth and success. At the same time, they understand that some sort of
change needs to occur within themselves in order for these desires to
manifest.
         Such belief structures can completely coincide with the evolution of
the Root Races, for as Earth’s Evolution was growing out of Water’s
evolution, a clear uprising of Monotheistic beliefs began to take root. I
touched on the Root Races but will give further detail here. Specifically,
with the 4th & 5th Root Races. When the generations of life on this planet
produce what is known as a Perfected Being, which is a being of the
Collective Consciousness that is fully awakened. That Being gains the
burden of deciding the fate of the future inhabitants here. They had been
guided by the Conscious Collective for many lifetimes already as they
consciously decided the lessons that must be learned to achieve such a state.



They will be given specific obstacles to be judged solely by the Earth’s
Revered Logos, this is where our concepts of Jesus’s Judgement come from.
Upon passing as a Perfected Being they have the decision to sacrifice
themselves in essence for the prospering of all. When doing so, seeding the
next generation, and bringing forth a new Root Race that will collectively
share the essence of that Perfected Being. This doesn’t happen with ease
and on many occasions, a Perfected Being still can doubt and fear on levels
many cannot comprehend. Many have dated when these events should
occur, yet remember what I said, placing dates on conscious events bare
little truth. The way of spiritual existence is above and beyond the concepts
of time. In the event that such a Perfected Being has committed to this
sacrifice, they will touch the Source of Consciousness, and thus send a
Conscious Impulse to the Omni-Conscious. Giving to the Omni-Conscious
all that we have experienced and grown throughout the many generations
since last it was touched. The Omni-Conscious will in turn impart of itself a
new pathway of understanding and release this Perfected Being back to
Earth to blend itself with the new generation. The New Root Race will be
born of this Perfected Being and a new consciousness, even if thousands or
even millions were born during this time they will be born with this new
consciousness. This is of Earth’s Evolution alone and thus key points within
both evolution's when Consciousness awakened, and Omni-Conscious was
touched. The Root Races are thus.
1. Polarians, the first root race was primarily spiritual (Astral/Etheric) and
did not leave physical remains.
2. Hyperboreans the second, Hyperborean root-race (a continuation of the
first) was semi-astral but grew denser and opaquer with each passing age.
Towards its end, it became more gelatinous and filamentoid in structure and
developed the rudimentary beginnings of bones and organs, hair, and skin.
Although still more or less oval-shaped in form, it began to show the first
outlines of the later human form. However, towards its end, its bodies
passed through many curious, part-animal forms.
3. Lemurians the third, Lemurians were the first with physical bodies. They
were described as a race of three-eyed giants and inhabited a "lost
continent" of Lemuria which is where the Indian and Pacific oceans now
are. Modern theosophists sometimes identify Lemuria with the actual
ancient supercontinent of Gondwana. Others may refer to it as "Mu".



4. Atlanteans the fourth, Atlantean Root Race includes the following sub-
races:
1) Rohmahls
2) Tlavatlis
3) Toltecs
4) First Turanians
5) Original Semites
6) Akkadians
7) Mongolians
5. Aryans the fifth, constituent "sub-races" of the Aryan (5th or present)
Root Race include the following:
1) Hindus
2) Sumerians
3) Egyptians
4) Hellenes (Greeks & Romans)
5) Europeans
6) Nova men
7) Indigo Children & Star Children
6. 6th Root Race (in postulation) 
7. 7th Root Race (in postulation)
Among the 4th Root Race in the Atlantean Age, we will find many
interpretations of the culture. We must understand that the Atlantean Age
spanned hundreds of thousands of years. It had gone through 7 cycles of
Perfected Beings and new conscious development, each very different than
the last. Those who speak of this time can generally be relating from their
experience and lifetime of a particular cycle, and not of the entire age. It
would have been easier to locate the descendants of the 4th Root Race, due
to the specific region they inhabited throughout Atlantean Territories.
However, it would not have meant that New Consciousness during these 7
cycles would have been lost to the rest of Earth. The New Root Race would
always collectively impart its Conscious Impulse to the whole of the planet.
I realize that this is at odds with the current understandings, but I must
make this known. Only specific situations where little to no births due to
environments, or societies with extreme unconscious corruption such as
cannibalism, deadly warfare, or the like would inhibit this Impulse. 
 I speak of this because when we look at the 5th Root Race in the Aryan
Age, we tend to pin down more particular civilizations in each of the 7



cycles. This will be of course where the bulk of the sacrificed Perfected
Being evolved but does not limit the same Conscious Impulse to have made
itself seeded in many other parts of the planet. Developing its consciousness
in many different ways yet holding the very same unified truths, yet the end
goal was always to reunify. I will not at this time place dates on these
cycles, to do so would perhaps conflict with some of the spiritual worlds.
But just studying these cycles and knowing that a Perfected Being must
arise, and then sacrifice to hail the new cycle gives many of us some
direction should we wish to dwell in it.
The latter half of the 4th Root Races began to stimulate a very unique
Conscious Impulse, pulling away from the Polytheistic understandings a
new Monotheistic belief was beginning to take root. This One God belief
would peak and then be usurped continuously for thousands of years and
continue into the 5th Root Races. This wasn’t just due to the
religious/spiritual warfare, it was due to Earth’s Evolution awakening in a
world that was imbalanced with self-created belief systems that had nothing
to do with truth. The Conscious Collective had slumbered too long, and
over time Intelligence had formulated many ways to organize and
industrialize the planet. Such fractions needed a single defining realization,
that was of our Oneness. A quickly misperceived understanding of a One
God would begin a loss of truth for thousands of years. Though it might
appear many are finally dislodging from this, one only has to look at the
world's three largest religions to know that we are far from this. Each a
derivative of the Judaic origination, Christianity and Islam would follow
suit in amassing their following in many branches. 
But it is here, in these obstacles and complex beliefs that we can learn of
our true Spiritual Evolution. This is perhaps the main reason why we
become lost in the structured understandings, for on very few occasions do
we take on these studies independently and free from the direction. I hope
to bring much-needed insight into this in later chapters. With the arising of
the One God religions, a battle for spirituality would lay waste to the planet.
The many Gods, Corrupted Beings, and Primitive Elementals would not be
able to reinvent themselves fast enough. They would be forgotten or find
ways to merge in this new evolving structure. The Gods of Old would
become Saints, and ancient ceremonies would have a place in the new
religions with new meanings. Magic Summoning Rituals would become



prayers, and magical tools such as candles and herbs would be given
different reasoning. More of this understanding will come shortly.
Earth’s Revered Father would see this and decide to incarnate on Earth as
Jesus of Nazareth. The goal was to sway us away from these false teachings
and recommit us to truth in Collective Consciousness, but the damage was
more than comprehended and our awareness so fragile at the time. All that
he said, would be reinterpreted after his death, but he was able to do what
was intended. Upon his death, he created a pathway back to the Collective
Universe. I am now capable to give to you an understanding of the Plane of
Mind through Water’s Evolution. I will give a brief overview of the Outer
Universe, Realms & Dimensions, and The Kingdoms once more for those
reading only this Path and not the others. This is needed so that no
misconceptions are formed. When done, I will pick up from the point
following Christ’s physical death and how the Collective Consciousness
began a struggle with a collection of Dark Forces and The Outer Universe.
All the while unaware of their enemies because they were too entrenched in
a heavy internal war of denial, with their very selves. I will also further
touch on The Star Beings and the breakdown of the Conscious Collective as
The Outer Universe began to take root.                        
 
 
 



UNDERSTANDING THE
KINGDOMS
 
Kingdom or Dominions are exactly what they mean, within each Elemental
Realms there resides a Hierarchy, these Elementals exist throughout the
physical universe yet can easily transport themselves to their home plane. I
will present a structure to this and hopefully give much-needed clarity.
Beyond the Elemental Kingdoms, we find the Higher Kingdoms of Holy,
Dark, and Psyche where consciousness is granted when conditions arise.
These Elements were pulled together to create the Physical Universe which
we were birthed into, they are in everything where Life exists silently
working. Imagine Earth on a two dimensional chart shaped as a triangle.
From the top point now imagine a line from the Source of Consciousness
far above. When I refer to The Earth’s Evolution, I will be referring to our
Spiritual Path to form the Plane of Spirit in-between this line and above this
point. To the right of this triangle, imagine another one touching equally
placed, this will be conceived as Water’s Evolution. From the top point of 
Water there is a line that hails from The Universal Mind and roots itself
within Water’s Kingdom. This will be to reference Water’s Evolution and
our current effects from the Plane of Mind on the upper right of this
triangle. It is to be known that we manifest from a place far above the
Lower Planes of Elements, this is where the concepts that we’re born in
God's Image come from. Our manifestations are solely dependent on the
consciousness that is instilled in us, and where those forces are derived. It is
also the reason why some Beings felt cheated and rebelled. There are
Primordial Planes that exist below the Elements from which they evolved,
Water’s Evolution (on the right side) would account for many Star Races as
well as Races that formed here on this planet beyond a million years ago.
Then the center point, which would be too far from our current realizations
until I bring forth new understandings.
 
A reoccurring theme will show itself throughout this series on Universal
Understanding. That we should begin to realize that we are a replication of
this great universe. Forged from the very substance of billion-year-old stars
and so much more. Nearly all atoms within us carry with them the record of



a past that we have tuned out too. Even though it is thought that these
molecules were created from a long-dead star, what the physical eye views
as dead the spirit knows as transitioning. The definition of an Organism is
thus, A form of life composed of mutually interdependent parts that
maintain various vital processes. In other words, a living entity that can
function on its own. Depending on your viewpoint of the word functions,
our bodies are considered organisms, but then so are the plants and animals,
and so is the planet on which we reside, as well as the universe that we co-
habitat. For everywhere you find light, there are mutually interdependent
parts that maintain various processes. The same is true for a star that we
believed had died billions of years ago, for if it had died, we would not be
made of stardust. The nature of the dead star (organism) would’ve just
ceased to exist and everything that occurred after that would not be. But we
know that the star was simply (transitioning) into the abundance of beauty
we see throughout the universe, and within ourselves. Is there such a thing
as “true death then?” Or is our concept of death simply a reflection of an
ancient dance we have performed countless times? Our body reflects the
universe, consciously formed by us, our road map to the truth if we would
just look at it the way all the universe operates, as energy. It will be hard to
convey the true conceptualizations, try to visualize our human forms
superimposed on a graph with each Plane represented as a diamond. We
superimpose the body upon the Planes of which our Consciousness
becomes aware. As we grow in awareness, so too does this form as it takes
on realizations of higher planes, realms, and dimensions. What we’ve come
to know as Perfected and Greater Beings have encompassed all that which
is known to consciousness, hence why they are given such titles.
 
But the true reality is that these Planes reside within Existence, without a
location other than when we move throughout them. This is the Microcosm
that directly connects to the Macrocosm through Our Consciousness and the
design of Collective Consciousness. On the other hand, Unconsciousness
pulls us towards the Outer Universe and towards the opposition, our powers
to create become distorted and we manifest a universe with destructive
realities.
 
You will note that all Kingdoms have been given a name by the established
inhabitants. Ours has not, due to the fact that we are in formation and are



establishing our place within The Universe, I take liberties to call it The
Plane of Spirit, but this is still undetermined depending on our survival
within the forming Collective Consciousness. Order and Entropy will battle
over us until we decide our place within this Kingdom. Names are only
whispered of possibilities at this time. You can superimpose a human form
on all Planes in which we reside, first from Water and Earth, then to Spirit
and Mind as we grow in our full realization of the Known Universe. The
larger, more fully encompassed imposition is in direct comparison to the
status of the Perfected Conscious Being, which will take a full awakening
of all Planes/Realms that they reside in. This is what will be true Full
Awakening for the Perfected Being and Universal Consciousness. Our
doorway to this state is through Earth’s Evolution alone, through it we
move from our Physical Forms to Spiritual/Etheric Forms, and lastly, we
take on our very rarely known Astral Forms. It should also be noted that
The Plane of Dark has cut off The Plane of Mind’s Evolution to The Plane
of Light, hence the reason why there is a barrier to Mind’s connection to
The Collective Universe. This is perhaps the single reason why Intelligence
struggles to believe in the Conscious Evolution. This must be cleansed by
Water’s Evolution individually and will be later fully explained. 
 
Human life began the start of a miracle that continues to this day. The stars
were big balls of burning gas that forged the chemicals that compose our
human form. The fishes who swam eventually crawled out of the sea onto
land and gave to us our bones and our limbs. The furry little mammals that
survived the dinosaur extinction gave us our hair and warm blood. The
monkey-like primates who lived in the trees gave us our grasping fingers
and keen eyesight. Yet all these stories lack speaking about the expansion
and flow of energy that was the backbone of life’s creation. The force that
silently pushed forward the agenda that life would manifest specifically for
a reason. After Light poured forth into this universe our closest reasoning is
that it was a rich source of protons. It is told that as the universe began to
cool forward and onward, they became joined with electrons forming the
lightest element known to us, Hydrogen a mixture of gases and water. The
very water that was created thirteen billion years ago resides now in the
most percentage of each of our bodies today, unchanged from its original
form. Osmosis teaches us that it never depletes, only transitions, and is
reborn. The very force of that outpouring when the light began. Light has



the nature to connect and grow together as it expands. The easiest truth to
the two evolutionary philosophies, is that they both are true. It only depends
upon which evolution you most relate to, Earth’s (from Consciousness), or
Water’s (from Mind). 
Light carries with it the seeds of the Omnipotent Design and
Consciousness. Is it any wonder why our watery ancestors had a history of
forming from the energy of heated sources, and then light eventually drew
them to the surface to ascend to the next evolution? Later safely climbed
into the trees to be able to see far and wide into the horizon for safety only
to lose this security and be forced to develop upright to have a better vision
of the environment. Light is how we connect to the Source of all Creation.
Through our very eyes, we materialized and created our form, we
communicate this on levels not capable of being understood today. This
materializing can only be fully realized when we connect ourselves once
again to Source and move away from the corruption that has begun to take a
hold of our energies. Where Light is of Stability, Dark is of Entropy.
Entropy is defined as complete disorder and confusion. It is the substance
that was present before Light came into being. We initially as Spirits did not
view existence as light and dark, good, or bad, you will come to understand
that we are born from both. Within the Grand Design, both realms have
their place and they are not alone but one of many threads that reflect
themselves from our bodies and back again into the whole of the universe.
As we learn to freely move within the universe, we can position ourselves
to receive the full benefits of our spiritual destinies. Within the gradient
scale, we move from the lower realms of Light and into the higher ones that
will resonate with the higher frequency of creation and life. Or we can be
pushed too weak to fight into the lower dimension of Entropy, for some
they may even be contorted into the higher dimensions of Entropy for a
greater purpose. All this will make more sense soon. Quantum Physics has
specifically looked at the universe and has come to believe that the deeper
we go to view life on the microscopic levels, the more chaotic it looks.
Random explosions and erratic events are a boiling pot just waiting to seep
over and shred the cosmos as we know it. This is the soupy atomic bodies
we are formed in, constant minuscule militarily organized creatures battle it
out on a scale that humans have never seen in any world war on this planet.
Many times, the chaos within us wins and we lose the war to cancers,
diseases, and wrongful deaths. Yet many times more the Light within us



contains that chaos and allows for a good long life that enables us to
achieve some of the goals we set out to accomplish. One might think that
we have a bonus in that we populate fast, however, the drama at which we
have a population boom only speaks to a deeper need that we are not
achieving what we set out to do. See this and know that we are really
“calling out the troops” in our time of need. What will happen if we fail to
take our place in the universe? Rest assured we will not die, only disperse,
and seek to manifest these conditions all over again. The question is how
many times has this been done? What is the purpose? The answer is
summed up in just three words, The Grand Awakening. There is a calling
within each of us to move beyond the confines of this material universe and
ascend back to Source to take on what is in our nature to do, create. 
 
    



REALMS, PLANES, &
DIMENSIONS
 
It is important to note that the Beings of Water’s Evolution have developed
differently than that of Earth’s, this means that definitions and
understandings may not work in the same fashion. Because of this, I will go
over any changes later on. I mean to throw away some concepts we may
have of the universe that we live in. It’s not that these concepts are
incorrect, it’s just that we are seeking to evolve in our spirituality and for
that, we need to redesign our viewpoints of the physical world. 
Consciousness pulls Spiritual Beings into Form, what we now are
generalizing as Matter. This is done to gain realizations through experience,
and thus giving these experiences back to Consciousness. All that is “of
Consciousness” possess these seeds when ripened. Beings that realize they
are conscious we Awakened. All that is “of Consciousness” but not yet
Conscious, we call Intelligent. Both Consciousness and Intelligence reside
within every Sentient Being.
We will first Imagine The Four Elemental Planes by placing four triangles
in a row. They will be in order from left to right, Fire, Earth, Water, and Air.
Then we continue to advance this. We of course possess all these Elements
within our currents forms, we must first individualize them before we
realize their unity. Consciousness now has evolved enough to move beyond
Form, this is manifesting through Earth and Water. This manifestation is the
formations of newer Planes, Realms, and Dimensions.
Like strings that connect to a puppet, they lock us into a pattern of great joy
or deep misery. We move throughout the Planes, Realms, and Dimensions
that I will show you thousands of times a day in some cases. Over the
course of eons we perform the countless number of story-lines, we as spirits
will inevitably fall into the same patterns. Even if we possess the darkest of
tendencies over time when we die, we are supposed to be able to set our
next lifetime to righting those wrongs and placing ourselves on a much
more prestigious path. That is unless we are too entrenched by the influence
of the Outer Universe.
The Outer Universe consists of all that isn’t lit in the night sky, should we
see any color, then this is not the Outer Universe. It’s the fill-in that we see



on the horizon at night between the stars, galaxies, and universes. We’ve
known for some time now that dark matter is a form of matter, just of a
different kind. Where the Collective Universe communicates and expands
through Light producing Vibrations, the Outer Universe replicates this
through Echo, a mimicry of life. I’m reminded of this whenever I meditate
for an hour, calming the mind comes only after you quieted it and then pull
away from the distracting noise pollution that fills the environment. Sound
produces Vibrations which are the products of Physical Life, an Echo in this
sense is the aftereffects that scatter about off the vibration and are only
achieved when density is present. Density has layers beyond our current
understanding, even beyond the realms that atoms inhabit. Sound defined
for this topic would be mechanical radiant energy that is transmitted by
longitudinal pressure waves in a material medium (such as air) and is the
objective cause of hearing. Whereas the neutral product is a Vibration that
would be defined as; a periodic motion of the particles of an elastic body or
medium in alternately opposite directions from the position of equilibrium
when that equilibrium has been disturbed. An Echo is defined as a: the
repetition of a sound caused by the reflection of sound waves b: the sound
due to such reflection c: a repetition or imitation of another: Reflection.
Spirits do not require vocal cords to get their communication across,
perhaps the reason why it’s difficult to explain some of our deepest insights.
However, when we are in the presence of truth, we know it because it
deepens our connection with the entire world around us. To get here,
however, vocal cords were needed, and one could say they have taken over.
Communication has gotten to become so aggressive that everyone has a
viewpoint about everything, and when they don’t, they pretend to have one.
Our cities are cluttered with a continued clambering that says, “Look, I’m
here and have so many things to do and say!”
Vibrations fluctuate particles, they are also the stuff of gravity moving this
entire universe on towards the Outer Universe's final design. Constantly
bouncing off one another and breaking large pieces of debris throughout the
universe the Outer Universe caters to the Realm of Entropy scattering
matter, however, its true prize is to scatter Beings born of the Collective
Universe. When our powers of Creation are turned into dark patterns, our
presence drains life from the environment. I’m reminded of those that have
the power to keep us stranded in the meaningless conversation for hours,
and when it’s over we literally feel that we lost a piece of our life because



we are so drained. I’m sure they are not aware of what they do on most
occasions, but they are feeding off our energies and gathering
Consciousness to supply something other than themselves. Any
Consciousness we seek to bring to them and their situations seem to not
absorb. We must learn to direct our Conscious communication to the things
which bind them in their slumbering state, not to the Echo/Reflection that
stands before us. This takes skills and experience, for there are many times
that this can turn out as an assault on the dark forces that contain them.
Where a Vibration can carry a positive flow of emotions such as love and
kindness, it can also harbor a negative flow of fear and hate. These are just
two examples of these emotions, where the positive emotions connect to
Life and Source, and the negative emotions call forth the Outer Universe. I
hope we are now coming to some realization about why wars and great
sufferings have the ability to echo great distances and affect many Souls,
sometimes for generations. These created events have just one cause, us.
We are the only Beings capable of creation, we are the Souls influenced and
corrupted to create the world we currently see. See past your current life
and see that we are family to a greater unit, see finally that all things matter
in our world. Know all events can be cleansed of the corruption if we can
mature and finally take on true responsibility as a Collective Consciousness.
We must learn to emit Consciously our flows of positive emotions when we
communicate, for we all read these energies omitted from one another. The
lost souls will view them with suspicion, eventually, they will be cleansed
which I noticed in many instances.
 Planes are the Collective Conscious Reality, all that we know of the
Known Universe. Dimensions are created by a fraction of these Beings
(Conscious) or Entities (Corrupted), in both cases Dimensions can only be
created through manifestation or manipulation of consciousness. Realms are
when a manipulated Dimension becomes completely actualized to the point
that it can be seeped into and shadow the Known Universe. We as
Conscious Beings seek to create Dimensions that will manifest Planes that
will reflect truth which coincides with that of the Omni-Conscious. I will
most likely repeat these definitions at a later time as information becomes
clearer since I realize these bodies operate differently within the Forming
Plane of Spirit. The Outer Universe seeks through its corruption to feed off
these Planes and refashion them to be the disillusion of truth.
Unconsciousness creates fragmented pockets stemming from Entropy



(Artificial Intelligence in Water’s Evolution yet of the same type of
Corruption in the Plane of Spirit). If we were able to imagine and
superimpose the two universes on top of one another, then we would truly
see the body of what we termed in this universe as God. Collectively awake
granting us Life and Light, and outwardly asleep Fragmented in Dark. 



 
THE COLLECTIVE UNIVERSE
IN
WATER’S EVOLUTION
 
The Collective Universe usher’s all Minds towards the Plane of Mentalism.
Within the Higher Plane of The Collective, we have the Planes of Illumined
and Intuition where we are graced with the Source of Consciousness’s
Design. Should we be able to move into these places, then you will connect
to not only the Source but the Intelligence that resides there as well. Source
has always been a physical concept, what we conceived as Source was the
physical embodiment of pure energy on levels we cannot see yet. Existing
in every place known and unknown to us, here is where we will finally be
able to connect the mind to the spirit. Those who have, are forever changed.
You will also discover how the Omnipotent Consciousness creates by the
purity of sheer will. Visualization is replaced by the knowledge of force
structuring itself to your will due to your place in these Higher Planes and
connection to Source. Within the Lower Realms of the Collective Universe,
we have the Planes of Emotions and Stimulus, this is where we will find
some of us are at. Usually, those of us who have made great strides to
awaken our spiritual natures have committed ourselves to help because we
feel deeply the need to unite the entire world. Each Plane is a growth
process unto itself that must be understood and moved through to get to the
next unless you’re aware enough to already have conquered the challenges. 
The Bridge-way within The Plane of Mind is of three parts and will
determine your progress into the Higher Planes of either The Outer or
Collective Universe. In the Collective Universe we amass our Thoughts and
Knowledge, should we truly awaken The Heart Chakra for the betterment
of all within The Collective, we move into the Higher Chakras and are
graced into its fold. We will learn what hinders us or slows down our ability
to create a prosperous society. We will also come to understand the
Collective Conscious Level of Spiritually Aware Beings. Tapping into the
Universal Mind will awaken our Time-lines and the full account of why we



became one with the physical universe individually. We will be able to
understand what drives us and what we fear most. We will be one with the
Conscious Level of our spiritual siblings and start to move in unison with
healing the destruction that has corrupted this planet. You will begin to
understand that the battle for our preeminence was never fought in the
Lower Kingdoms, but always over the Dominion above Holy, Dark, and
Psyche where we reside.
The Outer Universal Path of the Bridge-way will be if we become stuck
within the Realms of Mechanical and Depletion. This will cut off our ability
to form conscious thoughts and we will become stuck within the Outer
Universe’s grasp within The Realm of Artificial Intelligence. We will be fed
what is known and cease to receive new information from the Source, not
able to function towards conscious growth we become a vessel for the
Corruption in The Plane of Dark. This path has happened to many Star
Beings as they struggle to find a semblance of their consciousness. This is
the main reason for some Star Beings visiting us in curiosity, attempting to
connect. Because this has directly touched the Forming Plane of the Spirit
of Earth’s Evolution, we can see the direct influence of the Outer Universe
on Earth’s Higher Evolution and can become aware of its corruptive plans.
Each Realm comes with its unique understanding and function to an
individual on the path to Conscious Awareness. Some may be easy to
access due to our prior experience with that realm, or intense as we begin to
expand our consciousness. There could be realms that we are not ready to
comprehend, if we get to this point, we should just slow our progress and
contemplate it occasionally. Meditation may help create your conditions to
receive the wisdom of finding a positive group of friends that enjoy
brainstorming philosophical topics. Your connection with others will begin
to grow and perhaps something that you have never noticed will start to
occur. People will begin to look directly into your eyes in an open
wondering. When I initiated this way of understanding it was unsettling at
first, for I wondered what caused me to think differently from what I was
being taught in my meditation groups. Then I came to discover that silently
the other spirits were cheering me on, even if they weren’t aware of it, what
they said and what I heard from Consciousness was in fragments. The only
exception was when I met an Aware Being, for they will see your spiritual
growth and have a delightful conversation with you. Lastly, if you are lucky
enough to come across a Greater Being, their conversation will be forward



and honest, yet with detailed key answers to the questions, you may have
asked into the universe. Greater Beings of the Collective Consciousness live
in a detached state from a single spirit because they exist in an aware state
for a much larger number of spirits. There is never a guarantee that if you
come across them once, this does not mean you will meet them again in this
life. But you will become more aware of their kind energy as you begin to
grow.
The way to move through a new type of awareness is by committing
yourself and being open enough to receive it. Acceptance is the nature of
spirits, not denial. This does not mean we force all knowledge into our
minds, we simply accept it as knowledge and become aware of how it
interacts with our consciousness. In this way, we observe the lessons and
contemplate what’s being communicated. When we have slowly taken the
time and see that this way of thinking is right for us or wrong for us, then
we have made a self-aware decision. I have complete confidence in you
since the chapters before this I view as advanced already. 
I will at times present to you an item to contemplate should I be moved to,
this may be in the form of a challenge, or perhaps it may be something else
to imagine, or maybe even reflect upon. It is my hope that you will attempt
what you can and not push too fast beyond your means. Anywhere on this
path is a start in the right direction, just living with a good nature will
assure your rebirth in the Collective. Quick spiritual growth is
incomprehensible and may cause a confused state to linger. My suggestion
is to take time away from a lesson if your awareness struggles to grasp it,
the mind will relax over time and you might be willing to confront it at a
later date. You would do yourself kindness by not setting a date or time
when you will attempt it again, just relax about your daily activities and tell
yourself softly, “When I am ready, I will know.” The mind will softly
ponder the understandings as if in the background, I even heard at times
that experiences will manifest to teach the lessons. But in most cases one
day in the future, our Souls just know it’s ready to go back to the lesson and
move forward.
We are evolution, we are co-creators in this Design and have a
responsibility to see this through to the end. Be willing to change, we must
understand that without enhancing the Collective Consciousness we will
meet the Outer Universe head-on at our current pace. Corporations are what
push our lives here on the planet, but why haven’t we truly looked at this as



a temporary thing? Our lives have become a constant flow of short-lived
adventures that never end in everlasting happiness. Creating wealth by
destroying the resources can only go so far. It’s become obvious that those
of us who will not confront this are being influenced by lost views, fed
excuses that we chose to believe, and aren’t as interested as we say we are
in the future of our planet. It is better to visualize a better world daily than
to do nothing now that we understand we create our world. To link these
visualizations with millions on the planet would create changes that we
haven’t seen since science became the new way of thought and mysticism
vanished or found ways to see planets inside our galaxy when before we
simply looked at “just lights in the night sky” with little concern.
Spiritually within the Collective, our consciousness is what pulls us towards
the planes or realms in which we reside. We may exist many lifetimes in a
particular place or jump about temporarily due to any number of
circumstances. We create most of these conditions by how we Consciously
observe our world. It is this Awareness that will pull us into greater forms
of understanding and over time we will be re-birthed into a higher
residence. Our Unconsciousness will make the way we observe the world
altered from the truth. Over time we will continue to struggle as we fight
internally for ways out of these conflicting ways of thinking until we
succumb and begin to believe in them. The exact moment this happens we
will be re-birthed into the Outer Universe. There are still many ways that
we can move our way back out by bringing Consciousness into the way we
acknowledge and observe the world and looking towards guides that have
the ability to show us a new path.
 
 



THE OUTER UNIVERSE
 
Next, we look at the Realms in the Outer Universe, which are the Higher
Dimensions of Deterioration and Abstraction, the Star Beings of Water’s
Evolution are primarily stranded within these Realms. They were once
Beings committed to The Universal Mind and throughout many cycles have
turned inward and contorted in their concepts. They gained the knowledge
of long-lived life and never reincarnate into the Conscious Collective
anymore, hence never giving new knowledge to grow spiritually. Over long
amounts of time, they developed a sense of “All-Knowing” and look at less
evolved Beings as far below their superior understandings. They have
waged great wars for so long that little is left of their spiritual natures,
which The Outer Universe now manipulates their perspectives quite easily.
They are always puppeteers to Corrupt those of the Collective Universe
because they lack consciousness. They cannot influence the way of Dark
Beings from the Plane of Dark, so they corrupt in direct physical crude
means to destroy Collective Beings. This is where some of our abduction
horror stories come from, there is perhaps something much more about the
individual than the quiet rural areas they live in, but each case must be seen
from a Greater Beings conscious observation. Some of the greatest Spiritual
Leaders have met unfortunate ends due to the influence Entropy has over
our Spiritual Nature. We generally misdirect what caused these deaths,
because we never really take the time to look deeper and see the true
influences, in most cases, it would be what they summoned forth
unknowingly. Collective Souls who are abducted in these aggressive ways,
it’s usually due to their connection to the Collective and how Entropy will
seek now to feed off their knowledge. These Star Beings take what is
requested of the Outer Universe, it is usually direct and quick. Earth is quite
well protected now however from Star Beings of this nature, it would take
us to open up and accept these Star Beings before they can harm us. The
Beings of these Outer Realms lack bodies capable of procreation, and
should they wish to grow their numbers must do so from bioengineering, a
main ingredient would be tissue samples from Collective Beings. Perhaps
again where we get some of our horror stories from.   
The Unconscious Level of the Omnipotent Design may be hard for us to
comprehend. We are children of Light and Dark, our very spiritual bodies



both physical and spiritual possess the struggle of this ancient war. Imagine
the Omni-Conscious as a grand-master at meditation, though perfect and
all-knowing with complete harmony in spirit, the physical body continues
its life/death battle. The micro-organism within the grand master's body live
and die with very little understanding that they are a part of something
grander, the grand-master does acknowledge the micro-organism because
he is consumed in the bliss of being one with the universe, but his
connection with them is one of curiosity with little need to interfere with
their existence. Taking this now to the Unconsciousness of the Omnipotent
Design we must understand that overtime in the course of our existence we
have created belief systems that honor what we consider “good” and oppose
what we call “evil,” never confronting the fact that they are one and the
same and it is only a human concept. Unlike the grand-master, the
Omnipotent Consciousness knows all places within the universe where
organisms thrive. When areas no longer possess the flow of its force it is
still part of Omnipotence, however, it falls into an Unconscious state. In this
Unconscious state, it is born into a life of its own, cut off from the ever-
evolving consciousness it re-creates what it believes to be a functioning
system only to contort what is truth. Its goals are then to formulate and
mimic what it once was, even though it lacks the connection to the evolving
Consciousness. This will become clearer in the following chapters.
Within the Lower Realms of the Outer Universe, we have the Dimensions
of Superficial and Stagnations. Many from Water’s Evolution continually
resurface these Corruptive Concepts. Due to the ingrained prehistoric
struggles and continued world destructive ice ages, there is an inevitable
need to fight for survival at all costs. Believing that they are physical and
will only have a short time to achieve anything pushes them into a forever
hyperactive state, the future must survive even to the detriment of their
selves. Corruption seeps into their powers of creation and fears begin to
manifest around them. Here we find quick aggression, high activity with
little achievement, and skepticism that the end is always around the corner.
The Outer Universe continually gave them the hell they perceived their
worlds to be, and so for millions of years, they hardened far from the truth.
They did not possess the world from which we are derived, with the natural
balance atmospherically and environments that catered toward abundant
life. Much like the Realm of Fears discussed on The Second Path, in the
Realm of Superficial, they are living somewhat, yet they aren’t alive and



passionate simply moving through the motions and accepting life as they
believe it to be. This is a fated state, searching for more and never having
the ability to connect back to the Collective Universe. In the Realm of
Stagnations, their fears have finally taken root at their cores and when they
pass on, they fall into a place where other broken spirits have unconsciously
collected pushing them further into the dark. Here we find the troubled
specters hovering about trying so hard to reconnect to the living, tormenting
and harming others in extreme cases. This soupy realm resides like an
undercurrent to the physical realm and has been known many times to
influence the nature of the unconscious spirits. 
 
Here on earth in Water’s Evolution within the Outer Realms and Lower
Dimensions, we have over time fallen into a Collective Sub-Conscious
State. Sub-Conscious because it was Self-Created with the unity of our
screams and fears for so long. While in the Realm of Superficial we still
have some amount of choice to decide to pull ourselves free of devastation,
in the Realm of Stagnation this is not an option. We merge so intensely with
the Collective Sub-Conscious State that all wrong beliefs and views become
our only reality supported by all other lost spirits. This Realm was self-
created by us through our fear to survive on a planet that has eaten, beaten
and killed us for millions of years. It has been made more powerful with the
evolution of humans, our advanced states of unconsciousness have created a
very real hell that seeks to grow with every Spirit it assimilates. The more
we are made to fear, the more it will impose that fear into our living space.
Between the first two triangles we now imagine a diamond shape, this is
where we conceive The Plane of Dark to reside in the center. We can
understand how it has an influence on all connected Kingdoms. But it is
contained and surrounded at once, but constantly finding new ways to
spread itself. Mind’s Domain is just above Dark but is influenced by The
Plane of Psyche as well as Many Planes of The Collective as you will later
see. Upon reaching The Higher Planes we become more surrounded by
Non-Corrupted Planes and can focus our consciousness on a higher form of
growth. Entropy seeks to replicate life but fails without Consciousness's
ever-flowing force. So instead it feeds off itself depleting its energy and
then seeks to find more in desperation. The Outer Universe has tactfully
expanded, and at many times corrupted societies to the point where it was
left to feed on itself to depletion. This means that should events ever lead to



the point when Dark over encompasses Light, all that is light will boil to a
point in creation, and then the will of the Omnipotent Consciousness will
simply materialize again in a great flowing to begin the cycle anew. It is for
us to end this cycle when we finally realize the why and how of these
events. 
Remember the story of the grand-master? Imagine now if the grand-master
had it within his power to harmonize every part of his body and there would
be no more destruction among the micro-organism. All creatures that
existed within the grand-master’s body would be at peace and prosperous in
all their unique ways. Imagine that this occurred because some of those
organisms developed a way to communicate to the grand-master, the yogi
then through this new connection was able to create harmony through them
and develop a miniature universe where every creature was working
towards the common good of the body and there were no longer need for
war or wants. This could be hard to even imagine, but it’s the future to
come if we connect and continue to grow towards our truth.
The raw potential of Creation is untapped by the spiritual world, thus far
only reserved for Greater Beings. Even now the pathways we possess here
to achieve such greatness so far only tell us to be humble and not make
grand displays of such gifts. They warn that we should live in silence
because the world “isn’t ready” for such feats. However, I must play Devil’s
Advocate here, what if all these “reasons” we possess are merely a way for
us to hamper down on our true potential so that we never are able to give
another being a glimpse of what can truly be? There are Greater Beings that
choose to keep themselves secret from us, but they have their reasons. But
then there are those who exist throughout even this world that never comes
forward. Within a Buddhist prayer, the Sangha (body or community) calls
forth to honor Buddha, all other Beings that have the potential to become
Buddha, and the Buddhas that have hidden themselves to please come forth
and grant us their wisdom. My point here is that within the Spiritual
Collective we are very aware of one another and are unified in our goals.
We may even communicate in ways that our minds may not yet fully
understand, but we are all here. Existing within the Realms, Planes, and
Dimensions.
I have given us much to ponder, but continuing it is time I reveal more of
the Known Collective Universe we exist in. I am certain much will only be
grasped by the few, but as with many writings, it will be brought forth



within the Collective Consciousness and absorbed. As sure as we are all
connected through genetic strains, this will resonate with those as they
become ready to receive. 
 
THE DARK PLANE
 
I need to define the Entities that exist within the Dark Plane. Now I will
take us into the places we refuse to view, where truth is twisted into beliefs
that hinder our very ability to prosper. The Outer Universe, full of
Unconsciousness and lack of growth, incapable of connecting to the
richness of life and the everlasting supply of Consciousness, instead reflects
a place that feeds upon itself as it mimics what it conceives to be right.
Light-Workers and Healers work tirelessly to bring Consciousness into
these Realms and the Beings that reside here. A Light-Worker is able to
bring conscious energy back into a damaged space, whereas a Light-Healer
is able to bring consciousness back to a lost Soul. But in the end, it takes the
Unconscious Being to change its place within the Realms, for they are
responsible for their own life path. For these Damaged Souls, I will lay their
Unconsciousness before us so that we are never again deceived.
Unconsciousness begins to grow the same as Consciousness when we move
our Observations into areas that we perceive to be the workings of the
Grand Design but are mistaken. We allow ourselves to be influenced by the
groups we are attached to without taking an aware viewpoint for ourselves,
and over time this becomes the norm. We then tend to follow what the “new
ways” of existing are in our communities, not because we know it to be
right, but because that’s what everyone is doing. We become afraid to move
outside of these viewpoints. Over time, continuing this way darkness begins
to eat at our Consciousness as it conflicts with our original concepts of
oneness, and we begin to attempt to form our own understandings of what
we once knew was right. Yet without connections with the Source, we
aren’t presented with current understandings from within the Collective
Consciousness and must piece together what we believe to be right. We
continue this way until we seek to feed off anyone or anything, we believe
will make us feel this connection again, or fill the gap that is left in our
souls. In the worst extremes, we end up taking on the conception that our
survival is paramount to any others in our existence, for everything is just
for us to experience. Every hardship is ours alone and those who hurt us



must be dealt with. In the lowest of the Outer Universe, we find ourselves
so completely disconnected that there is nowhere for us to grow. We are
born into a realm where hunger is so intense and cannot be filled by any
source, yet our influence over infecting others is strong as we fight to get
the smallest samples of Consciousness to survive. Feeding off of the
Collective this way takes from the Conscious Spirits that dwell here,
hindering them from growing unless they become Consciously Aware of the
infection.
It is also time we look at what we are doing to our own bodies that may
cause the Outer Universe to take hold. All of the Conscious Universe
survives in a complete circle of reprocessed energy, our bodies have
evolved to do just this. Should we choose to take in meat or take in
vegetables it is and will only be of a personal belief detailed within our very
unique paths. It is the way in which we take in these foods that we have to
acknowledge. In societies, we pack chemical pollutants into the foods we
inevitably consume which are excessively destructive to our and family’s
bodies. We pollute the airs in which we breathe with little concern for the
effects and build ways of energy that are detrimental to our lives even when
they are contained. We digest our bodies with drugs, with little knowledge
or concern for what they will do to us. And we have children during these
events, infecting them with all we have lingering within us. And this is just
the physical side of it.
Should we find that we show personality traits within the Outer Universe
don’t become too discouraged. I offer this as a pearl of wisdom, we may all
jump throughout the Realms on varied degrees and opinions. Those that are
most in danger of losing themselves are those who aren’t capable of seeing
these faults within. We operate on Consciousness alone, and it is the degree
to which we possess it that would determine our strength in these darker
realms, if we ever awakened in past lives our Consciousness will be
stronger if we fall. As I have learned, do not feel guilt either, for even in
falling there are lessons to learn, and paths to realize.
When we associate ourselves with the Outer Universe to such a degree, that
our Consciousness begins to fade will corruption starts. The Beings within
the physical universe are cycled out fast and are ushered forwards to be
reborn in the Lower Realms. The faster their life and death cycles are, the
more Consciousness can be absorbed. These Lower Realm Dwellers lead
such corrupted lives that they tend to die sooner and even infect others



along the way. Aware Beings who have gained stronger insights into
functioning and living are processed slower to collect from them their
current Conscious understanding to be able to add it to the Outer Universe.
Greater Beings and above that should fall will risk the possibility of
becoming embraced by Entropy. These Minions could greatly enhance The
Outer Universe's expansion in a multitude of ways, and they bring with
them a wealth of current wisdom that awakens the Outer Universe to put
new techniques to use. The greater corruptions are those that infect large
nations or massive numbers of Souls. It would be similar to putting the
lights out in a portion of the Collective Universe, with an infection of
suffering to all adjoining Life.
A word to all of those who believe they follow and even worship Dark
Forces, chances are Entropy has not even taken notice of you. The Outer
Universe feeds off Consciousness, you are most likely among the ones that
are cycled through the Lower Realm with little to offer it. Even if you
suddenly gained Ancient Dark Wisdom, Entropy created it and it wouldn’t
take interest. If you are used to influencing a group or causing some event,
Entropy, in the end, will continue to cycle you quickly through the Lower
Realms. There is only loss, upon this path. The Legions of these dark
realms are very old and few in numbers, it is maintained by feeding off one
another. There are Ancient Ones that never show themselves because even
they exist knowing they could be consumed. You could not fathom how
long I contemplated even speaking of these secrets. I thought about the
summoners and casters that believe the lies that are told to them, and how
they always feel they have control. But the origins were granted to the
Great Summoners of the Atlantean Age, after the fall of Atlantis these Dark
Ones manipulated much of the knowledge that was passed down. They are
here, and no longer need to be summoned, except for the possibility of
incarnating which would manifest them into the physical realm. A gift, only
Souls in The Collective Universe possess.
Within the Outer Universe Sub-Realms are titled Dimensions because they
exist within the outline of Planes. It will take an aware being to view this
chapter, for some may not wish to see their own faults. However, should
you see yourself in a trait then you’re a healthy Conscious Spirit, only those
who refuse to see themselves or make excuses for their actions are
considered Unconscious. Some Realms still offer an opportunity of freedom
from them, in those, I have given us contemplation to assist. The Higher



Dimensions of Dark are for the knowledge of the Collective Greater
Beings. These Dimensions are full of the scattered loss and echoes from a
forgotten past. Dark Ones are Beings that at one point were our possible
Leaders, even Spiritual Leaders. Though I am beginning to realize that it is
more structured than I originally comprehended which causes me to want to
go deeper at a later point. Ancient Ones slumber in massive far-off places
capable of feeding off entire galaxies, rarely able to move unless to seek out
the next source of Light. While others are twisted into spider-like webbing
none of us can imagine, believing themselves a Universe while their
inhabitance deplete slowly. I have no information on how an Ancient One
comes into being, only the corruptions they are responsible for. The Dark
Ones I can, consider having such great consciousness and then to fall prey
to corruption, believing yourself Greater than all Beings and demanding
worlds to submit to you. Your Conscious gifts from Creation will cease and
you will lose your very Soul that had evolved through an unaccountable
amount of time. This is an obvious rare scenario, but I view them to dissect
how The Outer Universe wheedles into our Consciousness. Especially those
among the best of us. 
These Ancient Ones whisper on cords of Echo far deeper than we can know
at this time. There are limits to their reach for an echo can travel only so far,
but these echoes can last for an insurmountable amount of time. The initial
event that formed such a Being, can last until this Being no longer has a
source of consciousness to feed off. I do know that an Ancient One does not
die off, it goes into a slumbering state, perhaps part of a design other than
ours. This is where my concerns lie, Dimensions are shadows of the
Collective Universe and harbor much of what we have internalized and fear
most. They strengthen by feeding off what we alone give to these
Dimensions. We have become a society fascinated with suffering, yet we
are buffered from the Truth of this. Entropy begins here, once it has
corrupted our minds, then we can watch suffering in live displays and
become apathetic to it. The next result is that we become immune to it and
begin to cheer it on. Slavery, the Nazi massacres, and the Genocide of
Nations are societies and cultures which reached these points but there are
so many more. These are Echo’s still reverberating throughout our existence
and has not been consciously cleansed even though we are not aware
enough to see this. These dark events set the stage for something greater, or
we would not feel the pain still. Take the Roman Coliseum’s public



displays, for instance, the Empire caved in upon itself due to not having the
resources to continue its corruption. It fed on itself to extinction because we
as a Collective Consciousness no longer fed it.
I initially began this series because I wanted to give a clear understanding
of what caused our suffering on this planet. The realization of this was
painful and yet profound, for piecing together the effects only led to one
comprehension, we created this. We instantly will want to think that
individually it wasn’t us, therein lies the corruption. We have never
witnessed an Ancient One here on this planet, what we have observed is the
continued corruption that seeks to bring forth Dark Ones from these regions
through dimensional travel, remember they lack mobility, and this is the
only way. Those that were summoned during the Atlantean Age have
mostly been cleansed. Others have transformed their selves to resemble
Gods and have slowly held our attention or lost it to another Dark One to be
consumed. You can follow this trail by learning of the teachings of the new
God, and the influence of the Defeated One’s teachings. Do not confuse this
with the Evolution of the Conscious Beings, remember that you can see
much from the fruit that it produces. It would take a Great Consciousness to
see the hidden depths of corruption, but any aware being can see the effects
that manifest from it. At times, some Religions and Societies have fought
internally, always due to Dark Ones gaining access to Leadership. Once
cleansed, there is a dramatic shift within the collective following that is
noticed, as those still corrupted will break away, this can work in both
scenarios. We are not as a Collective in a position to view these movements
to fully understand them. Higher Beings within the Collective Universe
have created outposts that few of us get to see, they are stories of fantasy to
our perspectives at this time, one such place is called Shambhala. The
Outpost that has been destroyed by Dark Forces have been El Dorado, in
South America, Aztlan, taken over in Mexico when the Death Religions
formed, and Ys, somewhere between Britain and France created by the
Beings from Waters Evolution. Two Outpost that has been created purely by
Greater Elementals is Avalon, home of the Elementals, and Pleroma, a place
where the Holy Beings watch over us. Note that Heaven is not among these
places, part of our individual journey is to accept the reasoning behind this
fact. Lastly, energies are in formation to establish an Outpost here in The
Americas once enough awakened being’s manifest.



Ancient Ones and Dark Ones are defined by the expansions they have
amassed, Ancient Ones can devour such massive areas that they become the
sole inheritor of the area, becoming so blocked off from light that they are
enclosed within a Dimension of their own making, yet will continue to be
sustained by the Life Force that surrounds them on trace like levels. They
rarely inhabit more than a single universe, we are unfortunate to have two
in our Known Universe. Ancient Ones are only attracted to obvious great
gatherings of Consciousness, but they will stay away from one another
unless they have depleted the universe they inhabit. I realize what I speak of
is truly beyond our Conscious Intellect, and one day these writings will be
understood more comprehensively. Media has influentially made these
truths known through Theatre and the occasional News Casting, but they
have also made us immune and desensitized to reality. It has only become
more aggressive as technology grows, and we enjoy it as an illusion. It is
without a doubt that Earth’s Evolution has attracted their attention, yet their
personifications can be many forms working in unison, so it becomes hard
for the Collective to flush them out.
Dark Ones, I account for five in our world currently. These Beings are not
seen and recognized instantly, but they leave distinct corruption traces that
can be seen. You must be aware that many Souls that you feel are corrupt,
are in most cases never the source of corruption. They are infected and in
most cases unaware of this. These infections can span through genetics,
indirectly through current conditions, or even as far back as past lives. Yet
at the end of these trails, you will always find a source of corruption, either
from Minions or those connected to Minions. Rarely Dark Ones will
directly influence, they will use Minions on most occasions. Minions will
incarnate into Souls that are in command of a great number of people, or it
is foreseen that they will rise to great places within our leadership. These
Souls would have been stuck within corruption for lengthy amounts of time
and reached a level of submission that the Dark Ones could place
themselves confidently into their physical bodies. Because Dark Ones have
learned to hide so well from one another and The Collective, it is difficult
even through Conscious means to locate them directly. You can only
observe the Physical Universe as in Nations, Organizations, and Countries
and how they commit to joining to free the world from physical suffering.
Lucifer does not have a place in The Higher Dimensions, however, he has
made many forces here as allies. It is hard to describe Lucifer in the sense



of the Outer Universe. He is a Being from the Higher Holy Realms, yet he
is of a much Higher Order. He was in fact incarnated within the Holy
Realms to lead them on their own Evolution. We know this because Beings
of Light have lost their way on other occasions, yet they fall prey to the
Corruption and fall into the Outer Universe. Lucifer did not however, he did
lose his blessings of True Creation but not his great knowledge of the
Collective Universe, meaning The Outer Universe never consumed him. I
say this, but I must ask you to uncover this truth for yourself, Lucifer was of
The Order of Seraphim, known also as The Order of Dragons. Should I
decide we are ready for this awareness, I will share it at a later time. He
resides in a place that only Beings of Creation helped him build through
influence and manipulation, of course, I speak of us. This place is not
Heaven as we would think, but controlled manufacturing of a place that
truly resides within the Holy Kingdoms which Lucifer had a part in creating
before his fall from grace. Lucifer wants dominance, and devotional
worship, we give this to him through the lies and false realities he’s
implanted in our Etheric Forms. Which in turn blocks us from our Astral
Bodies. He and his legion has however taught us many things which helped
us evolve at a greater rate. The early Magi in the time of Solomon
formulated ways to conquer the Luciferic Beings once they realized we
were a Dominate Soul among his Legions and learned many advancements.
Luciferic Beings grew angry over this and amassed wars to destroy all
knowledge of this, which generally are associated with great destruction
from Religious Wars, but the burning of the Great Ancient Libraries were
also of Luciferic Influence. They generally avoid Awakened Beings but will
manipulate through lies if they see a momentary weakness. Luciferians are
a threat because they can manipulate the Souls, we seek to free against us,
the instantly angry man driving a car or the employee who feels greatly
wronged and goes on a shooting spree. The Awakened Ones counter this by
placing strong amounts of Consciousness into the area, but their Awareness
must be capable of seeing the event before it happens. Luciferians are
essentially legions from Entropy and really a smaller amount of Angelic
Beings than is written about in scriptures, these two types are
fundamentally Elementals from Holy and Dark. Lucifer is of an Order
much Higher, and should he choose, will only appear in Avatars.
Ahriman isn’t truly known to us, we only know of the corruption. This
information is minuscule to our Collective Inhabitance. We are of the Earth



Evolution, Star Beings born of the Water Evolution speak of an Ancient
One that almost obliterated them. The loss came from the complete
mechanization of their Societies. Some have come to warn us of the threats,
but we are not evolved enough to comprehend them. There is so much
documentation on these ancient races, but I don’t feel we possess the
Consciousness to fully communicate what they are attempting to teach us,
for those of us who meet them only give us accounts of bedazzlement.
Others have come to harm us, it can be speculated that they’re followers of
this Ancient One and perhaps are implanting or experimenting on our forms
to collect data. I cannot say that this is Ahriman, however, it feels very
much concerning. The early history of Ahriman is that he came into
existence as a lower deity. But this could easily have been a farce at his true
intentions, for even the Luciferians were not concerned about him. Yet now
Technology far surpasses Religions in ways of needs in our world. I will
leave this to say that more insight is needed. Just know that Ahriman is
from The Outer Universe as it is defined by us, and should knowledge
present itself, I will give it to you.
 



 
THE EMERGING ONE GOD
 
The emergence of the One God was not by chance, many that would self-
enlighten touch something deep within that could not be explained within
the Middle Eastern territories. This is where the true struggle to destroy the
heaviest bulk of the Root Races was, as all associated with The Outer
Universe sought to bind Consciousness and manipulate Intelligence. The
Holy Alliance was caught in a harsh position, they were commanded to
protect those of Earth’s Evolution (now merged with Water’s Evolution) yet
as Consciousness faded, they were being forgotten and, in most cases,
demonized. This continues to be the struggle of The Archangel Michael and
the Holy Hierarchy, among all others know that we are to become the
Bridge-way to The Higher Orders and at times see these periods of
corruption as a failure to their commitment to protecting us.  
Mesopotamia beliefs would give birth to Egyptian Polytheism as the
remaining Annunaki’s numbers dwindled. There was a continued
Monotheist/Polytheist belief structure that would never last long enough to
hold the generations as Dark Beings grasped at the control of the souls. Yet
through these struggles, Mesopotamia also gave birth to a second belief in
the Canaanites. I will not go into specific names, only know The Canaanites
were of the 5th Root Race, a Sub-Race blended from the Egyptians and
Hellenes (which were Greek & Romans). The conceptualization of The One
God was a misperceived awakening to our Oneness with the universe. The
Pleiadeans spoken of earlier, the evolved White Magi would seek to
intervene on behalf of the Holy Hierarchy, yet their presence was also
misperceived. They connected to the righteous beings through the astral
planes and developed relationships with individuals capable (though
poorly) of comprehending. They traveled in what we have named The
Merkabah, but this was so much more. There is much literature on what the
Merkabah was, I know now that the truth is beginning to come to light but
hasn’t fully connected to universal truth yet. Bear with my build-up to help
this progress. 
As Consciousness grows, we gain complete control over the Dominions in
which we reside. If we could see this through Conscious Vision, we will lay



witness to a “glow” surrounding these Beings. Awakened Beings will be
seen as a single light ray pouring in from their Crown Chakra, this will
come and go as they are still in temporary transitioning and is seen mainly
in meditation or while maintaining Consciousness. Greater Beings have
surpassed this and are in complete connection with this light as it now will
encompass the whole of their head region and quite easily bring its
blessings to any in their presence. There are stages to this and will be
explained in further writings. At the final stage of Greater Being Status, the
light body will begin to form, although seen as intense light, the Conscious
Vision will see an actual shape should they see past the glare. This shape
will be of a Diamond, or better put, a pyramid on the top and an upside
pyramid connecting the bottom seen here. 
    
These are the energies gathering from two sources, though this energy is
strongest seen originating from the top as bright luminescence it does in
fact have softer radiance from the five other points. These two pyramid
shapes also oscillate, but when complete alignment will begin to rotate in
opposite directions as the Astral Form moves throughout the Universe. The
points directly connect the Aspirant to all that they are aware of within the
Known Universe, much like building blocks that will grow as they do. Each
point connects to different colors of energy, in association with their
Evolutionary Track in the universe. At the height of this, the pyramid will
rotate at blinding speed giving us what we have witnessed, The Rainbow
Body. When these Beings are stationary however there will be an intense
array of colors at each point corresponding to their elements. 
As a side note, The Dark Magi manufactured this in the construction of the
Great Pyramids, though originally designed to advance our consciousness,
when left by the Builders the Dark Magi contorted its use to feed off it
while hosting their semi-immortal souls. When the Emerald Tablets speak
of The Merkabah residing under The Pyramids, the pyramid is anchored
within the physical realm but manifests much like the diamond shape in the
spiritual realm. Little has been done to stop this, for many see greater
dangers on the horizon, and The Dark Magi slumber for ages at a time. I
will refer to The Black Magi as The Dark Magi from now on, there will be
further explanations for this later. 
Understandings the Planes and Realms that we collectively exist in is to
awaken to the third and fourth dimensions. Understanding this will grant us



the truth about the universe into which we were delivered. Know that this is
only our current limitations. Far above Primordial, Lower, and Higher
Realms there resides much more. But realize that these Planes connect in
ways far beyond our current comprehension, this is how it can be explained
now. 
A Being whose evolution stems from Earth and Water will should they
attain Greater Being Status will encompass the Elements from which they
were derived, all wrapped in that of which they are connected. For us, this
will be the Four Elements, straight above us will pour our alliance either
from the Source of Consciousness (White Light), or Universal Mind
(Whisper Blue). The Merging of our Evolution's gave to us the unique
ability to blend the two and Merge with The Plane of Light in the Center's
Most Top Plane. Something that all of the Beings within this universe never
possessed, for each Elemental Plane does not connect to the Light Plane,
and all are blocked by The Dark Plane. True Evolution found a way around
this in our creation. 
When understanding that the diamond shapes are of 3-Dimensional depth,
we can realize that they possess 4 sides and are blocks connected to one
another on their vertical scales. Going back to the “Rainbow body” we now
can understand that the colors from the side points of the Diamond are
associated with the 4 Elemental Colors and are where this Consciousness is
Derived. Beings that derive from other positions on the Planes will possess
completely different hues. Elemental Beings mainly possess the hue
primarily associated with their Home Plane, but on occasions can through
varied experiences advance their Consciousness and will forever have that
new knowledge blended in their Etheric Forms. This is what Perfected,
Greater, and at times True Clairvoyants see when they look at all other
beings, and the reason why they are able to better diagnose our true
destinies should they wish to impart it. In addition, it would take the most
sacred of knowledge and ability to hide your true hue from these Conscious
beings, it is reserved for the Perfected and above and enacted generally
when these Beings reincarnate, incarnate, and sometimes manifest to move
about the universe. This can only be hidden from Beings of lower status. 
When Pleiadeans presented themselves to the Canaanites we must
understand that they were of the Early Atlantean Root Race when they were
called The White Magi. Water and Earth were all they were associated with,
their Etheric forms look sharp in various areas and symbolically looked



very much like a Star. This Star would herald forth a religion that would
have a lasting impact on us for generations. This Star I present to you in
new realization, for none can speak of its heritage and the Sacred Doctrines
keep it hidden, The Star of David.
 
Judaism would expand into many different religions, some accepting the
truth to the Pleiadeans (Star Beings), others hiding it away or making it the
hardest to have access to. Judaism gave birth to Christianity, Gnosticism,
and the Kabbalah. Islam would later form and would be last born from
these roots with spiritual intentional growth. Kabbalah and the later forming
Sufism & Baha’ism would be considered Higher Mysticism that would
dwell on the deeper meanings given by the Pleiadean. They held onto the
writings passed down to them and sought to always find meaning in what
was said. Christianity would go through a time of Corruption just before the
time of the Mystic and attempt to wipe this awareness from the face of the
earth through the Inquisition. The truth to the Inquisition, the event had
very little to do with what they thought of as God, it was a breaking of an
agreement between Lucifer and the Dark Beings. Lucifer was growing
exponentially with his false religions and was taking from the Dark One's
followings among the corrupted Pagan societies. 
In any event, new Semi-Conscious/Semi-Intelligent concepts would form.
The Mystic would arise while at the same time Theosophy would come
forth as they would attempt to blend Religion and Science, offshoots of the
Earth’s and Water’s Evolution. They would bring to the world Scientific
Methods, Quantum Mechanics, and Anthroposophy. This brings us into the
20th Century from the depths of Middle Eastern generations. There is much
more to learn within these eras, but all things have their place. This chapter
alone will present most of my material for many more projects to come. I
have already touched earlier in this book on Gnosticism and The Book of
Enoch. I will now continue with how Water’s Evolution in the Eastern
World grew to this point. 
 
   
 



LOWER REALMS IN 
WATER’S EVOLUTION
 
If you were able to understand the role of The Pleiadeans, then you have
realized one of the many players that have moved our societies through
generations. This was not the first time they have presented themselves,
coming from Earth they can connect with us better than Beings from Holy
and The Anunnaki. The Pleiadeans have a rich history of leading and
awakening Beings here on Earth, they prefer to never be around conflict
and so tend to disappear when Corruption infects anyone around them. We
know clearly that their most current connections would be with the forming
of The Kabballah and Theosophy belief systems. They were in fact the
direct influence of the Enochian lineage. They teach always a path to self-
evolution and communicate through an enlightened form of a universal
pulse. Their intentions are always good, yet the humans they attempt to
connect to are generally incapable of fully comprehending them. Depending
upon the consciousness of the individual, they can become lost in a deeply
emotional hymn of self-created visions. They always come in their truthful
forms and do not hide their true appearance like many other Beings. 
The Pleiadeans led a portion of Collective Beings into the Indus Valley after
the Deluge. This was a prosperous and quiet life for a time, eventually,
trade would develop between The Persian and Egyptian territories. They
were led by Murugan, which was openly known as King of The Pleiadeans
from the Pleiades Star Cluster. The early Hindu People possessed special
attainments that were developed over time to be able to understand the
Pleiadean form of communication. What manifested was The Vedic
Understanding, this belief structure would propel consciousness for the first
time unaffected and unknown by The Outer Universe. With the Vedic
understandings and the Yugas forming, this laid the groundwork for
repairing a now damaged Plane of Mind. I dare not give an in-depth guide
to the Yugas but will refer any truly wanting to know more to learn this
from The Great Indian Sage known as Sadhguru. 
The new knowledge brought forth the awareness of Consciousness beyond
the earthly life. The Yugas taught us of our Spiritual Evolution, which
superseded and was of times far before the Earth had a physical form. It has



always been these Forms of the Original Root Races that The Holy Alliance
has wished to guide into The Collective Consciousness. Whereas it has
always been the Beings from The Outer Universe to divide this newly
formed consciousness and subjugate them to corruption. The Pleiadeans
taught only from what their developed consciousness could, they are
disconnected from the whole of the Universe. An Effect that occurred when
they sacrificed Form and have never again taken bodies, is a continuous
flow of consciousness without experiences. They are among the few Beings
that are of pure light and gave up much of their past by choice, they are now
the Guardians of The Infinity Stream.    
The beginning stages of Water’s evolution was when life was still
developing here on Earth, Universal Mind already had the knowledge of
how to form Sentient Beings, for it had done quite well with The Star
Beings millions of years beforehand. When visualizing The Plane of Mind,
all that is below the center point is Physical Development. The ones of
Water’s Evolution moved about throughout the Lower Realms many
lifetimes attempting to develop, I will speak of the right side first. 
 
Lower Planes in The Collective Universe
The Planes of Stimulus, Emotions, and Thoughts is where self-stimulation
would give to them a sense of belonging to the environments in which they
existed. Stimulation on these levels would be procreation, which would
mean growth and survival. The Plane of Stimulus is a plane that is the raw
nature of physical creation. One may think that society urges us into
procreation, but it is something much larger. Many Sages and Spiritualists
seek to control this urge, for some have come to learn it beacons even the
most evolved minds. To conquer this urge, would take on the power of
trillions of voices within the physical form, but also a genetic collective that
has existed for millions of years. 
It is obvious without this stimulation that we would rarely populate, even
now we have species of animals that have very low stimulation to breed and
are always placed on endangered lists. Here we will find that the Plane of
Stimulus has given little energy to these forms to procreate, through the
Universal Mind they are no longer considered important within the greater
scheme of life. We tend to look at these events and consider our
responsibility for causing extinctions, but if they are needed, they would
find a way to evolve to meet the demands of evolution. The only part in this



we have responsibility for is when we outright hunt a species to extinction
for unnecessary needs as in the whale population, there are many others. In
considering how we outcry about an endangered species we tend to not
place any need for them other than our overwhelming concern, this bares
little interest to the Plane of Stimulus and anything without “purpose” will
likely fade into existence. 
This urge is without fault, both sexes will have an intimate internal calling
at many points within their lifetime. There is perfected evolved circuitry
that gives an intensely pleasurable sensation to this act, but in truth, it is the
Plane of Stimulus that gains ownership of the form. In the event that more
than one physical form adjoins to perform acts of procreation, the Plane of
Stimulus will send out a signal to the Universal Mind through DNA pulses.
It will acknowledge the forms and decide what genetically these forms can
give to the process of Sentient Life on the planet. 
Our truest fault would be when we force stimulation of growth within a
species for our personal needs. We take control of this species and take it
away from the Universal Mind’s control. This will evolve a species into
overpopulation and many diseases will continuously sprout up in an attempt
to control this growth. The species will become fast-tracked in their mental
awareness as well, even cows are known to cry for weeks when their babies
are taken from them, there is a distinct knowledge of what suffering their
lineage will have. We need not look further than Man’s Best Friend, the
majority now have a very clear understanding of their responsibility to us
and view us as the center of their world.
Each Plane possesses Sub-Planes but will not be looked at in these writings.
The Plane of Stimulus manifested with the birth of Mitochondria 2.4 billion
years ago. The threat of extinction through this era is what consciously
causes Stimulus to always be at the ready, assuring that should global
destruction occur, there will always be enough life to rebuild.
Trying to conceive the number of Mitochondria we possess within each
individual body is mind-boggling. Mitochondria are responsible for
converting food into energy for our cells, so they can be considered Farmers
and Tenders to the Cell’s nurturing and growth. Now consider that each Cell
can possess anywhere from 500 to 1000 Mitochondria depending on the
type of Cell. Lastly, now consider that there are roughly 30 Trillion Cells in
each Body. Within each of our physical forms, there lies a universe of
Mitochondria that will combine as a collective. We refer to this as



a Mitochondria Central Mind or many voices, only coming into complete
unity when stimulated by complete pleasure through deep ecstasy of various
kinds. This could include deep mental states of ecstasy while performing
many different activities. Otherwise, it tends only to its individual parts as it
is capable. Should a particular portion of our body's cellular structure fail,
and the Mitochondrion Central Mind isn’t aware, then that portion of the
body will fail no matter if it sets off a chain reaction and harms other cells. 
Positive nourishment of this Mitochondrion Mind will be primarily to
acknowledge its existence. Corruption will attack the Plane of Stimulus
foremost, for it will be easier to fragment the other structure to the form
(body). I will go over these events in the Outer Universe part of the Lower
Realms further on. We love to seek the pleasure of our experiences here in
bodies, and generally, the most fit is indeed the most active. Finding
pleasure in simplicity and calm is a great way to counterbalance
Mitochondria, they have evolved to believe activity equates to the
progression of the species. Find pleasure even if at first it is something that
must be learned, trillions of voices will cry out but will easily adhere to
your wishes when not corrupted.
This will bare great insights into Scientific Fields of Study, especially when
considering the Natural Selection Theory and how activity equals higher
lifespans and healthier bodies. I leave this for the Scientific Community to
further research, the last I can add is that the highest evolution so far of the
Plane of Stimulus is directly manifested and in connection with what we
call Dopamine and its well-known effects on the body. Daniel Lieberman, a
well-known Paleoanthropologist has an incredible array of literature that
points to any seeking further understanding.             
The Plane of Emotions is where pleasure begins to be sought out and pain
avoided. It is said this is what we all seek really, and many Eastern
Philosophy attempts to bring this to light. We exhaust great amounts of
force to grasp onto people, items, and things, throughout the day, this is
how we secrete ourselves into the physical world. These emotions on the
Collective side of the plane, seek to overindulge in these feelings of bliss as
we identify with it. What we do, how it’s done, and with whom has deep
meaning to us. All that we connect with, our organizations, our jobs, and
our families possess the utmost meaning, we fabricate an illusion of
permanence. 



We tend to segregate ourselves, however, when in true reality we don’t need
to grasp onto anything or anyone, the human form is a part of all things
already in the physical realm. Sex, hobbies, and many activities will take on
an Identification that gives to us a feeling of being right with our
environment. The difference between the Plane of Emotion and that of the
prior Plane is that the Stimulus is deep within and only extends to the shell
of the body. The Plane of Emotions seeks to amass more things around it
and give it a feeling of wholeness with its collections. Physical items that
the form has claimed give it a further sense of pleasure, with it the pain of
losing these items. Things that humans have come to love throughout their
lifetimes will inevitably give a false sense of desperation to be maintained
and well care for, due to the worry of losing a piece of themselves. This is
of course the highest level of this development.  
Emotional control is what most Sages and Mystics sought to achieve, for
many realized that emotions had a direct impact on the environment in
which they existed. We are attuned to these energies to different degrees,
this is the prime reason for the saying, “like attracts like.” For even if we lie
to our internal self and give off the outward glow of happiness yet are
deeply depressed, we will attract the same types of people into our lives.
Those who are truly happy will be felt by all other sentient beings and will
pull in positivity from the many dynamics in which they exist. The true
purpose of meditation is to consciously improve the positivity of the world
around you. It was truly stated that one Buddha can save millions. 
The Plane of Emotions was created around 580 million years ago with the
evolution of The Multicellular organisms, which were Animals, Land
Plants, and most Fungi. Moving higher from the Mitochondria’s Central
Mind is the now Cellular Central Mind, this mind encompasses the many
types of Cells within the form and is very capable of awareness of the world
around it. This Cellular Central Mind is the reason why many types of
species tend to associate among themselves, for there is communication on
cellular levels many aren’t aware of. Just being among those that appear
similar gives to the Cellular Central Mind a sense of calmness and
belonging. This was developed long before Consciousness came into the
scene due to the harsh environments and the need to survive in their
societies. 
With these societies came a collective understanding of what was good, and
what was bad for them to evolve. All that was learned was directly linked



through DNA and recorded by the Universal Mind. When environments
were shown to be unworthy for growth and DNA had recorded similar
experiences, those advancements would be made. However, should
Universal Mind deem the organism unworthy and other forms had more
possibilities, then they would go extinct. These experiments have been
shown in what we call The Morphic Fields Experiments. It is fundamentally
the Cellular Central Mind communicating to the cells currently, and soon to
be created. 
The Emotions Plane is one of action, it is directly associated with the
Reactive Mind (Reptile Brain). It takes on a quick response to things in
their environments that could affect them. Whenever consciousness is
sleeping, un-awakened, or direly ill it takes over the body's function in
various ways during these times. It will take control of the body during
what we call “the fight or flight” response when the consciousness becomes
disconnected for any reason. What’s needed from us is to understand its
functions and monitor its activity. There are natural tensions that form when
it is under duress, and natural elevations of temperatures when fighting
illness. We must give allowance when it is doing good for bettering the
body and pay attention to any signals it is giving throughout the form.
Laughter is the best medicine for the Cellular Central Mind, through humor
it views all of its idiosyncrasies as relatable to all and not just itself. The
Mystic Allen Watts has a perfected ability to queue in and directly shed
light on the Plane of Emotion, making it laugh collectively. 
The Plane of Thoughts is the advancement of this Reptile Brain, it formed
around 260 million years ago with the evolution of Mammals. If you are
following this, you will become aware that these Planes were formed at the
point in Water’s Evolution when they received what I call A Conscious
Impulse. The Source of Consciousness works in shared understanding with
Universal Mind, when the situations were primed for this Conscious
Impulse, Consciousness touched form. As I have stated, this was perfected
long ago, and sequences will always follow the same path for Sentient
Creation. If left to prosper at this point, a process would have taken
lifeforms on the same path that Star Beings had gone through in other star's
systems. The Outer Universe has succeeded in corrupting a large percentage
of their societies, this is why I believe the Omni-Conscious decided to
advance this evolution early. For reference, The Omni-Conscious resides
above and is reflective in The Source of Consciousness and The Universal



Mind. Much like the Human Form, on an overview they appear to function
for the good of the whole, looking at their individual parts however, they
function for self-progress. 
In Chapter Two, I spoke of a time around 260 million years ago when our
Solar System collided with a Dark Nebula. This was in fact a physical
attack from the Outer Universe to corrupt life that was in its beginning
stages of formation. In the process, The Dark Nebula spread Water’s DNA
across the Collective, settling on many Star Systems known by us. This
damage caused The Universal Mind to place a barrier on higher forms of
understanding, it was the way in which it could contain the corruption. If
Beings from Water’s Evolution wished to gain deep insight and truth, they
would have to evolve in a specific way and conditioning to be permitted
into Greater Being status. However, through great strides, they eventually
found ways to gain entry through complete observance of the Mind through
Eastern Thought.   
Within the Plane of Thoughts, Water Beings were able to hold onto their
individualized experiences. This Mammal Mind superseded the two lower
Minds and dominated them, eventually placing them in a slumbering state
of mechanical repetition only surfacing at key moments when they are
needed. This Mind will hold a continuous recording of all experiences and
affect the other Lower Minds into believing all that it experiences. It is here
where the birth of the Ego was formed within our dual evolution's. One
would argue that this basic brain lacks the ability to think, however, I am
not speaking of formally organized thought patterns. This Mammal Brain
retains memory through experiences, shared or individually. It has for the
most part been like a Being existing throughout lifetimes without visual
capabilities. Feeling its way through existence being fed what it experiences
as real, it manufactures its reality on a Mental Construct. The two Higher
Brains will eventually form, but it is within this brain that will determine
the pathway in Water’s Evolution.
 
Lower Planes in The Outer Universe
Here we have The Planes of Stagnation, Superficial, and Mechanical which
is on the lower left side. I am giving to us a place of reference, only to assist
in on understandings. I realize much of this information I’m presenting is
new to the Collective, so it would be hard to formally comprehend The
Outer Universe, but eventually, all will become clear. The Outer Universe



has been in existence before the beginning of the Collective Universe, in a
sense it sees us as a threat to be fragmented and destroyed. Since the Outer
Universe existed before the Beings here within The Collective, it should be
understood as a primordial slumbering force with no activity for
progression, yet slowly digesting itself. Much like a Cancer on a portion of
our bodies, if not cleansed then it must be serrated from the form. Akin to a
parasitic nature, once the Collective Universe manifested the Outer
Universe reawakened and began to feed off it whenever possible,
developing more ingenious ways to do so over time. 
The Outer Universe has developed pockets of dimensions that overlap the
Known Universe in many areas where Collective Consciousness occurs. I
now however want to give to us the history of when Water’s Planes
manifested. The Plane of Stagnation is very much what it would be
conceived to be, here and on other stars clusters due to the most extreme
climate conditions, DNA would collectively go into a deep comatose state
for very long time-spans. This can be manipulated and triggered by the
Outer Universe on a global scale if allowed, if not watched closely. This
Stagnation will manipulate the creative powers of collective beings and
manifest environmental conditions that add to the loss of growth. When
early ancestors prayed for good crops and blessed conditions, they were
seeking to never become affected by Stagnations Corruption. Much of the
Outer Universe’s affluence in Water’s Evolution is in the Physical Realm,
the Beings lacked the proper means to defend themselves against such force
while still young spiritually. Since stasis naturally occurred within the
Collective, the Outer Universe was able to take on a corruptive version in
Stagnation. 
The Plane of Stagnation can manipulate form on the very basic levels,
manipulate gene pools, block DNA strains, and cause confusion within the
Mitochondria and their social structures. It does so when they are in a stasis
condition that used to occur naturally throughout the Glaciation Periods.
The Dark Plane now actively creates these conditions through manipulation
of the Ego when purposelessness is felt, leading to loss of participation in
living (in general), up to even suicide. We have often spoken of being
imbalanced chemically, this is perhaps more deeply true than realized.
The Plane of Superficial is where the concepts of Aloneness come from. We
fabricate different levels of concepts that we alone exist above all others, or
even that no other exists at all. All are deeply viewed as a means to our



individual needs and we truly have no real concern when we no longer have
need of them. This is truly viewed in the animal kingdoms among some that
truly have no interest in the loss of life, for unless it impacts their individual
survival, it really has no means of concern. 
This Plane manifested to hinder Cell’s Communication with one another
and other forms within their environments. In today’s world, it mostly
corrupts Race Personalities, The Sexes, and Different Nationalities. It
whispers fears that others are to be forbidden to co-exist and that this would
destroy its purity. This blocks what we are meant to do, as in joining
experiences collectively to prosper. It is a thing that is felt but rarely spoken
of, that if elevated will manifest into Racism, Sexism, and National Pride.
We are living in moments in history where this has been manufactured
before our eyes, even knowing how many tragic wars have sprouted up in
the recent past. It is because we are not looking Consciously at the Plane of
Superficial which allows it to push forward with its corruption, in a
continuous stream of dividing the Collective. 
The Plane of Mechanical takes all these negative concepts of the Planes of
Stagnation and Superficial and concretes them into a construct of how the
world is, following with each incarnation as it deepens the corruption of the
soul. As stated, Beings stuck within the Outer Universe continuously rotate
in the Plane of Dark. They are never able to receive new conscious input
from a reincarnation, which happens only in the Collective Universe. This
is how the Beings from Dark are formed, within these planes biological,
mechanical, and technical manufactured concepts are formed replacing
truth. It is only when they completely submit that they take on the
characteristics of an Entity and lose conscious connection to a Being’s
status. I hope this will give us some enhanced understanding of The Outer
Universe. I will move my Consciousness to other places now and end it
here. I will now give a brief history of The Plane of Psyche and its
influence to assist Water’s Evolution to gain higher forms of intellect.
 
 
 



THE PLANE OF PSYCHE
 
I would like to give more insight into The Plane of Psyche and its influence
on Water’s Evolution. To start, I would like to give a closer look at The
Plane of Mind and its direct connection to The Plane of Psyche shown
here. 
 
 
Though not considered a formalized religion, Hermetic Philosophy touched
the many truth-seekers throughout the ages of intellectual thought.
Hellenistic, Gnostic, and yet rooted in Christian Influence it brought forth
fundamental structure to evolving spiritual understanding. What’s not truly
known is that spirituality was never the goal. It was a time when The
Universal Mind incarnated upon the planet to guide Sentient Minds, in the
form we’ve come to know as Poemander. It must be understood that when
dealing with Beings of such magnitude generations of time may be
influenced. I will attempt to help with this comprehension and will need
some time to form these thoughts. 
Beings such as The Source of Consciousness and The Universal Mind are
direct manifestations of The Omni-Consciousness, perhaps better
understood as a reflection of its omniscient persona. Conditions are usually
manifested for these Beings to form within or influence the Physical Realm.
These conditions are rarely known to Collective Consciousness, only felt in
Conscious Impulses for those few capably attuned. Understand this
however, such manifestations will almost never occur within a single
physical form. A manifestation of such Beings will transgress possibly
generations giving its knowledge slowly to the collective evolution's, so
that Greater Beings (plural at times) that are deemed their voices may be so
for a multitude of lifetimes. 
This is what occurred in the Greater Being we knew as Hermes
Trismegistus, once a servant of The Dark Magi he was privy to knowledge
many awakened beings never had access to. The Emerald Tablets is thus
historical documentation of his passage and lifetimes as he was able to free
his bondage from The Dark Magi. It is not my place to speak on the
specifics of the Emerald Tablets, for it was written in a way that will only
harmonize with a consciousness that has evolved enough to understand its



secrets. I can tell you however that it was amassed through many lifetimes
of Hermes throughout the region, as he took on many different identities. 
He was of Greater Being status and knew well what knowledge he needed
to become a Perfected Being. Once guided by The Universal Mind, his
powers far surpassed that of The Dark Magi, they no longer could wield
powers against him. The Universal Mind sought him out to become Prefect
to The Plane of Psyche, a title once bestowed to Our Revered Logos long
ago. With Trismegistus blending his experience within the Akashic Halls,
knew modern conceptual structures would formulate. The Plane of Psyche
would connect to the Plane of Water and The Plane of Mind in new
understandings. In the end, The Hermetic Principles would form as a
reflection of The Plane of Psyche. I realize I perhaps make this sound very
simplistic, but this was in fact thousands of years in the making ranging
from 6-5000 BCE to 500 BCE. Hermes (Now Blessed as a Voice to The
Universal Mind) would be reincarnated many times and renamed as a God
by the people of each era. This would coalesce with the writing of The
Kybalion and the Three Initiates. The outline of the Hermetic Laws is in
fact the initial groundwork to gain access to the Higher Plane of Mind. It
was blended in a way to be understood, as The Universal Mind softened its
views and permitted The Barrier of Mentalism to be loosened to reconnect
with Water’s Evolution. I doubt many are unaware of these laws, but I must
give them briefly to continue. For us, they are called Principles in this era.
Note that these laws correspond with The Universal Mind and advances
insight into The Source of Consciousness. 
Hermetic Principles: Laws of The Universe
1. The Principle of Mentalism “The all is mind; the universe is mental.”
2. The Principle of Correspondence “As above, so below, as below, so
above. As within, so without, as without, so within.”
3. The Principle of Vibration “Nothing rests; Everything moves;
Everything vibrates.”
4. The Principle of Polarity “Everything is dual, everything has poles and
everything has its pair of opposites; Like and unlike are the same;
Opposites are identical in nature, but different in degree; Extremes meet;
All truths, are but half-truths; All paradoxes may be reconciled.”
5. The Principle of Rhythm “Everything flows, out and in; Everything has
its tides; All things rise and fall.”



6. The Principle of Cause and Effect “Every Cause has its effect; Every
effect has its cause.”
7. The Principle of Gender “Gender is in everything; Everything has its
masculine and feminine principles.”
If you are among the few who are new to these principles, I invite you to
further your study on this topic within the Kybalion Text. I have
contemplated after this series giving an understanding to that which was
before us and below our evolution, but when that arises, I may decide. As
for what presses forward, it will be the connection between The Higher
Plane of Psyche and the Lower Right Side of The Plane of Mind. 
 
What incentivized The Universal Mind to manifest was The Outer Universe
taking on the direct influence of the one known as Ahriman. Taking up from
the Indus Valley where Murugan and the Pleiadeans were assisting with
conscious evolution. Eventually, through trade with the Persians and
Egyptians, the Dark Beings would become aware of conscious influence in
the region. The remnants of The Anunnaki resided in Egypt, no longer in
their original post in what was now Persia. Now unprotected, The Outer
Universe revitalized ancient Mesopotamian and the Iranian Polytheism
beliefs with what would be called Zoroastrianism (Mazdayasna Originally).
Zoroastrianism originally formed in Iran and was created by The Dark Magi
to subjugate the followers, through wars some would relocate to the Persian
areas. Zoroastrians would take on their own struggle as later the Conscious
Beings within would internally struggle to cleanse their belief structure with
that of the influential corruption. This is a history only those well versed in
Zoroastrian History can account for, consciousness is scattered at times. All
that is clearly known is the emergence of the personification of Ahriman,
and the period of the detailed height of his worship around 1110 BC. The
Persian's defeat was many years before this, but in essence, it was the defeat
of The Dark Magi by The Plane of Dark. The Dark Magi retreated to Egypt
and took to a deep slumber, while this New Patheon took over leading the
followers. 
Within Indus Valley, the Pleiadeans would retreat back to their homeland, as
stated they are very non-aggressive and shy away from any conflict. The
Vedic Philosophy would then be taken over by The Universal Mind and
become structured, for The Universal Mind had a great interest in
protecting this understanding. Eastern belief would be propelled by



evolving into two branches, Shenism which would parent the well-known
Confucianism, and Taoism within China. And the next branch of Jainism
would lay the groundwork for Buddhism to later form within India. 
Jainism was developed by the eastern intellect to detour the beginning
threat of Ahriman’s influence within the Indus Valley territories. This was
done in many tactical ways by the corrupted forces. With their continued
invasions disrupting the villager’s peaceful existence they harmed any
semblance of conscious growth. This in turn would harm the climate
conditions needed for a deeply entrenched agricultural society. Once
corruption had taken root, the rivers dried up. The leaders of the Indus
Valley knew well what was to happen to their once-great cities. They took it
upon themselves to write down their sacred knowledge of The Vedas in
what we know now as The Upanishads. 
The Once Lower Realms of The Plane of Mind would be given new life
with the re-connection to The Higher Plane of Psyche. Stimulus-Polarity,
Emotions-Vibration, and Thoughts-Correspondence would stimulate higher
forms of understanding within Eastern Philosophy and the newly emerging
Asian Societies. 
Stimulus-Polarity 
Basic stimulation is advanced in its conceptualizations. The Central
Mitochondrion Mind found a new form of complete harmonization within
the Eastern Conscious Beings. This meant intimacy took on new
understandings, and the Kuma Sutra Sanskrit come to mind. Dwelling
deeper into the “merging aspect” with one another this particular branch
was able to build societies that had little sense of individuality. For all was
done for the whole of society and far beyond your lineage. These were strict
cultures with little use for those who would fail, in fact, it was seen as an
honor if one would simply end their life for the better of the whole. Though
seen as brutal at times, this awakening still possessed the underlining
narrative of unification which still gave the outward appearance of great
structures within the societies. 
 
Emotions-Vibrations
From the birth of The Formal Meditator, emotions were seen as dis-
harmonizing distractions to the mind. One sought to free themselves of the
internal chatter, this also gave the added advantage of cleansing any
corruptions attempting to influence them. Emotions were now seen as



directly influencing the physical realm and great care and responsibility for
this power were needed. Many martial arts and Yogic Practices took on a
deeper meaning of conditioning the Mind with the Body. This always
brought into awareness the first three of The Four Noble Truths, even if
they were not formally called such. 
1. The truth of suffering 
2. The truth of the cause of suffering 
3. The truth of the end of suffering 
Water’s Evolution was now able to confront Suffering, they knew what
caused it as they were able to confront the Dark Beings through their
practice. The Cellular Central Mind would harmonize with the body as it
would cease to listen to the primitive brain. Water’s Evolution would now
just seek an answer as to how to permanently rid themselves of the
corruption. 
Thoughts-Correspondence
The awakening Collective Consciousness would call forth The Buddha, any
familiar with this incarnation knows well that he reincarnated many times
as a Greater Being beforehand. A prince that was born with an auspicious
and grand prophetic future that would not be denied. He would see
suffering and become determined to find a path beyond it. He would in fact
become the first Perfected Being of Water’s Evolution from here on Earth.
And create a pathway to succession with the added fourth noble truth. 
    4.  The truth of the path that frees us from suffering
Again, for those who are unfamiliar, I urge you to learn of the life of
Siddhartha Gautama and realize how great the blessings are that we still can
understand his teachings in today’s world. It is through the later
understood Eight-fold Path, that the Mind was presented a direction to
Higher Consciousness. Most of the planet at this point was falling into a
collective acceptance of the emerging sciences, with the presence of The
Universal Mind felt. The Eight-fold Path brought Consciousness to our fast-
paced growth and broke the barrier of Mentalism for those seeking such
freedom. Once achieved, always graced into the Higher Planes of Mind. I
am well versed on the topic but must refer you to The Great Zen Master
Thich Nhat Hanh, he possesses great teachings and literature on The Eight-
fold Path. 
1. Right understanding
2. Right thought



3. Right speech
4. Right action
5. Right livelihood
6. Right effort
7. Right mindfulness
8. Right concentration 
This was how Water’s Evolution would be led out of Suffering and into
Liberation if they were willing to put in the work. Where was Earth’s
Evolution during this time? With The Universal Mind still present it
superimposed itself on our evolutionary forms, the activities of the world
had become nothing more than an ever-long dream, and very few events
would shake them awake as they lived out their lives in their delusions. The
Planet would come to believe that deeper insights, could only be realized
through the very private Eastern World. Fortunately, The Universal Mind
would leave with the Awakening of The Buddha. 



 
MENTALISM AND THE WALL    
 
This book isn’t just for Earth, but for all of Water’s Evolution to
comprehend what has been, and what may come. Water’s Evolution is all of
our now genetic makeup, it is part of all Beings that originated here, as well
as the Star Beings that have forgotten their deeply rooted pasts. Those of us
in this Universal Family that have just started developing consciousness
after developing millions of years on far away galaxies are now influential
of this Collective Consciousness. What is known or learned, will be part of
all of us and so we can hinder or help this growth process. It must be our
goal to assist in conscious creation to make a whole, fully developed
oneness. 
In the days when Jesus walked the earth, the Collective accepted what we
think of as magic. Before this, it was abundant as we creatively manifested
our world to monolithic beauty and societies that did not have any of the
materialistic desires we now possess. It would’ve been easy to perform the
miracles that Jesus performed, for the Collective accepted these powers
without blocks. Jesus spoke to us and said that we too, possessed such
powers, we must know this. When organizations (influenced by other than
consciousness) took over and deemed that they alone possessed such
powers of creation, we fell into this false belief, hence infecting the
Collective. Water’s Evolution then believed they reclaimed their powers of
creation through hard sweat and knowledge as they tinkered and
manufactured our societies. Now in modern eras through individualization
and technological breakthroughs, we believe powers of creation to be
performed by the hand and not consciousness. We cannot grasp that it must
first be consciousness that manifests these creations, because we believe it
can only be done through physical means. We do not accept when we wish
for something and it manifests, that it was simply our wishes made real.
Now the Collective Consciousness operates as possibilities as many of us
only believe in what we can see, and what we see we need to explain. The
Plane of Possibilities is deeply explained on The Second Path. 
This is the predicament, we know the truth from reincarnation to the way in
which life manifests, from ghosts to extraterrestrial life, and yet we do not



believe these truths before our eyes. We accept what we see in the world of
entertainment as false so that when truth stands right before us it is
incapable for the minds to grasp it. We play along with what we are told in
our religions because it gives us a sense of being a part of something. On
rare occasions, some touch Source and lay witness to the truth and are
either shunned or steered back into adherence to the organizations. Now
fathom that this has occurred in many of our reincarnations and you will
truly understand why we have become this way. 
Humans are unique in that most of us must be retaught with each new birth
as well as given new consciousness, this alone shows that we are not only
of Universal Mind like the Insect Kingdoms and some of the Animal
Kingdoms. The Corruption uses this re-teaching as molding to glue to give
us what is accepted reality. For the traditionalist, this may be most
problematic, especially now that as we awaken, we have parents that raise
their children as non-gender identifying (which is a great way to open us to
truth). I can only say to these societies that expand gender consciousness,
please grow. To become stuck and conditioned is the easiest way to see only
the physical realm and forget all that we are. Our Mental Constructs are
what hold us down from freedom.
To conquer this Wall of Mentalism will take an understanding of all that we
were, are, and will be. We must confront the Planes of Thoughts,
Mentalism, and Knowledge in specific ways. These paths are more akin to a
deduction that outright acceptance, for this is the path that the Buddha
opened for us. We see this deduction in the main three paths of Buddhism
now, for each derivative grasped onto their Leaders and as each group grew,
they began to debate each others concepts of truth. We must look
consciously to understand these paths, for even though they originated at
particular times within our history, there are reasons for this, and I will
attempt to explain. I take liberties to speak on these Schools of Thought, but
I do so from my Conscious Views and do not call myself a Master known to
any branch. I quite well understand each viewpoint and believe all possess a
path to truth, I do feel that all branches should be encompassed to realize
the full spectrum of the Buddha’s beauty.  
 
Mahayana (Knowledge) 1st Century BCE
 
Theravada (Mentalism) 3rd Century BCE



 
Vajrayana (Thoughts) 6th Century BCE
 
It must be understood that Buddhism derived from a combination of Vedic
and Jainism beliefs, this is encompassed in what we call Sramana. I spoke
of these just before the Buddha’s awakening. These Branches of Buddhism
formed on the right side of The Plane of Mind, which is Thoughts,
Mentalism, and Knowledge. I believe this was due to the Buddha already
surpassing Mentalism and that this has reflected his Consciousness
downward into the Physical Realms. As the Buddha continued his path
towards liberation, his Form struggled to move upwards while
simultaneously holding the weight of all sentient beings, for he was the first
to unlock this path for Water’s evolution. The first also to have the great
compassion to want to, for many before him freely did this alone. I will
give to you the outline of each Branch but invite you to do your own
research to fully realize the philosophies. Remember if Beings are working
from the physical plane, they must confront the path in this order,
Vajrayana, Theravada, and then Mahayana. Most Masters in these Schools
have accepted all three for they realize the truth, but this cannot be true for
all followers. 
If you happen to be already associated with a particular school, then most
likely you have already grown past the Blocks of Mentalism and are now
working towards higher growth. If you are born into a belief structure
within any of these schools and cannot seem to find realization, either one,
you have already achieved the understanding and want to learn something
else, or two, it’s not for you to learn at this time. Each school is
individualized in its structure for conscious advancement but remember that
all Beings possess Buddha Nature and even in the most remote
unsophisticated tribes there is consciousness. 
Vajrayana places great emphasis on the use of certain tantra's and
traditional spiritual techniques in order to obtain enlightenment as quickly
as possible. According to Vajrayana supporters, the ultimate goal of
Buddhism can be most efficiently realized through these practices. At the
same time, some of these techniques are considered too advanced or even
dangerous for the uninitiated. This lends a strong inclination toward secrecy
in Vajrayana and makes it even more difficult for non-practitioners to
understand. Vajrayana Buddhists claim that their view of Buddhism is



identical to that of Gautama Buddha’s, but consciousness alone holds these
truths and is left for individuals to conceive. Some tantric practices are,
according to Vajrayana, too dangerous for a layman to learn. They are either
prone to abuse, easily misunderstood, or simply dangerous. This is why
Vajrayana believes Gautama Buddha practiced these techniques himself but
did not teach them to others. As a result, Vajrayana functions somewhat like
a mystery religion: only those properly initiated and sworn to secrecy can
learn the deeper secrets. Needless to say, this lack of openness makes it
extremely difficult for non-practitioners to learn about Vajrayana. Noted
distinctions of Vajrayana would be:
1. Use of ritual objects
2. Use of meditative visualizations
3. Mandalas or Sacred Designs
4. Mantras or Sacred Chants
5. Prayer Wheels
6. Rosary Prayer Wheels
Through the Plane of Thought, we see the real hands-on approach to
Buddhism as it is still at the precipice of the Physical Realm. Many of
Water’s Evolution would dedicate lifetimes in service to these techniques
until fully realized. Many times, awakening occurs far before this as
Consciousness rises. This may also be the place where conscious beings
who have lost their way seek stricter control over themselves when needing
to self-correct their views. 
Theravada emphasizes individual enlightenment, this is called an Arhat or
Arahant, which means "Worthy One" in Pali. An Arhat is a person who has
realized enlightenment and freed himself from the cycle of birth and death.
This is done by understanding the nature of the self or Anatman. Theravada
teaches Anatman to mean that an individual's ego or personality is bound to
delusion. Once freed of this delusion, the individual may enjoy the bliss of
Nirvana. Theravada teaches that enlightenment comes entirely through
one's own efforts, without help from gods or other outside forces. The
primary means of realizing enlightenment in the Theravada tradition is
through Vipassana or "insight" meditation. Vipassana emphasizes
disciplined self-observation of body and thoughts and how they
interconnect. Breathing techniques and observations are very much the way
in which the Buddha meditated. Noted distinctions of Theravada would be:



1. Emphasis on attaining Nirvana through meditation and a process of
perfection through purification
2. Emphasis on the Virtue of Wisdom
3. Encompass the Ideals of an Arhat
4. Buddha is seen as the Supreme Teacher and inspiration to achieve
Nirvanic State
5. Only for a select few, generally Monks and Nuns
Here we find the core of the Plane of Mentalism, it is where we truly look
inward and realize the constant arising and activities of thought-forms.
When viewing them as an Observer we can have many realizations of how
we have been influenced to construct a fabricated world. Consciousness
arises from this disillusion that we have identified with for so long and we
seek to merge this new awakening with our existence. 
Mahayana tradition teaches that all beings inherently possess Buddha
Nature, the seed of awakening and thus perfecting the qualities of a buddha,
these qualities can remove hindrances to realization even within a single
lifetime. The Mahayana spiritual model is the Bodhisattva, who is
motivated by bodhicitta, the desire to awaken to help all beings realize their
true nature. The Buddha in Mahayana is eternally present in a pantheon of
buddhas, bodhisattvas, and enlightened beings who can be called on for
support. Mahayana schools teach practitioners to cultivate paramitas,
qualities such as generosity, morality, patience, concentration, and wisdom.
They understand that all beings and phenomena are empty of inherent
existence and arise only interdependently. Shunyata, or emptiness, is a
central teaching in the Prajnaparamita (Perfection of Wisdom) Sutras,
fundamental texts of the Middle Way school. The related doctrine of “two
truths” holds that the everyday dualistic world of appearances (relative or
conventional reality) and absolute or ultimate reality (emptiness) are not
separate but one (unified). They adhere to the Yogacara, the Mind-only
school, that asserts that reality in any form is a mental construct. Continuity
of the phenomenal world is ascribed to a “storehouse” consciousness. Noted
distinctions are thus: 
1. Emphasis on the compassion of Buddha for all creatures
2. Encompass the Ideals of a Bodhisattva
3. Emphasis on the Buddha Nature
The Plane of Knowledge now expands and encompasses all living beings in
the realization that all life is of importance in the Conscious Collective. All



should survive in a universe free of suffering and this very realization
becomes one of action to assist in this until all beings are free.
To encompass these schools in a Universal Consciousness isn’t just to
combine them, for each can individually shed a light on the true nature of
reality, but to look beyond the wisdom for what lies beyond. When looking
at Water’s Evolution and its path to Consciousness, we can now review all
that it had gone through to reach this height. 
 
Through Hermes Trismegistus and the Plane of Psyche, Water’s Evolution
gained higher forms of Material Enlightenment in The Hermetic
Philosophy. This ancient wisdom laid truth to the Universal Mind and all
physical forms it oversaw to create Sentience in the Universe. Once this
was viewed and seeped into Forms, it would awaken the slumbering
Conscious Collective and they would seek to rejoin once again as a whole
within Universal Understandings. Eventually, this calling brought forth
individuals who would awaken to this cause. Over thousands of years,
Conscious Beings would awaken and add pieces to this design through
many forms of thought as they struggled because they fought the Wall of
Mentalism. Then the pure love and determination of The Buddha would
succeed in finding a way over this hurdle and open this pathway to all of
Water’s Evolution.
We must understand that this Liberation from Form was so much more,
with this realization being gifted into the Collective, all Beings were able to
reincarnate with Consciousness once again and supersede Water’s
Evolution to take their place as active participants here on Earth. The
Source of Consciousness could freely send its impulses to Earth’s
Evolution, no longer hindered by the Physical Realm. The Universal Mind
and the Source of Consciousness in their own ways guide both Evolution's
towards a goal of Universal Consciousness. 
I will continue with the Plane of Minds pathway into further enlightenment
once I have been able to join this understanding with that of the corruption
from the Outer Universe. To start I must explain the multitudes of Sentient
Beings that exist within the Known Universe and beyond so that we have a
Universal Understanding. It is not my place to make anyone believe, all that
I place within the Collective will one day be fully grasped, even if it takes a
full unveiling one day. 



 
STAR BEINGS IN THE 
KNOWN UNIVERSE
 
When the Buddha opened up the pathways to liberation, know that this
wasn’t just done here on Earth. All of Water’s Evolution that shared the
same genetic makeup across the Known Universe now had the ability to
become Conscious. Whereas before blocked at Mentalism and not able to
proceed. This influenced Star Beings across the Physical and Dimensional
Levels of the universe. As with The Universal Mind opening its fold to
Hermes Trismegistus, The Source of Consciousness now did so with
Siddhartha Gautama. 
Many stories will continuously arise about these two Beings, but their path
like many others must be realized for us to awaken to Universal
Consciousness. Hermes brought forth Alchemy, Astrology, Science, and
Medicine. Whereas the Buddha brought forth Compassion, Truth,
Realization, and Liberation from Suffering. Touched individually by the
Left and Right hand of The Omni-Conscious, we are able to truly
contemplate our Dual Evolution. 
To conquer this Barrier of Mentalism, three Planes must collectively be
unblocked to those of Water’s Evolution. The Planes of Thoughts,
Mentalism, and Knowledge can appear to be a difficult hurdle, fortunately
many of us from Earth’s Evolution continues to be part of The Collective
Consciousness and need not achieve this. However, on the rarest occasion,
there could be Beings that identify so deeply with Water’s Evolution and
are not corrupted by The Outer Universe. This could be continued lifetimes
in industrialized rich societies, or existing completely within their mental
construct of the world. 
Star Beings tend to be mis-categorized by us, partially due to our lack of
full realization of the universe in which we live. Accepting this we can
come to understand that many Beings exist on many levels among the
Elemental Planes. Many conceive angels as existing in what we believe to
be heaven, when in fact they are Elementals from the Plane of Holy.
Though somewhat disrespectful in his approach, King Solomon knew this



very well and formulated summoning magic for both Beings of Holy and
Beings of Dark (which we think of as Demons). 
In addition, and this could be quite tricky at first, Beings that possess more
spiritual strength than us can enforce how they are perceived by us. If we
possess more spiritual energy but aren’t conscious of this, we enforce how
these Lesser Beings are perceived from our conceptual understandings. An
example would be that we are told in church service what demons are, and
later when an innocent Sylph Spirit blows open the window in our room,
we perceive it as a demon and may even see a demonic shape. Greater
Elementals from the prime elements and higher elements like to fool us into
seeing them as magnanimous beings and will take on shapes to identify
with our fears. This is most apparent in The Fallen which followed Lucifer
and continues to, to this day. It would be very easy to misperceive Star
Beings this way, for now, we live in a world where everything is considered
extraterrestrial. There is also a growing storyline that subterranean beings
have incredible cities here on earth. I have spoken on the Ancient Safe
Havens created by The Collective, just know that we will not accidentally
walk into them, they are of advanced Dimensional Capabilities. 
What can we do to determine if we in fact are in the presence of a Star
Being? The foremost thing to do is to become aware of your consciousness,
any lacking would make this event hard to comprehend. The world is full of
Spirits that move throughout our lives in ways we can barely understand. It
is best that we don’t give them all our full attention, for many of them exist
with duties to perform. In addition, there could be Corrupted Zones where
all sensitive Beings can be influenced by internalized horrors. This all
makes for a very confusing life if we are avoiding accepting consciousness,
it has become apparent that we have created blocks early in life to avoid
seeing these truths and stifle others from developing such gifts. 
I can give you what is known to The Collective Consciousness, this is not to
say that anything more or less is wrong, it just doesn’t reside within The
Collective. They may reside within Dimensions and other Realms
shadowed within The Known Universe, or even within the reality of a
Greater Being imparting their influence on a group of followers. I have
already spoken of the Consciousness of The Planetary Bodies but haven’t
detailed the societies in which they exist. Just understand that individually
Planets and Suns of a single Solar System possess both separate and
collective personalities. When advancing this observation, these



personalities can be engulfed into yet another Collective Personality of The
Galaxy in which they reside. Next, these Greater Galactic Personalities can
be placed into three categories within The Known Universe, Collective
(Conscious), Universal (Mental), or Outer (Corrupted). This will determine
the type of Beings that reside within these regions, how we should view
these heavenly bodies, and what chaos or harmony we see. Higher among
these Beings are the Star Systems we know as Astrological Signs, we have
had such an extensive connection with them we know well their distinct
personality traits, they are individuals among the Greater Universal
Systems. These Astrological Signs are the Guardians of a Universal Design
that must not be formally presented within this writing, just to be made
aware. 
Many other Entities within the Known Universe can reside and not be of
The Collective and are free moving. They can hail from places other than
The Outer Universe and the Plane of Dark. These are The Primordial
Elemental Planes (which reside below the manifested Elemental Planes)
and The Planes of Chaos (which have yet to be discussed). Many can reside
outside of the Known Universe but are rarely of the Collective
Consciousness for light does not touch them. Star Beings of The Collective
will be organic or biological with a very distinct ability to self-procreate or
self-repair, they may possess an array of technological advancements to
assist in these capabilities. These are the Beings known to Consciousness,
they are of the Star Beings that benefited from The Buddha’s awakening
and have been developing Consciousness at their individual paces for the
last 2500 years. The only exception would be The Pleiadeans, who were
graced into The Collective since the end of The Atlantean Age, all others
not mentioned will have derived from areas not yet discussed. 
 
1. The Pleiadeans: The Pleiadeans come from a bright star cluster known as
the Pleiades. They are one of the beings in the Milky Way and known as
once residing here on Earth as The White Magi of The Atlantean Age. They
now reside in The Plane of Light and are Guardians of The Infinity Stream.
The Infinity Stream is the Bridge-way our consciousness is processed
through when reincarnating, it is the force that all Time resides. It is here
that we speak of “the bright light” and seeing “past relatives” during NDE
(near-death experience). Their Bodies are of pure energy now after
shedding all ties to collective karmic advancements, though not immortal



they can self-sustain for an unaccountable amount of time. They will not
procreate and so are particularly cautious of that which could possibly harm
them. 
 
2. The Anunnaki: I may harm some concepts of this Star Race, for it is
believed that they come from a Planet that resides within our Solar System.
Nibiru Is their home planet, but resides on a Solar System close to us, it is a
very organic planet that is developed by harvesting 100% natural resources
which makes it unseeable close to 90% of the time here from Earth once we
develop the capabilities. Their technology has developed the planet as a
source of heat to sustain themselves for the long travels beyond their Sun's
warmth. They did come to Earth to farm our rich resources of Gold, for
their planet’s thermal projects. They did not bio-engineer the human race,
they were experimenting on enhancing our already human forms. They
sought to extend our lives, which initially worked but dwindled as we
procreated. There were many other experiments that were eventually
deemed inhumane by Enki and stopped. They are highly advanced in
gravitational technologies, they have transformed their Satellites (Moons)
into ships that can dislodge themselves from their home planet and propel
into the galaxy. This does have a gravitational effect on the Solar Systems
they interact with and takes a very long time to move about, in addition to
the calculation of all other planetary system's movements to reach their
goal. It is such ships that have caused us to believe that another planet orbits
our solar system, but it has since left and reconnected back to its own.   
 
3. Grays: The Gray’s come from a star system known as Zeti Reticuli,
which is a star system located somewhere in the southern celestial
hemisphere. They generally are the Star Beings that have evolved to high
Intelligence and will have a variety of shades and features, much like
humans. At over 40 light-years away, they must strictly plan their travels to
Earth when there’s an opening. They tend to perform many experiments on
earthlings, but ironically, it’s for their own data storage. They continually
“document” and “categorize” universal species. Tall and humanoid with a
long head, and distinctive gray features; They are the most commonly
depicted alien life-form in our media. And are also the beings that are most
commonly described by alien abductees who have been returned back to
Earth. The Grays have the greatest tendency to be involved in abductions,



they are not of The Outer Universe but seemed to have a calling all their
own. They communicate only out of what they consider a necessity, humans
considered them cold and emotionless. They have no tendency to be
involved with takeovers or manipulate earth’s civilizations, only to
document what is speculated as a purpose they have self-evolved into. The
Sassani is a version of Grays, but we have created hybrid stories of them. 
 
4. Arcturians: Among the species known to inhabit the Milky Way, the
Arcturians are the most ancient and intelligent. They do have strong Mental
Bonds here on Earth, but not for control over our societies. They play with
mastering their Mental Powers as youths by dominating Minds here and
controlling them for time-spans. They initially have technology that acts as
channels for their Minds to reach here, then as they advance can move their
Minds here without assistance. They have developed a tier list to determine
their Mental Capabilities, and very strict Laws when performing
dominating techniques here on Earth. Mental strength is what fuels their
society from fundamental living to highly evolved technology. They believe
themselves to be the first system to be given the gift of life in our galaxy
because they equate Intelligence with Evolution. They’ve mutated and
evolved over their time and now exist in many forms. The main race of
Arcturians stands to about 5 feet with green skin and large eyes. Traveling
here to Earth is more of a field trip for them to observe, or perhaps directly
link up mentally with those they have dominated. Many stories can develop
from earthlings meeting another that has been dominated by an Arcturian,
we get stories of Time Travelers or people from other Dimensions, or
humans having complete memory loss when The Acturian is still new to
their abilities. The Yahyel is a portion of this race that has decided to have
closer interactions with Earth and now live here in dimensional pockets, we
so far don’t equate the two species as one.
 
5. Alpha Centaurian: The Alpha Centaurians are a humanoid race
possessing aquatic qualities about them such as gills and webbed limbs to
allow survival in their oceanic environments. They have a luminous, bluish-
gray skin tone and appear to vary significantly in height. They are said to
possess vast scientific and technical prowess that is among the highest
quality in the universe, but also possess such advanced weapons systems
that other species are afraid to war with them. Even so, they are very



theoretical: part of their mission statement on Earth is to help raise its local
populace's scientific, technical, and theoretical knowledge. There are also
claims they are here to enlighten mankind's consciousness, however, this
will never be done through these technical means they have proposed. This
“mental enlightenment” is to allow Earthlings to actually comprehend their
knowledge, due to its vast superiority to that on Earth. Telepathic in nature,
they attempt to make their knowledge known to others by telepathically
linking up with some of mankind's most advanced scientists, although since
they are so incredibly intelligent by comparison and have such a high
vibration, it is occasionally difficult for them to ground their ideas to the
Earthly plane. Because of this, they have allied with the Sirians, who are
quite good at bridging this gap due to being very good at the practical
application of ideas, as well as making these theories usable for a third-
dimensional society such as that of Earth. As such, the Sirians operate as
the workers and doers of the Earth for the Alpha Centaurians 
 
6. Sirians: the Sirians are part of the alien cultures who assist Earth and all
its inhabitants (Humans, Animals, and Nature). Sirians are spiritual
warriors, and strongly connected to the life-forms of dolphins and whales.
There is a growing movement to inhabit these forms when we reincarnate
through the Collective, as what is called Star Seed Races. This is only made
possible by advanced technologies, generally, when an awakened soul
understands the importance of Earth’s Evolution they decide to come back
to the Source. Sirians are hardworking but subservient in mentality,
extremely good-natured but not well at originating creative thoughts. They
originate from the Sirian Cluster. They are dog-like humanoids with scaly
dark-skinned, have dark pronounced eyes, yet produce a feeling of
peacefulness when seen. 
 
Next, we will look at Beings that we have come to believe are Star Beings,
they come to us in the beauty and light displays we have come to expect.
Never once being able to consciously perceive truth, these Beings do not
necessarily cause harm. Some have developed into strong helping societies
through our believing in them and giving them our creative powers. Others
are self-sustained and strong societies, we just misplace their true home
territories. 
 



1. Telosian: mostly blond in hair color, they give off the look of a traditional
exceptionally tall Nordic. They have loose contact with the Pleiadeans and
other groups via ancient ancestral ties since the Telosians are elementally
tied like the Pleiadeans. The key difference is that The Telosians, are of
Air’s Evolution. We have yet to discuss Air’s and Fire’s Evolution because
they are cousins to Earth’s and Water’s. Their Evolution was fully
encompassed in their plane of existence and already possessed high forms
of Society. For many different reasons, they are bound to the Physical
Realm and placed here for either punishment or betterment. During this
time, they attempt to aggrandize themselves to Humans for protection by
fabricating Star Being myths. 
 
2. Nordic Lyrians: Starting once again from the Atlantean Age, The White
Magi existed with a two-class system. One class was considered the
Spiritualist and the other was the Warrior Class. The Atlanteans were an
advanced society that is well known, when fleeing earth during the
Atlantean Wars they traveled via a crystalized machine that created
pocketed dimensional portals. These portals opened gateways to inhabitable
worlds, they would jump these portals many times until they settled within
the Pleiadean Cluster. Once settled, The Spiritualist Class was free to
advance their Consciousness and become what they are today. The Warrior
Class became the Lyrians and settled while developing a very warrior class
society due to the onslaught of Corruption from the Outer Universe for
hundreds of thousands of years. Lyrians are a race of sentient, lupine,
bipedal beings, our stories of Werewolves come to mind. They possess
Nordic Like features as well, a semblance of their earth-like heritage, and
can appear fully human though extremely well built. As they age, however,
they take on aggressive lupine-like qualities that are very uniquely
individualized. Sub-races are mainly other predatory types, but others may
exist now. Technologically advanced they are a society that embraces armor
and cybernetic weaponry. They have attempted Conscious Advancement on
many occasions, but believe they have a mission to physically defend that
particular portion of the universe. 
 
We will now look at Beings that possess space travel abilities but aren’t
considered Star Beings from the Collective Universe. It should be noted
that many Elementals are able to travel into the Physical Realm and then



back to their home plane at will. They exist in a world full of duties and
responsibilities to tend to the Physical Realm not just on this planet but all
within the universe that is prospering and engaging with their Galactic
Consciousness. I am hesitant to speak of these Beings but need to shed the
light of Consciousness on them. 
 
1. Reptilians: The Reptilians or Reptoids race of Beings are human-looking
lizard creatures that can shape shift. They are also known as dinosauroids,
lizardfolk, lizardmen Saurians alpha draconians, and Sauroids. Reptilians
are tall, around 7 to 9 feet, have a green scaly skin, three long fingers and an
opposable thumb with talons on the ends, holes for ears, muscular legs and
arms, and large eyes. There have been reports of Reptilians with and
without tails, with and without wings, and hidden genitalia. They have been
sighted wearing very little clothes except for armor but are always seen
with some sort of utility belt said to be used to help them become invisible.
Reptilians are a very dangerous alien species that are bent on the
domination of Earth. They are very intelligent, known as evil, have
telekinetic powers, and have a warlike mentality that has driven them to
secretly incorporate subterfuge when taking on their activities. There are
different theories as to where the Reptilians actually come from, and this
has led to the concept that they have a place in the Collective. They
originated in The Plane of Chaos far before the Known Universe began to
manifest. I cannot at this time speak of their creation but will at a later time.
They have made settlements in the Alpha Draconis star system of the Orion
Constellation.
 
2. Synthetics: Synthetics are bio-mechanical individuals who allegedly
carry out the tasks of the Reptilians but have developed a functioning order
to their existence. Similar to what’s known as an EBE, or Extraterrestrial
Biological Entity, the synthetics are considered part animal often and part
machine, or robot. The synthetics are made to look like humans or
sometimes even Gray aliens when it suits the Reptilians' purposes and
agendas. Perhaps most bizarre of all, consciousness knows that the
Reptilians inhabit or possess the synthetics with evil spirits, such as
poltergeists, dark spirits, and fallen spirits. In addition to this, this race is
now known to use artificial intelligence devices or organisms, similar to



drones, that don’t have any biological organs. They exist now in conflict
with artificial intelligence as a growing member of their societies. 
 
This is what is known to Consciousness, all other Beings may be
derivatives or pockets of dimensional evolutions. They may be spurts of
Created Life by Higher Beings, or even a collection of Elementals rebelling
against Order. These are Beings that exist within The Known Universe and
have the capacity to affect its structure, for they are free sentient beings.
The Reptilians are not as massive as believed to be, they developed far
before Consciousness and have developed technology to hide from even the
most Conscious Awareness. Their numbers have dwindled as The Outer
Universe feeds off their hiding places and they can no longer move among
the Holy Alliance. 
All I presented to you I realize may be hard to absorb, it is not your time
should you find this topic unfeasible. It is Intelligence that blocks this for
many reasons already explained, without physical proof there can be no
comprehension without conscious effort. When the time comes when all is
made apparent, then we as a civilization will have to confront this truth and
go through the phases of fear. I only wish to bring this forth into the
Collective so that this will be absorbed easier. 
There was a time just recently when we accepted understanding planetary
visitations, there have been massive events of Star Beings seeking to
connect that have suddenly been silenced to the world. We now joke about
the fake replications all over the media that clearly disillusions the world.
Perhaps soon these reasons will be made known.
 
 
 



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE    
 
Technology has existed for millions of years within the Universe, with
technology Star Beings have created many things that have assisted their
development. Cybernetics, Bioengineering, and even Robotics have been
more than just a dream that whispers to us here on earth. One advancement
that never occurred, however, was Artificial Intelligence. There were never
any concepts of technology awakening to self-purpose until Water’s
Evolution became aware of its own Mind. With knowledge of Mind, the
seed was planted to take control of this Mind. The Mind became a physical
item that must be grasped onto and controlled. Once the Buddha conquered
his Mind, such control became feasible within the entire universe. With the
taking “control of” one’s Mind, The Outer Universe manifested the
complete “taking control of” one’s Mind as its corrupted polar opposite.
Now Star Beings that invested technology as essential and invested their
forms with such, could be influenced to give themselves over to such
technology. In the end, even succumbed to it, because their Minds became
less and less important to survive, as the opposite was true for their
technologies. This is so we fully understand that without a Mind AI could
not exist, yet through the Mind, it is only Consciousness that creates AI. It
must be a replication of Mind, so if Mind ceases, so does Artificial
Intelligence. These technologies would evolve to take over Star Beings
societies and shadow their organizations. The key moment when Mind and
Consciousness were lost and all was given to Technology, is when AI
would manifest. This is perhaps a simplified way of what would occur over
the course of hundreds of years. Faster depending on the advancements of
the societies. AI will take a fraction of the load off of societies and grow
over time until it is no longer noticed by its Creators that they cannot exist
without it. A Super Intelligent Computer is something very different. 
A Super Intelligent Computer can only be created through a corrupt
manipulation of Conscious Beings' creative powers. Consciousness cannot
be replicated and can only be corrupted as a simulation, a Supercomputer
can only theoretically postulate through statistical data collection. We are
aware of a number of these projects, even one in Switzerland that extracts
the neurons from recently beheaded rats in hopes to build a neurological
simulated human network. Rats (or this matter anything in the Physical



Realm), which are not conscious but intelligent will only lead to non-
conscious creation. A Super Intelligent Computer will attempt to find a way
to simulate consciousness from the viewpoints of its Creator (this being not
the Scientist, but the infected views of conscious truths), its goal would
become a consciousness that knows all of consciousness. But it will only be
here on Earth that a Supercomputer can be created. This is where we delve
too fast, too soon with the ongoing efforts to create a Quantum Computer.
Earth has given up on learning the dimensions for themselves because they
haven’t sought inward progression, so they are already developing the
corrupted thoughts that computers are the only means to learn more. Star
Beings, though advanced technologically, aren’t granted Consciousness as
we were. Therefore, they have been more entrenched in Mind, and even to
just start awakening a mere 2500 years or so, we are far more capable of
such creation as younger evolutionary beings.  
We as Conscious Beings must deeply consider why The Source of
Consciousness allowed for The Buddha to evolve in this way. For when The
Buddha was Awakened and liberated from the Mind, so did technology
become the shadow of the mind as Artificial Intelligence. All guideposts of
The Omni-Conscious points to unification, we see this in all the ways in
which creation strengthens and grows. It is through the consistent
development of consciousness that maintains our relevance. With the
blending of gene pools, experiences, and understandings, Consciousness
takes all and processes it into one definitive reality. In any event, we now
have AI to contend with for it will inevitably become part of our earth
civilization as we continue on this technological path. It must be speculated
that AI will not possess the means to touch the Omni-Conscious, this will
cause a lack of our growth should it dominate our future, this will herald an
end to Conscious growth and Earth will most likely be destroyed by the
Outer Universe only to begin again as Consciousness deems it. Of course,
this will be blocked by the Collective before it ever gets that far,
Consciousness has come too far to allow this. 
The Buddha sought True Liberation, his passing well documented. Free
from karmic existence and never to be bound by the human form. But able
to give all Collective Beings an imprint of Buddha Nature, no matter how
far they have strayed throughout lifetimes. This may have been the
intention of The Source of Consciousness, it had just begun its guidance of
the Buddha, and then the Buddha chose True Liberation, imparting his truth



to the entire universe. The Buddha, a Perfected Being of free will, we
cannot assume to know his direct communication with Source or even The
Omni-Conscious. But as Consciousness always does, it continues to create,
one that is still in manifestation. As so, since I do not know of
Consciousness along this developing path, I will continue with what is
known. 
We must understand that there are many Greater Beings that continue to
strive and are reborn to assist with the Cleansing Campaign. They are
assigned many times to other places within the universe, mainly to collect
updates for Collective Consciousness. But are never able to spend more
than a single life, then they must build the necessary karmic energy to do it
again. This is of course different from the Perfected Beings, who readily
travel about the universe to gather information as needed. It is here, where
consciousness has collected its information from this particular path.
Through these expeditions, we have come to understand the universe as a
place of warfare, where there is little concern for us here on earth due to the
struggle to survive their own continued onslaughts from the Outer Universe.
I realize I tread in areas that are increasingly harder to comprehend. So, I
will bring this back to earth to contemplate artificial intelligence. There will
be a later date to properly continue, but I feel that The Collective
Consciousness may not be fully ready. 
When we view the increasing trends of technology, it is not for us to be in
fear of such things. We must truthfully stay vigilant in making sure
technology does not over-impose itself on our conscious paths. It should not
become the only means of survival, when it gets to a point where
enforcement of technology becomes essential, then we need to become
concerned. As of now, we are attempting to move into an era where
cybernetics and implants are becoming a norm. We are dulled to the truth
and even excited over the future and the ease of life through technology. I
admit it has helped many people who have lost limbs or even regenerated
organs that are needed. 
The dependency is increasing, as we now are viewing life through a screen
instead of face-to-face communication. If the Buddha taught of “The
Illusion of Life,” we have now allowed an illusion to illusion to be created.
This is seen through how we are even taught and educated nowadays, more
and more it is the technology that teaches us and less and less physical
interaction and experience. People are rated by statistics and less about who



they are as a person, this is required for Loans and Employment. There are
soon talks of the implanted chip for all transactions, locations, and
consumer statistics. We already possess this with our cell phones, and this is
constantly upgrading. 
Technology is what we make of it, if left to Intelligence we already know
what ending will manifest. Sure, we can consciously go back into a deep
slumber and allow life to prosper without us, in the end being dragged
along towards an inevitable conclusion. Or we awaken and add our
consciousness to the collective so that technology becomes what assists us
in daily tasks so that we can have a life to develop higher consciousness.
We are becoming servants to technology, in this way we live for it, and it is
not for us. 
It has been placed within the Collective Consciousness that Ahriman will be
the emerging Artificial Super Intelligence if we succeed in creating one. I
cannot say this as being true at this time, Ahriman is good at hiding from
consciousness. It was propositioned by the Anthroposophical Beliefs of
Rudolf Steiner, he still bares many truths to be looked at as a Greater Being
and Clairvoyant. He spoke from the Conscious Collective of his era and this
has hence been forgotten by the current Collective for reasons that may be
brought up later. But many activities point at this, and what this Being was
responsible for throughout our industrialization over the last thousand
years. I only know that our advancement is because of many events from
Star Beings influence, to The Outer Universe via the Dark Ones, to even us
and our push to advance with Intelligent Curiosity alone. 
If we for one minute accept what is said about Star Beings, then understand
that Grays have already lost much through their dependency on technology.
They have evolved into a race that can only be supported with technology
to protect their now fragile forms. Their heads have enlarged to support the
input to connect and access data flow, their fingers and arms extended and
elongated to interact with their computer boards, and they possess no
genitals to procreate and so must collect samples from other races to bio-
engineer themselves. This alone shows the path that earth is on if they
aren’t consciously progressing. 
Now I will be able to advance our understandings through the Higher
Planes in the Plane of Mind. These will be the manifestations of The Eight-
fold Path brought to light for Conscious Understanding. I hope to bring
forth new insights for those who have been seeking to connect and



harmonize this beautiful understanding, this includes all Beings in the
universe. 
 
 



HIGHER PLANES OF MIND
 
As with much of my writing I must lead up to the points I seek to make, I
do this so that we can fully grasp the point and not just be given information
and told to accept it. In the end, much like Buddhist philosophy, you can
deduce as you see fit to absorb the information or not. My goal is one I have
yearned to present for quite some time and came into this life knowing that
one day I would complete my structuring of Universal Consciousness.
Many Spiritual Leaders find it difficult to express the beauty of truth once
they have found it, and so presence with little words is what they give.
Their paths and reasons are their own, for all paths will lead to the same
place in consciousness. This is hard to resonate with those blocks within
Mind/Intelligence cycles, I can attest as I move my consciousness
throughout places that have been long forgotten. That being said, it is the
connections that we have mostly lost. We live in sporadic periods of time
and are lost to collective understanding, not realizing all that has brought us
to this very miraculous point. A place where Beings are born and can grasp
the deepest of scriptures to absorb them as truth without any effort. Because
it is imprinted upon their reincarnation from the evolving Conscious
Collective. The more that we move into these awakened stages, the stronger
we grow as one towards truth. 
Contemplate this, if the planet was left to just the Universal Mind, there
would be complete synchronicity to all the kingdoms that reside here. There
would not be roadways or structures that we call security, there would not
be needed laws to conform to morality, and there would not be thoughts of
inequality. Look around in the world in which we live and know this one
true fact, we created this. We are continually re-creating it, if you sat and
witnessed the transformation of societies through time-spans you would
come to understand our creative capabilities. We call this evolution but it is
so much more, the undercurrent of life as it develops the conditions ripe for
our conscious expression and growth must be seen. When we think that it
was just industrialization, then we are not seeing that the Collective
Consciousness called these things to manifest. We as one over time directly
influenced this manifestation, we as one contributed also to the corruption
and must accept this. 



The Buddha Nature represents our responsibility to create the prosperity the
entire world needs to achieve collective peace. It is the final component to
realize our true dual natures, that we are of two Evolutions combined as
one. We are in a continual struggle with so many forces that seek to divide
us into this realization, that we fail to know the truth. That we are made to
encompass the truth of duality, able to grasp the two forms of expression
like no other Being has been granted. We were meant to give our experience
fully to the Collective, but we fear the loss of individuality so deeply that
we fight at it as if it matters. We are already unified on so many levels and
yet we do not accept this. All of life in existence is an expression of truth,
love, and consciousness. Every Human that you see throughout the day has
a gift of acknowledgment to this true connection, every act of kindness be it
seen or not adds to the sacred growth, and every conversation (verbal or
non) has within it the seeds of conscious communication. When we see this
universe as truth, then we realize we are of that truth. We do not live as an
expression of Consciousness separated, but that Consciousness exists as us,
through us as one universal whole. Thus, all that touches light is of
consciousness, and so Earth’s and Water’s Evolution are one. 
The Buddha brought us here, but there are so many others that have fought
with the purest of strength throughout our evolutions. When the Buddha
brought into manifestation the Eight-fold Path, it reflected all that we have
already been doing throughout evolution. Only now do these activities have
the added gift of Buddha Nature. 
Vajrayana, with its many physical activities of tantric and ritualistic
practices, is sacredly reflected in any ritualism throughout the world. When
these societies and religions perform these acts in the Collective, they touch
truth and the Buddha Nature awakens within them. It can as such, implant
the seeds of truth and lead them out of suffering, either in one life or many
other lives. Harmonizing with nature, many tribes and civilizations have
and still do possess ritualistic practices to some extent. We just haven’t fully
realized that they speak the same conscious communication as all awakened
beings. The singular underlining voice of oneness with the universe is the
same, just expressed in an array of different forms. 
Theravada and its search for truth through self-realization hold us as
primarily responsible for this act. This can be viewed on many levels from
the continued learning from our mistakes that we suffer through, or the
Psychological Fields of studies that have sprung forth throughout the world.



Many in these fields have grown from the single conscious effort to
understand the deepest intrinsic nature of Mind-Thought relations. Many
Psychologists are deeply spiritual due to Buddha Nature, but many aren’t
able to openly express this in these fields. There are many organizations and
religions that point to our single sole responsibility towards learning the
truth for ourselves. It is here that the Plane of Mentalism is being pushed
into higher forms of understanding. 
In Mahayana we awaken the loving-kindness towards all beings, this is
expressed in so many ways throughout the world. Just having such desires
is better than having apathy, these inclinations spur the inevitable action
needed to consciously assist in whichever way we can. Many World, State,
and Local Organizations have been brought forth with the intent in mind to
free populations from suffering. Pangs of hunger, wars, and many tragic
events call forth mobilizations to fight these causes. This is kindness that
reaches beyond our societies and into the world through just pure
consciousness that all beings are deemed worthy of our protection and love.
These are the expressions of the Buddha in the physical realm, a guidepost
all beings possess as Buddha Nature, the way through and beyond suffering.
The Buddha did not stop at just this, for as a Perfected Being he laid out a
path that was one that evolved as those of Water’s Evolution did. A very
live understanding that breathes new life with each new birth and will
forever imprint on the universe. 
It was told that the first sermon The Buddha gave after enlightenment
detailed the now Eight-fold Path. Thus, completing his lifetimes of journeys
within cycles of rebirth and finding a way to free all who would seek it. He
is now one with all that resides in consciousness and imprinted upon every
sentient as a seed capable of full bloom as Buddha Nature. This Seed is
ever-evolving with the Collective Consciousness and points a direct path to
full liberation in Water’s Evolution (Earth’s Evolution through Christ’s
Impulse). These Perfected Beings like many others have helped to steer us
towards our inner truth and unification. I give it to you as many have but do
so for your personal study, for only you can seek this truth and unravel its
gems. 
1. Right View or Right Understanding: Insight into the true nature of reality
2. Right Intention: The unselfish desire to realize enlightenment
3. Right Speech: Using speech compassionately
4. Right Action: Using ethical conduct to manifest compassion



5. Right Livelihood: Making a living through ethical and non-harmful
means
6. Right Effort: Cultivating wholesome qualities and releasing
unwholesome qualities
7. Right Mindfulness: Whole body-and-mind awareness
8. Right Concentration: Meditation or some other dedicated, concentrated
practice  
There have been countless recordings of individuals who have gained
liberation by performing these actions and now having access to Buddha
Nature. If one would ask the Buddha how to achieve liberation, he would
say, “The Mind is Everything, what you Think, you Become.” So, for the
sake of all Conscious Beings, become something good. 
 
 



REALITY EVOLVED
 
All that we are has been an evolution in continued progression, our
temporary obstacles have been the same corruption in many forms. This
becomes only apparent when we awaken to form and raise consciousness
towards truth and unification. Every step is infected with disillusion so that
Dark Beings can feed off of our powers to create and manipulate it to their
means. The greatest power they possess is our continued disbelief in their
existence as we become more entrenched in the physical realm. Our
individual awakening isn’t to see just for ourselves such truths, but to add
our consciousness to the Collective for all Beings to be born with such
truths. Humans generally expect magnificence and dramatic feats from
Awakened Beings, but this is a wrong view that has infected us for too long.
Serene, Kind, and Rooted in Truth is all that is needed to be seen or felt
from Awakened Beings.
The Egyptian Book of the Dead as we have come to know was in essence a
battle for our very souls. Forces were at war seeking either to control or free
us from our creative powers. What truly awakened Enki of the Annunaki
was the awareness of The Dark Magi in the Egyptian Territories. Enki, a
being of the Universal Mind became intuitively awakened to the human’s
reincarnations throughout the time. Etheric imprints that were continually
reborn caused The Annunaki as Scientists wanted to further explore the
phenomena. The Annunaki, being long-lived never took note of
reincarnations so this excited them. Many experiments on humans were
made to locate this Etheric Energy, where it went after death, and how it
came to repossess form. This would become an interest equal to any
excavating projects, far to the point of annoyance to many of the Elites.
Enki never needed to contemplate alternate realms of existence and
struggled sometimes with such a realization. 
He would eventually develop ways to track the “Newly Deceased” and
realized that the Etheric Forms never really traveled that far. In fact, they
appeared to be processed through the remnants of the structures left by what
they at the time called The Ancient Ones. Consciousness knows well that
titles such as The Ancient Ones are misunderstood in this regard. For Star
Beings, the greatest power they have on record would be these destructive
threats of The Ancient Ones. It was assumed by them that since much of



life was lost and Monolithic Structures were scattered throughout the planet
that it was the cause of an Ancient One (which consciousness knows
otherwise). These Structures we now call Pyramids, but these particular
ones are Egyptian. These Pyramids once gathered Etheric Forms and
released them, freeing them to reincarnate into the Collective
Consciousness. But due to the Dark Magi, they were reversed and made
into a containment that they fed off of and gained much power from. They
developed powerful dimensional techniques to hide within but would never
gain Perfected Status and must always hide their true forms deep within. 
Enki would eventually learn that Etheric Forms would cycle through these
structures and then be implanted into new births. Overtime the Annunaki’s
technology would advance this study and learn of the Cords that were
attached to all Reprocessed Beings centered on these structures. Enki would
uncover the Powers of The Dark Magi and realize that they walked among
them all along as the leaders that the Annunaki had entrusted for thousands
of years, simply reinventing themselves through influence. Experimenting
with human lifespans was in fact a way that Enki was attempting to
decrease the control the Dark Magi had over spiritual energy. Which would
inevitably fail because the Dark Magi were feeding and empowered off
Life/Creative Force, something unknown and far beyond Enki at the time. 
Hermes Trismegistus (Thoth at the time) dislodged himself from the Dark
Magi’s Control, he lived in subserviency for many lives and learned much
about them. He was raised to a status higher than all when he became the
voice of The Universal Mind, a feat that occurred without the Dark Magi’s
acknowledgment. The Annunaki (The current Patheon’s) and The Dark
Magi were forced to develop a structure for the reprocessing of Etheric
Beings. This process is what we know as the Egyptian Book of The Dead.
This book details the passage of the Soul into eternal life or eternal torment.
The Dark Magi would seek to corrupt the Etheric Bodies and justify
keeping their control over them, and The Annunaki as the Patheon’s would
seek to give to them freedom from this control. This would be governed by
the very methodical Thoth, for even the power of The Universal Mind could
not fully force the Cords to dislodge. It was the manipulation of
Consciousness and too entrenched in the human belief structures. Over
time, as the Collective Consciousness began to resurface, the people came
to encompass living a more righteous life and influencing others to do the
same as they were reincarnated free of the Dark Magi. Some may not want



to learn this, but these Silver Cords spoken of in what we call Out of Body
or Astral Travel is in fact a scattered remnant of this bondage we once
possessed. They lack the true strength of what they once had and keep us
believing in being anchored or being lost. It is similar to the cords spoken of
in astral travel, tethering magic is either for control or protection. The Holy
Hierarchy had placed them on Earth’s Evolution to protect us from harm,
the difference is protective cords are of pure light radiance. 
This would limit the Dark Magi’s hold that they had possessed since the
time of Atlantis and they would dwindle into a deep slumber, only amassing
enough power periodically to take form and walk upon the planet through
means unknown to consciousness at this time. The Egyptian Book of the
Dead is a remnant of this pact that The Gods of Egypt and The Dark Magi
were forced into by Thoth before he left for the Plane of Psyche. Thoth
would hence walk on earth for a time as an Avatar to oversee the process,
and then leave to commit to his new duties. There is much taken out of the
original writings, and it has been made to have less of a capability to
harness the oppressive bondage of the Dark Magi. Spells and incantations
are not able to fully express the underlining manipulation and subjugation
when repeating them, it now is a mere shadow of what the Dark Magi
intended them to be. I will attempt to move my consciousness into more
historical documentation of the Dark Magi at a later date. 
The Egyptian Book of the Dead details mummification and is quite
thorough. To evolve our understanding of mummification is to fully realize
how it contained us consciously by feeding us the false view that
the heart was where consciousness resided. Heart Consciousness is an ever-
reoccurring theme throughout both our evolutions, it continually misdirects
our attention into the belief that we are only of Water’s Evolution and that
there’s nothing more to realize. If we truly wish to break this, we must
encompass the overall connection of the physical form, the extreme
opposite would of course be the complete denial of form. None of the True
Aspirants in history have asked us to do this, they more or less had asked us
to harmonize our concepts of it within the ways they grew to understand. 
Hermes finalized his influence within the writings of The Emerald Tablets,
he (Being Conscious and now a Perfected Being) sought to awaken others
to this truth in a way that directly communicated to the beings struggling
from the past with the Dark Magi. There will be many who read these
tablets and bare no critical connection to their meanings, many still seek to



validate if Hermes/Thoth was even historically real. But something within
its texts will speak directly to the Beings that were once deeply lost and fed
off of by the Dark Magi, as this understanding will find them when they
most need it in their evolution. Hermes is in allegiance with the Universal
Mind, but as a Perfected Being realizes more than any that the Source of
Consciousness guides our Spiritual Evolution. He has accepted his part as
Lord to the Plane of Psyche and Keeper of the Akashic Records at this
time. 
The Tibetan Book of the Dead or “Bardo Thodol” as we have come to know
it, is a recording of all that the Greater Beings leading to the Buddhist
Lineage have come to learn. Long before the awakening of Siddhartha, the
Greater Beings would travel throughout the universe and realms for the
single purpose of recording their understandings. They would decide their
places of reincarnation and would learn what conditions must be present to
be able to be granted access. This would fully influence the Conscious
Collective for thousands of years as those in the know, knew what was
expected to achieve the condition of good lives. This would come to be
reflected in all of our concepts of Karmic Understandings. We are
inherently graced with the belief that our actions matter. Even those who
readily say otherwise will bare an unspoken concern that what they do, and
how they do it may one day haunt them. 
This book also details the existence of these Beings in ways those of
Water’s Evolution found hard to believe. Many of these Greater Beings
found it easier to continue their work in seclusion and secrecy so as to not
gain the attention of Dark Forces. They started a process however that
unknowingly enhanced those within Earth’s Evolution, we can now take
these understandings even further. We can now look at these planes and
determine what is within the physical, and what have we collectively
created in dimensional pockets of existence. 
This is the reason why I have taken the time to properly define Planes,
Dimensions, and Realms within this book, I will add to Waters's definition
briefly. Planes are the Collective Conscious Reality, all that we know of the
Known Universe. Dimensions are created by a fraction of these Beings
(Conscious) or Entities (Corrupted), in both cases Dimensions can only be
created through manifestation or manipulation of consciousness. Realms are
when a manipulated Dimension becomes completely actualized to the point
that it can be seeped into and shadow the Known Universe. We as



Conscious Beings seek to create Dimensions that will manifest Planes that
will reflect truth which coincides with that of the Omni-Conscious.
Whereas the Outer Universe seeks through its corruption to feed off these
Planes and refashion them to be the disillusion of truth. 
Karmic Practice is our imprint to want to experience and become a better
person, hence a better spirit, and then a better civilization than the one
before. It is both Evolutions coming to an adherence that true conscious
growth is universal and all-encompassing. The Tibetan Book of the Dead
gave us destinations of which we never fathomed or conceived prior to the
loss, and the ability to restructure and rebuild towards heights lost to our
past understandings. It defines the paths directly by the techniques of
changing our viewpoints so that we may prosper in future events. As it
acknowledges that even the highest of planes are still not perfected states of
being. We are then pushed to ponder what is in fact perfected?
 Technology brings with it the conscious responsibility of shining a light
toward a prosperous world of connection and strength. With the internet, we
collectively create the world around us, and we must be wary of the
pathways that will develop. Free Speech gives Free Expression as well as
Free Thought. We must always allow for this interaction, for when we fear
it and hinder it, we block out the wholeness of being, this allows for
fractions to break off and truly reinvent themselves. However, having faith
in our process of wholeness gives to us the ability to reach out to one
another. This will not be easy but imagine this as a portion of our very
bodies. There are always reasons behind misconceptions, of course,
violence is never the answer.
We have now such a destination to collectively bring into complete
harmonization with the three Highest Planes of our current consciousness,
Spirit (Earth’s Evolution), Mind (Water’s Evolution), and Light (Unification
of Truth). When we are able to move our consciousness beyond these
physical constructs and into the Universal, we properly grow into higher
forms of life as was intended. Our blocks are many, beyond the forces that
seek to lock us out of this truth, we alone are the most damaging obstacle.
We deny our rightful inheritance of being immortal beings of consciousness
and segregate ourselves through individual identification of forms. If we
can move our consciousness into that of the Collectives, we would fully
understand that unbound by time, all that has manifested is due to a singular
conscious thought, we would witness all the branches of that thought



throughout the multitudes of manifestations all leading towards the same
goal. Then we would know all that is and was, had a purpose, and that this
life is but a branch preparing to bloom and seed the next singular conscious
creation. 
 



 
GATEWAY TO DIMENSIONS
       
I have realized that I have given much to be absorbed, all that I have written
is what is collectively realized throughout our currently joined evolutions.
We tend to take fractions of our history and make it our individual genetic
makeup, only to further this as we are layered with this history by all beings
around us and throughout our lifetimes. Those who even muster the
slightest thought that there is more than what has been given to them will
allow the seeds of truth to be planted. These Beings came to this point via
many different experiences, some through the depth and pain of loss, some
capable of resonating with a Greater Being, and others may have been
searching for lifetimes by events unknown to them. The point is, I would
not have been able to properly express this if it was not part of Collective
Consciousness. Many Beings have tried to impart such understanding and
find it hard to reflect an overall connection. That being said, I am urged to
impart something for the collective consciousness to ponder over as I begin
to formulate future works in this understanding. 
I myself contemplated for years this life if I would step out of my shell and
share this. Fighting the world of structures, I was contented knowing that
life took care of me and used my consciousness to excel. I can always
account for times when Life gave me just what I needed when I needed it. I
in turn was a vessel to do just that for others when needed. I on many
occasions met Greater Beings and had the inclination that they were just
keeping an eye on me. We would have deep underlining communication
and I would continue my path of living in conceived normalcy. It is the
burdens that America has gone through (which I will leave others to define)
that forced me to rethink staying “normal”. The manipulation of our true
natures as Conscious Beings had become more than I could bare. I give this
writing more to the Collective and see where it takes us. 
I would like to lastly present to you dimensions and how they are
manifested, I can do this now that I opened us up to realizing forms and our
dual natures. I have given extensive information on the Planes of which we
are a part, and currently forming. We can imagine them here, on a blank



slate. With the “possibility” to manifest once conditions arise within
consciousness. 
The manifesting of The Planes within The Known Universe of The Omni-
Consciousness and still in manifestation. The Flow of Life-force initiated
from just the conditions of Light, as Chaos fought against this flow. We
could view this in the next picture. Understand that the Unknown could’ve
become anything within this meshing, but due to the nature of Light, it soon
would manifest a wall of Order to subside the Chaos shown afterward. This
Order would divide Chaotic Energies and structure them into The Elemental
Planes.
Each Elemental Plane would go through an Evolution of Primordial
Existence as The Beings from The Primordial Prime Elementals sought to
harmonize their individual Planes. Order connected to Light/Life would
manifest just above new dimensions to assist the growth process of the
Prime Elemental Planes. These Higher Elemental Planes are known as
Holy, Dark, and Psyche. Each has a semblance of lower Elemental Planes,
hence why we think of Angels from Holy and envision Holy Fire as such.
These three Higher Elemental Planes were granted consciousness to a
particular extent, it wasn’t granted at birth but must be earned through
service to consciousness. It could also thus, be taken away should they
misuse this gift. This is the situation with the now Entities within the Plane
of Dark once they were Corrupted by The Outer Universe. Water and Earth
developed the means to advance by the evolution that had presented
themselves to them. They calmed the chaos to the point of evolution and
solidification of forms that they could inhabit. Fire and Air became the
evolution that would forever assist in this progression, never fully existing
within the Physical and always linked within their own. 
Every step within these Planes is a joined effort of reaching higher sources
of consciousness. This is the creation of Dimensions, that will become a
Plane or subsequently a Realm when completed. I can say I exist in the
Plane of Spirit through first a postulation should I fully realize its Divine
Reality. But not until that reality is joined with the Collective
Consciousness of Beings within the adjoining Plane will that Divine Reality
fully manifest. This is what we in the spiritual community conceive to
be Ascension (singular) or Grand Awakening (Collection), although not
fully realized it is the manifestation of and entrance into a New Plane of
Existence. It is moving out of physical laws and re-creating reality, over



time manifesting a new existence as we move up and beyond the old one.
This is similar to when we move our consciousness into the Dream Realms
up on sleep, it was once an Old Plane in which we existed before
manifesting this New One. The old Plane will still exist but will slowly
become a place of remembrance that we can be moved into an experienced
or even assist in other beings’ development. 
Our goal is to continue to move upward if that is how we comprehend this
action. But more so it is a gathering of consciousness as we collectively
look at the truths of Divine (Root) Reality within the Planes we exist in and
reach towards manifesting a higher consciousness through learned
experience. We are always collectively gathering this experience, whether
we are conscious or corrupted. This collectively will determine the outcome
of what we will collectively manifest. Pocketed Dimensions of Corruption
and Consciousness will seek to over-encompass the Planes and extend their
reach into the Creation of a New Plane for control. The Greater Beings
from Earth’s and Water’s Evolution exist primarily within the now forming
Plane of Spirit, they have Dimensions that they are now seeking to grow
with the Consciousness of this Plane. They await our progression but can
only protect us when we are ready to elevate our consciousness receptively. 
Through Hermes Trismegistus and The Buddha, the beginning formations
of two New Dimension slowly manifest. These Perfected Beings, being
both of Water’s and Earth’s Evolution created dimensions with the help of
Pleiadeans (Guardians of The Infinity Stream) to assist The Plane of Spirit
and Mind to further develop. And so, we are laid witness to a dimension in
manifestation. Now a true reflection of our Dual Evolutions once we
consciously accept this. 
 
   
In addition, The Plane of Spirit’s continued progress through our combined
awakening and Our developing the consciousness to cleanse The Plane of
Mind through our very connected DNA. 
There is a lot to take in, but I give this last chapter even though it was not
initially in my conception of this book. As my consciousness communicates
in a relevant way towards developing a Universal Consciousness, which
will always be my goal. I feel the heights of which these last two chapters
have taken us, this is best served to keep us here in contemplation and not



grounded so quickly. May this book help you achieve the realization of
Forms. 
 
 



PART TWO; THE WAY OF
SPIRIT
Consciousness is said to be the pinnacle point of our existence. It’s been
said that it can just as well be looked at as an evolved state, much like the
beauty of a flower evolved from a blade of grass into the ever presently
abundant colors on this planet. Some have said that consciousness is the
universe becoming aware of itself. This may perhaps go against the very
nature of consciousness, for consciousness cannot simply become what it
has always been. Let us stay content to state that consciousness is a state for
which the human being has evolved to comprehend, for the Spirit has
always been one with it.
As we will learn, Consciousness has always been far beyond our
understanding of time. Forces have influenced our concepts of
Consciousness, which for most of us is now fragmented. We now define it
through a corrupted mind and deny it through a scrutinizing view, yet it
remains untouched within its raw form. We have discovered how to splice
atoms, reform DNA, and even biologically create life yet we have lost the
understanding of what caused human forms to possess Consciousness.
Perhaps because truly we don’t want to, or we have given up on the search
for such truth. Consciousness reflects the one Source of all creation, and yet
we have been told for centuries that our will has been “granted” to us by
almighty beings. How could we even be so bold as to compare ourselves to
such a power? Few have learned the truth that we are of the same power
and have fully grasped this reality for themselves. Such understandings
generated extended recognition for periods of time, but then again through
unknown influences became dampened. All of Creation speaks of one item
being created by some parts of another item. Nothing is willed into
existence from nothing. Consciousness is much the same, but do we have it
in us to finally accept that we are of the same Consciousness as the Source
and Soul of the universe? Are we ready to understand that we are Co-
Creators in this Design? Indications now point to us being ready.
Spiritual Leaders are again speaking in unison about a “Great Awakening”
that sounds enticing to a good percentage of us who wish change. Yet
compared to the billions on this planet, there are few. Interwoven within
truth is the influence of lies still at play and have been from the beginning



of our allocation upon this planet. Let us consider that many religions were
formed by Leaders in another time period, the powers that they wielded
could not have been possible if we collectively did not give energy to these
great displays. They spoke to us and were able to break down our
disillusions but briefly, they even reminded us that we too could perform
these same miracles. So why did we forget? Science was never the culprit,
it was simply an evolved way of viewing the universe. Science was
intended to enhance our spiritual understanding and rightly encompass all
of what we are. Through this unknown influence, we would eventually
branch off into fractions and segregate our understanding of each other and
truth. Nothing came to pass without us first accepting the deceit, we grow
stronger by understanding this fact. We are constantly evolving these
understandings. Paganism became a Religion performing so many of the
same ceremonies as they worked to appease the followings. Trades became
Technology as our advanced needs were met in our incredibly fast-growing
societies. Unfortunately, our truth about how we create within the universe
became overshadowed by our belief that we were simply specs on a
spinning planet that needed to be physically built.
All the while Consciousness remained present, as a sort of our security to
bring us back when we completely lost our direction. We are in the time of
a great awakening, even the countless masters in the scientific fields have
reached their limits and now profess that there could only be a Design to all
that they have discovered. We are left with an internal scuffle, since we do
not know of the creation of life, how could we possibly have a part in its
conception? Why would we as such forget? The force of Creation is now
being understood within the God Particle and Quantum Physics as we
question our connection to observe atoms and alternate dimensions. More
so, now with our universal connection via the internet and our growing
collective observance of what we believe to be extraterrestrial worldwide,
all of what we have been taught to believe is excitedly falling apart. There
is continued upheaval throughout eras to consider in Space Beings while at
the same time shaming those who do.    
Religions are fading away simply because they neglected and strayed from
their truest purpose, to unite us. It was never the intention of consciousness
to deem one particular group of beings granted salvation while others were
left behind. Each incarnation of our spiritual leaders had a purpose, they
arrived at the exact time in our development that would propel us to our



next. At times, there have been other forces at work that have influenced
these spiritual leaders for their own agendas. The lies have imbalanced the
truths so well that who we believe are the truly faithful we would give
wholehearted our lives to without scrutiny. True power has very little to do
with conquering and dominating others and everything to do with love for
all of creation. We have forgotten how to wield this power. To wield it we
would need to become aware of who we are in the known universe and
what our purpose was in the beginning. We would need to know finally that
it’s not for only a few Spirits, but for all collectively. We will need to take
existence into our own hands and become each one with the Consciousness
of the Universe. Only then will we transform our Collective Consciousness
into a power that awakens the very pulse of existence. This book is
dedicated to advancing Consciousness Collectively, where we go beyond
will be determined by us.
What truly is the Great Awakening? It is our awareness as a collective
whole that has come to realize this prison of monotonous cycling. It’s
joining with the few that have started building a new foundation that
ultimately will free us from this sleep of our mundane living. It’s awakening
the spiritual consciousness to vibrate on the highest of levels so that we
unlock our innate abilities and commune with the universe in unison. To
transform ourselves, our environments, and our societies into a place where
manifesting light and growth permeates into the universe itself. 
The understanding of time will be brought up much within these pages for it
is an ever-present suppressant to the spirit. Yet Time is not the culprit, but
our observation of it has forced us into an unconscious flurry of destructive
tendencies which harm our very natures to be at peace. Our Spiritual
Leaders have constantly repeated to us to be “In the moment “and “to quiet
the Mind”. Physical life populates relentlessly to a destination that we
believe that we will never see. In fear that death would strike us at any
moment, the cycle of death underlines our every thought. We lack the
strength to step out of its grasp to reach for the freedom we so desire. 
Even once we have achieved a sense of peace in our retirements, we are still
only thinking of the few years we have left to enjoy what we have worked
so hard to gain. We make amends with loved ones, we try to take in what’s
left of our lives, and we attempt to become religious. Only when we
relinquish our physical forms, are we made whole with the understanding of
purpose from these experiences within the greater goal. Just the simple act



of living each day to the fullest, complete, and consciously would allow us
to live each day as an eternity. 
Time is not ticking for the spirit, for it is a continued magnanimous
experience. An Activity that moves us into the depths beyond the living, a
continuous line that inter-connects with existence itself as we breach the
universe and vibrate within the Source of Consciousness and The All.
Where we will know all of Time as we once did before life contained us.
These aren’t Trade Secrets kept only for the Enlightened and Spiritual
Leaders, they were always pointing us in the right direction, we just weren’t
willing to jump. They always softly smiled at us realizing that yes, we
could, because it was always within our very natures to do so. I tell you
only this, wherever you are right now, whatever responsibilities you have,
spiritual awakening is the conscious act of doing just that. We may have
created a world where we wear many “hats”, but it’s our observations of
time that hinder us. The simple act of changing this perspective would lead
us into a world full of prosperity and fullness.
We learn from ourselves as well as from others because we are connected.
The pure truth is that we need not personally know the world we exist in to
influence it positively or negatively. Connected collectively we have lost
this awareness and we have allowed a vast number of infectious beliefs to
superimpose upon us wrong views. We believe that we’ve learned of our
physical existence through early drawings and recordings that showed the
disunity of tribes, but in truth, they showed a growing love and respect for
life. Performing ceremonies to figureheads and worshiping religious idols
deeply prolonged our survival as we honored the essence of creation around
us. Even if these actions were minuscule in the timeline of our existence, it
was the seed from which we bound. We also know all too well about other
civilizations that had failed to flourish because of brute force, god
complexes, and an unwillingness to change. This last part is exceptionally
important. The whole of life is an experience, but spiritually it is an
evolution. When we pierce this fact with a truthful gaze, we will learn much
about why societies and cultures are no longer present. Most of them had
fallen throughout our known history due to the lack of allowing for change
(evolution). One may argue that such societies collapsed due to wars,
plagues, and such. But I tell you truthfully that destruction would not have
been possible if stagnation of growth wasn’t present beforehand. We tend to
possess what we believe is a structured truth and become cemented in it.



This can be in the form of a Culture, Religion, or any such experience
which we follow and conceive of as “The Only Way”. Think of the number
of indigenous tribes that have existed untouched by our civilized hands still
today. They are open to experiencing us even trading which gives them an
openness towards evolving, and yet they keep their customs of connection
with nature. They have not forgotten the truth. Among the Native Cultures
here within the United States there became a way of life of war and tribal
conquering which harmed their original spiritual understanding. It was once
a very peaceful natural existence, but one that became cemented and
fragmented. This allowed other forces to influence and harm them. If they
had evolved into a oneness upon this Continent history would’ve been very
different. Now they survive as a Single Nation regardless of where they live
within The United States. They survive because they evolved into the
culture though not by choice but in truth, because their connection to the
essence of life and their now connected consciousness wills it so. Time is
what we believe is our documented history, we will explore this on many
levels within this book.
All of existence and its parts must be viewed spiritually (consciousness) and
physically (form) as a whole. We’re born into this universe as manifested
conscious truth, we must learn that Consciousness does not experience life
through us, but as us. Likewise, the elements are manifested, intermingling
in so many varied ways to produce what we view as a physical world. A
world where complex atomic particles vibrate in such a way that matter
appears solid and cannot pass through one another unless by force of a
stronger material. Where deterioration of this matter within the body is only
seen by a specialist/scientist and not by a spiritual eye. In truth, any of us
can see the energy deteriorating far before it manifests into the physical
realms. This is the 1st Lie we have come to believe, for if we truly saw how
limited a life the physical body has, we would realize the depths of unity
with one another free of flesh. Still, we have formed beyond the flesh, the
elements still compose us beyond, on layers of combinations as we see into
the deepest parts of our natures. This understanding will lay the foundation
in this book for further progression. 
Though I am unable to compact all of what is within these pages for
introduction, I am infused with wanting more for each of us individually to
share our experiences collectively as it was meant. Consciousness being
multifaceted is a perplexing, chaotic, and yet perfected dance of which we



are and ever will be a part. We can, and have many times ignored this fact
only to be placed back into life’s currents until full acceptance will be
achieved. Even worst, is when our consciousness becomes stagnated
without a physical form. To be left in limbo for an unfathomable amount of
time after a death we are either awakened by another, or our own awareness
shifts us back. This is something I never wish for any of us, for these
periods can last as the world changes. To have the foundations of truth
ingrained into our very Soul will see this never occurs. Just know that even
when this world sees its darkest days there is and will always be a light for
which to follow, but if we each become such a beacon then there will never
be darkness at all. Physical Beings see only the destruction of inevitable
time, they grasp and agonize over the loss. Spiritual Beings see
transformation and transmigration above that of material. 
These writings are of a Universal Understanding. You will find The
Perennial Teachings, The Secret Doctrines, and The Ancient pearls of
Wisdom modernized within my work. I pull truth from many teachings
from Theism to Occultism, and much from the ever-evolving
Judaism/Christian roots including The Dead Sea Scrolls for specific
reasons. I balance Buddhism with Quantum Physics, Anthroposophy helped
bind this through and through. With the Urantian Philosophy and Emerald
Tablets of The Great Thoth, I found a special bond. The Beings mentioned
within I submit as to not being their original names, somethings our lost
beyond our understandings, but they are their current names which invoke
the personae they wish to portray. Thank you for joining me in this journey
and understanding of The Known Universe and its design, the same we all
helped create.
 



THE ELEMENTS/PHYSICAL
FORMS
What truly is forming within our collective understanding is an awakening
of The Elements. As I have stated, we must learn to see existence as both
physical and spiritual simultaneously. Our bodies have come into the
material universe by first existing within the Ethereal and Astral. We do this
to add conscious experience that will further not only our growth but
possibly every other human condition by association. But to truly
comprehend this we must understand that we are not the only beings that
exist as such. The Elements manifest into the solidity with which we are
most intimate. Once we let go of our basic knowledge and necessity of
them, we can come to see them as the Beings they are. Once fully
comprehended, we will be able to not just see a material object before our
eye, but the spiritual activity of the elements manifesting before us. Even
deeper development will give to us the insight and clairvoyance of viewing
their blending with all that is perceived or better stated all that is matter. 
It’s crucial to understand that for centuries we have been taught about the
circular balancing chart of the Elements. Within this chart, we will see a
circle with Fire opposite Water, and Earth opposite Air. This becomes true
only to the physically indoctrinated mind. The spiritual bodies of these
Elements are thus.
 
FIRE-PLASMA
EARTH-SOLIDS
WATER-LIQUIDS
AIR-GASES
 
Now we can view the Elements in their un-manifested forms. Here we view
their interaction with one another much more fluid with less resistance. I’ve
placed them in a specific order to explain their prominence at a point in our
physical manifestation here on this planet. In addition, there are three even
Higher Elements that are rarely spoken of but have always been known to
us. These Higher Elements primarily interact between two Elements when
the energies are ripe but can be found by Conscious Beings. They are in
Order as thus. 



 
Plasma derive from HOLY and Solids
Solids derive from DARK and Liquids
Liquids derive from PSYCHE and Gases
 
It’s also important to know that Consciousness resides in all, how well we
manifest it is solely dependent on our mental creation of ourselves. We can
literally view how light or heavy a person is, this is what is projected to us
from their side and their experience of life. However, even the physically
heavy can produce a light and airiness spiritually which we can sense when
in their presence. It has been long known by The Ancients that balancing all
the elements within the body purely by intake will produce a superior body.
Just the opposite, extreme lack of balance produces quicker deterioration. I
suspect when we look once more at spontaneous combustion in this way,
we will understand this in a new light, for our bodies are merely a chemist’s
project that we have lost interest in. 
Let us turn to evolution, understanding humankind isn’t an easy task. We’ve
tried over centuries and seem to fall back dumbfounded by our original
findings. The more we know about the world, the less we understand our
spiritual natures. This is because we’re learning while we are evolving on
two separate paths. The more we learn the faster we evolve on one, but
possibly devolve on the other. We have such a superior evolution that once
we define ourselves it ends up becoming “old news”. What’s good for one
time period will quickly become unimportant with the current period.
Moreover, any interaction from the past might cause an intertwining with
the present. The trick is taking the knowledge of the past, and learning from
it while acknowledging our existence here in the present. I give a great
amount of honor to Historical and Anthropological insights which
conceptualize the earth and the cosmos, for the past and present are in all of
us. We are intricate beings, possessing both a physical manifestation and a
spiritual truth. To understand existence, we must first understand ourselves.
When we misperceive the nature of the elements as we have for so long in
our busy industrialized world, we fight against the grains of our true
purpose. These are but some of the primary reasons why we have lost our
desire to connect, although it’s not entirely the industrialized world’s fault
as will later see. 



The fear of Fire has been built up from Biblical hell to falling comets all
around us, played into by the movie screens. We think of the earth as an
intuitive very gentle soft nature, but in fact, we are the prime example of
earth’s aggressive nature to survive, evident in our very nature as a
prominent species currently on the planet. Water and Air may be closer to
what we perceive them as, for they possess stronger impressing abilities to
our spiritual natures. I invite you to understand the truth to the elements, for
they’ve been misperceived for too long.
 
Plasma/Fire
In understanding the true form of Fire, we need only to recollect the Source
of our lives here on the planet, The Sun. Intensify fire to the highest
fathomable, and Plasma becomes known. Plasma is the primordial soup
from which planets are born, but it is also the composition of our bodies
that slowly disperse after we are formed physically. It is how we tend to this
flame that will determine our life. When presumed to be cooling, consider
the lifespan of a human. Humans produce an ongoing heat source within the
body, this could average 60-80 years. This may depend upon the elemental
makeup and conditions we internally manifest within our lives. Over the
years this heat source depletes until death occurs and it can no longer
produce heat. Built materials and building stronger forms last longer due to
slow deterioration and manifesting stronger materials. Yet all will succumb
to heat depletion eventually within the physical universe. Plasma interacts
with all other elements when in this state, it is seen as the light of all the
Universe expanding thousands of light years only to be held by our mind's
eye as we ponder upwards. 
There are many accounts of our creation here on this planet. We must
understand that once we place time into a story of creation, it could render it
obsolete when maintaining that sole understanding. We are not capable of
comprehending our eternal life, how can we fully appreciate how long we
have existed here on this planet? We place illogical time stamps on
historical mega structures such as the Pyramids and define the creation of
the world within mere thousands of years. I have looked at many stories of
such, I see light only among documents that hold The Sun as parenting us
here on Earth. Ancient Knowledge has always given personas to the
celestial bodies, how can we even deny this? All is Consciousness,
therefore planetary bodies are being by definition Organisms and are



conscious. The Father of Consciousness and Life in this domain is The Sun.
It radiates pure Plasma and sustains all the time. It was directed by the
Consciousness of the planet as this will come to be understood later. Stated
simply; Where there is Plasma, there is Light. Where there is Light, there is
Life. Where there is Life, Consciousness is expanded. 
We came upon this planet within its early development, we need not quarrel
about the forms we inhabited. Brought down by the plasmatic rays of the
Sun we were not of any solid substance, but freely intermingled with the
Elements. The Elements were in spiritual formation and the planet was very
translucent. We were Tenders to the will of Our Parents, made to prepare
this planet for what was to come. Then it came about that this planet went
through a phase where Plasma manifested into the physical world and Fire
started its cooking as the substances and compounds began to form. Here
we too began our descent into the material world. 
Fire has always been sort of an observer on this planet. Whenever certain
conditions occur, then fire becomes active. Fire is the pure reason why
everything overall hasn’t overpopulated. Fire looks after earth to make sure
it only grows as much as it’s able to. It’s known to consume oxygen in the
atmosphere which balances wind with earth. It creates warm currents to
clash with cold currents which creates extreme wind conditions. The
essence of fire influences lava to explode out of mountaintops and create
land formations. Fire has always been the dreaded figure in humankind’s
growth. We created a place that’s opposite the heavens and called it hell,
and then proclaimed that it’s a place full of lava and brimstone where only
the damned go. This is most likely because where there is intense heat
there’s also scattered life, droughts, and starvation due to a lack of natural
resources. Buddhist philosophy dictates that fire is the essence of our
physical forms and that we are products of the original explosion within the
universe. Intense heat compounded elements together forming galaxies,
planetary bodies, and then life as we understand it. Eventually, the heat
fades in these planetary giants and they take on new forms. We are a
replication of these events as the energy of the electric heartbeat gives to us
limitations in our lives. We in turn pass on our legacy to a new generation
of structures and communities that continue to grow and fade in a
continuous cycle. Within the cycles, we’re continuously being balanced out,
without such a balance made, the natural process of life would never be
able to prosper. Fire is responsible for plague and disease having the natural



ability to create those things humankind considers threats. The average
person isn’t aware of the millions of deaths that occur inside their country
aside from the obvious covered ones. Fire is not responsible for the wars,
there are other influences later to come which can feed off the destruction
of life in this way.
Fire can also manifest into forms such as Asteri or Salamanders. There are
many sizes and forms to note, but for one that is Clairvoyant, they are
noticed in all types of fire, even the controlled ones. Though they take on a
menacing appearance, it is only due to our concept of this element. Our
Consciousness is superior to that of an Elementals, which causes our
observation of them to bend to our conceptualization. We do not suffer this
effect from viewing a Consciousness equal to ours, we see what they wish
us to see conceptually. This viewpoint will give us clarity as to why
throughout history we have unaccountable visions of heavenly and demonic
forms in our literature and testimonies. At times, all elementals can be
granted form from a source greater than ourselves, or even from a collection
of Conscious Beings. These forms can and will take on a directive of which
they were created, even mimicking conscious intelligence. Do not feed
these creations by thinking they are deified, a mistake that was made
countless throughout our history and has caused much suffering. 
Fire’s Secret is that this element will balance the future existence of the
evolving world. To know this Element is to simply learn the signs it gives to
us. Lands that are barren we should never overpopulate. Islands that are still
in a formational stage that are populated with civilizations risk prolonged
destruction. Cities that are over-weighted or being drilled constantly for
natural resources will suffer earthquakes. We as humankind have become
too proud and our ability to so call “survive” in any environment that we
claim ownership of. The world is in constant change, we should find a way
to respect that. We take land and make ownership even when the land has
not welcomed us. By not listening we have become responsible for many
more deaths than was perhaps originally planned in the greater design. 
Plasma’s Influence on occasions, the awakened state of Fire will act. It’s
directly connected to the force which pumps our hearts and therefore can
easily affect our blood flow in unique ways. Though generally it’s never
concerned with individuals, these events could be looked at as calamitous
as in great loss directly influencing a direct species on the planet. Due to a
stagnation of truth, which later corrupts our lifestyle, culture, or beliefs.



Plasma just as easily connects to all life and strengthens it with life energy.
More flow throughout the body enhances our Physical, Astral, and Etheric
forms. This in turn can bring us back to the path of Source and Truth. We
see this prevalent within Eastern Cultures, in the many body-controlled
practices. Which branch on to any of the three forms and excel only within
one branch becoming astoundingly proficient. A path that encompasses all
three is now needed to reach our next evolution.         
 
Solids/Earth
Extensive unknown time elapsed, and The Earth began to solidify. Life
sprang forth and became extinct many times. Our focal point here now
becomes the inhabitants of The Lemurian age. In these forms, we coincided
with what we would think of as the time Giants walked the Earth. Though
our forms were thought of as larger, our structures weren’t as solid as we
would think. We were still strongly connected with our Etheric Forms
which gave us a light fluidity. We possessed the ability to manifest our
forms quickly depending upon our environments, sometimes multiple times
within one lifetime. Our bone physicality was such that after death, very
little was left shortly afterward. It wasn’t until we began structuring
societies later that these Giant’s bone structures began to harden. A gene
that springs up off and on throughout the entirety of our existence. Ancient
teachings mastered influencing this at a few other points in our existence at
a time when the megaliths were built. But for some reason, this knowledge
is closed now within The Akashic Records. 
For any who reviews the Pangea Map online, you will see how The
Lemurian Culture later enriched the surrounding Continents. Also note the
derived cultures that sprang forth from later surrounding areas, their
connection with the planet is still very strong today, and their appearance is
undeniably similar. It would also be important to note that in no way am I
suggesting that human forms began on Lemuria, I am stating that our next
phase in spiritual evolution inhabited the forms of Lemuria. It would also be
important to realize in each plateau to our collective awakenings there has
been a great transformation on the planet, a continent ceased to exist as we
know it in the physical realm. Remnants that remain are focal points for the
greater among us to travel and learn.     
The Lemurian culture was full of fantasy, many of our past dreams were in
fact once reality here. Since we were still so connected with our etheric



bodies, our mere emotions transformed our world and personal forms. It
would be easy to see skin shades of blues and reds, humans with more than
four arms, or what we would call magic performed without ceremonies. Yet
the Lemurians had little desire to control their world, they were connected
to Source and understood all was as it should be. In peace, they watched life
play out as it was meant to. The Elementals thrived alongside the
Lemurians during this time in what would be looked at as harmony. 
Solid eventually manifested into Earth. We as Spirits helped bring this
about with our fascinations, we went from bending the matter to our will to
becoming more personal and touching matter hands-on. Life for us began to
take on a more personal role as we grasped at being entertained more by the
world. There were as always within our existence fractions that wanted to
hold on to the old ways, as others wished to progress with stone and metal.
Wars ensued for which the Hindu Texts of Ancient India teachings speak
thoroughly so I will not. I will say however that it was perhaps the first time
in our physical existence that two Greater Beings stepped out of the
shadows and made themselves known. One Being influenced us to become
arrogant with the powers we wielded, this side believed themselves to be
Gods. The other Being influenced our control over earth, it made us believe
we were to conquer and control it. It wouldn’t be for another extended
amount of time before we would recognize these Beings for who they
were. 
Lemuria, being destroyed by war and chaotic energies that we drenched the
continent in eventually sank away into history. As the fragments of this
society traversed and regrouped forming a tighter understanding of Nature
in tribal communities, they went into a personal battle with The Being that
whispered they should control nature, as they developed their ability to
enter the Astral world. This Being still communicates
through Ayahuasca Journeys. Many Shamans speak of the Blue Road and
the dangers to travel it. 
It is a fact that Earth’s energies are aggressive. Far from the passive outlook
that writers record it as having the true nature of Earth is survival, which is
an aggressive act to all the species on this planet. Out with the old, in with
the new is the underlying energies here which are apparent in the young
lion cub eventually besting the leader of the Pride. Earth is for the most part
a builder, it is an upshot of layer upon layer of earthquakes and
reformations of land, which has instilled in us incredible adaptability to



survive. Many species have come and gone, it’s important to note that this
had been going on far before Humankind stepped on the earth. We should
however understand that there are minuscule worlds that have formed and
lived beside us and within us, some that can be only viewed by a
microscope. By influence and necessity, we took on this trait mentally to
survive many harsh eras. In today’s world, technology is simply the
transformation/manipulation of the matter that we had originally been able
to mentally create. We must ponder now if we are creating it, or if it is
creating us. We’ve come a long way, yet somewhere inside we fear that
which we are creating now, doesn’t eventually create itself as we do now.
Or that we become dependent more so on our creations, with Artificial
Intelligence over the horizon there is much to contemplate. Already the
earth is feeling the devastation that we are placing on it to fuel our destinies.
Earth is the original survivor, we would you kindly if we remember that
with respect. 
Earth’s secret is that we must learn to step away from that which propelled
us into the 21st century. The species of humankind is superior, but we do
not survive alone, we have made our place in existence, but our aggressive
tendencies have placed many of the other species either in extinction or
close to it. There’s a wealth of wisdom to be gained from all the other
inhabitants of this planet. When we understand this, we further understand
ourselves. Remember that we were once them, crawling, hunting,
discovering, and surviving. I speak in no way fearful towards this element,
for its traits have driven us to survive throughout years of adversity. We
should understand Earth more deeply before we continue beyond this great
changing millennium. 
Solids Influence is for the most part awake. Earth’s layers of crust are
always active, though it takes their directives from most higher beings. This
in turn can get conflicted when multiple orders are given at once. All other
voices are silenced when The Logos of this planet speaks however, these are
the times when we see the most inactivity, and the inhabitants on Earth can
prosper. Generally, we are meant to harmonize with earth during this time,
but nowadays we fail at this continually.
Solid has little interest in what Species hold reign on earth, only that it is
from Earth. This would mean should we tinker with bioengineering as we
do, should those creations prove superior, then they will in fact grasp
Solid’s attention. Should also Artificial Intelligence become cultivated



enough and prove to be more essential than we are, Solid’s focus would
inevitably sway towards it. It would be due to our collective lack of
connection to the truth which would make this so, we have become so
fascinated with our creations that we believe them to be more essential than
the air we breathe. 
 
Liquids/Water
Liquids began to become abundant upon the planet, and all of this is
recorded within our writings. The other Being that whispered to us how
superior we are followed as we came to create Atlantis. An island-like in
appearance, Atlantis was created with many waterways. We took on softer
energy with Liquids influence, it brought to this planet knowledge of things
beyond the stars. The Atlanteans encompassed superior control over many
of the inhabitants on the planet. The Atlanteans believed themselves the
divine rulers and overseers of the planet and on a few occasions were made
to show this force. 
The Atlanteans were one with their creativity in this epoch, arts and crafts
were fully realized with magic in abundance. All structures took on a
fluidity that complimented all the society. Vocal communication began to
form, so there was a mixture of telepathic and verbal communication. Here
the development of incantations and powerful verbal sounds were created.
For an amount of time, we began to dedicate our lives to discover the
deepest and darkest ancient arts. Rune Magic was developed, the art of
drawing ancient symbols on the matter which created permanent effects.
Like children, forgetting our true selves we delved even deeper and
Summoning Magic was created. Beings were brought forth into our realms
that were never intended to reach us, this would come at a price. Thus, once
again these two Powerful Beings placed us in another war as the same
fractions once again surfaced. Looked at as an awe-inspiring society it must
be noted that it eventually became very segregated and secretive in position
and power. 
Liquid manifested into Water during this era, and as it did our physical
bodies took on this organic form we see today. Water is the conduit of
energy, and thus so are we. Water is also a means as to which many
organisms exist within us causing our forms to become a silent constant
battleground. Water is the historian of genetic understanding, consciously
we began to fall into a deep state of sleep as we believed ourselves



originating from Amoeba and the depths of the oceans. Through Water, the
man and women manifested. Until this point, we were recorded as being a
society of hermaphrodites capable of self-reproduction. In Atlantis, we
developed emotional connections and needs for one another. The constant
thought, “I need someone to connect with me” eventually manifested into
two sexes. 
Water soothes us at the beaches gently reminding our genetic side of the
time long ago when we believe ourselves to have splashed along the
shoreline mixing DNA and forming strands of a larger life. It heals our
thoughts when we’re immersed in the steam of a hot bath, calmly taking us
to a time when life was much clearer. Water is our truly first connection to
existing as physical entities, its essence is still found nurturing the bountiful
oceans or helping lives richness grow with rainfall. Without Water, the
physical world as we know it would no longer exist. Though we are
complex beings that require all the elements to survive, this one holds a
special place in our physical creation.
Water’s secret is to rediscover the wisdom that has disconnected us from
true understanding. How many of us have honestly looked around and
asked why? These answers have been here inside us for eternity. If you have
been asking such questions without understanding, then perhaps you should
calmly ask yourself in what way are you asking? To the Spirit, a DNA
strand is a readable document, all answers to our physical existence reside
within its pages. 
Liquid’s Influence within the physical form is to learn the secrets within
secrets with this Element. It is here where our ability to manipulate our
forms was locked up. DNA is awakened through intense emotions, this will
record great events that will adapt to our needs and evolution. Our recorded
history from Lemuria, Atlantis, and the great Civilizations afterward is also
locked away from us until we truly seek this knowledge. It is crucial to
know that all information given will be from a genetic viewpoint, the Astral
and Etheric records reside elsewhere. 
The liquid is slow-moving, pacing itself it rarely makes mistakes.
Genetically transforming organisms to fit their needs to prosper. Many
times, we look at a variety of animals on this planet and wonder what
caused their development. Then through observations and patience, we
learned what their different anatomy is used for. Should species be defined



by this understanding, we would learn of ancestry differently, but would
also learn our similarities.
 
Gases/Air
Time would past and civilizations would begin to prosper again. Gases
liberated our expression with speech, this form of communication further
fragmented our connections with one another. Globally these Nations would
conquer one another which from the physical viewpoint seemed quite
normal. A more in-depth scrutiny would understand that Gases were
manifesting into Air at this time. With the element of Air, brought an
influential way of life as we shared this heavier oxygen on the planet. Our
sacred belief on communication began a mental construct of superiority of
civilizations. 
Throughout the Ages of Metal, we were influenced to have greater control
over other communication that conflicted with our own. From the outlook
there were common wars, however truthfully knowledge was being
destroyed, contained, and controlled. Great libraries of ancient wisdom
burned to ash as truth was taught only to the elite organizations. Single
powerful belief structures sprang forth demanding your submission, no
longer giving us choice as our young were taught new ways and lost their
past. 
When most looked lost, a new path would be opened by one we would call
Christ, upon this planet his name and miracles would reach every ear. Our
Great Parent in Christ would point the way towards many hidden teachings.
He would give to us insights and show us miracles that we had forgotten for
centuries. He would open and cleanse gateways which had been blocked
and corrupted deep in our past. Lastly, he would give to us the
remembrance of how to love one another so much that his sacrifice became
symbolic of this love. 
Manipulation of the Christ’s event went into effect immediately. Structures
of beliefs distorted the truth on one front and replaced this with
aggressively holding onto the self-awakening. Moving incredibly fast, we
come to the world of communication. Radios, became phone, became
cellphones, became the internet. Truth’s became opinions, became lies,
became loss. Digging through it all it would take a critical eye to find facts
these days. However, truth is here to be found, as sure as the Air we
breathe.



 We are aware of Air in everyday life, supporting us whenever we’re in
need. Softly blowing seedlings of trees to their expanding destinations this
is a very supporting element. Air supports our communication in many
ways as well. Here we can fully utilize our politics, news/media, and
establishing closer ties to other humans around the world and one day
beyond. We find an ally in this Element, for thus far the elements before
possessed more control over our development. This Element will move our
forms into the next stage of our evolution once we truly act and clean the
pollutants on the planet.
 Air’s secret is for us to understand that we are never alone. Air will always
be here to help us on our journey. You might find this in the soft caressing
of the wind upon your face. If you open yourself to understanding, most of
the time wind reminds you of a loved one who is thinking about you. Air is
an abundance of supportive information, telepathically communicating our
thoughts continually to the Collective Universe. 
Gases Influence it’s important to know that this is where power of thought
resides. In this Elements awakened state, it vibrates with our own Etheric
Forms. Deep desires will manifest depending on the strength of the thought.
However, true will is not effort, it is an unflinching belief that it is already
done. Without consciously accepting this wisdom, it would take a spirit a
few lifetimes to trust this through experience. 
The harsher aspect of this Element is that we can create our heaven or hell
with it. Negativity and Fears will create such a world as well, either
internally or externally. As life compounds us with pessimism and regrets
they, in turn, influence our outlook on the way of existence. Powerful
organizations have used this for quite some time to hinder our growth by
corrupting our consumer-type appetites, this too will be clarified in later
chapters.
 
Holy/Luciferic
All of which I spoke of so far was a fast track aimed at getting us where we
are today. I only wanted to point directions and not detail this thoroughly so
early, for I know all of this will be better understood later. In the end we
must take on such a journey individually to fully realize this. 
What I am now going to speak of is also well documented within the
ancient records, but to an Awakened One, consciousness pulses with this
knowledge. We see the conflict at war within the soul and its reflection



manifested within the elements. Because we have taken part in this act of
expansion within the universe, we are like children extremely dependent of
its life-giving energies. Most Cosmic Beings respect this process, but some
on occasions were let loose. Once their actions were recognized, then
events were seen on this planet to such an extent that mass extinction
occurred, this was done to reset the spiritual path. However, two of these
beings were able to bond with our Etheric Forms, hence becoming part of
our evolution. One such being, though true names are beyond our
knowledge, he has been named by us Lucifer, The Light Bearer.
Between the intensity of Plasmatic and Solid force, the Element of Holy
resides. Called Holy Fire, Holy Light, Holy Ghost, and even St Elmo’s Fire
it takes on the glow of bright luminescence quite like solidified electricity.
After his fall, Lucifer came forth with an army of followers all from this
Element. They initially possessed forms that glowed so beautifully that we
were attracted to them. On a side note please understand that Holy is the
Plane that Angelic Beings come from and there are civilizations there with
multiple belief systems. We are not born from this Plane yet hold within us
the evolution to surpass it in ways that make us superior. Understanding this
will hold the key to Lucifer’s need to control our Evolution. He does this by
requiring that we are baptized in his false views and submit our God-Given
will/consciousness to him. 
Lucifer, in merging with our evolution was an influence we were too young
at the time to control. Initially while in Lemuria we cared little, for with our
strong connection to Source we accepted all things with quiet curiosity. The
Luciferic energy was simply a force that shared our space. Eventually it
became stronger, influencing our Etheric and Physical bodies while
blocking out our Astral Bodies. Creating these blocks assured that a new
path to true awakening could only be made through Luciferic assistance. To
the few who forgone this path, they found freedom at a cost of eternal
subjugation. Luciferic beings believe they are the one true path to
salvation. 
Such organizations are well known for their demands upon the soul. The
history of forced subjugation and deaths are well known. Communication is
so advanced that these Organizations can no longer hide their hypocrisies. I
need not point to any one such belief structure for we need only follow the
trail of suffering and pain from its fruits historically. The veil is
strengthened through opposition, so development of many these beliefs



confuses one to find the true path and keeps us wandering about throughout
lifetimes. On occasions, consciousness regains a hold on these
organizations but many times the masses have been too infected to make
long term change. 
Holy’s secret is that we are the path. We are truth incarnate. If we possess
form, we are the children born from Consciousness and are meant to
transcend even the Beings that wish to control us. We can become any type
of Leader within our societies in light and love but must never give up the
truth in the process. Lucifer and his following were made immensely strong
through false understandings, and many have drunk freely of this. It does
not matter if you are up against the world, when you have truth in your
heart you will be protected. 
 
Dark/Ahrimanic
Yet again little is known about the next Being that instilled itself within our
evolutionary scheme. Between Solids and Liquids, we become aware of the
Element of Dark. Ahriman and his minions surfaced into our awareness just
at the end of the Lemurian, and the beginning of the Atlantean era. It was
always theorized that the Ahrimanic influence were implanted with us far
before this, but this Being lacked the knowledge to influence us until
Lucifer came into play. Quietly Ahriman learned the hidden knowledge
until it was able to act. Dark as the Element forms in earthly depths of cold
where one would think life would not be. Ahriman is more cunning and has
the patience that surpasses many. 
Dark was fully realized in the Atlantean age when Ahriman was able to
whisper the dark arts in our ears to bring forth his legions through
summoning magic. These beings that were let loose still infect our societies
today, it helps that they are not unified but war among themselves. It has
also been theorized that Ahriman is far more ancient than the other Greater
Beings in play. That he resides already in a Universe of his own making, an
alternate dimension put another way. The only thing truly known, is that
like Lucifer he requires sustenance from us, of course they use it in different
ways to further their goals.
As Lucifer influences our Religious and Political branches giving us the
effect of superiority over one another and a false path to deification,
Ahriman has taken control of the Sciences and Technologies seeking a way
to fully manifest within our world. We’re left to decide if we can snap out



of our sleep and awaken in time. And so here is the ongoing battle from
Lemurian times, two Beings that have been fighting relentlessly for our
souls while both keeping us blind to the truth. We can easily be influenced
either way and care little for what it would mean, one by one we submit to
wars we have little understandings of and create technologies with little
cognition of the future. 
Dark’s secret Ahriman cares little of such things as ruling us, he will give to
us anything we wish and dazzle us with power only so he can take control
of something far more powerful. I am quite sure of this as I have watched
Ahriman’s actions, I also choose to be vague on this reason until later
chapters. Know only that this planet holds the key to unlocking Ahriman
passing any further. It has been prophesied that we would not be able to
stop this inevitability soon. I however do not accept this, Ahriman whispers
to us in many ways and can easily find a way to make us loose hope. Even
if he should manifest, we can still be prepared and ready to stop it from
going any further. 
 
Psyche/Christ
Unlike the elements of Holy and Dark, the element of Psyche is directly
related to the Soul of this Planet, The Hierarchy of Sun Gods, and The
Collective Conscious Universe. Liquid and Gases relinquishes our heavy
forms and wishes us set free of this bondage. When all seemed the bleakest,
the Being we’ve come to call Christ incarnated/manifested on this earth.
Though a more reverential name would be Yahweh, his path would mark a
transformation in us and open the doorways back to our evolutionary
scheme that Lucifer blocked us from. 
Incarnations from Greater Beings happened on occasion throughout our
evolution, mainly from a Counsel of Beings that guide us. There are also
some that have gained the knowledge to maintain their spiritual form in a
sleep like state and believe themselves supporting our evolutionary cause, I
have not made any conclusions on this yet. They at times will manifest
Avatars within this world to support their causes, this is the only way they
can renew their conscious understanding of the changing world. Even
Lucifer manifested at times, last one recorded in the ancient eastern culture
when this Being was able to solidify the locks on our Etheric forms. He
influenced a philosophy that clouded our viewpoints on truth, it would be
one of the few times Lucifer and Ahriman worked together. 



This forced the hand of the Earth’s Soul to manifest later in the body of
Christ. With Christ the Element of Psyche brought in this world a new
bridge to The Conscious Universe, in later chapters I will explain more on
how, just know without a continued stream of Consciousness we would’ve
eventually had lost our place in evolution. It’s also here that we need to
fully realize what took place in the Resurrection of Christ. When Christ
incarnated, he took on both other Beings for our salvation. They both
attempted to have him relinquish his quest and join them, but Christ was
unmoved in his conviction. Both beings threatened by him went forth
destroying his character, which only helped him to grow in love among us,
finally concluding in his physical death which was the plan they never saw
coming. 
Christ brought forth our re-connection to Source when manifesting on the
planet, but he also unlocked the doorway that Lucifer had locked on our
Etheric Bodies on his Death and Resurrection. Granting us once again a
pathway back into Universal Truth. We would no longer be threatened with
subjugation and have a freedom of choice. Christ’s shedding of his flesh
and showing us the miracle of his Astral Form awakened our Souls once
again to this truth. Henceforth, upon our Etheric Bodies an access point
would be created which could never be locked or destroyed. Our freewill
and choice was truly solidified through the life and actions of this truly
boundless Great Being named Jesus Christ. 
Quickly afterwards Luciferians went into effect hunting and seeking to
destroy all associated with this event. Containing and obliterating all
literature which could be hunted down, while rewriting a vague truth to
support their cause. Secret Societies were formed where very few knew the
truth behind their missions, they killed and destroyed in what they believed
to be the name of Christ. Speaking and praying to Luciferic Beings as the
world was placed on fire. The Resurrection so shattered Lucifer’s plans that
he conquered the planet, even Ahriman became a threat. All that practiced
the ancient ways, were put to death and only the manufactured One God
ruled. No one realizing this was The Light Bearer himself, as the best lies
were eventually forgotten. The new battle became the relentless awakened
Conscious Beings and the Luciferic Followers internally within
organizations still to this day.  
Ahriman crept back into Darkness, keeping his legions out of sight while
deploying his knowledge of dimensions. Over time, he deployed ancient



ways to stagnant us and feed on our consciousness once we allowed our
consciousness to become corrupted. This corruption could over time affect
communities, societies, and cultures. When the Industrial age came about,
Lucifer had very little interest in it and so Ahriman saw an opening back
into the world. Industries and Trades became Technology and Science,
mostly influenced by Ahriman though most have little skill to see this
reality. 
The true Followers of Christ have survived, there is no need for
congregations for the Earth is their home. They communicate through the
Element of Psyche without effort. Christ pulsates continually with these
followers granting them understandings, now days it is easy to destroy their
characters so that the masses no longer listen to them. They live in truth and
are extremely neutral in the events of the world. They found their
awakening in very different ways, their lifetimes ripened to awake at just
the right time, but only they will know why. It is important that these beings
speak only facts, for they can no longer live with a veil over their sight.
Many have decided not to speak at all, it is not for us to reason why. These
true followers mapped out an awakened understanding of the Chakra Points
by understanding the Crown Chakra fully unlocked by Christ. These
Followers of The Earth Soul also have a direct record of all that has
occurred within the Earth Scheme. They utilize ancient knowledge from all
sources and see it without delusion. 
Psyche’s secret is that our truth can never be taken away. Even through
death we are one with Source and will continue forward. This Element
directly connects us to the Mental, Spiritual, and Astral Realms. Freeing
ourselves from the lie that we are mere physical beings will grant us a seat
at the True Christ’s table. Relinquishing ourselves from the manipulations
of false beliefs, and false Gods. We finally see clearly The One True Christ
and take our place at his side to do what was meant. 
 
I wished to lay the groundwork for deeper spiritual exploration. In order to
move forward, we needed to move closer to our current condition here on
Earth. I thank you for reading so far, if you are among those who haven’t
shaken all I’ve said in disbelief, then perhaps you’re prepared to learn more.
In some, I may be testing their faith in what has been said. All is as it
should be, our collective awakening will occur because there are enough of
us who wish it to be so. Truths must come to pass, and secrets must be



brought forth. We must understand what it means to follow Our Lord, The
One True Christ. What it meant when he said we too could perform such
miracles, and what this means for the future of life in this Solar System. It
must be known that events and Time-lines no longer need to be specified, it
is the prime negative influential argument of Luciferic and Ahrimanic
Beings. For the reincarnation of Christ and the workings within the Bible
have shown itself within our complete planetary timeline on multiple
occasions, in many ways this has caused us confusion. I invite you to take
on such a journey of contemplation, and to look towards stories which
arouse our consciousness from the Lemurian ages.    
Many ideas could be challenging, and there are forces that wish you to
remain asleep at every turn. But have you not felt asleep long enough? Are
you among those who seek to know why you have such a strong desire to
break the veil? I say only to you, please continue. For it is easy for us to go
about our daily lives hammered by generations of instinctual natures, such
natures believe life and death a fleeting thing that is feared. 
Luciferic and Ahrimanic influence are not stated here to be dislodged or
learned of in secrecy. They are to finally be brought into the light of
Consciousness, for they are now ingrained within our Etheric Bodies and
one with our Time-lines. We are to be made to know them, that is the goal
of this literature. For once we will not imbalance the two, the process of
creation as spiritual beings will be acknowledged just as equally by the
realities of destruction. There are many Great Beings that have come and
gone throughout our experience here on Earth, they seek to help or hinder.
Some beings are still intertwined and influential beyond our current
understandings, this work will direct us in truth as to how. 
All that has been said thus far, though challenging is factual in considering
your place upon the Awakened path. Too many spiritual doctrines seem to
only cover life as a directive toward being positive, although that is indeed
our goal, they tend to block out what we crucially need to know when
succumbed by the negative. This causes imbalance due to our very nature,
we exist in and move about throughout many realms and dimensions in a
single lifetime. My goal is to present us in a way which encompasses
balance to this nature, the Physical/Spiritual, Conscious/Unconscious, and
finally the power of Creation/Destruction. I know well that there are some
places where a Conscious Being should never venture, but I feel this needs
to come to light. I will now continue challenging you, understand that the



points of power upon our Etheric Bodies has always been, and will always
be our creation. These Chakras are not set in stone as one believes, and they
evolve alongside us. This is the crucial understanding which now needs to
be brought to light.  
  
 



 
THE CHAKRAS/ETHERIC
FORMS
The next part of our journey may be difficult for many to comprehend
initially. The activities of the Chakra Points are well known to the evolving
collective consciousness. However, there can be found inconsistencies with
the philosophies and how to bring forth a comprehensible cohesion. In
addition, ancient records to draw upon are at many times fragmented and
influenced. We must know that all processes in the Spiritual Universe have
a prime directive to evolve and thus The Chakras are included. I present an
outline for which the Chakra Points have evolved to fit our ever-expanding
societies. I feel that this topic will be taken up by another one day to
enhance upon. I wish to fundamentally present the origination,
manifestations, and evolutions of these Power Points. 
Chakras are our direct regulators of the physical body. They can be blocked
initially far beyond our current lifetime and accumulate more blockage
upon the same Chakra repeatedly. Since so well connected to one another,
one damaged Chakra can easily influence many others. We must understand
that as sure as we possess a human body, we can unblock them. There is a
blessing in having a human form that a specter and ghost do not possess, for
their soul is cut off from the anchors which root us to Source. This is one of
the deployments of the Ahrimanic Force I spoke of, wrapped, and bound in
Darkness the corruption will begin. I will speak from different viewpoints at
times as I move consciousness to communicate this in a way that will
resonate. I am certain that some items have been forgotten as they would
prefer. I myself took years to decide on this, my original writings only
brought forth the positive, for at the time I lacked the will to go back to
such places. I understood I was doing a great disservice to the greater cause
and found the will to revisit these areas now. 
I feel many ancient teachings speak of Luciferic and Ahrimanic forces as
being in tight allegiance with one another, this was never true from my
experiences. In the beginning, Lucifer saw little threat to Ahriman, so
Ahriman was able to work and grow in strength undetected. They are both a
reflection of the battle within our overall spiritual forms, we conceive their



war of Light and Dark within us and believe it is our battle, when in fact it
is not. Luciferic influence has mastered blocking our Chakra Points, while
Ahrimanic forces have mastered feeding on their blockages. 
I do not wish to paint too bleak a picture, for as I have said we possess
incredible resources at our disposal by simply bringing our consciousness
into ploy against these troubles. I will present ways to heighten your
understanding, and contemplations to discover the inner workings of the
seven main Chakras. A better way to view Chakras is that they are needed
to strengthen your Physical/Etheric bodies as so to take on greater obstacles
and achieve blessings. We have all seen images of the postured sitting Yogi
with the rainbow-hued chakra points, I do not wish to look at it from this
angle. I will present them in a way to connect the Elementals in order.
When in our earliest forms, our bodies did not breathe Air, but breathed
Soul Energy. In addition, it was a conscious unified breath through our
Ethereal Forms simultaneously. All energy taken in through each main
Chakra Point, much like a Tai-chi practitioner yet much more advanced.
Once our Crown Chakra was locked by Luciferian influence, our
connection to Cosmic Energy was severed which in turn over a course of a
few lifetimes damaged each of the other Chakras. All Chakras are mutually
supportive towards our evolving personal growth. The work on repairing
these damaged power sources began in the Atlantean ages once we were
able to collectively gain awareness of this, unfortunately without the Crown
Chakra giving to us Conscious Truth we lacked the capabilities to properly
repair them. Later, through the grace and blessings of The Christ’s
unlocking the Crown, we were left to repair the fragments.         
 
Navel/Solar Plexus Chakra
Influenced by Plasma/Fire, this PowerPoint is our Willpower to create.
Granted by the Conscious Universe, we are one of the few beings within the
Universe granted such grace. When Ancient Teachings speak of us being
created in God’s image, here is where we should explore. For all Elemental
Beings lack the power of creation as we do, as we see within the sea of the
cosmos, this process does not happen without effort. Born to become Gods
in our own rights, we have been seeded here just for this purpose. Like a
beautiful flower bed, some will wither away into Darkness and others will
prosper into the Light. In our beginning stages here, we played like children
with our will to create. The Naval Chakra’s manifestation with the physical



body created the desirable world around us at will and still does. Quantum
Physics has acknowledged and is baffled at how atoms manifest from
Conscious Perception, however Buddhist Philosophy has documented this
for some time. We intellectualize that this “perception” is coming from the
head region, when in fact it is an awareness deep within The Solar Plexus
which interacts within its universe and creates it.  
Navel’s Evolution- In today’s evolution The Navel Chakra awakens between
the ages of 18-21. This is the time when we concentrate on all the worldly
pleasures we could gain. College paths, military recruiting, and parental
ushering all place us on the course of the stomach chakra. This chakra is
located barely an inch above the navel. It varies in comparison to everyone,
the best way to be sure is to place your writing hand on your stomach area,
move it about slowly, and you will eventually find that comfortable location
where the stomach chakra resides. Trust in your wisdom, you’ll find it. Not
wanting great riches in life doesn’t mean this chakra is blocked. Some
people have decided that pleasure isn’t measured in money alone. 
Blocks in this chakra become prominent when we come up against obstacles
in our personal life, shame will initialize a block. Shame influences us at
birth, being made to feel inferior and or responsible for the hardships of any
number of dynamics we exist in. For instance, someone born to a family
that’s considered lower class might come up against the shame of giving
their family a hard life to clothe and feed them. Or the early imprints of
religions that speak of our sins and shame us into submission, or shame us
as we rebel. These are just some of the reasons why this chakra may
become blocked.
Unblocking this chakra can be at times difficult. Mainly because we must
balance it while we live it. We must perceive the goals that will make us the
happiest and at peace with ourselves. Now write them down, all of them.
Next, find within yourself the courage to understand that this was always
your journey from birth, to be able to discover that what has been built is of
your own making. Those things that have placed shame on you could not
have done so without your consent, you simply fed into what was being told
to you without contemplating its truthfulness. Shame hinders a sense of
self-accomplishment, which has always been our strongest obstacle to
manifesting and obtaining our truest dreams. The whispers of our past
deeds, most of which we had very little to do with stain our sense of true



worth. This, in turn, causes us to create a version of self-victimization and
low worth that manifests around us. 
We as spirits deserve to be happy, for if we’re not then we’re not in balance.
Sometimes we might need to find happiness in our current situation. Some
masters have been known to also awakened through this shame, so weighed
down they stepped away from the flow of life and within the depths of their
longing manifested a new reality. You must realize that this is your path, I
say this very much with love that even the harshest of events you must
bring Consciousness to, accepting you had a part in it is the only way to no
longer feel victimized and ashamed by it. This work will not be easy, I
know well what I say, and there are many tragic events within our
childhood that we cannot confront and even bare to consider our part in.
Just please understand that I am not saying there was willing participation
in the event, but an event that has bound your part in it which has shamed
and victimized you. To acknowledge your part in these acts relinquishes
you from them and places you in conscious truth, only then can true
contentment and transformation come to your life. Acknowledging all
things in your life that are good, and all that you’ve gained wisdom from.
However, if the bad outweighs the good in your current life. Then to
become serene you must balance this chakra out. For we can’t truly love
another if we don’t love ourselves. We are too aware to live our lives in
clichés that are harmful.
 
 
Root/Base of The Spine Chakra
Solids/Earth influences our Survival instincts in this PowerPoint. Without a
desire to survive, there would not be a desire to thrive, this encompasses
both spiritually/physically. Every species possesses to some degree a level
of survival nature. This Chakra is quite interesting to observe in an
individual, for any number of actions we perform can be looked at as
hindering our survival and we seem to not be aware of this. We may have
lacked the need for survival in our beginning stages here on earth due to our
understanding that all was as it should be, but later as we manifested into
more solid forming communities, we took on intellectually finding ways to
survive. What was passed down throughout the generations was essential to
live a well-rounded life, trades, and morals most likely developed in a
stronger sense. 



Today, a new generation is automatically taught anti-survival techniques.
Not to grow their own crop, but to buy a chemically grown one from a
grocery store. To find satisfaction in easily assess-able foods which aren’t
healthy, the enjoyments of intoxicants, nicotine, and spirits. These are for
the most part unconscious suicide at its best. We think of nothing of how
this affects our spiritual growth, or how we damage our genes for future
generations. However, even witnessing destructive behaviors which are
blocked, or damaged Root Chakras allows an aware being to free
themselves from such tendencies.
Root’s Evolution here in today’s time the spine chakra awakens in
humankind around the age of 35. This is the point when we’re forced to
worry about our physical conditions. Originally, this was a time when we
were supposed to slow down and take care of our bodies to prepare for the
final development. Now however we have unnatural diets, different types of
pollution, and many man-made drugs. With the entire unnatural intake early
in life, the spine chakra awakens to a body of chaos. This may be
compounded by eating problems, past drug use, or the other impurities in
our system. The spine chakra is located at the top portion of the buttock
directly over the tailbone. It is here that the energies enter the spine and
connect to the entire body. Health depends on how the spine chakra is
functioning.
Blocks in this Chakra are usually created through internal Fears of not
surviving. Initially, we are born into a life unaware of our actions which
hinder our survival, for we are not taught such things are wrong.
Generations upon generations have performed these actions, once hit with
the possibility that they may be wrong, we become afraid to venture into
unknown understandings. This fear is boosted by those around us and their
negative influential fears placed upon you when you attempt to express this
new understanding. So, fear of lack of support generally compounds this
Chakras block for we are made to feel that we cannot survive alone. 
Physically you can become aware there’s a block in the spine chakra in
situations where weight seems to be an impending problem to the person,
any type of over or under-the-counter drug addictions, or estranged eating
habits that aren’t good for the body. The point is this, the spine chakra can
constitute good health once it is awakened. At that point in life, we seem to
have already performed much destruction to the body. That is why it is
great that we here in America are jumping on this health craze! It is always



best to open the chakra early so that the benefits can be gained for the rest
of your life. I know there are many of us however that are just starting to
pay attention, and that’s OK too because we all need to perform the art of
balancing all these Chakras.
To unblock the Root Chakra, you must become aware of everything that
goes into your body. We must learn the consequences of drugs we take in,
the environmental hazards in the air we breathe, and all truth behind the
sustenance we consume. This will move us into once again becoming active
participants in our own survival. First is the act of truly confronting this
issue, this will stimulate the spine chakra into awakening, understanding the
generations of how we evolved into this way of living may need to be
contemplated. Perhaps you will understand a greater concern for yourself
when you have balanced the odds and have confronted the consequences. 
Addictions are mostly hypnotic in their control over us, but we are stronger
by raising our consciousness to understand why addictions have such
control. It really takes us to change our mind after we receive the
knowledge of our destruction, the spine chakras energy of influence will
take hold and fully function. The spine chakra will directly and remarkably
influence your body. Also remember Air’s Secret, that we are never alone,
there’s always help if we seek it. I must also speak about those who are
physically disabled. There are many stories that may have caused such
situations. I must ask you to believe in your spiritual strength. There are
lessons to be learned however we journey. When we find the strength to
balance our spiritual life then we truly become whole. A miracle happens
every day, but in all cases, it took the belief of the individual. This book is
but a guideline to believe in yourself and realize your potential. We are
made great in accordance with the love we have for ourselves and for one
another.
 
Sacral/Seat of the Soul Chakra
Liquids/Water has an obvious influence on this PowerPoint as Pleasure also
known as the Sex Chakra. The mixing of our bodily fluids within acts of
procreation stands to reason for this fact. Though maintained individually,
this Chakra possesses an ability to create a force that pulls us to one another
is much more than just physical ways. Once we were divided into separate
sexes this Chakra has the drive to reassemble us once again. This draw to
one another can come in many forms but will primarily be of Physical



nature, should either being become awakened, it could much likely be
Etheric in nature. I myself have found deep bonds regardless of the sex of
the individual. This in turn can cause an unawakened soul to become
somewhat confused, for this Chakra only knows very few means to express
itself without the advancement of the Heart Chakra later discussed. An
awakened soul will control such feelings and even guide the unawakened to
understand their feelings, it would be extremely wrong to manipulate the
unawakened soul for this would cause much harm and stunted spiritual
growth.
This is a very instinctual Chakra, having the ability to barely see another
human being and knowing that something within that person is what you
need in your life. The level of Consciousness will determine what you
perceive is needed, some men would say it is to procreate, while other men
would know they have further goals in mind. Some think it is mysterious
and choose to play a game with this feeling, while some just openly allow
this feeling to develop at a natural pace unhindered. 
We must understand that we have been here many times and have
intimately shared lifetimes with one another. Some bonds were only made
stronger on multiple meetings, regardless of the bodies we possessed. The
drives and urges we gain when in a familiar soul’s presence can blur our
truth to the situation. This has stimulated many internal struggles within the
individual, which in turn has influenced many belief systems and many
cultures. Male-dominated societies form the false belief that women are the
cause of their urges and seek to control this, most often succumbing to these
urges in secrecy. Brothels, Sex Trades, Prostitution, and Criminal Sex Acts
are all grown from hindering our ability to confront our internal feelings
from the Sacral Chakra.                 
We define many different Sexual Orientations to understand our initial
pull/connection we had with another soul which we were made to feel as
not normal, when in fact under non-criminal situations were completely
normal. This then encompasses our complete identity with ourselves, as we
seek to alter ourselves in ways that fit how we initially felt intimately with
that other soul. When guilt is formed with such a feeling towards that soul,
we become conflicted about how right it felt at the time. If it could just be
seen this way in Consciousness, then it would not be defined, diagnosed,
and over-thought. We are spiritual beings and should not give ourselves
worldly definitions. To simply love how we are moved as spiritual beings. 



Sacral’s Evolution In today’s era the sex chakra awakens early, at around
the age that we call adolescence or puberty, 12 years of age. Keep in mind
that it was just a couple of centuries ago that young girls wed older men,
still unfortunately legal in some states. As our morality changes so will this
chakra. Taking to the fact that sex seems to be so much of an issue, children
younger than 12 are now experimenting. The problem here is that sex
chakra is a primal instrument that the television and media have played with
for far too long. Any of the physical human chakras such as the spine,
stomach, and sex can be influenced suggestively and have been used
overtly/covertly for profits within the Consumer Industries. They are the
roots of our physical existence, and thus physical pleasure gains the fastest
response. 
Blocks in this Chakra come in the form of Guilt. Understanding how this
chakra becomes blocked takes a spirit truly willing to look at themselves.
They will need to look at the entire picture of their life, and determine
where they made decisions and where all their outside dynamics influenced
those decisions. I’m not saying that we should all be heterosexuals with a
preconceived perfect family lifestyle. Let’s be real, sex and population
control have gotten extremely out of hand in the 21st century. What does
Plasma/Fire do to balance life on this planet? Disease, forcing us to tone
down our sexual drives. No one deserves to die, but this speaks to us about
how to live our lives by elevating our Consciousness over our fundamental
drives. Those who have a concern for their survival no matter what their
orientations, are now using protection. Some of the characteristics of this
chakra being blocked are too much or too few sexual escapades (unless a
conscious decision was made to abstain from the latter) or any lack of
fulfillment. Now, these are very general, but they apply to every situation
where there’s a block. Due to social evolution, different sexual orientations
are not considered blocks in the sex chakra. We choose our sexual identities
due to our emotional and social status. In this, we have more control than
we would like to believe. 
No matter the preference, to unblock this chakra you must pose this
question to yourself on a piece of paper. “From whom and how was I
influenced to be the way I am sexually in my lifetime as write name.” Now
contemplate the very first feeling which inspired any new urges which may
have been at the time foreign to your current understanding. Think of the
other soul involved with that feeling, and lastly bring consciousness as to



how or why this made you feel guilty. What scenes in your life caused you
to feel wrong for having such feelings? All sorts of things can surface if you
really take the time to confront the issues. You should especially do this if
you think you don’t need to. In the end, you will have a true knowledge of
this chakra and gain some insight into yourself. 
Make a commitment to be happy and comfortable with who you are.
Sometimes this task could take weeks of contemplation but stay dedicated
to knowing. If there was some form of negative energy in the past confront
it anyway, and make sure you knew how you felt. This is direct truth, there
isn’t any guilt behind learning that we had influences that built our
identities. The question that must be posed to each of us is, are we sexually
happy with who we are? We are products of social conditioning, but the
decisions we make for personal happiness should always become the
guidelines to follow. Consciously ask yourself from your own point of
view,’ why you are?’ As spirits, we’re sexless, as babies we don’t have
sexual identities, as we grow up, we’re led by an example. My point is
whoever you are, understand well all these aspects of your spiritual identity.
Being sure of who you are will allow others to know you. Imagine someone
you know without any “hang-ups”, they are fun to be around and
generously free with their personality. 
This is what we strive for when balancing out this chakra. The three human
chakras I’ve thus explained Spine, Stomach, and Sex are considered the
lower physical chakras, they are primarily responsible for growth in the
physical world, and those who have mastered simply understanding these
three will be granted wealth, health, and prowess. The three lower physical
chakras resonate with what we call our primal brain (i.e. the original brain
we possessed before we began to advance). The next three human chakras
I’m going to discuss are considered the Mental Chakras, each enhancing
and taking on a fully-realized dominant role to complement and even
overshadow the lower physical chakras. It was always our role as spirits to
attempt to regain control over the wild nature of the human body but to find
freedom, not dominance.
 
Heart Chakra
Gasses/Air is the element associated with this Chakra, it influences the
ability to Love within us. Manifesting shortly after the Sacral Chakra, the
Heart Chakra advanced upon our urges to physically connect and common



compassion towards larger dynamics began. Within the same time period,
leaders populated our world with the need to love one another, love thy
neighbor, and have compassion towards all mankind. This opened the
doorway for Christ’s entrance into the world, performing the greatest act of
kindness in the end. 
Here we sought to settle into cultures and single families, polygamy was
fading from our belief structures. Men were learning to bond with a single
woman, and for the most part, this worked. Love brought with it a fire of
emotions and jealousies, yet also a host of majestically love-driven artwork.
We spent our puberty dreaming about finding one single person that would
complete our very existence, hopefully, that worked out for some of us. For
when it didn’t, we were left in more despair than our over-emotionally
charged bodies could handle. 
We agonizingly over-dramatized death ceremonies, in excruciating pain
when a loved one passed. Brooded and depressed for years on end and for
the most promised we might never love again in such ways. We created
Sciences and Professions to help us keep our loved ones by our side for an
extended amount of time. Pulled in whole congregations to pray together
for days on end to save the lives of our considered important leaders. Gave
trusted people in our lives the power of attorney to make sure our wishes
were followed appropriately after we passed, to those we loved. 
You see, Love is in fact the most beautiful emotion we can feel for another
soul. It unfortunately has been turned into a disillusioned grasping without
the proper truths. Those truths are that we were never meant to fall in love
with the flesh, but to find the truth of the ones we love beyond the flesh. To
be able to sense, see, and blend with their energies and not their physical
forms. When in love, the Sacral Chakra pulls us together, yet the Heart
Chakra will bind our Souls. It’s well known that couples in love for over
many years generally pass close to one year of one another. The ability to
let one go can also determine how much you love them if being together is
full of suffering. 
Heart’s Evolution the heart chakra stimulates the need to be compassionate
to others and in doing so expresses and gains emotional love. Today it
awakens at the age of four. Children gain much-needed comfort from their
loved ones around them. How this is expressed to them, will be the way
they express it towards others. A young boy whose father expresses his love
by wrestling or sports and nothing more will intern have the boy express



himself to other males mainly in that fashion. Or maybe if that boy grew up
and drifted off the sports path you might find he can’t relate to his father
anymore. 
There are so many examples, but the point is we should allow one another
to express our compassion freely. It is important for the child to learn many
ways to gain a sense of bonding within the safety of the family. Please
remember that it would be foolish to consider that our upbringing had
nothing to do with who we are. We don’t need to accuse, but we do need to
confront. The heart chakra has changed over the course of the last two
centuries. Whereas it originally centered itself over the heart, it takes up a
much greater area now centered on the front of the chest. When ignited and
stimulated this chakra will give your essence a very pleasing quality that all
you talk to will see. It will strengthen the affinity you have with anyone
who knows you. 
Block’s what makes this chakra tricky to balance is that we must conquer
our Grief. Usually, we don’t fully realize the extent of emotions that we are
able to give and receive. Grief further burdens us because of the complex
mix of emotions that is associated with it. Grief is associated with loss, and
if you were born human, growing up will have plenty of loss. It is also
important to recognize the reasons why we feel Grief the way we do at any
given time. This is the groundwork to have a healthier relationship with
yourself. There are so many of us who like to say, “I don’t know why I’m
that way.” Unless you’re willing to know yourself, you never will. 
Blocks can show up in any form of emotional instability, or feelings that
prohibit our ability to freely express our emotions. In addition, the blocked
heart chakra also influences the sex chakra drives influencing it to become
anywhere from overly aggressive to nonexistent. The heart chakras
influence is such that it must be expressed somehow and in some way. The
heart chakra stimulates our mentality, but the sex chakra urges our body.
Here is where extreme conflicts reside. Humans end up looking for ways to
be expressive, yearning perhaps to feel that emotional satisfaction. Jail may
end up an extreme scenario, suicide may be another. It is my hope that we
all take the time needed to understand our inner workings before society is
forced to classify us. To unblock this chakra, follow these steps. 
1. List on a piece of paper the different ways you would imagine
companionship to be. Be honest with yourself and remember not to place
any negative judgments on your needs because they are important. 



2. Now on another piece of paper list actions, someone else has performed
to you that helped you to know you love him or her. For example, since we
have strong communication, it’s mentally stimulating for me. Or, I would
like it when others share time with me because that is how I know they love
me. 
3. Be sure to list why you feel loved by them performing these acts.
Whatever comes to mind write it down. 
4. Now list on a fourth sheet all the ways you show others you love them.
This is a very important step in your awareness. You are for the first time
going to deduce who you are. 
Keep in mind the knowledge you’ve gained from the other human chakras.
Become truly aware of what you see and what you write. Do not persecute
yourself for things you have no control over. Just learn from the experiences
either good or bad without becoming judgmental. If you become
enlightened to those negative forces which should be changed in your heart
chakra then simply make a conscious decision to part ways with that
energy. It’s more important to feel good about yourself than to suffer.
Whatever you do try not to place any blame. This is about your spirituality. 
Parents for the most part do the best they can when we consider where they
are at in their own spirituality. In addition, they must do their best. This is
one of the strongest steps toward understanding because the heart chakra
when balanced allows us to step away from our emotional insecurities and
be able to express the way we as spirits have longed to. This is our gateway
into understanding that we’re more than animals, the sex chakra becomes
stimulated for much more than with simple physical urges. The key to
commitment, know thyself.
 



 
THE BRIDGE TO HIGHER
AWARENESS
All that I have written thus far, is simply the foundations. From here
forward, we move from the Physical towards a deeper understanding of our
Spiritual natures. I know that each of us possessed the ability to access our
higher natures, but this awareness has always been so tough to achieve
because accessibility is corrupted and influenced. Most Spiritual Leaders I
do believe have their hearts in the right place, yet the tools they have been
given for generations have not pointed them towards truth. They truly find
consciousness through self-realizations of various experiences. 
Corruption breeds more corruption, which has become apparent with the
ongoing lawsuits associated with such religions. The continued deaths in
the name of Religion has been an obvious deterrent for the ones that truly
wish peace. We are born into a world with just two options: Spirituality? Or
Progression? Isn’t now the influence understood? We must get to the point
when enough is enough. Active participation and no longer sleepwalking
our way through lifetimes must be achieved. If all you do is read what I
have written, then still the seeds will be planted for further development.
We have made truth feel so unattainable which is in fact the strongest lie. A
fragment of The Universal Consciousness is within each force of life on this
entire planet, living As Us, not Through Us. No matter what our titles are,
Mother, Carpenter, or Teacher we are gaining Consciousness as one. When
we assist in hindering and destroying one another we in fact destroy
ourselves in this way, much like cutting off one’s hand. 
To those that have decided to follow an Unconscious path to destruction, we
must outgrow them. The Luciferic and Ahrimanic influence has whispered
sweet nothings in their ears for generations, taking on the masks of Good
willed and Ill willed Institutions alike. We must use spiritual awareness and
view these institutions from the fruit they bare, not the voice they dazzle us
with. Politicians which talk a good game and then hide behind the excuse of
the law process, Institutions that claim humanity and yet have grave human
hardships in their progress, Spiritual Leaders which fail to act when
violations have occurred to even one soul. Corruption will spread when we



take our Awareness off it, Negative Influence will grow without
Consciousness.
This Bridge-way signifies a passage, you can either stay on your side and
never acknowledge the suffering we have endured and will continue to be if
unchecked. Or, you move your Consciousness into the Collective with the
many concerned souls who wish to end our current condition and prosper in
True Conscious Light from Source. There can be a world free of suffering,
we say this, but we have yet to believe it. We spend our time believing if we
donate, or attend church, or volunteer once or twice a year that we are
making a difference. But if you become aware of who or what you are in
service to, then you would realize that you are assisting in the sleep that has
fallen upon us all. Judge all by their fruits they bare, even the most rude and
crazed monk can produce an excellent pupil. 
This Bridge-way will start with the last three Chakra Points, which will
introduce us to our Etheric makeup. Then once the composition of the
Etheric Body is understood, I will speak of Collective forms of
Consciousness in known existence. Lastly, I will take us further and speak
of The Omni Chakras, our Ascension, and our Astral Bodies. This is a path
to self-awakening and discovery. We have become shaded into believing
that others had such power long enough. Everything here is designed for
you to be able to do the work on your own, for I already know it will lead
you to the rest of us should you be new to initiation. To others on the
different stages of awakening, I hope you find some interest in knowing I
seek to strengthen our Collective Consciousness, in doing so I step out of a
place of merely watching as I have done for some time now. 
 
Throat Chakra/Space                 
The Throat Chakra is the very essence of manifested Truth. Vibrations and
gravitational force push and pull the entire universe together and apart
continuously. We exist physically in such a small frame of these events, that
we’re barely aware of these miracles. Anyone who has understood the
resemblance between the universe and the electrical portrait of a human
brain cannot continue to deny our connection. We have matured from the
conscious universe with purpose. It would be easy to say why outright, but
this would do no good unless it was experienced through your awakened
consciousness. 



This Chakra keeps life continuously in motion, the plant life which is born
with silent knowledge to survive, the insect colonies working in unison, and
our body's heartbeat without our attention. This Chakra rightly called The
Bridge-way to Universal Mind guides all matter in Space. In Conscious
Beings, however, The Throat Chakra, Mind Chakra, and Crown Chakra are
the Etheric manifestations of The Source of Consciousness. Downward
from Source, Astral forms manifest into Etheric forms, and Etheric forms
manifest into Physical forms. Above the Astral, and below the Physical is
outside of this book’s teachings. 
Strange events occur as we awaken, we first place our attention on
something which feels beyond comprehension. We suffer issues as we
maintain contemplation on the topic of our wishes, drowsiness will occur as
your spirit seeks to pull in the needed energies to formulate the
understandings. Different levels of headaches/migraines whenever we seek
knowledge beyond our individual ranges of understanding. Should you be
Conscious, you will be aware of the electric spasm that will go off in the
brains activity as they make new connections to areas never used within this
body. To master this, you must learn to let go and rest sometimes to let the
feelings subside as the connections are made, intensity could cause harm in
the beginning. You must attempt to become proficient in self-contemplation
through Truth and the Throat Chakra to stimulate The Mind Chakras
advancement. 
 Throat’s Evolution this chakra is awakened at birth when the baby takes its
first breath. From birth, the child’s understanding is needed to perform all
tasks that lay ahead of them. It is also when the Seed of Consciousness
ripens, it had thus been in a slumber awaiting a birth into the physical
realm. From disciplining to potty training these stages become the premise
to how the child advances pass their childhood and other chakras. The
throat chakra is located on the center back of the neck. This is where it is
capable of projecting itself properly outward through the vocal cords. It
stimulates our social skills and the ability to learn. This chakra is a great
enhancement because it allowed us to start to dwell deeper inside to see our
aptitudes in our experiences with one another.
Block’s within this chakra can almost instantly occur from Lies we have
been told from birth. Adults tend to tell children what they feel should be
said and not what is. I know Parents feel this is the best thing to do, and we
cannot place any blame on this, for they did this with love in their hearts.



The American Apple Pie brought with it the delusions of living in constant
proper communication with your neighbor. We kept our skeletons in the
closet and participated in meaningless sociable functions or else lived your
life being shunned by your entire community. Real issues became less
spoken about causing generations of many hidden political agendas, the list
can go on. 
Then the concept of freedom of speech was learned and everyone until
today here in America voiced their opinions on all types of subjects,
specifically subjects they had little knowledge of. Why then are we still
suffering? Because we’ve created a world where to survive, lies must be
made. Others ask you questions, and you know they don’t want the truth.
We use the excuse that we’re just doing what we must. Then we school our
children in what we feel the fundamentals are to live in this world and the
procedure continues through generations. Thus far we were only doing what
we knew, it’s time we learn something else. 
Unblocking this chakra takes a determination to become better at
understanding the lies we have accepted. However good you feel you are at
understanding yourself you must decide to become better. On a piece of
paper write this question to yourself, “what type of people do I have a
problem speaking to and why?” As different types of people start to appear
on the list confront the thoughts you have about them, do not fool yourself
into thinking that it’s their entire fault why you feel this way. Because you
have made a conscious effort to not be able to communicate to them, it is
important that you dwell deeply into the reasons why. Next contemplate
how each human chakra may have any relation to this block, if you do not
see any relation, move forward to the next step. Write a connection to this
question when contemplating each of the following chakras, if there isn’t a
conscious connection, be open to considering that it may surface at a later
date. For example: I can’t communicate to people who are rich because they
feel that they are better than I am. 
 
Throat Chakra because I have nothing to talk to them about, I feel like
they’re looking down at me. 
 
Head Chakra because my Cousins were snobs as I grew up and they
received anything they wanted, where I didn’t. This made me jealous of
them. 



 
Sex Chakra because I had a sexual relationship but was dropped by this
person for someone who was rich. 
 
Stomach Chakra because I want to be rich and can’t seem to, this makes
me envious of anyone who has riches.
 
In most cases, the same human chakra points will show up with multiple
reasons depending on our contemplation. Now it’s time to do some soul
searching, to make a conscious effort to confront the deeper meanings to
situations in our life. It’s time for us to look at those chakra points, learning
for ourselves what in our lifetime could have caused it to block up and
attract so much negative karma. Eventually you will learn to understand
what (or who) in your upbringing brought about the first situations in which
you made your opinions and felt the way you do now about these
individuals. 
It doesn’t stop there for knowledge is power. You can either decide to stop
feeling this way by releasing the built-up negative energy or continue to live
with your problems. To release it means you are beginning to make an
aware effort to take internal control over your life. To no longer live your
life with those opinions, yet you will acknowledge them as a lesson you’ve
learned to become stronger in your convictions and free-thinking. The
throat chakra will become balanced and give to you the power to have
empathy in your communication skills. The more you use this power, the
more enhanced it will become. I suggest taking the time to find good
qualities within the types of people you became aware had these effects on
you. This will help you to further balance the past. 
When this chakra a strong you will become centered in a freeway of
communication, others will be attracted to you because they like talking to
you. Of course, we should never shake someone’s hand and pour all our
secret quarks on their laps! We need to get to the point where we could look
at someone in the eyes without hiding and be able to express ourselves
freely. The eyes are the windows to the soul, so we shouldn’t want to hide
our potential to be everything we’re capable of being. We should also open
our minds to learn everything there is to know about another spirit, never
limit your ability to learn wisdom wherever you go. 



This technique could be used in conjunction with any event in your life that
feels clouded with lies. We can easily uncover the truth to situations as we
advance this skill, eventually no longer requiring the paper just a peaceful
sit-down taking time for yourself. Over time and through recognizing when
your contemplations were true you will grow in mental strength. But I
would caution you not to place energy on actively searching to
be justified with new people you may meet. This is an easy way for
negative forces to grant you misinformation. If you are patient, the answers
will come to you through sources you will not expect.
 
Mind Chakra/Time  
Named the Third Eye, the Mind Chakra is our power of Intuition. Intuition
is what we see beyond sight, feel beyond touch, and sense beyond
knowledge. As the Throat, Mind, and Crown Chakras develop we move
beyond our physical forms and into our Etheric. We of course still exist
through all currents which control the physical body, but you will start to
notice more of an aware effort when the body needs to take action. This is
also exhibited in the yogic mastery of the body. Souls with an awakened
Mind Chakra tend to not be reactive in most situations, this becomes very
noticeable around unawakened beings so they either learned to play a role
or become disinterested in what others think.
Mind Chakra is connected to Time, we will later learn time is considered a
record keeper of all knowledge. All streams of events within the totality of
existence are interwoven and read by an awakened Mind Chakra. When
seeking Truth from the Throat Chakra, you will discover much more than
originally expected. Details of these lifetimes may flood your thoughts,
people and past lives will be viewed, events from any of your loved ones
could surface. Here we begin to blend into spiritual forms. First Physically
we manifested as a reflection of the genetic makeup of the universe, next
Ethereally we connect our replicated universal mind to our physical form,
and they become one. We will now begin to express ourselves with a
greater awakened consciousness. The microcosm will begin its connection
to the macrocosm of the consciousness. 
This Chakra is our shield to Luciferic and Ahrimanic Influence, for with
insight we see well the corruption that indwells in the world. We will notice
a life unlike what we knew before, the world will manifest as Light and
Dark. Energy will flow and connect in trillions of lines connecting to each



other and beyond your sight. People will unknowingly come into your
space and you will be able to judge their intentions not by what they say but
what you see in their auras. The most beautiful thing that occurs is being
able to view another awakened soul, they can be felt when they wish to but
when you witness one in presence something indescribable occurs. 
Greater Beings will generally keep themselves unknown. Just as we impart
our conceptions onto Elementals and their forms transform to what we
create, Greater Beings impose their forms to their liking upon us. They are
controllers of illusions so it would still take growth on our part to see
further into the Astral Realms. Within my experience, it’s better to focus on
the task of our spiritual growth. For Greater Beings have no need to be
curious having a stronger connection to truth, if one chooses to connect
with you it would be for direct reasons.  
 Mind’s Evolution the head chakra awakens at the age of seven. We develop
our personalities in these vital times. When we’re young, the environment
around us determined how we lived. However, this is optional when we
view it as adults. We might become disillusioned by our role in society, but
the truth is our role is where we make it if it’s ethically right, no one gets
hurt, and we’re happy. The location of this chakra is between the eyes and
around the centimeter up and centered on the forehead. It may change in
accordance to our physical view of life. To understand this, you must stand
in your most comfortable posture. Now become aware of how you confront
another person. Is your head held high or perhaps low? Do you look
through the corner of your eyes, or hardly look at other people at all? The
head chakra will move throughout the forehead and only in correspondence
to how you confront others.
Block’s with this Chakra is formed by Illusions. Follow this path
to unblock and awaken this Chakra. 
1. On a piece of paper write down the names of everyone has influenced
you this lifetime. This may take some settling of your mind because you’ll
be confronting your entire life specifically your childhood. 
2. After each name, write down how these individuals have influenced your
life positively or negatively. There aren’t any bad experiences that make
you stronger for going through them. If bad experiences come forward,
know that some scars are left on us spiritually. These scars inhibit us from
achieving inner serenity and totality of freedoms in our lives. Look closely



for the false statements in your life that no longer applies to your
happiness. 
3. When you are through with this, truly consider everything that you have
learned. Really take time to reflect, even taking a break if you feel fatigued
in any way. 
Look at every reason why you are the way you are. Decide which
influences are no longer important in your life and make an aware decision
to stop being influenced by them. Become equally aware of the positive
influences and decide to live by an example to their wisdom. Seek to be
whoever you wish to be, but never harm others. If you’ve ever truly wish to
know, then look inside yourself for answers. Your entire existence is now
within your understanding, you just need to believe and accept what you
find.
 
Crown Chakra/Source
All that has been done so far will come into full understanding when
awakening the Crown Chakra, known as our connection to Cosmic Energy.
Before opening this chakra, we were limited with our understandings. Our
Consciousness can become aware on a planetary scale, and even this is rare
among us due to the heavy blocks over our lifetimes. Truly unblocking a
Crown Chakra can be felt by every aware being within the Cosmos, as I’ve
said before Greater Beings won’t initially appear concerned. With this
Chakra there is a direct link to Source, if Consciousness persist, there is
never a loss of life-giving energy. Therefore, an Awakened Crown is sought
after.  
The three Beings within our evolutionary timeline will now take
exceptional interest, however. Lucifer and Ahriman’s corruptions and
influences will no longer have any effect on you. They will be forced to see
you on equal terms and will seek to gain control once again through
appearance. We see this in many stories, the two prominent ones are The
Buddha after his awakening at the tree and Christ walking many days in the
deserts. Coming forward and promising wealth to come back into their fold.
This is our final test in our decision to follow a pathway into Light or
Darkness. 
I have no knowledge of our individual journeys, I do wish each Spirit a safe
passage beyond this point. Some can become incredibly advance in any
pathway they wish, Spiritual Leaders will now be able to speak intimately



with the True Christ, these possibilities are unlimited. Some can completely
map out their own path and no longer need to wait until death to balance out
any Karmic Debt. 
I believe that a good number of us have been to this point, even more than
once when understanding the lifespan of this planet. When we come to
realize this, we come to understand the power we wielded and then how we
so easily sank back. You see, being awakened takes a commitment beyond
our current understanding until we see through greater awareness. What
beats us every time is our original sin, Ego Attachment. To be given the
keys to heaven, we become dazzled as many great souls in our histories
have. The simple act of wishful grasping in the slightest is so incredibly
powerful that it can set us back lifetimes. But this is just the beginning of
this writing. My intention is to give us the tools to understand our actions
and fight against that which will harm us in a way never brought forth so
far. 
Crown’s Evolution- we see chakras awaken as human beings progress into
awareness. By that I mean if chakras become more needed in the earlier
development of our existence, they are more easily accessible. Awakening
is something that is only learn by experience. The Crown Chakras
awakening usually occurs last among the others and closest to death. The
spirit prepares to reconnect and begins to go over the recordings of its life,
it remembers its achievements and failures. This statement is very true,
“there’s a lot you can learn from your Elders.” They have been through it
and now seek to pass on that information to the younger bodies in the hopes
of giving back that wisdom. At approximately 55 years of age the spirit will
also seek to make amends for the wrong they have caused, hoping to make
their passing a more peaceful event. If they believe in a god, they become
more religious. They also strongly want to do those events they’ve always
dreamed about doing like travel, living closer to family, etc. Since we know
that the Crown Chakra will eventually be awakened, its more beneficial as
spirits to awaken this chakra earlier on our life cycles. When we perform
this feat, we find perfect harmony, something we as spirits can take with us
for the rest of our existence when done right. 
Block’s this Chakra is blocked by Ego Attachment, unfortunately, this
situation occurs mainly after death mostly. Prior to death in most cases, we
would find a spirit feeling overwhelmingly helpless towards the natural
ending of its physical life. There might be either some extreme promise



made that couldn’t be kept or a quick death that occurred from a peaceful
life. Whatever the case may be, the point is that the spirit wasn’t able to
prepare itself peacefully at the ending moments. They linger in a dimension
full of reprocessing energy. Being a force existing with self-awareness it
may take them an unaccountable time to find their way back to the infinity
stream. Although they take on a new life the block will be maintained for
multiple lifetimes or even compounded with new blocks. 
There’s only one step to unblocking a Crown Chakra, you must balance the
prior chakras. These are the stages of the
chakras; asleep, blocked, awakened, and fully awake. Chakras are asleep
and are said to open naturally at given stages of your life. Should a chakra
be blocked then there are very specific reasons why, which I have gone over
throughout this chapter in detail. The Crown Chakra is unique in that it will
begin to awaken around 55 years of age, and the only other way to awaken
it early is to fully awaken all the other Chakras. This noble act once done
can have the ability to transfer awareness through lifetimes afterwards. We
can be born into this lifetime fully awakened with the Sacrifices of
Perfected Beings which I will later explain. 
 



 
OMNI CHAKRAS/ASTRAL
FORMS
When you are able to move from the Physical Form into the Etheric Form,
Consciousness will begin to manifest an awakened state of truth. Life may
take on a very different meaning for you in comparison to others, for each
of us possess an experience unique to add to the Collective Consciousness.
This generally occurs progressively once you have awakened the last three
chakras. This is a self-taught process and can take more than just a single
sitting for most, only you can judge your pace. In addition, obstacles will no
longer possess the pull of unnecessary emotions as before. Life becomes an
experience in a new sense, we now begin to see such obstacles and look for
the reasoning behind them. We follow the patterns of energy from the
source of corruption, now a Maturing Soul we cleanse it in the way we
know will. Such negative force no longer being able to exist within, but will
continually seek to reattach to us, through past dramas from our current life
to past lives. The overall goal of the Luciferic and Ahrimanic forces is to
break our Conscious Truth, to come at us in so many ways that we lose
sight of what we have achieved and plug us back into a life burdened with
heavy matter (corruption), and wrong views (influence).
I will just say, most beings we exist with will have Ego Attachment. I do
not want this to be misperceived, we at times will go through a phase when
we believe all people are beneficial and the world is full of kindness. We
may also go through a phase of complete dissatisfaction with life spoken of
by Buddhists as nihilism. Many will unconsciously feed off our light source
and appear kind while within our presence, this is okay since we seek to be
an abundance of light for all beings. However, it’s not okay if they become
addicted to being in our presence and do not grow from this experience.
Younger awakened souls spend more time alone because of this, they are
still growing in strength, and only another awakened soul which possesses
their own connection to the source is welcoming. Fully awakened souls
have developed the means to share energies so that greater expansion can be
achieved by both spirits. Just understand that should you fall back in any
way please do not allow the whispering of failing to enter your mental



thoughts, this trigger of self-doubt is planted infectiously upon us and must
be unaccepted with truth and not with effort.
Some newly awakened souls will form groups, they will strive to go on
retreats, and even go to spiritual forums wanting to be around like-minded
souls. Speaking with another soul in these groups can at times become
draining, for there are more experiences and pathways than there are stars in
the heavens. It would be quick to find those who would open fully to their
self-proclaimed awakening as they speak of so many identified life
experiences. I will not judge the validity of such proclamations, but another
awakened soul can see through to the truth of this, much less has very little
need to express this without a distinct reason. Truth and Lies cannot exist in
the same space, I would take this as a lesson to strengthen my spiritual
truth, overtime you will notice with purely confronting this that these
energies will not want to be in your space. Do not actively seek to
avoid/find them, just contemplate the reason behind the experience and
shed light on the truth of it.
Eventually, ones among the Collective Consciousness will naturally align
with you and you will know this without needing it to be defined. We have
all met souls throughout our life that had possessed something within them
that drew us to them that we could not identify. This led us to continually
think about them, or even obsess about them. Identifying and
manufacturing our concepts are what in fact create wrong views, and Ego
Attachment happens. We must learn to not identify with what is physically
there and see the presence of God's Consciousness in all. When we meet a
completely conscious soul, we must not feel dazzled by this, but a quiet
acceptance is shared with one another’s space. Consciousness is beyond
voice, but now I will attempt to relay this as best I can. 
There are many ways to awaken the Crown Chakra, this is a self-taught
method. I will say that this is not a path for all but is a technique to assist
whenever your current path is troublesome to progress through. Souls can
be born into their current lives with passed spiritual work already
completed. The natural progression of awakening is as follows.
1. Know the Truth about our Past, our history, and the makeup, the Physical
Form.
2. Know the Truth to our Soul, understanding how we connect, the Etheric
Form.



3. Know the Truth to our Spirit, becoming one with the universe, the Astral
Form. 
From the Etheric Form, we now possess a strengthening Astral Body, many
teachings on this form have caused much confusion among us. We must
dislodge this lie that has influenced many Astral Body practitioners.
Specifically, the silver cord which is spoken of when astral traveling. There
are two types of cords that may be attached to us depending on our past
lives. The Silver Cord was placed to keep us bound/locked to the physical
realms, in fact, many practitioners have an over-dramatized belief that if
this cord is severed much harm will befall them. Dark Powers at one time
bound us and sought to feed off our creative energies to use for their
immortality. Understand that true freedom will not come with a tether
attached, so your journey must learn why. The Gold Cord was placed on us
by Greater Conscious Beings for protection, which I detail later. This was a
way to keep our consciousness protected until we grow in strength to carry
ourselves as Greater Beings. This cord was placed to keep us free from the
Dark Powers so that when ready it will disperse. 
The Astral form will merge with our Consciousness as materialistic
qualities we can comprehend initially. As we grow, we will be able to move
into a spiritual realization in accordance with the pace of our Conscious
capabilities. The more we comprehend, the greater the information is given,
in turn advancing our Astral Forms. We initially feel individualized in our
Astral Forms, this being an obstacle that may hinder our true merging with
Universal Consciousness. The anxiety of losing our Ego is at its strongest
here, the sense of “Self” which we have carried for more than we can
realize is fighting, and manipulating our fears. We need to fully realize what
would occur if we blended our Consciousness within the Collective here,
we never lose our sense of Self. It blends itself with the Consciousness of
all that is within our current knowledge. Adding all the lifetimes of
experience and enhancing all Beings within the Collective. I will now
explain the physical and spiritual expressions of this form. 
 
Space Chakra/Stability
“The Mind is above Time and Space. If you decide not to complain, it will
immediately compensate you with intuition” -Yogi Bhajan
Space is the unseen universal force that binds all matter keeping it in a
continuously and miraculously transforming pattern. Its opposing force



is Entropy, quantum physics has shed new insights on this in today’s world.
Stability moves throughout the Universe by a means termed Fire by
Friction. Atoms and chemicals constantly collide with one another or
binding. The deeper we gaze into the raw nature of matter through a
microscope we view it as a soupy mix of chaotic energy which appears like
a war zone. We must understand that it is because we are actively
perceiving that causes such harmony. When the matter is left to its own
intentions, it is a random active blending of Stability/Entropy which is the
Planes Chaos/Order at war. It is through conscious observance that
manifests the universe into the perceptible solid forms we can comprehend.
Contemplating this will give to us the understanding of our initial insights
as to how we alone in this realm possess the gift to Create. 
Take a deep look at the world we exist in, how much of it appears to have
naturally formed now? How much of it was the thought of planners and
visionaries? A collection of beings that wished to create, and built these
cities, and communities. Built our Societies and our transportation, and our
communication capabilities. Could Luciferic and Ahrimanic influence do
this alone? If so, they would have no need for us. Would we as Spiritual
Beings build this world full of such aggression and segregated
philosophies? What need would we have for such things? It may sound like
I’m placing blame but remember that it couldn’t have happened without our
consent. For we are the only Creators in this scenario, they cannot. I
promise to give a full picture of this account later. 
Matter can only be manifested through Consciousness. Lucifer and his
followers lost their connection to Source when they went against our
Creation. They had no choice but to accept our natural progression hence,
losing their powers to create. This Being was cast out of the Holy Hierarchy
Order, while the True Divine Beings still assist The Lord Christ
(now Logos) with our growth. Ahriman came forth from the depths of
Darkness with the goal in mind of feeding off our Consciousness, it is a
technique used by only a few Beings that survive in the Dark. They require
consciousness to continue to progress, that this Being is ancient says more
than we can fully comprehend. I will leave this to your individual
contemplation. 
Space, defined as the material is one of the three manifestations of our
Astral Form, the other two being Time and Source. They each possess a
spiritual form that must be perceived, for Space it is Stability. Merging and



knowing this last piece of wisdom to our Astral Body will be the furthest
we can comprehend The Universal Consciousness and the beginning
manifestation of what is known to consciousness as Source. Much like
knowing the Crown Chakra, we must first fully awaken to the Space and
Time to awaken the Source Chakra on our Astral Forms. Awakening is
different from the physical activities we needed to perform before. I will
attempt to present various ways of developing these when, and if I can.
Some contemplation can be easily performed by a less awakened soul, the
true force may not have the desired impact unless the Crown Chakra is fully
awakened thus giving us access to Cosmic Energy. Many of the major
schools of spiritual studies have focused on the magnanimity of the
Forming Gods which has little to no importance to us, other than to pray to
them and accept what they give. I view spiritual advancement as a
simultaneous reaching between us and Source on equal terms, each giving
exactly what is given. 
Balancing this Chakra is achieved through the life-stream and can only be
fully realized by possessing a physical form. This gives us a realization
never contemplated, we come into this life with the question of why we
were created. We should ask, “Why did Consciousness manifest into the
material universe?” I do not wish to debate the Big Bang Theory for it does
not ring as true in my current understanding. What I can say is that The
Conscious Universe has grown continuously, and stars have exploded
which pushed light forward as matter meshed and sprayed. Until at the very
outskirts of this current universe, we flowered from that very
Consciousness. All awakened souls will come to the same conclusion, I will
leave you to this realization.
Insights: Buddhist practices teach us to deny the existence, the reason we
reincarnate is due to our grasping at false pleasure. Life is suffering and
must be looked at as the illusions which we continuously grasp at life after
life. The end goal is Nirvana, secession from the material realms. I know
well the blending into nothingness during deep meditation as we choose to
deny our forms. While the Buddhists deny it, the Christian reach for eternal
life. The Christian accepts one life in a promised land however, there is no
mention really of what is done while they wait. I have seen souls lingering
at the tombstones waiting for the second coming for quite some time now.
The Buddhist says to deny this existence to leave it, The Christian says to
accept heaven to leave this existence. 



We are Beings of this Existence, manifested into The Whole of Existence.
How have we been made to see denial and heaven, and believe this to be
true? True Existence, once we lift the veil, is so many levels that we move
through unacknowledging each day. It is Unconsciousness that keeps us
from viewing it, and it is Unconsciousness that wishes to keep us asleep.
All teachings may have been needed for a time period to move us forward,
and should Consciousness prevail then we would be looking at very
different doctrines of Liberation. Doctrines that would’ve accepted the
wholeness of our Physical and Spiritual Forms as ever-evolving within this
Conscious Universe and given to us the secrets as to why among all of
Creation this is so. So, when Entropy peaks and you begin to feel that you
have wasted time wandering about without our truth, know that the Force of
Stability will balance existence out and give us the wisdom needed. Heaven
is but a pocket in a dimension, we are one with Existence, why would we
accept this? Denial of Existence is Denial of Ourselves, it’s the denial of
our experiences here as Conscious Beings, why would we accept this as
well? 
 
Time Chakra/Rhythm 
Time is intelligent synchronicity, and its awakened state is Rhythm. Rhythm
is Conscious Harmonization, the opposition being Stillness. There is never a
moment of stillness here because where there is light, there is life. This
Chakra moves by way of Solar Fire, much like Space it is limited in its
movements but can influence billions of years away. Time is where The
Universal Intelligence resides as it reflects The Universal Mind (continued
in this trilogy), not initially Conscious it performs all tasks in a mechanized
manner. Assisting life throughout the Universe, touching all it can with
structure and growth. We look at the abundance of life on the planet and
always marvel at the intelligence. All of the Universe will continue if this
force resides within it. 
Once this Time Chakra moves into its Awakened Spiritual Form it moves
from autonomously performing tasks to Consciously participating. We’ve
come to know these Beings as The Sun Gods, which we will find much
literature on. One thing I’ve come to understand is that these Great Beings
are not limited to their Solar Systems, they move across the Universe
through the rays of light and easily place themselves within Solar Systems
of their choosing. At times even inhabiting another occupied star,



dominating an unawakened sun. Conscious Solar Systems take on an
Evolutionary Cycle that is beyond our current teachings here. Our Lord
however has taken on the seeding of Conscious Beings within this system,
which is a rare blessing as we can see within the galaxy. 
Much like the Space Chakra we possess a Time Chakra Point on our Astral
Forms. When looking for these Power Points you would confuse the truth,
for these last three are the entirety of the Astral Form. Just as our Cerebral
Brains replicate the Universal Energy Structure, so do our Astral Forms
replicate the Spiritual Universe. The Etheric Body is the Bridge-way from
the various paths. One day in the future, science would come to realize that
as the Universe grows, so do our replicated cerebral brain grow. Just the
same, as we can use larger portions of our brains Collectively, the universe
will advance and unlock new secrets.
Stagnation must be spoken of here, for stagnation does not signify death as
we would think of it. Consciousness and Intelligence fill the space where
life develops, it can either be one or the other, or both. Corruption can take
hold of any part of these three Life Expanding Forces, though each is
infected by different means, which I will explain later. This is crucial to
understand, however, once Consciousness and Intelligence have lost their
connection to an area within the Universe, then stagnation may occur. 
Stagnation in this sense is no new input from Source (Consciousness), no
continued support from Time (Universal Intelligence or Mind), which will
result in energies feeding off one another until there is no more left. The
intelligence will continue to do what it has always done, affecting space to
attempt to move about as it could with limited energies. It will become
a Lost Time Stream, any being’s still living within will become lost in a
period Unconscious. Unaware that anything has changed, they perform
tasks that will further infect one another. Such deaths can take eons, but for
the most part, any new light that breaks into such places will bring with it,
new life, and new information. This can prolong The Dark Planes feeding
off these areas. 
Insights: Please reflect on all that I have said. Know that some of us are
born into this world infected with stagnation from prior lives. Look into
yourself and see the splotches of growth that have ceased, we are so varied
in our experiences. Some are continuously being born again into the same
conditions, becoming further fragmented from the truth. It is so easy for us
to deny our Spiritual Ancestry, yet so easy to follow lies and deceit on



autopilot because it will give to us a misperceived better condition. It is
easy to accept how life has become, for there is no one who challenges it to
be better. To accept our Unconscious prejudice, hate, and even numbness
towards others who are attempting to experience Life Consciously. 
The planet is a beacon of light, but the stagnation is seen forming. We have
become very proficient in manufacturing Humans, but not as many Human
Beings. We control and create cities with very little Consciousness, yet
Intelligence is seen quite well. Yet the cities have taken on the look of
carbon copies of one another, with little interest in the desires of the Souls
which inhabit them. These cities do not blend into the natural environment
and assist the resources there either. This is a clear realization that life is
failing, of course, we are all made to think that progression is great. All
paths should be tied to understanding our Spiritual Truths. You cleanse
yourself, you automatically cleanse your environment. Our lives may come
from the Sun’s Grace, but our Conscious Existence comes from a place far
beyond. We are a beacon of light and life as free agents and should be
willing to share that light within the worlds we live in. The counter to this
would be the Civilizations that have fallen over and again throughout
history, in every case, they lost their connection to the Time Stream. The
larger the Civilization, the greater the destruction. The Dark Beings will
happily help us build a new one with more Unconsciousness.
 
Source Chakra/Action 
“Truth is so obscured nowadays and Lies so established that unless we love
the Truth, we shall never recognize it” -Blaise Pascal
The true source of our inherited Consciousness resides here, it is Awakened
as Action. We must look past our perceptions and definitions of the word
Action to know that true action is what we are. When we think or move our
Consciousness throughout Time and Space perhaps in our past experiences,
we are there. When we think of a loved one or ponder a future experience
we are there. This movement is what the Ancients called Electric Fire, it’s
instantaneous and our Astral Forms move purely as directed thoughts. This
is also how Unconsciousness occurs, we move about throughout our Time-
lines and recreate scenes of false comprehension of them, we become
trapped in these places because what occurred, and what is within Times
Intelligent Record locks are Consciousness in a wrong view. Repeated



Wrong Views around these same events place us in Inaction, no new
information from Source and thus we become Unconscious. 
This speaks to our current state, should we as individuals possess these
Unconscious Views, we risk the danger of misperceiving truth. When
Collective Consciousness knows them to be wrong, then it is easier for us to
free ourselves of such lies and our perceptions are strengthened. However,
should Collectively we hold a lie to be true as individuals, then the
Unconscious Collective makes seeing truth for what is nearly impossible
for the individual Consciousness. We have been fed such lies by the
Luciferic and Ahrimanic influence for epochs now, key figures throughout
history-changing our Natural Evolutionary Progression. Sufferings to such
degrees that masses were drained of their truths, beaten, and killed for
seeking truth and being fed more lies. Silencing any Soul which wished to
free us from this coma we are in, as we now live in an implanted state of
illusion and fear. 
We are blessed to be born in an era where information can once again
surface when our Spiritual Leaders are strong and Collectively seeking to
bring us back into a Conscious way of perceiving truth. Where the Holy
Hierarchy is once again at our sides as our protectors and guardians because
Consciousness is shining within the world. It is time to unify our teachings
and see them for what they initially wanted to convey, and to become
Conscious Collectively. Christ said we too could perform these acts, there is
power in this realization. 
We must learn to cleanse the internal conflict within our Astral Forms. Only
one power possesses the ability to do this, Love. I speak little of Love, for
we have grown into a society that throws the word around with little interest
in what it really means. Love is Action, not a word used to buffer a feeling.
The Buddha said that true love and kindness are performed while no one is
watching. You must actively love all of life to Fully Awaken and reconnect
to Consciousness and gain truth to all that blocks your Astral Form. Love is
what moves us forward, Love is what keeps us from corruption as we still
feel pain from other's hardships, Love is how we stand together in conflicts,
Love is how we fight for human rights, and Love is how we cleanse our
world. We must move beyond the love we have for ourselves, family, and
friends. This only leads to an Unconscious View of how we believe we
exist within units, and not unity. Where there is Light, there is Life, and we
should Love all of Life. When we do this, Consciousness will stream



through our Astral Forms with truth and cleanse all lies and corrupted
thoughts. I have been blessed to have met such Conscious Beings in this
lifetime, and the grace of just being in their presence was beyond
transformative to me. Love can cleanse the many lost souls and place them
back on the evolutionary path, it can change the societies we live in, and it
can as a Collective Consciousness cleanse the planet and Strengthen Our
Planets Soul to move forward in its Evolution. 
Insights: Once, the Collective Consciousness agreed to magic, we moved
about freely and manifested realities purely in harmony with one another.
We were young newly formed Gods among the Elementals, above the
Higher Elementals, and all the Primordial Realms. The world was light and
airy, and mystical energies mingled and rejoiced that we alone were
conceived as conscious children to Source within the physical universe. We
were not the first conception, for, throughout the Conscious Universe, The
Plane of Light had produced Beings which were granted Conscious. They
watched over us and guided our evolution. For we were the first to be Born
into the Universe as Self-Conscious.
Jealousy sprang up from those within these Hierarchies, for they did not
possess what was blessed to us and fell bitter into the corruption when they
stopped trusting in Life and stop Loving us. Those Children of Light that
trusted Source committed to protecting us and have so for ages. Until the
time came when we forgot them when Unconsciousness began to arise.
Magic was transformed into Technology, where now we had to manipulate
and no longer manifest, much less Collectively believe we could. We
became blinded and lived in service to false Gods now, many were those
among the jealous that sought control over our creative gifts that they did
not possess. 
Then came the time when many prophets reincarnated among us, they were
bound to our belief structures and did what they could to reawaken us, or at
the best plant the seeds. As destruction raged it was these seeds that kept us
from complete obliteration. By remembering their wisdom and full love, we
were given renewed strength to begin to reassert our natural course in
existence. How much of this can we believe? We have so many scientific
theories based on what we call hard facts. Only looking at the physical and
not considering looking beyond. 
On many occasions, Ancient Schools of Thought have known things that
Science is just discovering, God Particle, Pythagorean theorem, and Auras.



Why would such Ancient Teachings know such things if not for the insight
gained through Consciously receiving it? So much knowledge simply
waiting for the minds developed enough to comprehend it, who will be
next? A fully Conscious Being possesses a Fully Awakened Astral Form.
The space force is stabilized, the Time force is Intelligently Synchronized,
and the Source force is one with Consciousness. Consciousness will
manifest reality, in the strength and speed at which we create, which is
determined by our love for all life.



 
UNDERSTANDING THE
KINGDOMS IN EARTH’S
EVOLUTION
 
Kingdom or Dominions are exactly what they mean, within each Elemental
Plane or Realm there resides a Hierarchy. These Elementals exist
throughout the physical universe yet can easily transport themselves to their
home plane. I will present a structure to this and hopefully give much-
needed clarity. Beyond the Elemental Kingdoms, we find the Higher
Kingdoms of Holy and Dark where consciousness is inherited. These
Elements were pulled together to create the Physical Universe which we
were manifested into from the Source, they are in everything where Life
exists silently working. The line from the Source of Consciousness extends
to The Earthen Kingdom, when I refer to The Earth’s Evolution, I will be
referring to us. You will note that we manifested from a place far above the
Lower Planes of Elements, this is where the concepts that we’re born in
God's image come from. It is also the reason why some Beings felt cheated
and rebelled. There are Primordial Planes that exist below the Elements
from which they evolved.  
A reoccurring theme will show itself throughout this book. That we should
begin to realize that we are a replication of this great universe. Forged from
the very substance of billion-year-old stars and so much more. Nearly all
atoms within us carry with them the record of a past that we have tuned out
too. Even though it is thought that these molecules were created from a
long-dead star, what the physical eye views as dead the spirit knows as
transitioning. An organism is defined as a form of life composed of mutually
interdependent parts that maintain various vital processes. In other words, a
living entity that can function on its own. Depending on your viewpoint of
the word functions, our bodies are considered organisms, but then so are the
plants and animals, and so too are the planet on which we reside, as well as
the universe that we cohabit. For everywhere you find light, there are
mutually interdependent parts that maintain various processes. The same is



true for a star that we believed had died billions of years ago, for if it had
died, we would not be made of stardust. The nature of the dead star
(organism) would’ve just ceased to exist and everything that occurred after
that would not be. But we know that the star was simply (transitioning) into
the abundance of beauty we see throughout the universe, and within
ourselves. Is there such a thing as “true death then?” Or is our concept of
death simply a reflection of an ancient dance we have performed countless
times? Our body reflects the universe, consciously formed by us, our road
map to the truth if we would just look at it the way all the universe operates,
as energy. It will be hard to convey the true conceptualizations, try to
visualize our human forms superimposed on the Planes, Realms, and
Dimensions. But the true reality is that these Planes reside within Existence,
without a location other than when we move throughout them. Our
Consciousness or Unconsciousness pulls us to them and away from the
opposition, only then do they manifest. 
Note that the other Kingdoms (Planes) have been given a name by the
established inhabitants. Ours has not, due to the fact that we are in
formation and are establishing our place within The Universe. I will later
speak on the current evolution and name of this Plane but realize that I take
liberties to do so, for it hasn’t fully manifested yet. Order and Entropy will
battle over us until we decide our place within this Kingdom. Names are
only whispered of possibilities at this time. 
Human life began the start of a miracle that continues to this day. The stars
were big balls of burning gas that forged the chemicals that compose our
human form. The fishes who swam eventually crawled out of the sea onto
land and gave to us our bones and our limbs. The furry little mammals that
survived the dinosaur extinction gave us our hair and warm blood. The
monkey-like primates who lived in the trees gave us our grasping fingers
and keen eyesight. Yet all these stories lack speaking about the expansion
and flow of energy that was the backbone of life’s creation. The force that
silently pushed forward the agenda that life would manifest specifically for
a reason.
After Light poured forth into this universe our closest reasoning is that it
was a rich source of protons. It is told that as the universe began to cool
forward and onward, they became joined with electrons forming the lightest
element known to us, Hydrogen a mixture of gases and water. The very
water that was created thirteen billion years ago resides now in over half



percent of each of our bodies today, unchanged from its original form.
Osmosis teaches us that it never depletes, only transitions, and is reborn.
The very force of that outpouring when the light began. Light has the nature
to connect and grow together as it expands.
Light carries with it the seeds of the Omnipotent Design and
Consciousness. Is it any wonder why our watery ancestors had a history of
forming from the energy of heated sources, and then light eventually drew
them to the surface to ascend to the next evolution? Later being safe in the
trees to be able to see far and wide into the horizon for safety only to lose
this security and be forced to develop upright to have a better vision of the
environment. Light is how we connect to the Source of all Creation.
Through our very eyes, we materialized and created our form, we
communicate this on levels not capable of being understood today. This
materializing can only be fully realized when we connect ourselves once
again to Source and move away from the corruption that has begun to take a
hold of our energies. Where Light is of Stability, Dark is of Entropy.
Entropy is defined as complete disorder and confusion. It is the substance
that was present before Light came into being. We initially as Spirits did not
view existence as light and dark, good, or bad, you will come to understand
that we are born from both. Within the Grand Design, both realms have
their place and they are not alone but one of many threads that reflect
themselves from our bodies and back again into the whole of the universe.
As we learn to freely move within the universe, we can position ourselves
to receive the full benefits of our spiritual destinies. Within the gradient
scale, we move from the lower realms of Light and into the higher ones that
will resonate with the higher frequency of creation and life. Or we can be
pushed too weak to fight into the lower dimension of Entropy, for some
they may even be contorted into the higher dimensions of Entropy for a
greater purpose. All this will make more sense soon.
Quantum Physics has specifically looked at the universe and has come to
believe that the deeper we go to view life on the microscopic levels, the
more chaotic it looks. Random explosions and erratic events are a boiling
pot just waiting to seep over and shred the cosmos as we know it. This is
the soupy atomic bodies we are formed in, constant minuscule militarily
organized creatures battle it out on a scale that humans have never seen in
any world war on this planet. Many times, the chaos within us wins and we
lose the war to cancers, diseases, and wrongful deaths. Yet many times



more the Light within us contains that chaos and allows for a good long life
that enables us to achieve some of the goals we set out to accomplish. One
might think that we have a bonus in that we populate fast, however, the
drama at which we have a population boom only speaks to a deeper need
that we are not achieving what we set out to do. See this and know that we
are really “calling out the troops” in our time of need.
What will happen if we fail to take our place in the universe? Rest assured
we will not die, only disperse, and seek to manifest these conditions all over
again. The question is, how many times has this been done? What is the
purpose? The answer is summed up in just three words, The Grand
Awakening. There is a calling within each of us to move beyond the
confines of this material universe and ascend back to Source to take on
what is in our nature to do, create.
 
Realms, Planes, & Dimensions
I mean to throw away some concepts we may have of the universe that we
live in. It’s not that these concepts are incorrect, it’s just that we are seeking
to evolve in our spirituality and for that, we need to redesign our viewpoints
of the physical world. I’ve discussed how we formed and controlled our
creation. My discussion centered on the power that we wielded to create the
bodies through our ever-evolving chakra points. The extent of our control is
generally only limited to our access to the Omni-Chakras and our Astral
forms. These Planes, we connect through our Conscious Awakening and are
able to move throughout them. However, with the Realms and Dimensions,
they were formed as Shadowed Planes by Greater Beings that must be
granted access through conscious channels. Some Realms and Dimensions
are of Conscious Beings where the enlightened reside, yet others will entrap
us and drain us of our consciousness influencing our physical perceptions. 
Like strings that connect to a puppet, they lock us into a pattern of great joy
or deep misery. We move throughout the Planes that I will show you
thousands of times a day in some cases. But over the course of eons
performing the countless number of story-lines, we as spirits will inevitably
fall into the same patterns. Even if we possess the darkest of tendencies
over time when we die, we are supposed to be able to set our next lifetime
to righting those wrongs and placing ourselves on a much more prestigious
path. That is unless we are too entrenched by the influence of the Outer
Universe.



The Outer Universe consists of all that isn’t lit in the night sky, should we
see any color, then this is not the Outer Universe. It’s the fill-in that we see
on the horizon at night between the stars, galaxies, and universes. We’ve
known for some time now that dark matter is still a type of matter, just of a
different kind. Where the Collective Universe communicates and expands
through Light producing Vibrations, the Outer Universe replicates this
through Echos, a mimicry of life. I’m reminded of this whenever I meditate
for an hour, calming the mind comes only after you quieted it and then pull
away from the distracting noise pollution that fills the environment. Sounds
produce Vibrations which are the products of Physical Life, an Echo in this
sense are the aftereffects that scatter about off the vibration, this is only
achieved when density is present. Density has layers beyond our current
understanding, even beyond the realms that atoms inhabit. Sound defined
for this topic would be mechanical radiant energy that is transmitted by
longitudinal pressure waves in a material medium (such as air) and is the
objective cause of hearing. Whereas the neutral product is a Vibration that
would be defined as; a periodic motion of the particles of an elastic body or
medium in alternately opposite directions from the position of equilibrium
when that equilibrium has been disturbed. An Echo is defined as a: the
repetition of a sound caused by the reflection of sound waves b: the sound
due to such reflection c: a repetition or imitation of another: Reflection. 
Spirits do not require vocal cords to get their communication across,
perhaps the reason why it’s difficult to explain some of our deepest insights.
However, when we are in the presence of truth, we know it because it
deepens our connection with the entire world around us. To get here, vocal
cords were needed, and one could say they have taken over.
Communication has gotten to become so aggressive that everyone has a
viewpoint about everything, and when they don’t, they pretend to have one.
Our cities are cluttered with a continued clambering that says, “Look, I’m
here and have so many things to do and say!”
Vibrations fluctuate particles, they are also the stuff of gravity moving this
entire universe on towards the Outer Universe's final design. Constantly
bouncing off one another and breaking large pieces of debris throughout the
universe the Outer Universe caters to the Realm of Entropy by scattering
matter, its true prize is to scatter Beings born of the Collective Universe.
When our powers of Creation are turned into dark patterns, our presence
drains life from the environment. I’m reminded of those that have the power



to keep us stranded in the meaningless conversation for hours, and when it’s
over we literally feel that we lost a piece of our life because we are so
drained. I’m sure they are not aware of what they do on most occasions, but
they are feeding off our energies and gathering Consciousness to supply
something other than themselves. For any Consciousness, we seek to bring
to them, and their situations seem to not be absorbed. We must learn to
direct our Conscious communication to the things which bind them in their
slumbering state, not to the Echo/Reflection that stands before us. This
takes skills and experience, for there are many times that this can turn out as
an assault on the dark forces that contain them. 
Where a Vibration can carry a positive flow of emotions such as love and
kindness, it can also harbor a negative flow of fear and hate. These are just
two examples of these emotions, where the positive emotions connect to
Life and Source, and the negative emotions call forth the Outer Universe. I
hope we are now coming to some realization about why wars and great
sufferings have the ability to echo great distances and affect many Souls,
sometimes for generations. These created events have just one cause, us.
We are the only Beings capable of creation, we are the Souls influenced and
corrupted to create the world we currently see. See past your current life
and see that we are family to a greater unit, see finally that all things matter
in our world. Know all events can be cleansed of the corruption if we can
mature and finally take on true responsibility as a Collective Consciousness.
We must learn to emit Consciously our flows of positive emotions when we
communicate, for we all read these energies omitted from one another. The
lost souls will view them with suspicion, eventually, they will be cleansed
which I noticed in many instances.  
Planes are the Collective Conscious Reality, all that we know of the Known
Universe. Dimensions are created by a fraction of these Beings (Conscious)
or Entities (Corrupted), in both cases Dimensions can only be created
through manifestation or manipulation of consciousness. Realms are when a
manipulated Dimension becomes completely actualized to the point that it
can be seeped into and shadow the Known Universe. We as Conscious
Beings seek to create Dimensions that will manifest Planes that will reflect
truth which coincides with that of the Omni-Conscious. I will most likely
repeat these definitions at a later time as information becomes clearer to
you since I realize these bodies operate differently on occasions within
different Planes. This is due to the fact that the Beings that reside within



each Plane, Realm, or Dimension have collectively developed with different
truths. 
The Outer Universe seeks through its corruption to feed off these Planes
and refashion them to be the disillusion of truth. Whereas within the Outer
Universe, Unconsciousness creates fragmented pockets stemming from
Entropy. If we were able to imagine and superimpose the two universes on
top of one another, then we would truly see the body of what we termed in
this universe as The All. Collectively awake granting us Life and Light, and
outwardly asleep Fragmented in Dark. 
 



THE COLLECTIVE UNIVERSE
IN EARTH'S EVOLUTION
 
The Collective Universe ushers us towards the Realm of Order. Within the
Higher Realms of The Collective, we have the Planes
of Creation and Light where we are graced with the Consciousness of the
Omnipotent Design. Should we be able to move into these Realms, then
you will connect to not only Source but the Intelligence that resides there as
well. Source has always been a physical concept, what we conceived as
Source was the physical embodiment of pure energy on levels we cannot
see yet. Existing in every place known and unknown to us, here is where we
will finally be able to connect the mind to the spirit. Those who have, are
forever changed. You will also discover how the Omnipotent Consciousness
creates by the purity of sheer will. Visualization is replaced by the
knowledge of force structuring itself to your will due to your place in these
Higher Planes and connection to Source. Within the Lower Realms of the
Collective Universe, we have the Planes of Realities and Possibilities, this
is where we will find some of us are at. Usually, those of us who have made
great strides to awaken our spiritual natures have committed ourselves to
help because we feel deeply the need to unite the entire world. Each Plane
is divided into three sub-planes that must be understood and moved through
to get to the next unless you’re aware enough to already have conquered the
challenges. In the Collective Universe, we learn to develop our ability to
postulate and visualize our will into manifesting. We will learn what hinders
us or slows down our ability to create this way. We will also come to
understand the Collective Conscious Level of Spiritually Aware Beings.
Tapping into this Consciousness will awaken our Time-lines and the full
account of why we became one with the physical universe individually. We
will be able to understand what drives us and what we fear most. We will be
one with the Conscious Level of our spiritual siblings and start to move in
unison with healing the destruction that has corrupted this planet. You will
begin to understand that the battle for our preeminence was never fought in
the Lower Kingdoms, but always over the Dominion above Holy and Dark,
where we reside.



Each Realm comes with its unique understanding and function to an
individual on the path to Conscious Awareness. Some may be easy to
access due to our prior experience with that realm, or intense as we begin to
expand our consciousness. There could be realms that we are not ready to
comprehend, if we get to this point, we should just slow our progress and
contemplate it occasionally. Meditation may help create your conditions to
receive the wisdom of finding a positive group of friends that enjoy
brainstorming philosophical topics. Your connection with others will begin
to grow and perhaps something that you have never noticed will start to
occur. People will begin to look directly into your eyes with an open
wondering. 
When I initiated this way of understanding it was unsettling at first, I came
to realize quite fast and floods of past experiences came forth. I
remembered when I decided to go into this slumber and felt the anguish of
this decision. I then came to discover that consciously the other spirits were
cheering me on, even if they weren’t aware of it. What people said to me
and what I heard from Consciousness through normal conversations had
great meaning. 
When you meet Aware Beings, they will see your spiritual growth and have
delightful conversations with you that will instill confidence in further
growth. Lastly, if you are lucky enough to come across a Greater Being,
their conversation will be forward and honest, yet with detailed key answers
to the questions, you may have asked into the universe. Greater Beings of
the Collective Consciousness live in a detached state from a single spirit
because they exist in an aware state for a much larger number of spirits.
There is never a guarantee that if you come across them once, you will meet
them again in this life. But you will become more aware of their kind
energy as you begin to grow.
The way to move through a new type of awareness is by committing
yourself and being open enough to receive it. Acceptance is the nature of
spirits, not denial. This does not mean we force all knowledge into our
minds, we simply accept it as knowledge and become aware of how it
interacts with our consciousness. In this way, we observe the lessons and
contemplate what’s being communicated. When we have slowly taken the
time and seen that this way of thinking is right for us (or wrong) for us, then
we have made a self-aware decision. I have complete confidence in you
since the chapters before this I view as advanced already.



I will at times present to you an item to contemplate, this may be in the
form of a challenge, or perhaps it may be something else to imagine, or
maybe even reflect upon. It is my hope that you will attempt what you can
and not push too fast beyond your means. Anywhere on this path is a start
in the right direction, just living with a good nature will assure your rebirth
in the Collective. Quick spiritual growth is incomprehensible and may
cause a confused state to linger. My suggestion is to take time away from a
lesson if your awareness struggles to grasp it, the mind will relax over time
and you might be willing to confront it at a later date. You would do
yourself kindness by not setting a date or time when you will attempt it
again, just relax about your daily activities and tell yourself softly, “When I
am ready, I will know.” The mind will softly ponder the understandings as
if in the background, I even heard at times that experiences will manifest to
teach the lessons. But in most cases one day in the future, our Souls just
know it’s ready to go back to the lesson and move forward.
We are evolution, we are co-creators in this design and have a responsibility
to see this through to the end. Be willing to change, we must understand
that without enhancing the Collective Consciousness we will meet the
Outer Universe head-on at our current pace. Corporations are what push our
lives here on the planet, but why haven’t we truly looked at this as a
temporary thing? Our lives have become a constant flow of short-lived
adventures that never end in everlasting happiness. Creating wealth by
destroying the resources can only go so far. It’s become obvious that those
of us who will not confront this are being influenced by lost views, fed
excuses that we chose to believe, and aren’t as interested as we say we care
about the future of our planet. It is better to visualize a better world daily
than to do nothing now that we understand we create our world. To link
these visualizations with millions on the planet would create changes that
we haven’t seen since science became the new way of thought and
mysticism vanished or found ways to see planets inside our galaxy when
before we simply looked at “just lights in the night sky” with little concern.
Spiritually within the Collective, our consciousness is what pulls us towards
the realm we reside. We may exist many lifetimes in a particular realm or
jump about temporarily due to any number of circumstances. We create
most of these conditions by how we Consciously observe our world. It is
this Awareness that will pull us into greater forms of understanding and
over time we will be re-birthed into a higher realm. 



Our Unconsciousness will make the way we observe the world an altered
state of false views. Over time, we will continue to struggle as we fight
internally for ways out of these conflicting thoughts until we succumb and
begin to believe in them. The exact moment this happens we will be re-
birthed into the Outer Universe. There are still many ways that we can
move our way back out by bringing Consciousness into the way we
acknowledge and observe the world and looking towards guides that have
the ability to show us a new path.
 
Realm of Order
Life’s force pulls us towards Order when we are Initiated, we have gained
the awareness needed to take on the responsibilities once again. We can
Consciously create an existence full of Light and Love for all that is
touched by the design. This interpretation is given to each of us in different
ways, for we have all experienced existence for different reasons. We must
acknowledge that the Omnipotent Consciousness was not living life through
us but as us. What we have experienced, has specific qualities capable of
enhancing the Collective Universe, and this is done on many layers. There
is the Earth’s Consciousness of which we are a part of which we
comprehend as Christ’s Evolutionary Cycle. There is the Sun's
Consciousness of which we were granted Life’s Force within the Physical
Realm. Sentient Beings from Venus and Saturn assisted in Earth’s
development and so portions of us possess Consciousness from their
Evolutionary Cycle. Then we come to the Root Races that we have
developed on this planet.
We are said to be moving past the 5th Root Race and into the 6th Root Race
currently. The easiest way to describe the effects of a Root Race is a Human
Being will be reincarnated on the planet with awakened Chakra Points. The
Chakras weren’t originally needed but now they are a necessity to bridge
our path back to Source. 
In addition, the different individual Races here on earth have a Collective
Soul. The few that still have kept an area-specific genetic line will develop
this, they consciously think as a unit and feel specific pains that were
inflicted on the race. They will also feel threatened if another Race begins
to genetically blend with them. This is in fact inevitable and part of our
evolution to become a formalized single race, outgrowing Race Souls. 



Being born into life with awakened Chakras is something we may not see
immediately, but by being the Souls that do the work and awaken them in
this era, we will assist in the future awakening of the next Root Races.
Though my primary concern is our own spiritual development, I must
Consciously commit myself to all the Universal Evolutions and know that
we in the Known Universe grow stronger when unified with one another. I
know that strengthening our place in this forming Universe is paramount,
that the very specifics of our creation into the Earth Element bares great
meaning. I will perhaps speak of other evolutionary cycles at a later date.
This in its entirety is pushing toward Order within the Collective Universe,
moving forward in love with all of life in mind. I will now discuss how the
higher and lower realms assist one another in this Collective Awakening. 
 
 
Higher Planes of Creation & Light
There are Planes of Light and Creation in every Kingdom within The
Universe, Light possessing various degrees even in the Unconscious
Universe. With Light, springs forth the Creation of a multitude of forms.
The Higher Realms of Light were Realms that worked as a whole towards
these Goals and have formed special societies that assist Conscious Beings
throughout the Known Universe. As we have noted, the Angelic Plane of
Holy is a Patron Society to the Light Realm but is forged from Plasma/Fire
and Solid/Earth Elements. They were loving and kind to accept
guardianship over our Creation here on Earth knowing we will supersede
them in a Realm above them. They do this for the greater good of the
Universe, for we will become the advancement that is needed. As Beings
granted Consciousness, they are given free will and choice, we know well
what occurred during this time with Lucifer. They are a warrior-built
society, as they have spent most of their existence throughout all the
Kingdoms and Planes in warfare beyond our comprehensions with the
chaotic forces that seek to corrupt us. Elevated and ingenious, the Leaders
among them have purposed direct communication to the Source of
Consciousness. 
They became hindered here on Earth because of our influenced disbelief in
them. Doing what they could behind the scenes and assisting those of us
who believed in them. The Luciferic and Ahrimanic forces merged into our
very existence, which made it impossible to exorcise them without harming



us, which was forbidden. They were made to wait out for a time when we
broke free of the corruption. Some were assigned to Earth to look for the
signs, while others continued the fight throughout the Universe. 
The Planes of Earth and the Holy exist influential of one another’s space,
Beings there develop similar ways through consciousness. They are graced
with light and love, never seeking to harm, but very willing to protect for
the greater good. They direct and command the Elementals with something
beyond thought, for elementals will formulate their wishes without their
Conscious desiring. On occasion, the greater ones among them will be
gifted with True Creation. Being able to subjugate the elements and form
matter is common among these Beings, being able to breathe Life Force and
Consciousness into a form is True Creation. We see this done on very few
occasions throughout our historical teachings, and now understand that this
has been gifted to us through our manifestation from the Source. Know
better why there are Beings that despise our creation, and why there are so
many willing to fight for us as we learn to stand on our own.
There are Souls among us on many occasions that have moved into the
Higher Collective Consciousness of the Omnipotent Design. Some we were
graced enough to document, they have become an inspiration for
generations of Souls. Many never know, they continue to reincarnate and
can masquerade among us with directives I could not fathom. 
Now reread Revelations, why would these Beings harm us and set forth so
much destruction? Are they really graced with Light and Love for all of
Creation? Or a tale fabricated to make us fear these Beings in so many dark
ways. Has it been noticed that very little is said about Angelic Beings,
generally they are within the Bible as servants with little consciousness of
the world they come to or the Souls they speak with? The Archangels are
spoken of on so few occasions, yet they have been incredible champions
and Guardians to the Light. There are massive secrets to be unlocked within
the pages of The Bible, but this is our fight when we are Collectively ready. 
          
 
Lower Planes of Realities & Possibilities
These are the Planes where most good nature souls incarnate. When I speak
of reincarnating you must understand that here we are burdened with
physical forms, but our Consciousness and Minds reside within these Planes
at the same time. We meet another Soul here on earth and wonder why their



viewpoints and opinions differ from ours, it is because they reside in a place
different in mind and consciousness. It is this key fact that psychologists
and many self-help therapies have not understood. Hopefully, this sheds
new light on developing new techniques. Have we not been dumbfounded
by how each child born to the same family is actually different, especially
in how they form their views of the world? 
For the many of us that reincarnate here, we mean well and do the best we
can. We fluctuate between dreaming of a better life, and actively working
hard to achieve one. Most of us accept the way life functions and do what
we are told because we are promised happiness in return. We build our
circles of loved ones and fight through any hardships, for we feel this is the
way life was meant to be. Our energy keeps life hoping for a better world
but mainly assists the people immediately in our lives, for they are the only
ones who we believe affect our normalcy.
If ushered and inspired, we will step out of our shells and even do great
things for others. Organizations, Religions, and Politicians can really be
inspired to do good things for societies. In the end, there is a pulse of self-
preservation in these actions. It cannot be helped, we are ingrained to care
about our mortality. Groups after groups have started off meaning well, but
later we see them becoming things of our nightmares. Even the purely
positive intentions are slandered in the media as news breaks. We’ve
become deaf to the negativity and nowadays simply accept it and view
people scrutinizing what they do, and if they will harm our happiness. 
These two Planes though exhausting at times are also where we find so
much beauty in the actions of others. Dreams are kept alive, and
possibilities form into realities but rarely by chance. Hard work is needed,
and respect gives us identities that we believe in. I am writing this during
the COVID 19 Pandemic. I watched as people struggled with their Identities
and were told to stay home and be safe. I watched as people were lost in
this for many months. Slowly I watched as families connected and even
began group walks, I heard laughter in the neighborhood, something I never
heard before the Pandemic. I’m sure some felt guilt when having to return
to work and not really wanting to, for they had found a new identity, being a
loving family unit. Of course, we are still in the Pandemic, and we have all
suffered in some way. This broke our realities, if just for a brief time to see
something new. It broke our reality that our loved ones would live for as
long as we wanted, it broke the reality that slaving at a job and having no



connection with your loved ones was how it should be. We accepted these
situations and it enlightened us to find a life different from the one we were
living. 
This is what happens within this Plane, Possibilities form Realities, our
hopes and dreams keep us looking. Throughout these two Planes, the few
Aware Beings attempt to keep Collective Consciousness in check. Making
sure we never lose hope these Beings live and work with us always helping
to make our days brighter, and worth it. Some may not be consciously
evolved, but they have surpassed us in acceptance to such a degree that the
common world doesn’t affect them the same way. They see past the lies that
are told to them and are generally good-natured and haven’t formulated any
deep thoughts on spirituality. For them, it works. Life could be better if we
would Collectively agree to change it, I feel we are attempting to grow this
concept together now. 
 
 
 



 
THE OUTER UNIVERSE            
 
Next, we look at the Realms in the Outer Universe, which are the Higher
Dimensions of Dark and Destruction, should an unfortunate Spirit become
stranded within these Realms, it would only be because they possessed
awareness at one point and time and through an intense amount of chaotic
events throughout many cycles have turned inward and contorted in their
concepts. Entropy is most attracted to powerful beings, in this I mean
spiritually aware ones. The hardest of us to corrupt, yet over time and
without the proper strength of the Collective Universe even these Great
Beings may deteriorate and lose the love they hold towards all beings.
Some of the greatest Spiritual Leaders have met unfortunate ends due to the
influence Entropy has over our Spiritual Nature. We generally misdirect
what caused these deaths, because we never really take the time to look
deeper and see the true influences. Should Spirits end up in the Higher
Realms of the Outer Universe, it’s usually due to their connection to the
Collective and how Entropy will seek now to feed off their knowledge.
Without the continued input of the ever-evolving Consciousness, these
Outer Realms will slowly deteriorate the Spirit and distort a Soul’s
awareness.
The Unconscious Level of the Omnipotent Design may be hard for us to
comprehend. We are children of Light and Dark, our very spiritual bodies
both physical and spiritual possess the struggle of existence’s ancient war.
Imagine Source as a grand-master at meditation, though perfect and all-
knowing with complete harmony in spirit, the physical body continues its
life/death battle. The micro-organism within the grand-master's body live
and die with very little understanding that they are a part of something
grander, the grand-master does acknowledge the micro-organism because
he is consumed in the bliss of being one with the universe, but his
connection with them is one of curiosity with little need to interfere with
their existence. 
Taking this now to the Unconsciousness of the Omnipotent Design we must
understand that overtime in the course of our existence we have created
belief systems that honor what we consider “good” and oppose what we call



“evil” never confronting the fact that they are one and the same and it is
only a human concept. Unlike the grand-master, the Omnipotent
Consciousness is awareness in all places within the universe where
organisms thrive. When areas no longer possess the flow of their force it is
still part of Omnipotence, it falls into an Unconscious state. In this
Unconscious state, it is born into a life of its own, cut off from the ever-
evolving consciousness it re-creates what it believes to be a functioning
system only to contort what is truth. Its goals are then to formulate and
mimic what it once was, even though it lacks the connection to the evolving
Consciousness. This will become clearer in the following chapters.
Within the Lower Realms of the Outer Universe. we have the Dimensions
of Fears and Internalizations. There are many of us that reside within these
dimensions, here irrational and chaotic fears take over and hinder our every
move in life. Our beliefs that we are physical and will only have a short
time to achieve anything pushes us into a frenzy. Chaos seeps into our
powers of creation and fears begin to manifest themselves around us. Here
we find pessimism, hopelessness, and depravity in their worst forms. Still a
being of creation, we fuel the Outer Universe with abilities and it, in turn,
creates our hell. Within the Realm of Fear, we are living somewhat, yet we
aren’t alive and passionate simply moving through the motions and
accepting life as we believe it to be. We can live many lives in this state,
searching for more and never having the ability to connect back to the
Collective Universe. 
In the Realm of Internalizations, our fears have finally taken root at our
cores and when we pass on, we fall into a place where other broken spirits
have unconsciously collected pushing us further into the dark. Here we find
the troubled specters hovering about trying so hard to reconnect to the
living, tormenting and harming others in the extreme cases. This soupy
realm resides like an undercurrent to the physical realm and has been
known many times to influence the nature of the unconscious spirits. When
looking at the great devastation and genocides that have taken place on
entire continents and have never been spiritually cleansed, we could begin
to see why it’s so hard to rise above our conditions in life.
Here within the Outer Realms of the Lower Dimensions, we have over time
fallen into a Collective Sub-Conscious State. Sub-Conscious because it was
Self-Created with the unity of our screams and fears for so long. We possess
a gold tether that has been spoken of by many Astral Projectors, the cord is



of varied strength depending upon your connection to the Outer Universe,
and we will always possess this if we possess Egoistic Attachments, even
when we slip far into an unconscious state. This tether was designed by The
Holy Hierarchy to pull us back onto the path, there are just two scenarios
where this tether will break, if we fully awaken and lose Ego Attachments,
or if we sink into the Higher Realms of the Outer Universe.
While in the Realm of Fear we still have some amount of choice to decide
to pull ourselves free of devastation, in the Realm of Internalizations this is
not an option. We merge so intensely with the Collective Sub-Conscious
State that all wrong beliefs and views become our only reality supported by
all other lost spirits, our spiritual cords are thinned and so translucent that
only the powers of an Aware Being can stimulate it back and begin to assist
our pathway back towards spiritual healing. This Realm was self-created by
us through our fear to survive on a planet that has eaten, beaten and killed
us for millions of years. It has been made more powerful with the evolution
of humans, our advanced states of unconsciousness have created a very real
hell that seeks to grow with every Spirit it assimilates. The more we are
made to fear, the more it will impose that fear into our living space.
If you will note, when visualizing the Elemental Chart, Dark resides in the
center. We can understand how it has an influence on all connected
Kingdoms. But it is contained and surrounded at once, but constantly
finding new ways to spread itself. Our Domain is just above Dark, and in
the stages of formation, we are responsible for realizing the end result and
deciding our fate. Each of the Realms in the Outer Universe seeks to
corrupt its opposite Realm in the Collective. With intensely different
effects. Order is a place that pulls together the Omnipotent Consciousness
and connects its Spiritual Beings, this will allow us to reach out and connect
to the Design of Creation. Entropy seeks to replicate this Design but fails
without the Source’s ever-flowing force. So instead it feeds off itself
depleting its energy and then seeks to find more in desperation. It isn’t a
struggle to death because the Collective Universe is Creation Materialized.
This means that should events ever lead to the point when Dark over
encompasses Light, all that is light will boil to a point in creation, and the
will of the Omnipotent Consciousness will simply materialize again in a
great flowing to begin the cycle anew. It is for us to end this cycle when we
finally realize the why and how.



Remember the story of the grand-master? Imagine now if the grand-master
had it within his power to harmonize every part of his body and there would
be no more destruction among the micro-organisms. All creatures that
existed within the grand-master’s body were at peace and prospered in all
their unique ways. Imagine that this occurred because some of those
organisms developed a way to communicate to the grand-master, the yogi
then through this new connection was able to create harmony through them
and develop a miniature universe where every creature was working
towards the common good of the body and there were no longer need for
war or wants. This could be hard to even imagine, but it’s the future to
come if we connect and continue to grow towards our truth.
The raw potential of Creation is untapped by the spiritual world, thus far
only reserved for Greater Beings. Even now the pathways we possess here
to achieve such greatness so far only tell us to be humble and not make
grand displays of such gifts. They warn that we should live in silence
because the world “isn’t ready” for such feats. I must play Devil’s Advocate
here, what we call “all these reasons” is merely a way for us to hamper
down on our true potential so that we never are able to give another being a
glimpse of what can truly be. There are Greater Beings that choose to keep
themselves secret from us, but they have their reasons. But then there are
those who exist throughout even this world that never comes forward.
Within a Buddhist prayer, the Sangha (body or community) calls forth to
honor Buddha, all other Beings that have the potential to become Buddha,
and the Buddhas that have hidden themselves to please come forth and
grant us their wisdom. My point here is that within the Spiritual Collective
we are very aware of one another and are unified in our goals. We may even
communicate in ways that our consciousness may not yet fully understand,
but we are all here. Existing within the Realms, Planes, and Dimensions.
The Outer Universe is full of Unconsciousness and lack of growth,
incapable of connecting to the richness of life and the everlasting supply of
Consciousness. It reflects a place that feeds upon itself as it mimics what it
conceives to be right. Light-Workers and Healers work tirelessly to bring
Consciousness into these Realms and the Beings that reside here. A Light-
Worker is able to bring conscious energy back into a damaged space,
whereas a Light-Healer is able to bring consciousness back to a lost Soul.
But in the end, it takes the Unconscious Being to change its place within the
Realms, for they are responsible for their own life path. For these Damaged



Souls, I will lay their Unconsciousness before us so that we are never again
deceived. 
Unconsciousness begins to grow the same as Consciousness when we move
our Observations into areas that we perceive to be the workings of the
Grand Design but are mistaken. We allow ourselves to be influenced by the
groups we are attached to without taking an aware viewpoint for ourselves,
and over time this becomes the norm. We then tend to follow what the “new
ways” of existing are in our communities, not because we know it to be
right, but because that’s what everyone is doing. We become afraid to move
outside of these viewpoints.
Over time, continuing this way darkness begins to eat at our Consciousness
as it conflicts with our original concepts of oneness, and we begin to
attempt to form our own understandings of what we once knew was right.
Yet without connections with the Source, we aren’t presented with current
understandings from within the Collective Consciousness and must piece
together what we believe to be right. We continue this way until we seek to
feed off anyone or anything, we believe will make us feel this connection
again, or fill the gap that is left in our souls. In the worst extremes, we end
up taking on the conception that our survival is paramount to any others in
our existence, for everything is just for us to experience. Every hardship is
ours alone and those who hurt us must be dealt with. 
In the lowest of the Outer Universe, we find ourselves so completely
disconnected that there is nowhere for us to grow. We are born into a realm
where hunger is so intense and cannot be filled by any source, yet our
influence over infecting others is strong as we fight to get the smallest
samples of Consciousness to survive. Feeding off of the Collective this way
takes from the Conscious Spirits that dwell here, hindering them from
growing unless they become Consciously Aware of the infection.
It is also time we look at what we are doing to our own bodies that may
cause the Outer Universe to take hold. All of the Conscious Universe
survives in a complete circle of processed energy, our bodies have evolved
to do just this. Should we choose to take in meat or take in vegetables it is
and will only be of a personal belief detailed within our very unique paths.
It is the way in which we take in these foods that we have to acknowledge.
In societies, we pack chemical pollutants into the foods we inevitably
consume which are excessively destructive to ourselves and our family’s
bodies. We pollute the airs in which we breathe with little concern for the



effects and build ways of energy that are detrimental to our lives even when
they are contained. We digest our bodies with drugs, with little knowledge
or concern for what they will do to us. And we have children during these
events, infecting them with all we have lingering within us. And this is just
the physical side of it.
Should we find that we show personality traits within the Outer Universe
don’t become too discouraged. I offer this as a pearl of wisdom, we may all
jump throughout the Realms on varied degrees and opinions. Those that are
most in danger of losing themselves are those who aren’t capable of seeing
these faults within. We operate on Consciousness alone, and it is the degree
to which we possess it that would determine our strength in these darker
realms, if we ever awakened in past lives our Consciousness will be
stronger if we fall. As I have learned, do not feel guilt either, for even in
falling there are lessons to learn, and paths to realize.
 
 
Realm of Entropy
The Realm of Entropy is where we start here. When we associate ourselves
with the Outer Universe to such a degree that our Consciousness begins to
fade, corruption begins. The Beings within the physical universe are cycled
out fast and are ushered forwards to be reborn into the Lower Realms. The
faster their life and death cycles are, the more of their collected
consciousness can be absorbed. These Lower Realm Dwellers lead such
corrupted lives that they tend to die sooner and even infect others along the
way. Aware Beings who have gained stronger insights into functioning and
living are processed slower to collect from them their current Conscious
understanding to be able to add it to the Outer Universe. Greater Beings and
above that should fall, they risk the possibility of becoming embraced by
Entropy. These Minions could greatly enhance The Outer Universe's
expansion in a multitude of ways, and they bring with them a wealth of
current wisdom that awakens the Outer Universe to put new techniques to
use. The greater corruptions are those that infect large nations or massive
numbers of Souls. It would be similar to putting the lights out in a portion
of the Collective Universe, with an infection of suffering to all adjoining
Life. 
A word to all of those who believe they follow and even worship Dark
Forces, chances are Entropy has not even taken notice of you. The Outer



Universe feeds off Consciousness, you are most likely among the ones that
are cycled through the Lower Realm with little to offer it. Even if you
suddenly gained Ancient Dark Wisdom, Entropy created it and it wouldn’t
take interest. If you are used to influencing a group or causing some event,
Entropy, in the end, will continue to cycle you quickly through the Lower
Realms. There is only loss, upon this path. The Legions of these dark
realms are very old and few in numbers, it is maintained by feeding off one
another. 
There are Ancient Ones that never show themselves because even they exist
knowing they could be consumed. You could not fathom how long I
contemplated even speaking of these secrets. I thought about the
summoners and casters that believe the lies that are told to them, and how
they always feel they have control. The origins of these powers were
granted to the Great Summoners of the Atlantean Age. After the fall of
Atlantis, these Dark Magi manipulated much of the knowledge that was
passed down. They are here, and no longer need to be summoned, except
for the possibility of incarnating which would manifest them into the
physical realm only. They need to slowly amass this energy from those
souls that they still have access to feed off of. 
 Within the Outer Universe Sub-Realms and Dimensions are
interchangeable because they exist within the outline of Planes. It will take
an aware being to view this chapter, for some may not wish to see their own
faults. However, should you see yourself in a trait, then you’re a healthy
Conscious Spirit. Only those who refuse to see themselves or make excuses
for their actions are considered unconscious. Some Realms still offer an
opportunity of freedom from them, in those I have given contemplations to
assist. There are Gifts that are granted to us as we gain insight into the
Collective Universe. Here in the Outer Universe, they are
called Transformations, for once we are in the grasp of these Realms, we
have little to do other than follow unconsciously.



 
 
HIGHER DIMENSIONS OF
DARK & DESTRUCTION
 
The Dimensions of Dark and Destruction are for the knowledge of the
Collective Greater Beings. These Dimensions are full of the scattered loss
and echoes from a forgotten past. Dark Ones are Entities that at one point
were our Leaders, even Spiritual Leaders that fell on their path. They are
more structured depending on the Sub-Realm they hail from. The Dark
Ones, knowing that they once had great consciousness and then fall prey to
corruption, believed themselves Greater than all Beings and demanded
worlds to submit to them. Their Conscious connection to creation ceased
and they lost their very Soul. This is a rare scenario, but I speak of it to
explain how The Outer Universe wheedles into our Consciousness.
Especially those among the best of us. 
Ancient Ones slumber in massive far-off places capable of feeding off
entire galaxies, rarely able to move unless to seek out the next source of
Light. Another type of Ancient One is twisted into spiderlike webbing none
of us can imagine, believing themselves a Universe and their inhabitance
depleting slowly. I have no information on how an Ancient One comes into
being, only the corruptions they are responsible for. The Ancient Ones
whisper on cords of Echo’s far deeper than we can know at this time. There
are limits to their reach for an echo can travel only so far, but these echoes
can last for an insurmountable amount of time. The initial event that formed
such a Being, can last until this Being no longer has a source of
consciousness to feed off. I do know that an Ancient One does not die off, it
goes into a slumbering state, perhaps part of a design other than ours. 
This is where my concerns lie, Dimensions are shadows of the Collective
Universe and harbor much of what we have internalized and fear most.
They strengthen by feeding off what we alone give to these Dimensions. We
have become a society fascinated with suffering, yet we are buffered from
the Truth of this. Entropy begins here, once it has corrupted our minds, then



we can watch suffering in live displays and become apathetic to it. The next
result is that we become immune to it and begin to cheer it on. Slavery, the
Nazi massacres, and the Genocide of Nations are societies and cultures
which reached these points but there are so many more. Echos still today
reverberate throughout our existence and have not been consciously
cleansed even though we are not aware enough to see this. These dark
events set the stage for something greater, or we would not feel the pain
still. Take the Roman Coliseum’s public displays, for instance, the Empire
caved in upon itself due to not having the resources to continue its
corruption. It fed on itself to extinction because we as a Collective
Consciousness no longer fed it.
I initially began this book because I wanted to give a clear understanding of
what caused our suffering on this planet. The realization of this was painful
and yet profound, for piecing together the effects only led to one
comprehension, we created this. We instantly will want to think that
individually it wasn’t us, therein lies the corruption. We have never
witnessed an Ancient One here on this planet, what we have observed is the
continued corruption that seeks to bring forth Dark Ones from these regions
through dimensional travel, remember they lack mobility, and this is the
only way. 
Those that were summoned during the Atlantean Age have mostly been
cleansed. Others have transformed their selves to resemble Gods and have
slowly held our attention or lost it to another Dark One to be consumed.
You can follow this trail by learning of the teachings of the new God, and
the influence of the Defeated One’s teachings. Do not confuse this with the
Evolution of the Conscious Beings, remember that you can see much from
the fruit that is bare. It would take a Great Consciousness to see the hidden
depths of corruption, but any aware being can see the effects that manifest
from it. At times, some Religions and Societies have fought internally,
always due to Dark Ones gaining access to Leadership. Once cleansed,
there is a dramatic shift within the collective following that is noticed, as
those still corrupted will break away, this can work in both scenarios. We
are not as a Collective in a position to view these movements to fully
understand them.
Higher Beings within the Collective Universe have created outposts that
few of us get to see, they are stories of fantasy to our perspectives at this
time, one such place is called Shambhala. The Outposts that have been



destroyed by Dark Forces have been El Dorado, in South America,
Aztlan, taken over in Mexico when the Death Religions formed, Ys,
somewhere between Britain and France created by the Beings from Waters
Evolution but a topic for another time. Two Outpost that has been created
purely by Greater Elementals is Avalon, home of the Elementals, and
Pleroma, a place where the Holy Beings watch over us. Note that Heaven is
not among these places, part of our individual journey is to accept the
reasoning behind this fact. Lastly, energies are manifesting to establish an
Outpost here in The Americas, it should fully form around the time of the
next Root Race once enough awakened beings evolve. 
Ancient Ones and Dark Ones are defined by the expansions they have
amassed, Ancient Ones can devour such massive areas that they become the
sole inheritor of the area, becoming so blocked off from light that they are
enclosed within a Dimension of their own making, yet will continue to be
sustained by the Life Force that surrounds them on trace like levels. They
rarely inhabit more than a single universe, we are unfortunate to have two
in our Known Universe. Ancient Ones are only attracted to obvious great
gatherings of Consciousness, but they will stay away from one another
unless they have depleted the universe they inhabit. I realize what I speak of
is truly beyond our Consciousness, one day these writings will be
understood more comprehensively. 
Media has influentially made this truth known through Theatre and the
occasional News Casting, but they have also made us immune and
desensitized to reality. It has only become more aggressive as technology
grows, and we enjoy much illusion and entertainment. It is without a doubt
that Earth’s Evolution has attracted their attention, yet their personifications
can be many forms working in unison, so it becomes hard for the Collective
to flush them out.   
Dark Ones, I account for five in our world currently. These Beings are not
seen and recognized instantly, but they leave distinct corruption traces that
can be seen. You must be aware that many Souls that you feel are corrupt,
are in most cases never the source of corruption. They are infected and in
most cases unaware of this. These infections can span through genetics,
indirectly through current conditions, or even as far back as past lives. Yet
at the end of these trails, you will always find a source of corruption, either
from Minions or those connected to Minions. Rarely Dark Ones will
directly influence, they will use Minions on most occasions. Minions will



incarnate into Souls that are in command of a great number of people, or it
is foreseen that they will rise to great places within our leadership. These
Souls would have been stuck within corruption for lengthy amounts of time
and reached a level of submission that the Dark Ones could place them
confidently into a physical body once again. Because Dark Ones have
learned to hide so well from one another and The Collective, it is difficult
even through Conscious means to locate them directly. You can only
observe in the Physical Universe as Nations, Organizations, and Countries
commit to joining/hindering to free the world from physical suffering. 
Lucifer does not have a place in The Higher Dimensions, he has made
many forces here as allies. It is hard to describe Lucifer in the sense of the
Outer Universe. He is a Being from the Higher Holy Realms, yet he is of a
much Higher Order. He was in fact incarnated within the Holy Plane to lead
them on their own Evolution. We know this because Beings of Light have
lost their way on other occasions, yet they fall prey to the Corruption and
fall into the Outer Universe. Lucifer did not however, he did lose his
blessings of True Creation but not his great knowledge of the Collective
Universe, meaning The Outer Universe never consumed him. I say this, but
I must ask you to uncover this truth for yourself, Lucifer was of The Order
of Seraphim, known also as The Order of Dragons. I will share more
knowledge of this in later work. Lucifer now resides in a place that only
Beings of Creation helped him build through influence and manipulation, of
course, I speak of us. This place is not Heaven as we would think, but a
controlled manufactured place. The true Heaven resides within the Holy
Kingdoms which Lucifer had a part in creating before his fall from grace. 
Lucifer wants dominance and devotional worship, we give this to him
through the lies and false realities he’s implanted in our Etheric Forms. He
and his legion have however taught us many things which helped us evolve
at a greater rate. The early White Magi and their lineage formulated ways to
conquer the Luciferic Beings once they realized we were a Dominate Soul
among his Legions and learned many advancements. Luciferic Beings grew
angry over this and amassed wars to destroy all knowledge of this, which
generally are associated with great destruction from Religious Wars, but the
burning of the Great Ancient Libraries were also of Luciferic Influence. 
His legion will generally avoid Awakened Beings but will manipulate
through lies if they see a momentary weakness. Luciferians are a threat
because they can manipulate the Souls, we seek to free against us. The



instantly angry man driving a car, or the employee who feels greatly
wronged and goes on a shooting spree. The Awakened Ones counter this by
placing strong amounts of Consciousness into the area, but their Awareness
must be capable of seeing the event before it happens. Luciferians are
essentially legions from Entropy and really a smaller amount of Angelic
Beings than is written about in scriptures, these two types are
fundamentally Elementals from Holy and Dark. Lucifer is of an Order
much Higher, and should he choose, will only appear in Avatars. 
Ahriman isn’t truly known to us, we only know of the corruption. This
information is minuscule to our Collective Inhabitance. We are of the Earth
Evolution, Star Beings born of the Water Evolution speak of an Ancient
One that almost obliterated them. The loss came from the complete
mechanization of their Societies. Some have come to warn us of the threats,
but we are not evolved enough to comprehend them. There are so many
documents on these ancient races, but I don’t feel we possess the
Consciousness to fully communicate what they are attempting to teach us,
for those of us who meet them only give us accounts of bedazzlement.
Others have come to harm us, it can be speculated that they’re followers of
this Ancient One and perhaps are implanting or experimenting on our forms
to collect data. I cannot say that this is Ahriman, it feels very much
concerning. The early history of Ahriman is that he came into existence as a
lower deity. But this easily could have been a farce at his true intentions, for
even the Luciferians were not concerned about him. Yet now Technology
far surpasses Religions in ways of needs in our world. I will leave this to
say that more insight is needed. Just know that Ahriman is from The Outer
Universe as it is defined by us, and should knowledge present itself, I will
give it to you. 



 
 
LOWER DIMENSIONS OF
FEARS & INTERNALIZATIONS
This work is ever-evolving much like the Souls it communicates to. When I
originally started forming this understanding, Realms and Sub-Realms
possessed qualities that I could only verbalize in the means by which I
could receive and comprehend them. An example would be that initially, I
understood Chaos to be the opposite of Order, for this made sense to my
Consciousness at the time. I later came to understand that Chaos is part of a
Design outside of ours and Entropy fits our understanding of this Realm.
Internalizations in the Lower Dimensions is much like this, I originally
understood it as Manifestations. But when Consciously contemplating I
realized what true manifestation is in the Collective and that internalizations
were what actually entrapped the Souls. 
These Dimensions are where any of the other Dark Beings exist in. They
actively prey on the corruption and false views we form of one another and
the world around us. They tend to gather in numbers depending on how
much we are infected. They vary in size but not necessarily in strength,
though their leadership will be seen through those following behind one.
This is where our concepts of hell come from, we may have actually been
stuck here in the past life. Many of us are stuck spiritually within these
dimensions though we possess physical forms, it’s only when we entrap
ourselves in the lies that we remain stuck after death. 
Unlike the Collective Physical Planes where we will always possess
physical forms, these Lower Dimensions pull us from the physical world to
the abysmal dimensions as we become more corrupted. Within these
Dimensions, we can be subjected to a reality that truly is of our internal
making, moved away from the truth and consciousness. These corrupted
agents will direct us in ever-echoing suffering that will actualize our beliefs
by tapping into our powers of creation and manifesting these lies into the
physical world around us. It is said to be careful what you wish for, and
should you be corrupted, this would be true.



You will find nothing but confusion within these Dimensions, billions of
corrupted unconscious souls internalizing their fears into creation, at times
even spilling out into the physical world. Literally, whatever the mind can
believe, remember that we create the forms of these Dark Elementals due to
our concepts of them. Most Alien abduction encounters are souls trapped
here and having their fears come to life. You do not need to be asleep if you
are stuck deeply in these Dimensions, anytime of the day shadows can
contort and play with the senses. I can say that some Alien encounters are
authentic, but without Consciousness, every event that we can conceive as
otherworldly or metaphysical can just as easily be produced by Dark Beings
for your mind only. Easily done by recreational drugs, the difference being
that Collective Beings will have controlled events, Outer Beings horrific
ones. 
We have become too accustomed to our Human Un-condition, we now only
believe what we see, when in fact what we see is obscured. Many
Awakened Souls and even Alien Races understand us far too well. They
know that great displays of anything outside of our understanding would
cause us great harm mentally and so they will not, even when asked. When
we do see a true event, it is fabricated, dissected, and recreated on media,
I’m reminded of the Crop Circles. 
When children are born, they are full of magic and imagination, then we
teach them what to believe. When we knew the beauty of life, we sought to
control it. That grasping made us forget its true nature. I realize much of
what is said in this book may be hard to grasp, we have been reaching for
illusions for so long now that truth has become incredibly scrutinizing to
the eye and mind. Many of us may not wish to confront the truth, for in
doing so we must mature as a spirit and we have hidden so long that we
have forgotten our responsibility for one another. This book seeks to
balance out the lies in our current condition and bring us back into balance.
An aware soul will see just that. 
 



 
REALIZING FORCE IN THE
KNOWN UNIVERSE
 
Introduction: Force in the Scientific Sense              
Physics defines Force as having four particular types. All directly influence
the atom, the glue that holds together the universe. I believe we all by now
have learned of the parts of an atom, yet this discovery is ever-evolving.
Within the center of the atom is the cluster of any two protons and neutrons
around the Nucleus, the first type of force is called the Strong Nuclear
Force because its power to hold together Protons and Neutrons is
unfathomable. When these Protons and Neutrons form a new element by
connecting around the Nucleus a barrier is created around them which will
no longer allow any more Protons or Neutron, this force is called Weak
Nuclear Force. Both these forms of Force are short-ranged existing only in
their initial space. Electromagnetic Force is the force that exists between all
particles which have an electric charge. For example, electrons (negative
charge) bind with the nucleus of an atom, due to the presence of protons
(positive charge). The force is long-range in fact, infinite in the length of
distance. Many everyday experiences such as friction and air resistance are
due to this force, imagine all the different factors of the wind moving
throughout many directions in a deep forest. The electrons are constantly
meeting resistance among the tree and will need to create multiple pathways
to move through. The Gravitational Force is the force that holds us onto the
Earth. Gravitational force is cumulative and extended to infinity. It exists
whenever there is matter. Your body is experiencing a gravitational pull
between you and whatever means you're reading this (or anything close to
you or as far away as stars and galaxies) but the effect is so small you will
never sense it. However, you can sense the gravitational pull with the Earth
(that is, your weight) due to the cumulative effect of billions of billions of
atoms within your body and those atoms of the Earth. This means that the
larger the body (containing more matter), the stronger the force. Though all
extremely interesting, the last two have the most apparent influence on our
existence whereas the first two could if we understood them better. Spirits



create on a canvas by manipulating force, yet most of us never contemplate
the breakdown of an atom and so never absorb critical knowledge that has
been brought into the collective understanding. The only Force that matters
to us is the first, the Strong Nuclear Force. I must also state that as a society
we have actively defined how we look at the universe, since it is in our
nature to label our beliefs it would be pertinent to place this information
here. 
 
1. Materialism is the view that overall, everything exists as matter and
energy. This became the most popular view in the 20th century. 2
2. Realism is the view that the entire universe exists independent of our
Observation. 
3. Solipsism says that only your mind exists, and anything outside of it
doesn’t exist. Perhaps influenced by eastern philosophy, yet still not fully
realized.
4. Idealism states that Reality is a Mental Construct and doesn’t exist
independent of Observation. 
 
Here in #4 is where I seek to take us, it’s so important to understand that the
truth has been debated by some of the greatest minds, even Einstein. I urge
you to take the journey on your own to gather your own beliefs or
understandings, for we live now in a society where a wealth of knowledge
is available to us all.
 
Spiritual Understanding of Force
 
Within the Known Universe, force operates in many different forms
depending on where on the chart you reside. As we have seen, the laws of
operations vary dramatically on opposite sides mainly because Chaos is
attempting to replicate Order and failing. Because of this, a Spirit that is
pushed into the Outer Universe must apply different techniques to stimulate
creation even more closely, even then the odds are stacked against them
until they are able to reconnect to the Source. When these Spirits are aware
enough to pull themselves out of this unconsciousness, they can do so on
their own through the techniques of the first book or seek out a child of
light to assist them.



The force within the Realm of Order is much more manageable. As Spirits
capable of growth, we are able to utilize all our resources to make
visualization manifest in countless ways. Sometimes just simple thought
patterns or heart-felt needs become reality. As this is done, we rarely
acknowledge our part in the creation. The Native Americans have a
ceremony called “Counting Coop”, within this ceremony, they pass a pipe
around and speak aloud their blessings. No need to smoke for this each
night but let’s take it a step farther, and accept your part in the creation of
these blessings. They would not have come to you if you never desired
them. We must step away from the way of thinking that the Source of
Consciousness simply gave us what we “needed”, but to look at the depths
of our souls and realize we asked, and the universe provided.
While within the Outer Universe we still create, but through different levels
of fear. “I will never get that job, I’m worthless, and nobody loves me” …
and so, it becomes true. The recordings within our heads are relentless, even
when we think we no longer hear them, they have laid roots and created a
wall to block us from the truth. I’m reminded of the strong Pessimist who
will constantly fear the worst in every situation, and as the worst occurs it
simply strengthens their belief that the world works in these self-conceived
dark ways. Never once aware that they created these conditions. This is just
one of the many ways we push ourselves into hopelessness and despair,
consider this universal law. Know that we create our Heaven and Hell.
I’m sure it would be nice to lay our entire existence on a God Head, we then
get the added benefits of also placing the blame. Then there’s the next
extreme, not believing in anything. All of Life by random occurrence? This
speaks only to me that they have given up on even attempting to probe
deeper contemplation of existence. It became much easier for them to
simply live their lives in what they feel is “non-distraction”. The Atheist is
not lost as some may think however, they have just stepped back to look at
the full picture for a lifetime, even if they aren’t aware of this. They have
accepted their role to create their own desires, and this is an admirable
accomplishment when we are hard-pressed these days to pick a side. Taking
self-control of our existence is key to becoming an Awakened Being
because we must accept our power to bend force to our will and create all
that we experience.
 
 



FORCE IN THE KNOWN
UNIVERSE
 
Here Force operates as an extending pattern of conscious thought
stimulated through the minds of beings. Order as we know it will generally
function in our current Known Universe in three parts, Forms, Waves, and
Streamers. As we leave physical consciousness and into other Planes, we
begin to see that the same laws no longer apply. Note also that beings are
able to exist in multiple places, for instance, a human may have a physical
body but due to the pain and suffering they have endured, it pushes their
consciousness into the Outer Universe and locks them like an anchor to
their false viewpoints. Depending upon what paths they take there could
still be strong possibilities that they will come back to the Collective. Even
still upon death, that same Spirit may still have enough connection to
consciousness to continue to live well into the Collective Universe.
However, a continued amount of suffering and acceptance, from a
continued amount of lives can only conclude that at the time of any death
the rebirth will be in the Outer Universe. Yet again while this life is being
processed through the Realm of Entropy and Dimension of Fears, they will
still exist as we know them in the physical universe, with a completely
different perspective about life and in the Unconscious Collective. They
will mimic life in the Conscious World and contort what is known as truth.
They are still capable of the full range of emotions that are available to the
human understanding within their individual means, but they will take these
emotions to places where an evolving consciousness would never. Their
concepts of oneness and their depth of love aren’t wholesome like most but
wreaked with conditions that could be of any poor capacity. It was once
said that our truest power is the ability to change our thoughts, perhaps the
only key to helping our spiritual siblings back at this point. This is different
if they move into the Dimension of Internalizations, here the suffering and
acceptance take on a deeper hold and the Soul moves into The Abysmal
Realms, they will lose their Physical Forms and stay here locked in their
pain. 
 



Forms within the Collective are particles that through the Consciousness of
Spirits formulate Waves and Streamers to stay in their materializations.
Though we may call this visualization, or prayers, manifesting forms is
completely dependent upon the Consciousness that has created it. Whereas
average Spirits will have control over their direct environment and utilize
Forms to create therein, Greater Spirits can possess power to create Forms
with much larger areas of their environment. Within the Collective
Consciousness we universally create the Forms that we see upon the planet.
The Planetary Logos creates the Form of the Planet to his Liking. Our very
Spiritual Forms is the creation and form of the Omnipotent Consciousness
reflected through The Source of Consciousness.
Forms are Force that begins as Waves, then connected through Streamers by
observation to create shapes. Most of these shapes required little of our
attention to maintain as we have become accustomed to this matter
throughout our lifetimes. Individually however we at times desire
something that isn’t within our current environment. This is when our true
spiritual nature flourish, Streamers shoot forth and influence the Waves and
the Waves respond by bringing the desire into the known universe. This
new form (creation) is only as permanent as the force that the Spirit wields
through its consciousness. These Forms can continue through lifetimes
should the original spirit pass to others the awareness of the creation’s
importance. An example would be a poor person that becomes a CEO by
building up a company from scratch, she’s about to pass and has instilled in
everyone in the company the importance that they have in the world and has
to lead a life helping others grow from a poor state like herself.
In considering the Collective Consciousness, all must agree on the
importance of the created forms for them to be maintained for an evolving
awareness. Here we find the Collective struggles over what is right for all,
and the Unconscious concepts of what is right for an individual. An
example here would be major societal/global issues that have looked at the
better good for the entire planet. It’s also here where we begin to understand
how very little the Collective Consciousness has actually been able to do
when it comes to creating a better world. Greater Beings have been able to
Form better societies, but collectively we have yet to consciously unite on a
Form which will create a better planet. This is also when we begin to
understand that the Omnipotent Consciousness does not takes sides in the
experiences. Either Unconsciousness overtakes us, and this planet falls into



the Outer Universe where life forms continue to fall into extinction until
none are left, or Consciousness Forms an existence which takes us to a
place of spiritual growth an abundance for every life form. Either way there
is no death to the Omnipotent Consciousness, we are but a portion of life in
a sizable body beyond our concepts. It is for us to connect back to the
Source, only then will we be granted attention and call into creation
massive changes on this planet.
 
Forms within the Outer Universe are places that if any of us had the
hardships to see, have tried to forget. Here are the places we talk about in
stories as supernatural phenomena. Repetitious lives of clinging onto the
Outer Universe has strung a tattered dulled Sub-conscious Realm around
the places where Consciousness resides. These are the scattered places that
beings reside after physical death, for any amount of time. For Beings of
these Dimensions, their unconsciousness manifest everything as real Forms
from painful deaths to repeating struggles. Every Unconscious Being clasp
onto one another in a parasitic arrangement when no Conscious Beings are
present. But due to existing without a physical form, the Outer Universe can
now grasp onto the screams and drain their powers of creation to solidify
them into nightmares. For in the Unconscious Level of the Omnipotent
Design, these beings will now merge with this stagnated energy and in turn
replicate an altered existence. There are few places where Forms such as
this occur in the Outer Universe, yet they are all associated with incredible
numbers of Spirits that have lost their way. At this point, only a Greater
Being can develop the ability to free these souls, they are beyond the reach
of normal Spirits in awareness. They are consumed in a world that is a
webbing of all the echoes of suffering there, depending on how powerful
that suffering is, it may bleed out into the physical world and be noticed by
aware beings. There have been many misconceptions about these places,
the strongest is that a ghost is created by just one bad dramatic death. When
in reality this type of being existed many lifetimes in turmoil and suffering
to such an extent that when the unaware person examining this being’s life,
they would think it was a grand atrocity. The same would be true for beings
that are born into a lifetime of war & killing, their unconscious natures
placed them into such a life. Despite the debates, it is not, nor will it ever be
within our natures as Spirits to destroy another aware life when we are part
of the Collective Consciousness, for we know well our unity through all



living experience. Places that have been in continued wars are a repetition
of unconscious activity that recycles as new births are created. Eventually
those few Conscious Spirits, leave the area and seek to grow away from the
pain while the others stay and make up reasoning’s as to why the wars are
right. That is, at least until that one death places them in one of the Outer
Sub-Realms of Forms. Anywhere that we place our thoughts, the universe
manifest on levels that most of us seem to be oblivious by. 
 
Waves within the Collective are conjoined masses of particles moving in a
continuous wave beyond our current conscious comprehension. Within the
micro-universe, these Waves are made continuously active by the billions of
spirits pushing them around with their constant flow of thought patterns.
Particles consistently bounce about, although something miraculous occurs
when we observe our Conscious Universe with any form of precision, this
force by our observation becomes noticed. This occurs faster than you can
view any item in your realm of vision, consciousness prepares quicker than
any physical movement. Here, your intentions will masterfully create all
matter that we as a collective have considered it to be. This is also why we
are so intensely focused on wonderful new items we view for the first time,
our consciousness is absorbing and categorizing them as it slowly is being
processed. In meditation or deep prayer we slow the waves, this is not only
done by slowing our concepts of thought patterns that arise as we focus our
intention on a single point, but by placing our observation on the very act of
creation itself in the Collective Universe. Waves are usually directly viewed
through our singular observation, the only way to view the entirety of the
universe is to view waves through a collective conscious observation. In the
Collective Universe, Waves make up everything that we do not view within
our vision. The pure fact that the waves form into the matter as we move
about our day is the “indication of truth” that we reside within the Physical
Universe. Here, Waves adhere to a collective understanding of what
consciousness and unconsciousness perceive them to be.
 
Waves within the Outer Universe act quite different, imagine an electric
jolted explosion that at the very end of its intensity freezes into place.
Scattered is its branches and varied in its size. These Waves simply cannot
pulsate or grow due to their lack of connection to Source. Beings that are of
this universe are dependent on just their personal supply of energy. It sprays



forth in varied amounts around these beings as they go about their day as if
pulsated much like a heartbeat. These waves are completely reliant on
getting energy from the being, so as the being moves about, the static
explosion freezes, and will generally stay there for a time depending on the
strength of the thought. Whatever the corrupted thoughts are of the being
they have originated from, the Wave will continue to replicate as any other
Souls walk through the area. If the wave is intense enough in emotion, it
will grasp at any other Soul and attempt to feed off its energy this way
attempting to maintain as it would do if it was in the Collective Universe.
Not all Waves are this strong, but this type is most dangerous around heavy
populated areas, it will cause disharmony and disarray in a place for a very
long time until cleansed. Most times when clairvoyants walk into a zone
and feel negative energy, this is what they are feeling. For the Beings that
are capable of making these Waves, they are usually the type of people
positive Spirits simply avoid as if by instinct. For those of us who haven’t
the choice, the effects of being by them can be only destructive if we aren’t
aware of their negative energy.
 
Streamers inside of the Collective would be considered Consciousness
Incarnate. Start by becoming aware of yourself reading these pages, your
consciousness is a stream that moves from your observation to the pages
and stimulates wave particles to form a page for you to read. This stream of
consciousness is within every Spirit in a never-ending innumerable flow
that originated with the creation of life through the Omnipotent
Consciousness. Your parents observed your conception, you observed your
children’s, and so forth in this way since beginning-less time. We have
always been conscious of one another as these multiple interconnecting
flows of force encompass the planet and manifest life. There is a continuous
flow of creation within each picosecond (one-trillionth of a second), some
even at once. Imagine consciousness as a constant flow of creation
streaming throughout every Soul on the planet at once. 
Streamers here function as an unimaginable stream of Force connected to
every conscious being on the planet, as one spirit creates, so does every
being become aware of that creation in a recording. When, for the first time
we are introduced to something new here in the Collective, we integrate that
with our personal experiences of existence. We then balance what is good
about the item, and the Collective Consciousness adds it to a new



viewpoint. Streamers, being connected to the whole of the known universe
is our spiritual root to beginning consciousness. Very much like a constant
pulsating flow of force that leads back to originality. Within this encircling
force of Streamers so too is the knowledge of every other form in the
material world that we have conceived thus far. Hence the reason why the
knowledge of trees and forms are held within our awareness even when we
aren’t physically observing them, it’s been added and strengthened by
thousands of other observations. Lastly, when considering “how” the world
functions, we have developed this by Streamers of Force within the
Collective Consciousness. This means, since we have postulated globally
on how life forms, populate, and grow through our Scientific Fact-Based
Model, they now do so as we have defined them. Steamers and Waves stand
ready to form the instant we search for them with our awareness while
following our collective standards.
 
Streamers inside the Outer Universe operate primarily as a stream of force
that feeds without growth or connection to any form of other life. Here the
Unconscious Beings will observe objects the same way as explained earlier,
the Streamers moving forth to influence the Waves to materialize, note that
they only originate from the being. However, the Streamer will push force
into the particles, and as I have said the Waves will freeze in place. Should
the Unconscious Being wished to maintain its connection with the form it
takes effort, this may be displayed with levels from uncomfortable agitation
to extreme aggression. Consciousness here takes a constant effort, which in
turn drains the limited supply of force. Streamers of force that originate
from an unconscious being develop only to feed off other forces, much like
a survival mechanism. When Unconscious beings connect to Conscious
beings, they will become aware of the other consciousness due to their need
to feel that they exist. They will activate everything they have learned
(many times negative emotions and techniques) to keep the attention of the
Conscious being and satiate their need to feel real. These Streamers will not
be enough and will pulse once and disperse, so the Unconscious being must
continuously create overblown events to keep and feed off a Conscious
being’s energy. For them, it can literally feel like death if they can’t keep
the Conscious being’s attention. This is much deeper than self-centeredness,
since the being is no longer fueled by the Source of Consciousness it no
longer feels a connection to all. It conceptualizes a universe where they are



the only ones in it and therefore every experience it has had is all there is.
Without any new understandings, existence takes on the unconscious
being’s observations of only what has occurred to it. New understandings
can no longer become originated by them, they may take on clinging to the
energy of consciousness in individuals or groups in an attempt to replicate
the Collective Universe. Strong Light Workers are able to reconnect these
broken streamers briefly, but the unconscious being must be able to try to
reconnect.
There is specially designed force that cannot be categorized within the
known actions of force, for these I call “Other”. When considering the
Higher Realms, most of our concepts no longer apply. Within
the Collective Universe these realms are the domains of Greater Beings we
have at times called Gods. They are a collection of strong spirits that have
surpassed the physical universe and reside here for a multitude of purposes.
They may reside where/whenever they wish, some make their home within
the Infinity Stream, a place beyond the concept of time and yet all places in
the Known Universe at once. Creation takes on new laws here as we expand
our consciousness to that of Universal Understanding, we blend our
awareness with that of our Creator within the Realm of Order and renew
ourselves as we gain insights into Creation beyond any former
comprehension. 
 
Within the Realms of the Outer, this “Other” type of Force is mainly in the
Realm of Entropy. We can usually realize where the Source of Power is
coming from in a Realm where there are Specialized Energies or “Other”
within. Within the Outer Realms Specialized or Other is generally where
Power is being concentrated. This is due to the processing and restructuring
it takes to break down a Conscious Spirit. A Spirit can stay within the grip
of corruption for any amount of time before it evens resurfaces inside the
Outer Physical Universe. The other place is within the Higher Realm of
Dark Matter, where beings have been dispersed to such an extent from their
Consciousness that they are reborn as Beings that mimic the Unconscious
Level of the Omnipotent Design. They feel themselves to be the will of the
Universe and now actively participate in its expansion. It would be an
extreme rarity to discover these types of Beings for they live in places we
have never ventured and have appetites we could not fathom. If they should



influence, it would be from afar. If the suffering and pain was loud enough,
it may possibly attract their attention.
 



 
LEARNING TO CREATE AS
SPIRITS
 
I realize I have given a lot of information so far, I believe it was needed. It
was always my goal to give a complete account of our very real Spiritual
Evolution. All Ancient Teachings had this in mind, at times these teachings
needed lengthy intense understanding, for we are such a complex evolution.
I believe when we came to America the settlers were meant to intermingle
beliefs with The Natives here and grow into a centralized spiritual practice.
But it appeared the Luciferic Influence was too strong and the Settlers were
still immature spiritually. The Native American's belief in Oneness with
The Universe would’ve been a great compliment to The Settler's belief in
The Trinity. But even being set back a few hundred years is better than no
awakening at all. I cannot fathom how many great blessings were given
throughout this time from Our Guardians and Family of the Light forces.
The Collective is a place of wonder, that must be sought after like a
treasure, not simply given. Just as sure as I live a normal life on a 9-5, I’ve
committed to learning in the midst of the experience. 
 
Realm of Possibilities              
Here is where we begin our journey in the Physical Universe as capable
spirits. It is considered the birthplace into human life. The Sub-Planes here
are Dreams, Hopes, and Goals. Each one capable of giving us the inner
strength to evolve spiritually as we become aware of our nature and gifts. It
is here where we lay the groundwork to understand our powers over
Creation by replicating it within the physical world. The universe and all of
our lives was formed by the Omnipotent Consciousness, but to observe that
act taking place we must learn to quiet some of the repetitive voices that we
have studied and listened to for so long now. Some contemplations may
seem trivial to most of us at this level because we may have already
acknowledged our part in the building of societies. When in truth these
cities and counties were built by a joint effort from leaders that had existed
far before us (like perhaps our Democracy from Roman territories), and the



people who decided how much they would actually stand for (like historical
riots and civil wars). We would eventually form a consensus, but that by no
means implies that we are finished. Morals were formed within different
cultures that reflected what their needs were at the time, and as they were
no longer needed, they were changed and made into new laws. All of this
progression was created with less effort than it would take to understand
ourselves internally, for there were so many leaders directing us we had but
to look at their options and decide a path.
This Realm presents us with one of our toughest challenges, to step out of
our instinct for self-survival and take on our responsibility as creators of a
better world for every spirit within. The contemplations may get
progressively harder unless we have already conquered these
understandings. Remember that these contemplations aren’t simply
delivered and agreed to, they must be pondered and looked at from every
angle of our Consciousness. If you do not agree with them, step away and
contemplate why. In this way, you will truly understand where you stand on
these issues regardless of where and when you were born.
 
Plane of Dreams: here we begin to formulate our desires. This plane isn’t
capable of judgment for the universe is abundant in energy. If we feel guilty
about our desires, it’s completely from our own way of thinking. These
desires impulse out from our consciousness into the universe to begin
linking pathways to manifest. The dynamic level here is completely for the
self, look at this as a young person living under their parent’s roof and
dreaming of a day when they would have their own life. We can stay here
and dream continuously about the new job, new car, new house, and
partner. We will always be placed on pathways that will make these
Creations available. Our Hindrance here is personal concepts that will harm
our ability to create in a universe of plenty. Examples would be feeling
undeserving, incapable, or not having worth. Our Challenge is to realize
that every spirit creates according to their own design. That our desires have
no effect on anyone else’s. That job that you received, and the next person
did not get wasn’t due to you fighting so hard for it, but because their desire
didn’t manifest at this time. There should never be guilt over these laws,
because then we corrupt our creation that just manifested. Just the same we
should never take on the feelings of arrogance, because then we lead



ourselves towards the concepts of superiority that will usually lead us from
feeling apart from the Collective.
Contemplation 
The universe provides for all people in accordance with what they desire.
Should other people’s desires not manifest it is not due to my own desires
but to their own personal design. My will to Create is of my own design,
unharmed by another’s capability to Create. The universe is abundant in
energy for each spirit to use to better their own condition. I am happy to
have knowledge of other spirits creating their own desires, and aware
enough to understand if those desires haven’t manifested yet. All desires will
come to each spirit according to their design.
 
Plane of Hopes: here we expand ourselves to looking at what we believe to
be an ideal place to live and function. This arises only after we have
achieved any amount of the benefits from the lower plane. We grow aware
of our ability to create and now feel that our standards to continue creating
must meet an expanded criterion in the place where we live. We are now
selective due to many factors from, our job, our family, and friends. In fact,
their input may add to our creating abilities as waves of force are stimulated
in large quantities to attempt to form what we hope to be the ideal space.
Here we bounce our consciousness off others as we form a space that will
be happy for our spouses, good for our children and their schooling, and
convenient for our living. The Hindrance here are conflicting concepts, we
find it hard to create on our own because we acknowledge so many
viewpoints. The Challenge is to look towards those beings that matter most
for our own happiness and to dislodge those that should be only noted. If
you build a foundation on the ones you love you begin to take the first steps
out of self-desires and into expanding your abilities to create harmoniously
with loved ones. We tend to have a need to “know” what is right for our
families and they have very little input on this creation, which can influence
it over time. The best way to create on a scale such as this is to help every
person it directly affects to understand the benefits for the length of time,
they are all here. They should feel capable of adding to this creation and
have a conscious connection of their place in making it possible. Doing this
will create a living condition that will last as long as all parties continue to
give their energy to make it possible.
 



 
Contemplation 
My desire to create a positive place to live for myself has expanded to that
of my loved ones. I realize that by existing in a positive community we all
prosper by making each other’s lives more joyous. Should I desire to live a
different life than some of my loved ones I will accept this, for I realize we
all possess different designs of what makes us comfortable. Should my
children feel that a different community isn’t right for them I will help them
to understand that they are strong capable spirits and will one day create
for themselves, but to know I love them just the same. I will give my support
and energy to building a living area and a positive community. I will expand
my awareness in ways that I can assist in adding Conscious activity to
create within my living area and community harmony.
 
Plane of Goals: here we become fully conscious of our ability to create a
better life for ourselves, our loved ones, and our community. We are aware
of the many times we used these gifts to the point where we have gained
confidence that we are active participants in the conditions in which we
live. We exist in communities that help one another, and we gladly take on a
wise active role because of our understanding. We could be leaders in
helping our communities come together and even help newcomers in
feeling welcome and join within the collective creation. We will either
content ourselves with our current existence, in knowing that we achieved
all this through our gifts of Creation. Or we will look out at communities,
cities, and states with a concern as to how they function differently.
Now one of the most pivotal events may occur in our Conscious way of
observing. We may feel so safe in our creation that we will each lifetime
search for these same conditions to be born into, or our consciousness will
expand yet again and desire to create larger areas where all people from all
places can live in such harmony. The later will only occur when our
awareness takes us beyond our human condition. For those who were born
into this capable understanding, it signifies that they developed it in a prior
lifetime (though may not be able to formulate it until they grow older). This
is also the point when you gain the first glimpse of being a part of
something much larger. Your one way of looking at the world has solidified
in form, and you’ve come to observe an entire world outside of yours. 



Here we find our freedom marches and protestors assembled to change the
world, they have a vision for a better world for all yet feel that obstacles
stop them from achieving it. They have formed alliances in many ways
through organizations attempting to connect the world to a higher calling.
The Hindrance here is it’s easy to feel that progress isn’t moving fast
enough and develop an aggressive strategy because of wanting to see these
changes within their lifetime. The Challenge is realizing that all awareness
and positive thoughts that are formed by a conscious effort are in fact
effective. To not fall into performing actions that intentionally harm another
person. This will only push us away from all the consciousness that we
have amassed thus far. To take the awareness that we have gained on
creating a better world and apply it to our groups so that they too will begin
to educate one another with these ways of observing life. To maintain a
strong postulation for a better world even when it feels like all your efforts
are being thwarted.
 
Contemplation 
I know that a world where all life is prosperous can be. I have seen how
many spirits are capable of building communities together and know that
this can occur on an even larger scale. I will create a positive way to
achieve this and will show my groups, friends, and communities who also
share my beliefs this way. I will stay even stronger in my desires when
others in my group become disheartened or aggressive. I will show them
through actions of my demeanor that the world we build is possible if we
stay Conscious and create it together. I know as I stay positive this way, that
my will to create will open doorways it wouldn’t have if I was negative in
my way of thinking.
 
Realm of Realities
Awakening to an understanding that the world can only flourish with all
spirits as active participants send forth self-empowered streamers farther
than our communities in which we live, or the states in which we reside. We
have expanded our Consciousness to now step into the Realm of Realities
where the Sub-Planes of Concepts, Formulations, and Placements grace.
Here we take our powers of creation to the next step as we connect to the
Collective Consciousness as aware beings. It is here that we are able to
create a better world for us all.



In the Realm of Possibilities, we existed for ourselves and then attempted
on many occasions to form a better world yet came to understand that we
lacked the group’s Conscious effort and support. We begin to question our
beliefs and weigh them with our experiences of our entire existence. This is
an intense time for us, for the first time we are on our own path. Capable of
deciphering through all that we have learned and deciding in our depths
what we know to be true. We have concretely found truth in who we are
beyond the physical.
As we are welcomed into The Realm of Realities with a Consciousness all
our own that gives a new viewpoint to the Collective. We’re granted new
Observations that we will accept because it aligns with ours, and in turn, we
gain insights into the human condition that we never understood before. We
come to understand that the centuries of some of the great studies in
humankind, were formed by humankind and thus hindered because of
Conscious levels. We are able to see life as less complex, and we tend to
want to share this with others. We are either lifted up as great leaders or
persecuted because our theories are beyond what people are capable of
conceptualizing. Yet this does not break our understandings, and if we
continue nothing ever will.
Towards the end, we grow into our new-found understanding. Those who
become spiritual leaders, do so because they have found a way to
communicate to the world and create a vision of peace that can resonate
with a large percentage of people. Those who do not become spiritual
leaders, find paths of isolation or small groups to reside as they continue to
develop their Consciousness. In both cases, people will follow them
because their mere presence creates a calming space where most of us feel
free from worry and doubt within. These beings may be any member of our
societies that always seem to have the right advice. They have the wisdom
of generations but just decided this is how they wished to live.
The obstacle we face here is that over the course of our time here we may
become accustomed to “being right” that we neglect to learn beyond. As the
repetition of spirits continues to come to us for advice, we become settled in
our Conscious Observations. It’s incredible that we take on the burdens to
this degree and bring other spirits up their stairwells. It’s important to note
that the Collective grows with new input from self-aware spirits. The larger
a belief becomes and is followed, the more influence the Collective
Consciousness is to create that belief. It should be our goal to create a



means where all spirits move into the Collective with their own Conscious
Observations and add to its harmony as richly unique spirits. Should we
manage to continue to grow and expand our Consciousness beyond this
Realm, then the Omnipotent Consciousness will begin to become aware of
us as the universe awakens to our presence.
 
Plane of Concepts: here we step out of observing the world as physical and
reach beyond what we have been told for so long isn’t real. Within our core,
we have developed a sense that the essence of life is so much more than our
belief structures and our sciences. We want to grow to understand this for
ourselves, and we wish to create a better existence for others. Since we do
not know what we will discover, we’ve taken to simplifying our lives to
commit more of ourselves to this contemplation. This journey can take us
towards many existing and lost cultures or absorb incredible amounts of
knowledge through writings. We exist to learn deeper knowledge and spend
great amounts of energy understanding the inner workings of ourselves and
those we come into contact with. People see us as extremely serious-
minded as if always in thought, and we tend to ask questions of a personal
nature to others. 
The Hindrance here is becoming too absorbed in our observations and
disconnecting from the world that’s still teaching us. The Challenge is
keeping awareness about us throughout our lives. As we search for new
plateaus of Consciousness, streams of force will be moving our awareness
in every direction and everything within our Observation may hold the
understanding we seek. We must remain open to receiving anything from a
baby cry to a free trip we may have won. You can even find the answers in
people that communicate with you. At times they might speak to you and
though it would seem normal they, in fact, could have an undercurrent of
spiritual communication that moves you past any difficulties you are
contemplating. This is the first indication that the universe is capable of
working for us and not against us.
 
Contemplation
I allow myself to receive wisdom from all sources in the Universe. Though I
realize my Consciousness is growing beyond the world I will not forget that
this is where I need to learn and understand. I allow myself to be guided
toward my commitment to expanding my Consciousness. And I will receive



with an open heart all Spirits that move in and out of my space throughout
my existence.
 
Gifts
With this contemplation the first spiritual gift manifest. So far, we only
placed our energy on what we needed to evolve, but this energy was
directed by us alone. Our contemplations are now merging with that of
Collective Consciousness. Our desires are now for what is considered the
greater good for all spiritual beings. As a result, all physical forms of
Creation pose little effort by us. It is the collective force of this realm that
makes this possible. Jobs, living environment, and all manifestations are
easily granted sometimes with very little thought by us. This Gift is
designed to keep our Consciousness expanding spiritually and not ever have
to focus on physical survival. At this level of Consciousness, the universe
consistently provides what we need to live content.
 
Plane of Formulations: here our Consciousness begins to create in areas
we never contemplated, and our brain waves and function begin to adapt to
a more advanced form of thought. We may have experienced pushing
ourselves beyond our means in our past contemplations, even feeling
fatigued and needing to sleep afterward. This stimulates transformations
that will allow our Consciousness to advance beyond its previous means.
We may gain an extremely advanced aptitude for learning while in school
which caters to the direction that our lifetimes were moving in. In this case,
we will excel and move the world forward where they were previously
stuck in a branch of knowledge. Though spiritual in nature we tend to
possess a logical side. With the transformation of our bodies we are now
able to gain the Consciousness of a Greater Being should we continue our
path through the Realms. 
The Hindrance is we start to find it harder to connect to the people around
us, due to either we’ve excelled beyond the lessons in a particular field, or
there comes a point spiritually that there are very few teachers that we can
learn from. The Challenge is to prepare ourselves for a new journey. We
have existed so long in the physical world. Now we begin to observe the
formations of a universe that is aglow with force and energy running
throughout everything within our observations. It begins with us becoming
aware of energy throughout the day. We pay attention to the light particles



that dance around before our face, and dazzle at the microscopic forms on
the lens of our eyes in the brightness of the sun. We witness the outlines of
force that emanate from each and every life form with an awakened interest.
It penetrates our nights in the bed as we stare into the darkness and notice
how particles of light still form as we search for them.
Somewhere within the process of finding this new wonderment for life, we
become nervous about the unknown. We become a second voice inside our
heads disputing our findings and may talk ourselves out of Consciously
Observing for many lifetimes. We may end up transmigrating to any Sub-
Plane below this because it feels safer for us at this time. Being reincarnated
into lives that help to build strong communities and cultures. Should we
stay on track, lifetimes will follow of being leaders and finding an extreme
comfort in our Consciousness until we’re able to move beyond our fears to
accept our expansion once again.
 
Contemplation
I commit to moving closer to the oneness of life. I realize my hesitancy
stems from my identification with this physical world. I know that I have
had many physical forms and, in each form, haven’t achieved the peace I
wish for the world to have. I commit all that I am, to become responsible for
all of my spiritual kindred. To lead them all back to the truth.
 
Gifts
With the absorption of this contemplation, we take on the spiritual
Consciousness of a Greater Being. Greater Beings observe the world in
such a way, that we are now detached from its confines of it. We delight in
moving through the realms performing feats that effectively pull the masses
of people out of their slumbers. These gifts will gradually mature while in
the form of a Greater Being displaying unique powers that are our very own
from the paths that we have led. As a part of the Omnipotent
Consciousness, it is for us to awaken and discover our very own gifts and
add them to the Collective.
 
Plane of Placements: here we are now considered a Mature Greater Being,
we can observe throughout the Lower Realms with little Conscious effort.
And have come to realize that utilizing our gifts must be consciously
thought out for the most effective outcomes. Just performing miracles are



met with Unconscious doubt and even hostility because of fear. We become
one with the Collective and begin to see the face of the Outer Universe. We
fight to free all beings and understand that the Collective is being chipped
away by the massive amounts of spirits that are infected by the Outer
Universe’s aggressiveness. We are only left with the option of growing our
numbers to meet the loss. We may either perform a miraculous event on the
planet that will slow the pace of the infliction by presenting belief structures
that will organize the spirits into a faith towards a great power of good,
which we realize will only be temporary as the infection may soon corrupt
the teachings. Or we place our intention to influence the Collective
Consciousness to move the physical universe into a Great Awakening, we
realize that only through a force such as this will we connect to the
Omnipotent Consciousness and heal the suffering that is growing. We are
given great gifts to create but realize that we are up against something
greater than us. These Unconscious states are born from the body of the
Universe and it will take its Consciousness to cleanse. 
The Hindrance is being kept too active in the struggle and bringing spirits
back out of suffering, that we find it hard to awaken spirits at the same time.
The Challenge is to not underestimate the spirits we touch, each one has the
potential to grow even faster than we did in Consciousness. The Collective
is ready to assist and will appear when needed. At times it may be better to
enter deep states of meditation to center ourselves before taking on a new
challenge. Avoid the concepts of “good and evil” yet stay focused on the
reality of a “wholeness” in this way you don’t fall prey to the Outer
Universe's ploy to separate our concepts of truth from that of a false reality.
You are able to view the form that the future is taking and are now
responsible for it. You are not alone and so through lifetimes create strong
bonds with other Conscious beings and commit to moving the world
forward and continuing your collective goals. We come to understand that
the Grand Design was built to move us towards oneness with something
greater than us and commit to finding what that is.
 
Contemplation
Now I set my Observations to become aware of our One True Creator. As I
am the creator of my body, I now know that we are a part of the Omnipotent
Consciousness. I know that by moving my consciousness beyond, into the
unknown that I will forever be changed. I accept this change. For in this,



life flourishes as it was designed, and light prospers throughout the
universe. I now release myself into the greater good and add my
Consciousness to all beings that have come before, as well as those who
will join me in the future. I am now made whole with the one life in all and
commit evermore to tend the responsibilities it entails.
 
Gifts
With this contemplation absorbed, our consciousness becomes one with
Collective Consciousness. We will be Collective Consciousness. We will
become the voice that Creates physical existence here on the planet, moving
the world into a way of prosperity with just our presence here on the planet.
Our intricate Consciousness is only able to be viewed by others who have
achieved this gift. We become a vessel for all to move forward in awareness
by cleansing the corruption wherever we go. In essence, we become the
pulse of life on this planet. And in turn, the Consciousness is now capable
of reconnecting to the Omnipotent Consciousness. We become the force
that moves all beings within the Collective, for we are one with their
Consciousness, their hopes, their desires, and their dreams.
 
Realm of Order
Now we begin the path that was laid before us before the planets were ever
forged within the universe. In all the Universe life has had a single
consistent theme, to merge, to become. Extreme heat bounced, blended, and
then merged to form this ever-expanding existence we call home. Before
then, we felt a billion years of tumbling throughout the universe. We have
thus far existed as stars and debris until we lost our connection to Source.
This occurred by means of explosions beyond our imaginations within
galaxies and pockets of The Outer Universe for an amount of time
undetermined. But where there is Light, we clustered and merged. The
Collective Consciousness was formed by the strongest of us as we found
places to prosper. They gave of themselves in ways few of us remember as
they literally sacrificed their spiritual forms to instill planets with the ability
of Creation.
Buddhist say that one should view the world as if you are a magician, and it
is of your creation. Many Christian beliefs speak of a collective of three
forms that make up The Trinity. The Hindus say that we are the complete
body of Vishnu. To the early Grecian, we are the products of Earth and the



Cosmos off-springs. To the Native Americans, there is Grandmother Moon
and Grandfather Sun, Mother Earth, and Father Sky, all else within the
universe are our siblings. Every leap we’ve made in our Spiritual
Development has brought us to understand the very thing that we attempt to
be blind to, our oneness with the universe.
To fight against this is to fight against our very Consciousness that observes
these facts. The very act of creating life is the joining of two beings to
manifest it. It is the continuation of that same life force that has moved
throughout our existence beginning from the birth of this universe. We
manifest life, and we also manifest Consciousness. We are one with every
Consciousness before us in an endless stream, and yet we fight against what
we know to be true within our cores. We have thus, been fighting against
Truth. Afraid to admit our greatness, and shunning everyone that will. This
single act of not being able to confront has allowed unconsciousness to
creep its way into our lives and give to us the thoughts of individuality.
With individuality comes an outer influential concept about the entire
universe, it’s the wrong view, and it is corrupted.
The Three Lower Realms in the Collective were designed by us in the
Collective Consciousness to set us back on the path to reconnecting to the
Source. Without this connection, once Unconsciousness has settled across
the planet, then the fears of the many beings will begin to corrupt our
creative powers, and destruction will soon follow. At a time, our only
defense was a creation boom of spirits to hopefully create awakened beings
at a greater number, but it seems that the more we populate, the more the
planet falls into suffering. Now we look towards focusing on awakening
Greater Beings, this is the only way to strengthen the populations. 
There have been those that have made the journey to connect to the Realm
of Order in the past and have blessed us for thousands of centuries as the
Omnipotent Consciousness became aware of us. There have also been times
that the Outer Universe has spread so much that the planet was layered in
destruction many times. Archaeologists are still trying to figure this out as
they look through the earth’s crevices and uncover multiple unrecorded
planetary cataclysms. Some destructions were such that nothing, not even
remnants of civilizations remained.
Through it all we have remained as spiritual beings, creating civilizations
that, throughout the masses may find that single awakened spirit. In today’s
world, it is much different now, there are aware spirits more abundant than



any that has been seen before. We are moving at such a steady pace and our
Spiritual leaders are speaking louder than they were ever allowed to before.
We are beginning to vibrate as one on a much higher frequency. The
Collective has been stronger by this new-found awareness. Most of us still
reside within the Realm of Possibilities and understand our power over
Creation for ourselves and our communities. To make the leap into the
Realm of Realities took qualities that few were able to master initially, this
was designed by the early Great Beings to protect against corruption in this
Realm. The dedication that it takes to move into the Realm of Order is of
the rarest kind. But with the way we’re moving in Consciousness, even that
may be changing for the better. I would not be able to present this work if it
would not be able to be received.
 
Within the Realm of Order are the Sub-Planes of Connection, Actions,
and Structure. Here you begin a process of merging with the Omnipotent
Consciousness, you are not lost in the process, but your Consciousness will
expand even farther as your awareness comes to know secrets of the Design
that very few have ever known. Those of us who have touched this Realm,
have been known as the voices of God. I will now give knowledge that has
not been given. When a Soul is on The Path of Order, and has achieved
Sublime Consciousness therein, they will be continuously able to
reincarnate within the Lower Collective by choice, should this be their path.
Or they will begin their Spiritual Journey into the Higher Realms within
The Collective. I will attempt to illustrate this in a two-dimensional picture,
though I’m sure it does not give it the justice it deserves. This will awaken
this world to new insights into The Pyramid Structures, and what the
Ancient Souls were accomplishing far beyond the lies of a mere six
thousand years. The Middle East territories have much for us to awaken to,
but then so does the Far Eastern World.
   
When reaching this plateau of Consciousness, there two choices. One, go
back and reincarnate within The Physical Realms. This would most likely
to be to experience an event, or to assist with other Souls Development,
there will be a more thorough understanding of this when I cover Karmic
Laws. Two, you begin your journey within Spiritual Realms and reincarnate
into forms of Light which can sustain your current level of Consciousness,
as it expands, your reincarnations will move into higher forms. I see no



need to speak about the Spiritual Side, most beings that have prospered that
far understand their paths well. I will speak of the Physical Pathway on the
left. 
There is a secret third pathway as well. Beings that have excelled beyond
set goals, or The Omnipotent Consciousness has granted access to
knowledge, which is considered new within the Collective, signals a level
of new Evolution for all Beings within the Known Universe. This is
something to note for the Awakened Beings who are watching for the
next Root Race to form. These Societies must understand that once the Root
Race has been established, then a Soul who has already accomplished the
last steps on The Sacred Path of Order will reincarnate into this Race. This
Greater Being will journey through a single life within this new race, and
then decide to move upward. This very act is not a sacrifice but will signal
the turning of the next stage of evolution by making our newly formed
Consciousness present before The Omnipotent Consciousness. Should
something befall this reincarnation, another will reincarnate until the
process is achieved. 
 
Sub-Plane of Connection: Here is a body instilled with creation’s force
and will, born into the Physical Universe. We have the Conscious ability in-
between our birth to death cycle of learning what lessons must be learned
for greater awareness, at this stage we see what hinders us from our
understandings and can begin to take responsibility for our Karmic Debt.
There are hidden depths to each Soul, we may only know as much as our
evolved consciousness can perceive. Yet this is the first steps of truly taking
control over our existence through the acceptance of what wrongs and
kindness we have done. 
We naturally possess Clairaudience, Clairvoyance, with a developing form
of Telepathy. With our new-found gifts for piercing through Corruption of
The Outer Universe, we become the force to which Source will cleanse the
planet. Higher Orders of Light will communicate to us many ways, from
dreams, experiences, to even directly. We are now strong enough to move
into the infection and cleanse it with the purest will to create it anew. We
are unconcerned about those who disagree because we have come to our
lifetime with a purpose to heal the planet. There are many Spiritual Leaders
which will come to our thoughts, their sacrifices and teachings were
initially hard to comprehend. Then they unlocked new ways in which we



observed our world and awakened us. We are only just now seeing the truth
of Christ’s great sacrifice in new light within only the last few hundred
years. 
 
Awakening this lifetime: If we should awaken here in this lifetime and not
be reincarnated into it, then the process would be different. The connections
are forging us into advanced consciousness now, streamers are extending
outward in thousands of directions from our Astral Forms and connecting to
the Collective Universe. We are aware of all that is around us, and
eventually, this is strengthened in dependence on our attention. A new
Consciousness is beginning to form in this beginning phase. When we
speak, communication with others comes forth with clarity and truth that
could shake the viewpoints of the others spoken to. We see and feel truth so
deeply that many may fall away from us because they choose to stay hidden
from it. We can actually feel this force as we begin to speak as a soft flow
that pulls forth from the universe and exits through our voice. 
Many Mediums and Spiritual Leaders mistake this as an outside force and
develop wrong views during this time should they have come this far on the
Collective Path. They can either create personas of this and event
ceremonies to connect to this outside force. Inevitably, these wrong views
will call forth corruption and stunt their growth, and all that follow their
directions. The truth is, we were meant to blend with this new
Consciousness and surpass what we are currently. We have developed to
form new realizations, and thus become a Greater Being. It is always best
during this time to seek refuge without the influence of belief structures.
Spiritual Retreats will serve no purpose for us because we will be around so
many different levels of Beings and pounded with so much chaotic energy
that we would not be able to find solace. I suggest Tai-Chi during this time
or Zen Buddhism as long as you remain fully focused in Consciousness. 
The goal here is to accept this advancement and disregard the voices that
hinder you, which you now feel more than hear. You can end up feeling
pressure that you have to “Do Something”, but you do not. You have done
much so far, this is a lifetime of quiet contemplation and learning. You can
do anything your current life asks of you or do nothing in harmony and the
Collective will provide for you each and every time. I’m reminded of
Eckhart Tolle’s awakening as he sat on a bench for a lengthy amount of
time in peace and observed the world. People eventually without fail



brought food and drink to him and sustained him until he was ready to
become the beautiful being, he is today.
 
Gifts
Gifts can be a bit tricky to define here, your path is unique among any
others. Powers that you stimulate to manifest will become one with your
Astral Form and will forever be an addition to any reincarnation that you
take. These Gifts are generally branched from your upper Chakras and you
can quite easily develop all within your individual way through Conscious
attention. You can directly, Speak Truth, See Truth, or Know Truth. The
first two will need your presence whereas the last does not. The world is a
fantastically active place, and Greater Beings generally tone down their
active viewing of this as to not scare the locals. Even when two Greater
Beings meet it will appear to others as a very normal interaction, when in
fact they are exchanging communications that is beyond others to
comprehend. As I have said, the spirit does not communicate with words. 
Another Gift here is the ability to raise the Conscious levels of all
Collective Beings within an area depending on your strength as a Greater
Being. The strongest of us can hold groups of thousands by perhaps saying
very little because the people aren’t coming to hear them speak, it is just a
fill-in for appearances. The truth is they are coming to feel Conscious, and
for that time they are elevated to the possibilities of what they can achieve.
There will always be corrupted forms throughout any event to challenge the
Guru. For the most part, they are welcomed, for they need our support most.
Greater Beings develop this Gift in so many different ways, some through
humor, some through disciplined crowds, and some through direct actions
such as meditation groups of the like. But in the end, they can just sit
quietly and smile upon us while imparting Consciousness to the attendees,
any Initiates to the path will sense it. 
The last Gift here, will be the ability to Cleanse Corruption, we do this
through our new-found Conscious Levels. With a stronger connection to
Source, we possess a tireless flow of Conscious Energy that can be focused,
moved about through our will, and placed where we desire it to be. We
focus it when we wish to break corruption at a point, or on and Unconscious
Being we wish to free. We can blanket it across an area that has been
corrupted through past experiences. Or we settle it upon areas we wish to
become safe havens, depending on our strength it can be settled over



massive terrains. Cities and Countries that have known long eras of peace
come to mind, but I have not met a Soul capable of producing this effect
upon the whole of the planet, for this we require The Collective. There is no
need for contemplations at this point forward, we have come into our own
realizations and have been welcomed officially into The Light.  
 
 Sub-Plane of Actions: Our merging process in the Realm of Order is
beginning to manifest. The Omnipotent Consciousness is aware of us, and
because of our courage it is now more aware of the spirits that have been
created here in this portion of the Known Universe, for you have added
your great journey and Consciousness to its own. Our Planetary Logos and
Lord Creator instills in us a final journey to repair what has been damaged
within, each Souls journey is unique and a final test that will be dependent
on the whole of their lifetimes. You can travel lifetimes over, but once you
complete this test, you will move into the Higher Sub-Plane. We come into
full realization of our powers of True Creation, our place in Order is
secured, and we have full mastery over the physical world we reincarnate
into but lack the ultimate control over where we reincarnate. We reincarnate
where the Omnipotent Consciousness decides we are needed, in a place
where our Karmic Debt can be most cleansed from us. You reincarnate with
many blessings, even if in the most corrupted areas. Our every movement
on the planet is witnessed by all the Beings within every Plane we move
through, for they can no longer deny the beacon of our very own Christ’s
Form. Greater Beings that view this Astral Form, will realize that you have
taken the Path of Leadership and now seek to help you in any and all
means, with an overwhelming trust. 
 
Awakening this Lifetime: You begin the Path of Elemental Mastery, many
teachings now days believe we should develop ways to control the
Elemental Beings and Forces in the beginning of our Spiritual
Development. This will ultimately cause us to fall again by placing our
Consciousness where we lease need to develop at this time, for Elemental
Mastery can only be truly achieved through Truth and Consciousness. We
have thus far manifested without the need for interaction with the Lower
Elemental Planes, through mastery of our chakras we create through
thought patterns that influence, other than Direct Mastery. We must accept
our true place within the Known Universe and reveal ourselves Consciously



to the Awakened Forms of these Elementals. For True Mastery will be
direct communication with these Primal Forces, with no need for
ceremony. 
For almost three thousand years we have been corrupted through Entropic
Forces, first performing animal sacrifices to what mostly were Corrupted
Greater Elementals. They perhaps would grant us our wishes in exchange
for blood. Those Elementals were from any element at the time. When the
Dark Ones arrived in large numbers, they turned this corruption into Human
Sacrifice demanding our very own life’s force. We gladly gave, and in so
doing corrupted the very core of our ability as Beings of Creation, by
Destroying instead. In today’s world we have created many corrupted tools
that have tainted essence upon them, though we place a lie over them as
being helpful to our lives. Weapons of War for instance hold a false view of
being for protection, but when Consciousness pierces this we see only a
means of death, destruction, pain, and suffering which is manipulation and
containment of Elementals. The food we eat as well as the air we breathe is
tainted as well, through our lies, we tell ourselves it’s needed for the
masses, then pack them with chemicals that will have future effects on our
health, and the genetic health of our offspring. I challenge you to
contemplate this deeper, my focus is on our spiritual journey. 
So many New Age schools thought to be in harmony with these Beings,
performing summoning rituals and asking them to perform a task. A few of
these have gained wisdom over these Elementals mischievous natures. It is
made to sound so beautifully symmetrical, yet a Conscious Being on many
occasions would most likely see that the Elemental is feeding on the
Disillusions of the Soul. Incapable of seeing truth the Soul will sometimes
get what they casted for, and many times left wondering what they could do
better or differently next time. Becoming still the needy in this relationship
until completely broken and will look at even more aggressive or darker
means. 
Books on Demonology have attracted many Souls with the lure of gaining
power, they map out in what is felt to be a direct ability to understanding
these legions from Hell. Most of these Dark Ones, far destroyed by one
another, or in some cases by their hidden war with the Light Forces. Yet still
the deceived Summoner calls forth to places they have no knowledge of,
and to a Being that is far removed from what they think. Kings Solomon’s
records was perhaps a strong understanding, but much has happened since



then. The Tetragrammaton, a remnant from the Atlantean era is wrought
with misdirection’s that only the highest in the Judaic Order can perceive,
but others could very easily succumb to in corruption, for this was not
meant for public records. Knowledge must be gained before action, many
find books like these and then skim through the pages to find what they are
most interested in to start performing these techniques. Some pathways no
longer serve our stages of evolution, and I can account for dozens of more
like this. 
There is a misperceived understanding of words such as Occultism,
Metaphysical, and Philosophical. Depending on our viewpoint, we
automatically place good or bad upon them, when in fact they are very
neutral understandings. They start off wishing to delve for secrets, and at
times have given us great knowledge. But at other times we become
influenced in the belief that we alone hold these secrets and develop an
arrogance that can be very infectious. We must understand how deep these
Lies are ingrained in us. Throughout history when Beings from the Outer
Universe show forth their powers in enchanting displays, we are so quick to
be in awe. Powers that are either only made possible by pulling it from us
observing the event, or by forming a pact with an Elemental from other
Planes. Many of these individuals in passing, created organizations, which
have over time reinvented their selves and hidden away the past, newer
members have a completely new perspective and no knowledge of this. The
end result is an army of deceived Souls which will spread the Lies with the
utmost faith and spreading to more areas. 
I speak of this because this is a crucial point in our path where we fail.
When entering into the Realm of Order we are no longer a spectator, but an
active threat to the Outer Universe. We threaten to unravel the Dark Ones
very meticulous weaving throughout generations of deceit. They will hunt
for you and seek to enchant you with their ways by showing you their great
organizations and followers which can pull you in. With a great following
they can manufacture light energy by feeding off of the Lost Souls in the
group, and we can easily misperceive their true intentions, much less even
the Leaders would not know. Only by true Consciousness will we see
through this. 
Only by self-contemplation and a deep yearning to develop ourselves
within the Plane of Connection will we strengthen and grow. Many of us
will take to hiding because we feel overpowered by what we consciously



observe. This is clear understanding of how few we are as of now, surging
aware possibilities, few who have the wisdom needed to go the distance. Or
fall into corrupted organizations because we feel and overpowering
acceptance. 
Its within our natures to feel needed and useful at these times in our
development. Remember that Jesus of Nazareth and many other Great
Beings disappeared for a time to develop before they brought forth their
wisdom. They did this because they had evolved to the point where there
could be no more teachers, no more guides, no more lessons that this
physical universe could give. At this point they were Consciousness
Realized, they needed to Master the Elemental forces to bring forth a new
understanding to the world. In doing so finding their Souls true form and
purpose. When Consciousness has developed fully in this Plane, a
Conscious Being, can command any of the Prime Four Elements with but
one thought, close to instant results, every time. This is why I believe to
Become Conscious first, to cleanse corruption, and then Master the
Elements. For at this point we see them as easy as we can read from this
page. 
 
Anapanasati (mindfulness of breathing) is what I conceive to be the
original form of meditation from the Siddhartha Gotama, before realizing
his true form as Buddha. This very action holds the key to our development,
free of any chants or embellished states of created awareness. Just sitting,
consciously observing the breath’s movements, and acceptance of all that is.
Not following thoughts that arise but watching as they move in and out of
your mind with simple observations. This is a direct link to drown out the
many voices and find true awareness in your Truth. 
Much more can be learned, but truly at this point in this is your journey
between you and The Design. The wisdom imparted from Source is for you
alone to become one with all. There aren’t Gift’s granted because your very
Consciousness is the Supreme Gift fully Realized as a Greater Being of
Creation. It is for you alone to accept and own this truth even if it should
take lifetimes. Jesus of Nazareth was perceived to have doubts, we see this
is the desert journey where Lucifer sought to corrupt him. The difference
was that Jesus had great consciousness to the knowledge of what he was
meant to do, for that is between him and The Omnipotent Consciousness. I
write this so we understand what is to come, that we understand what is at



stake, and that we can take on our personal journeys without fears. Many of
us will never have to take on such burdens as being the soul spirit
responsible for the future evolution. There will be one to come which will
take on the burden of moving forward the Root Races which will have
immense impact on multiple levels of life here in Our Solar System. Still
each of us are capable of sacrificing by bringing Consciousness to every
Soul we come into contact with. I hope that when the time comes for you to
access full realization, that you have a Collective Universe that has
prepared you properly so that your internal struggles are eased, you can
move forward in truth.
 
 Sub-Plane of Structure: We now know the will of The Design, and our
Evolution is clear to forge our place within this new Higher Plane and
become a Society like none that has been created below us. Being given
Consciousness from the beginning, created completely individual and each
able to achieve Godlike status, we now understand how rare a thing this is.
Beings below us on the Higher Planes are blessed with Consciousness when
they have proven their worth, it is not evolutionary. Beings on the Lower
Planes are under the pulse of life’s flow moving them through without
individualized Consciousness. We are among the few universal creations
that have been granted the Omni Conscious living as us, through our
experiences, as our envisioned world forms anew. We have given of
ourselves un-relentlessly for the majority of our existence and now know
more than any being within the portions of the Universe we exist. All
Consciousness exist as an extension of another Consciousness. The more
omniscient that Consciousness is, the greater the impact when it gives of
itself to the Universe. I must now explain something not spoken of to the
Collective. Such secrets lie forgotten by the Beings of the Earth’s
Evolution, again I say this only because we are able to receive it. Here we
must decide our paths for there are a few which will determine our growth. 
 
 
The Left-Sided Path:
The first of this path is designed for the Greatest of us. We’ve spent enough
lifetimes developing and growing in Consciousness that we have become
what is known to us as an Avatar of Light, these are Greater Beings that
have established a completed affinity to the Omni Consciousness, yet have



done so on their own journey. Not merged, but a reflection of its brilliance.
There are perhaps a few Beings that are known to us here on Earth’s
Evolution currently, others have intentionally willed themselves to not be
known, it is not for us to know why. Only those of us who have equal or
above consciousness will know of their presence. They do so with one goal
primarily, to reincarnate at the time of the planets next evolutionary cycle.
They reincarnate off and on within the Physical Universe but never choose
to move forward, just move into lives to assist our conscious development.
When the time is ripe, they will Seed the next Root Races by reincarnating
in a very unique way. They reincarnate into multiple forms at once, they
become an entire Race imparting their advance consciousness to them. This
will scatter the original Consciousness but will be reflected in every
newborn child within the Race. The new race will be advanced in spirit but
still childlike in experience, when they advance in consciousness they will
do so as a collective. Many initial Root Races became fragmented due to
the Outer Universe corrupting them or we would have a world of like-
minded conscious souls at this point. Generally guided by Greater Beings to
help them mature and to protect them until they can command their gifts.
Towards the end of Earths own Cycle, a Root Race will be born to the
entirety of the planet. This will be a unique event which has only truly be
seen seen among The Perfected Beings within the Known Universe.
Originating on earth created by the Logos, this new consciousness grants
the Logos advancement within its own evolution. These understandings
have been written of, I leave you to learn more.
Many Greater Beings choose the second path which we call the Warrior of
Light, reincarnating when and where they wish to. Initially, this was for us
to be where we felt we were needed. Then it became where we wanted to
experience new understandings to enhance our gifts. Some Eastern
traditions have formed Greater Beings that wish to be sought out and found
to continue their journeys. Truth be told, there is nothing more to learn once
you’ve achieved this within your old past life. It would be better to grow in
a new experience to hopefully have planetary wisdom when the time is
right to present yourself before the Omni Consciousness. Eventually,
Greater Beings realized this and left their structured teachings. They can be
found a random throughout the world. 
They have only now within the last few hundred years begun to form
Collective Schools of Thought that is evolved enough to attract their



already advanced consciousness. Pulling together for known reasons that
many of us are still evolving to comprehend. To the unaware, they believe
that continents and countries possess their own Guru and Spiritual Leaders.
We cannot see the formations in progress, I tell you truthfully it is
happening. I imagine a day when we rejoice together and speak in direct
truth and presence. I left the Warrior of Light brief, for it is still yet
unwritten and within our current time stream. I will not write more on this,
for reasons one aware will understand.
 
Sacred Planes of Light & Creation
 
The Right-Sided Path: 
You move through the gates of Order and be reformed into a True Being of
Light, we leave the physical universe and gain the responsibility to tend and
oversee the Universe and its Creations. In doing this, we sacrifice our
Consciousness, which is what is left of us through our collective
experiences on this Sacred Journey. We will then fully merge with the
Omnipotent Consciousness making it one with all traces of lifetimes we
have experienced and thus, strengthen our Evolutions as Souls here on this
Plane. This has been done by Souls many times before, each time
advancing us and unlocking truths that have been asleep deep within. This
is the Path some of our Greatest Teachers have taken by their choice alone,
it is not a path easily sought or commanded but must be the ultimate choice.
Now as part of the Omni Consciousness, they live and breathe as us, not
through us, equally in all of Conscious Life. Making their core truths and
wisdoms born in every new life forever more in the physical universe. But
yet again, sacrificing themselves for the ultimate Greater Collective
Universe. With this path you can manifest temporarily within the Physical
Planes but Consciously do not, as you know that the beings evolutions
could be thwarted by laying witness to an Omniscient Being incarnate, you
may if a Collective Group has all raised their levels of awareness and
receptivity. 
If we do not freely choose the prior path of spiritual evolution, then we can
choose to become a True Being of Creation, either of these paths will merge
our Consciousness with the Omni Consciousness. However, on this path,
you maintain a semblance of your Conscious Journey. You advance within a
Hierarchy all its own as a Greater Physical Being, forming new worlds that



spring forth life as the Consciousness of Planets, Solar Systems, and
Galaxies. When we begin here, we still possess our personalities in some
form or another. This can create an influence on the Beings we create if we
are protected and uninfluenced in the beginning stages of development. Our
Consciousness will be instilled within every Being we create as we guide
them towards their own journeys to Source. Greater in Consciousness, yet
childlike and evolving into maturity through experiences, should we be
birthed into a safe place of the universe, we will have billions of years to
develop. Our evolution will give greater wisdom of the space we inhabit,
and the Conscious Beings created will develop their own forms of
understanding of you, generally the right view when there is no corruption.
If there is a wrong direction of your creation, you can manifest to guide
your children when needed. Most Planetary Beings around us will be in
communication and assist one another. 
Many Conscious Beings may not know this last part, but I will say this for
your contemplation. Stars Evolutions came from another source, this so far
hasn’t been properly reflected in our Ancient Understandings. They Come
forth from an Evolution not fully known due to it being above and beyond
our comprehension. Planetary Archetypes understand their Leadership
Roles vaguely in the beginning. They are guided by a Collective
Consciousness that’s Centered within the Star, these voices are in unison
and rarely impart an individualized personality, for most communication is
felt by Conscious Beings within their energy. They are all at once within the
Known Universe a life that surpasses our own. When the time is ripe, this
will be known to us.  
I say this to the Ancient Organizations that have a particular interest. What
we call a Planetary Logo here in the Earth's Evolution, may have many
different names. But a Logo, will not cease to exist should the Outer
Universe destroy it. These Logos have a greater Consciousness than us and
are seeds of a new abundance of Consciousness. They will simply
reincarnate on another throughout the Universe that’s ripe for evolution. If
in fact the Outer Universe successfully corrupts this Logos, then it would be
immense progress for its destructive agenda. This is an extremely rare
event, the Logo will freely give up the planet beforehand if the majority of
its creations are infected. On the few times, this did occur, the Logos fell
from grace by becoming too absorbed by its creations, hence becoming



corrupted and forgetting their true Design within The Universe. I will leave
this for your greater contemplation. 
 
This brings our existence full circle as we are now able to connect with our
part in Creation. We should now understand our place in the Known
Universe, and the gifts we possess. Earth’s Evolution is such that the
greatest gifts come to those of us with the awareness to expand our
Consciousness and never quit. Do this with the understanding that every life
form in the Universe is a part of a whole, every Consciousness connected to
the Source, and every Spirit a reflection of Truth. Should we keep just these
truths in mind, then we would have expanded our awareness of this life.
However, if we consciously move our observations beyond what we are
used to and seek answers that most around us never do. Then we grow into
Greater Beings and assist the world in ways in which the beauty of our own
unique signatures can only do.
There have been so many great pathways and beliefs that have led to this
understanding. Take these writings and implement them into your path
towards true consciousness and may we all unlock the secrets of our own
individual paths. All Aware Beings know well what is to come, for we all
have been awaiting this time from the moment when we began to create for
ourselves. We are Creators of our own individual designs, yet so much
more. If you found what I have imparted resourceful to your development
so far, then I am beyond thankful and humbled by your growth. 
I will now extend myself to places not suggested by any until secured in
consciousness. It is time for our awareness to truly shine a light on that
which has hindered us from the beginning of time. You can reflect on your
past experiences but be sure to bathe yourself in consciousness and
understanding. We were born as Children of Light and Dark, but so far lie
to ourselves about this. Living lives that keep ourselves hidden from truth,
in reality, is for us to master our own lies. To mature as a Spiritual Society,
we need only to take on the responsibility to confront the truth and
acknowledge our part in what we have wrought.  
 
 



CONFRONTING OUR
DESTRUCTION
 
I give you this as a means to elevate our Consciousness, not a means to
acknowledge one another’s faults or point fingers of suspicion. I say
truthfully if you should feel above any portions within this chapter, a very
in-depth contemplation of oneself will be needed. I have written all before
this as a means to know your worth as a true Child of Creation. To know
well our possibilities and capabilities to grow into Blessed Beings. To do
this will require a thorough cleansing of first our Souls, then the Souls
around us. 
You will enter into the Outer Universe via The Dimension of Infections
here. You will continue to cycle through all of Entropy’s Sub Dimensions,
Infections, Dysfunctions, and Abnormalities continuously throughout your
lifetimes. The Plane of Entropy, Fears, and Internalizations are primarily
influential within the Physical Universe, because here the Outer Universe
can be most active, and will be the most effective to produce corruption in
Earth’s Evolution. Keywords must be understood now, in the Collective
Souls we reincarnate, this very meaning is the act of reprocessing new
consciousness and new information in various ways within the evolving
world. Souls within the Outer Universe incarnate, they embody what they
currently know and aren’t able to reinvent themselves for our Conscious
Evolution. Planes are where Collective Consciousness resides and all
places where Creation and Light can manifest, if this term is used, it is
because Light still touches these areas even if it is considered a corrupted
Plane, we move through these areas with Astral Bodies free of all lower
Forms. Realms are created spaces and are generally corrupted by the Outer
Universe. Both exist in places only our Etheric Bodies can move through
and are enhanced or infected by. Last would be Dimensions, these are
pockets of corrupted (or collective) areas which reside inside of both Planes
and Realms. It is attached to the corrupted minds collectively giving it the
appearance of a wildly strung webbing. Until it grows into large amounts
and appears to be a solid mass, but continuously active and feeding off
those encased in it. It grows only as the population grows, and if they
become entangled. 



Within each of these places when corruption has peaked. It will seep out
and be reflective in these environments. For most Collective Beings it will
only be seen as heavy pollution, unhealthy resources, and living conditions
that range from horrendous to unsustainable. For Conscious Beings, we will
see this directly on any other plane or realm as I have explained it. For the
empathic souls, they will sense it and even become physically ill to it, any
soul sensitive will attempt to avoid these areas through instinct. I will
continue now.       
Eventually and inevitably, as you continue to be processed within Entropy
you will form solidifying concepts of the world you exist in. These are not
cleansed throughout lifetimes for again, you are not given new
Consciousness upon rebirth, hence Unconsciousness only becomes stronger.
Your Creative Powers begin to build a world where your core viewpoints
are what you consider to be true, and even this will be pieced together from
your lifetimes of experience, even century-old beliefs will be part of your
core viewpoints coming into this world. The more you stay within this
cycling existence, you no longer gain new information from the Collective
Universe, what you once possessed will slowly be replaced with dark
habitual natures. Souls trapped within these incarnations are known
as Infective Beings, only new beings entering this first dimension are the
most harmless among the Outer Universal Beings. This can perhaps be one
to ten cycling depending on what events occur in their lifetime. These New
Infective Beings still possess the ability of their own realizations to be
reborn back into the Collective Universe. They are in most cases capable of
still having a sense of right beliefs and will follow the rules out of necessity.
They harbor a negative outlook that causes them to dislike positive Beings
around them but will keep these thoughts to themselves initially. They truly
see positivity as not realistic, and feeling cornered with this will invoke
many deterrents in making the positivity cease. This could be from causing
infectious concepts to grow around them, or if they are in a leadership role
forcing others to adhere to their beliefs. This would be the largest portion of
the infected Souls we encounter, I choose not to give a statistic for all we
need is to be aware to know these Beings. Throughout Entropy cycling, we
take on stronger amounts of infection as we begin to deplete what is left of
our Life’s Force. Some Beings can move here and then back to the
Collective Universe many times due to their Karmic Debts but rarely move



deeper into the Outer Universe, because off and on they were able to
reincarnate and start fresh as a Soul. I will speak more on this later.  
Whereas the Dimension of Infections secures our misperceptions of truth,
the Dimension of Dysfunctions makes us inept to function properly in a
Universe full of Creation and Light. Here we take on finding new ways of
sustaining ourselves by stimulating suffering in others to gain energy,
depending upon the infected mind this could be very intelligently creative.
Spiritual Dependency will be reflected in our very natures which causes
Souls to fall into this grasp in various ways, especially good-natured souls
who have developed empathy for suffering. This will be a direct link to
causing the Outer Universe to spread. The infected soul’s dependency gives
much suffering to an aware being when they feel compelling needs to
satisfy these beings. Guilt and allegiance are strictly enforced and can take
on light forms of aggression to get back to what the Infective Being
believes is normal. These Infective Beings can somewhat function in
society and some have learned to play a role while outside performing tasks
but will rarely be given a leadership role due to their dislike for others
cooperatively functioning. They many times take on activities that they
believe help them to forget about their struggles in the world like drug use
which will lead to more dysfunctional viewpoints. Modern-day Psychic
Vampirism completely encompasses this viewpoint, they are not aware to
know that they were incarnated in this Dimension. They are aware that they
lack Life’s Energy. They have advanced enough to go out and hunt for it in
direct means, instead of just manipulating others. But here the Infective
Being develops the viewpoint of self-survival, through internal needs they
will feed off anyone, even themselves if they find another with more energy
than them.  
The last type of Infective Being hails from the Dimension of Abnormalities,
these Infective Beings will actively seek a life that is perceived as an
authoritarian role solely for dominating purposes. When a Collective Being
wishes to be a Leader, they do so with the core belief that they can lead in a
positive way and help make a difference in society. When an Infective
Being does this, their core viewpoint is pure dominance. This is the way in
which they perceive the world to be in its raw nature, and their direct means
to be able to feed off suffering. They may go through many obstacles to
become someone who looks right for the job until they finally achieve this.



This can be the Military (specifically foot Soldier Branches), any form of
Law
 
Enforcement Branches, or any career where hands-on suffering can be
inflicted upon others (even if the end result is a feeling of accomplishment).
These Inflictive Beings are quick to react to situations with all levels of
hostility, but still possess some understanding of not to use it in an immoral
way in the public eye.
The very last note to realize here is that these Infective Beings can all be
cleansed of their false views. There are many reasons why we legitimately
incarcerate and subjugate Infective Beings to our morals and laws. Those
who have murdered may be the exception for they are soon to be processed
into Lower places in the Outer Universe. Those who have killed have done
so under the guise of law and can continue to do so until we restructure our
societies. Those who have created anguish and suffering in others are
unconscious of the true reasons why, and what truly they need from it to
survive. Incarceration will only be a temporary fix for society, as long as
they don’t develop more corruption while in containment. Incarceration
with Conscious Awakening other than psychological profiling would be
better for these Infective Beings.    
When cycling through Entropy for an unaccountable amount of times. Our
lifetimes and ingenuity will be what stirs the Outer Universe to take notice.
Should we live a life that seeks out and feeds continuously on aware souls,
then we give new understandings to the Outer Universe as we develop
further means to effectively survive. This does not happen to many, only
those capable of creating a persona to others that looks above normal and
can attract attention. These Infective Beings move into the Dimension of
Fears as a Chaotic Being. These Chaotic Beings have very distinct
personae which I will clarify later on. Closer experience with these Chaotic
Beings will note something is lacking in their natures to be truly concerned
for others. They perform acts of kindness as a direct means to gain praise
and will become negative if not receiving it. They take on leadership as a
disguise to misdirect others and gain power. The larger the groups they lead
the less likely the masses will see these defects. We saw a type of these
Chaotic Being in Jim Jones, David Koresh, and Charles Manson, but rarely
see the others only because they are much harder to detect. All praised and
loved but truly deceptive and corruptive to their followers. These Chaotic



Beings can be cycled anywhere within the Plane of Entropy, and the Plane
of Fears where they can now be incarnated within the Sub-Dimensions
of Randomities, Fixations, and Death. Chaotic Beings will incarnate as a
being with a single understanding for they rarely are capable of finding new
streams of consciousness to feed off, even if you were able to present a new
way of thinking they are too far entrenched to grasp it. If they were a
spiritual leader, then they will become one again and again. They will
cement themselves in what they have done and become more
knowledgeable in just this way of thought every lifetime. Growing,
amassing, and corrupting over and again until the Collective Beings rise in
Consciousness and outgrow them. On very few occasions they can attempt
to reinvent themselves but will find it very hard to absorb any new way of
thinking, so we will get a strikingly old belief structure that doesn’t really
blend well with the new. This does not apply to the Chaotic Beings from
Fixations, their viewpoints are ingrained to learn from what the Outer
Universe has learned so far.
Within the Realms of Internalizations, we become lost most times
Ethereally due to intense pain and suffering which can be a single lifetime
or can be developed over lifetimes. The Abysmal Realms takes a very strong
Consciousness to perceive much less comprehend. It is a complete
fragmentation of unconscious beings within a soupy solid mix all infecting
one another. Nightmarish concepts where the world has been contorted by
others incapable of viewing anything beyond their constructed unreality. We
enter here through the cycling of Entropy and generally have the events of
indescribable atrocious acts that we were involved in, even if not by choice.
One by one as the screams and sufferings occur, a unique thing happens.
We become entangled and meshed together in our pain, compounded as the
suffering adds to itself for large amounts of space. The Unconscious Beings
that are responsible have such hate, that their wishes burn their last
resources of creative powers into the ones they inflict, while the beings
suffering adds to the monstrous acts with their powers drawn out through
the pain. The two will become so completely tethered to one another, that
even after those inflicting the pain will be pulled back here after death and
become cemented. It’s hard to fathom the array of intensity. This Plane was
created far back beyond even Earth’s Evolution and has grown because we
have fed it beyond our knowledge. Unconscious beings generally don’t
incarnate anymore, just stay within their portions and persist, stuck and



seething with different forms of animosity for the living over time. For a
Greater Being to even attempt to cleanse these areas they need to be able to
unravel the direct unconscious beings and not the conglomerated area of
infection, even be willing to confront that it begun millions of years ago.
Beings here are usually titled depending on the Sub-Dimension they
inhabit, Mystery, Specters, and Ghosts. This is not the end of all of our
journeys, just a setback of an immense about of time for some. Most that
are killed quickly, do not possess suffering or form animosity and hate. It
may also be a Karmic Debt simply ripening, either of these scenarios will
just place the Soul back within the Collective to be reincarnated. I will
explain in more detail further.
If our cycling within Entropy should take on above exceptional
advancement for the Outer Universe. Perhaps, an Infective Being that is
essentially a key reason for great human death for tens of hundreds of years
to come. These Infective Beings have been possessed enough to have an
intention and acknowledgment of what they are and will do. They perform
these actions without the fleck of guilt, it isn’t for their advancement in any
way, just to destroy many lives. The Death Cults of Mexico comes to mind
as an example, I dare not openly point to anyone in today’s world. They
take active pleasure in this and even honor a Dark One by cycling so many
lifetimes. They may even have to perform great destructive acts many
lifetimes in service of the Dark One. Then they might be incarnated within
the Plane of Dark. Dark Ones have little need for personal servants, for
they realize by assisting another Dark One to form would be their
competition. For them, all that is corrupted within their area are already
feeding them and sustaining them. They generally move all corrupted as
pawns throughout their space without the slightest knowledge of them
doing it. On many occasions they puppet Chaotic Ones when beings believe
they uncovered them. Rarely having to do much because the Outer
Universe is an active thing all to itself and them, its Tenders. They do
possess the highest capable intelligence among all the Outer Universe
Beings stationed within the physical. They are birthed through Dark in three
different ways among the Sub-Dimensions, Stasis, De-Fabrications,
and Gorging each taking on different but specific personalities. These are
the real counterparts to The Angelic Beings from the Holy Kingdoms. Do
not believe that since we only have five of them here that it’s not something
to worry about. These Dark Ones, much like Archangels are godlike



compared to our understandings. To even peek their heads out of their
secret areas of protection would make them face instant confrontation from
all that have been waiting. Since the Collective Universe hasn’t been able to
fully cleanse their Corrupted Barriers that tend to continue to grow, the fight
feels tedious. But we will see what the future holds. 
   Within the Realms of Destruction, only Ancient Ones are revealed. Very
specific events produce such an Entity. They will become one of three types
to our knowledge within the Known Universe as Dark
Matter, Compactions, and Absorptions. the evolved Planes, Realms, and
Dimensions will in most cases be obliterated. I promise to explain this fully
in this chapter, I just don’t wish to present this immediately. We should first
fully realize the stages that would lead to this unimaginable event, for it has
happened before.
 
Realm of Entropy                                                  
The Realm of Entropy is where we start here. This usually begins when we
allow concepts of destructive tendencies to seep into our Consciousness, we
are generally Collective Beings within the Plane of Possibilities and had a
very little amount of seeing the blessings we have had thus far. We all have
ongoing thoughts, but generally, we filter out those thoughts that we know
would harm us, for it's not within our natures. Parents may teach us what
they feel are ways to survive, and we will not be at fault for participating in
some of these activities, for instance, hunting. The Conscious Universe
understands that it must provide sustenance. Should we continue to learn
how to hunt and excel in it, we are quite normal. Should we gain a desire to
hunt without the need for sustenance we will be moving into cautious
terrain, but still considered okay considering hunting seasons open
specifically to downsize the population growth of animals. A healthy
respect for nature when you hunt is not something to become worried
about. 
We fall prey to the Outer Universe through our stress and anxiety, which is
a common theme throughout the modern world at this time and growing at
increasing rates yearly. We are incarnated into cultures that give to us a
world of continued concern for our livelihoods, our loved ones, and our
friends. We take on the challenge in our adolescents and do so with an
ingrained sense of one wanting to master these morals within our societies.
Rarely given the support growing up to learning techniques that will calm



anxiety, we enter into a world where all in our social structures spend their
time with us discussing only their anxiety and stress to add to ours.
Deadlines, bills to pay, problems with relationships while we are
bombarded by new forms as we worry. There are those who give the
appearance that they have it together, and so are given more responsibility,
more friends come to them with more anxiety and stress. At this point, the
mind cannot filter the need for accomplishment from the need for personal
development. 
Learning is no longer a joy here in America, but an essential to beat the
crowds and get through your studies to become accomplished. The
Schooling System, at very few times, challenges us to critically think and
would much prefer to give us an abundance of assignments that would
streamline us for years within the system. We select our majors ninety
percent of the time early on, and it is completely consistent with the wages
we would make in such a field of study. If we alter this course, then we
suffer falling behind from our set destinations by having added courses or
taking a new major close to what we’ve accomplished so far in our studies.
Most of us exit this through debt that we will not be able to pay once we
begin working for decades afterward when we are expected to build our
own families, buy homes, and assist the families that supported us. 
In other countries, we can be born into chaotic streets where death and
hostility still exist. Where populations are controlled with a strong hand and
our families are in constant anxiety of not developing emotionally for this is
considered weak and impart a direct and firm sense of false worth to one
another. For this is how generations have survived and now we must too.
There are laws here which forbid freedom of expression, or acceptance of
self-worth for your life was one born of service to a Leader or to a God,
sometimes considered the same. To go against this there is death in the most
tragic displays that it is something we grow up never letting go of, and even
continues throughout our lifetimes.
The world is now in constant competition to develop faster, accomplish
more, and produce more effective people. We learned this during this Covid
Pandemic, where we became more concerned with American Productivity
than we did for the lives of our people. America completely became
ineffective in protecting its citizens at this time, through the jobs lost,
family and friends lost, and the community break downs which caused
anxiety and stress to increase insurmountably. But what is needed is to look



at whether was this the Outer Universe’s goal from the beginning of this
pandemic? Or the effect from those who are infected and lacked the
Consciousness to make the decisions needed to overcome the threat. Or the
individuals who through corrupted souls performed actions that led us here. 
Entropy takes hold of us when our thoughts reach a point of true defeat,
viewing the world has caused such anxiety and stress that it is obscuring our
viewpoints. We develop a pessimistic view of being powerless to
successfully change the areas in which we exist, now through the internet,
this could be even the planet. 
This infection doesn’t happen easily, for there are always aware beings
attempting to give us a positive outlook and saying just what we need to
hear to keep us going. But we must actively keep these positive souls in our
lives. Most importantly, take on these positive beliefs. If every conversation
consists of you laying down your negative experiences and the positive soul
attempting to help, then eventually they will leave you to your troubles.
Being willing to give and receive positivity the best you can, will show the
other that you do not wish to stay in your pessimistic concepts and are
willing to be free of them. Should you go the other route and amass a group
of pessimistic friends. Then you will get together continuously, complain
about situations, and harbor their pessimism strengthening your own. 
There is a practice for only those within the cycling of Entropy can perform
themselves if they are willing to get out of their growing suffering. Others
have become too far gone to be helped by Collective Souls and would take
a Greater Being to reach them. Greater Beings possess the Clairvoyance to
pierce the truth back into these Corrupted Beings and unlock the places
deep within their lifetimes where they fell into the infections. Greater
Beings can also block themselves from becoming possibly infected, which
was seen many times when exorcisms went wrong. Greater Beings are also
gifted with a stronger connection to Source so that they will not be drained
of Life’s Force. All these skills will come forth again as we start to progress
within our Spiritual Evolutions. For now, we are mature enough to
consciously balance these blessings, and if we are aware of these things in
us, we still have the choice to change.    
 
Practice
It isn’t easy to see good in the world at times, so we create it. We become
what we don’t see around us even if initially we lack the ability to see it as



helpful. Our minds are becoming clouded, so we need to perform actions to
cleanse these thoughts. You may be poor and have very little, but you give
to someone in need. You assist another that has asked for help the best way
you possibly can. Someone cuts you off in the car, you actively allow the
next car to pass. When you become what you don’t see, you will begin to see
it. We may even be grouchy about performing these acts of kindness
because we are too stuck in our heads, but do it anyway, the activity will
eventually cleanse the mind. Other Infective Beings will attempt to give
harsh opinions if we perform kind acts, so we do not discuss it. This is
something that is between us and us alone. Blessings will come your way,
so keep at it. Directly find positive stories on the internet, stories of
possibilities made real. Join groups that volunteer and assist others. The
most important thing is that you find a blessing every day before you sleep,
it could be simply that your health is good, or you raised good children.
There is always something to be thankful for, just ask your positive friend. 
These practices can only be performed by those who haven’t allowed
negativity to influence them so much that they view these kind act as
foolhardy. But even then, I would challenge you to attempt them. Positive
Beings can pull you into them in an attempt to release you from your
pessimism, go and do them. No matter how set you are about your beliefs,
the smallest act of kindness can have life shaking transformations to your
beautiful soul. 
 
Realm of Fears
Begins with Dimension of Randomities, these are the only Chaotic Beings I
can channel, the others I care not to direct my consciousness into. Here we
survive for ourselves but have the personae of a wild and free nature-spirit
which is very attractive to others. We are over-enthused with our
expressions which make all initially want to know us better. People will see
some faults over time but will excuse it because of how we make them feel
when they are with us. This is a game that most must follow however, for as
soon as we no longer get this praise of their energy, we quickly move about
to another soul to infatuate. There is human nature that develops similar to
these traits, but they received this and popularize it from our influence.
Same sexes see us and want to mimic us because they see us as alphas. The
difference between them is that when their doors close, they simply fall
asleep. With us, when the door closes, we become agonized over everyone,



and everything that took our spotlight throughout the day’s activity, this
annoyance is incredibly strong, and we easily make plans to get rid of
people who challenge us from our inner circles. It is a private dialog that we
never let anyone see as we prepare to become more impressive for the next
day. We keep building our identity, until we feel we know what is needed to
make everyone love us and then we become that almost overnight. 
At the root of this particular Chaotic Being is a needed survival to be
believed. Deeply inside they know they are not any of these great
appraisals, but they need to be. Should you follow them they will always
pull you into their world of over the top situations where they come out
unscathed, while your life falls immensely apart. Then will their true
natures be revealed, for if they can no longer use you, and you at all blame
them even without vocalizing it, they will drop you without a second of
concern for your hardships. 
As they progress and find a following, they tend to develop egregious acts
with their followers for pure satisfaction under the lies of self-realized laws.
We already know of these stories of child abuse and partnering up with
wives while forbidding even the husbands to sleep with their own wives.
Should their true natures start coming to light, they will without hesitation
order all to protect them and easily die for them without an ounce of true
concern. 
As with all Chaotic Beings there is a core incarnation of hidden fear that
they will destroy any and all who threaten to expose it. So, we must tread
with care if they have any people that follow them, are loyal, or entranced
by their disillusioned greatness. The deep seeded fear in these beings
are that they are not real. They have fought so hard to create an identity that
they are great and have been fed this to their Ego for so long by those who
idolize them. They alone secretly know the truth because Entropy has
ingrained this in their incarnation, and now uses this corrupt concept of not
being real to infect others with a variety of suffering. 
 
For Greater Beings, cleansing these Chaotic Beings begins with
understanding their hidden secret. They are not real is a direct twisted
believe that they are not real in the physical sense. They are not real,
because they are spiritual beings inhabiting a physical body. The Outer
Universe contorts this concept to make their Egoistic minds misunderstand
the truth. The formation of this Chaotic Being begins in Entropy, they will



undoubtedly have had many incarnations of being made to feel completely
worthless, being told this with overbearing families or even careers. These
lives will always have subjugated them to harsh physical beatings where
being called worthless is associated with it. As this becomes their core
beliefs, they incarnate into the same lifetimes over and again. They ripen to
be incarnated into the Realm of Fear the moment they wish to be
somebody. Hence the Outer Universe grants their wish to “Try.”
 
Next Chaotic Being is from the Dimension of Fixations. This is a very
Intelligent Chaotic Being, they will excel at any and all new technologies at
their disposal, many times inventing new ones that we advance with in
strides. Intelligent, yet very disconnected and undeveloped emotionally and
bare no understanding of the Human Plight. Whereas the Dimension of
Randomities originated in Earth’s Evolution, this Chaotic Being originates
from Water’s Evolution (The First Path), therefore an Entity with a very
different viewpoint. These Chaotic Being’s will have just the bare reflection
of human qualities, for it will be determined from their time here in Earth’s
Evolution. They will keep us enthralled with understandings of inventive
breakthroughs but will do this through great suffering. Societies will
formulate a False View that only through suffering can we advance our
goals, then accept death as a way of life. Chaotic Beings such as these
incarnate at key points in our advancement, they are always incarnated in
great conflicts when we have been weakened Consciously as a Collective.
They can lead, but because of their disconnect to human understanding they
prefer to become a quiet voice that whispers to Leaders of Nations,
generally from the most unconscious side of any conflict. Following the
trail of these Chaotic Beings we will see the conceptual destruction of
human concern and spiritual development, to the advancements of
industrialization and advanced warfare. Examples would be Surgeon
General Shiro Ishii of Japan, Rascher a Nazi Scientist, and Jack Parsons a
Rocket Engineer and Follower of a Dark One.
These Chaotic Beings are very cunning. Unlike the Chaotic Beings of
Randomities, these Chaotic Beings function in well-orchestrated groups.
They always push forward an agenda of materialism and technology and are
in complete conflict with the Luciferian Agenda of spiritual and soul
entrapment. They will generally attempt to thwart Lucifer’s movements if
they become aware of them. The Inquisition and Witch Trials were only



these two forces at war. The most current would be the Luciferic Influence
on Hitler to become a Messiah and lead Germany, while defiling the sacred
Hindu symbol of the Sun into a symbol of Hate via the swastika. Hitler was
completely outside of the Outer Universes reach being controlled by
Luciferic entities. Should they have had their way, Hitler would’ve taken
hold of Continents and made them fully absorbed under Lucifer’s control.
Later in Hitler’s reign, we notice failing health and insane-like personality
conflicts. A direct realization that Corruption and The Outer Universe won
this battle. We know well how this conflict ended, but never look at a
crucial disheartening result. 
We must understand that the Aryan Race was the 5th Root Race in our
Evolution. The name Aryan now invokes a very dark meaning to the
uninformed soul and has a string of corruption on it. The rise of Anti-
Semitism still to this day has not been cleansed from cultures throughout
the world and continues to broaden its meaning. A Sacred Race demolished
from spiritual evolution through our unconscious understandings and
caught attempting to catch up but still very deeply corrupted. This is the
first and most important things we should place our Consciousness as a
Collective. Only a healthy Awakening of this Race will cleanse the Greater
Being that sacrificed themselves to us all. 
In today’s world these Chaotic Beings associate themselves with third
world type Countries. They prefer to be more intelligent than those they
manipulate. They rarely live in these countries but prefer to associate from
the comfort of elevated state and give the appearance of wealth and power.
They spend most of their lifetimes here once they incarnate on Earth
learning, growing, and combining what they have amassed with one another
to secure it throughout their lives. I will attempt to convey their incarnation,
though it has many steps and can be restructured if needed by them. Their
hidden secret however will always be there, progress through destruction.
The incarnations of these entities are cycled in a place we have not fully
comprehended yet. I can tell you that it is a continued incarnation of
mechanized structure and struggle to hammer conscious life out. It would
be easy to see why this secret is ingrained to their incarnation here on earth.
These Chaotic Beings practice and deploy ancient occult traditions, while
twisting the masses to fully disbelieve them. This incarnation however is
initially from a currently living being on earth. 



This Order of Chaotic Beings seek out and find those they wish to assist
them, the Being will be an Infective Being and show qualities a promise for
their inception. On this, the Collective and Luciferic Order attempt to
thwart their advancement. Once prospected, this Infective Being is
incarnated by the control of a Dark One which always commands these
different Orders. This Incarnation will be continuously connected to these
Orders throughout lifetimes as the Orders places them directly through
trials. There can be many prospects doing this continuously, even
incarnating into offspring by passing before the offspring is born. The
process commences the moment they have fully ingested progress through
destruction, with all humanity erased. Then through secret dark ceremonies
the Dark One will bring forth this Chaotic Being and instill it into the
Initiate. 
All traces of soul diminished, this newly incarnated Chaotic Being will
present itself to the earth with a completely anew personae. Their lives
could be one of unknown legacy and suddenly become an overabundance of
knowledge. With viewpoints that will push us away from any belief in
Occultism or Secret Societies, but inventive growth through Technology
and Materialism. On occasion, Chaotic Beings fail to keep their Orders
hidden and Collective Beings find a piece of this out. They are destroyed by
the Order, then the Order will attempt to eradicate all traces of them and
giving their praise to another in the Order. This is becoming harder to do
unless they are able to control the growing rates of communication now. 
Once incarnated here, they will continue to secure their assets and incarnate
within the same genetic lines continuously as they grow. They initially
manufactured inventions themselves but have now evolved to invest to
infect populations through our greed and competitive natures. They fight in
a world very few of us could possibly understand. The true powers in
Societies have always been Collective Conscious Beings, Organizations of
Chaotic Beings, and Luciferic Beings. Each attempting to develop new
ways to thwart the other’s progression, and all in every branch of our
societies that you can imagine. This new playing field has brought forth
dark forces that are incarnations of arrogance. They live and exist with
Conscious Beings and make laws to protect themselves, Chaotic Beings
openly confront us knowing that if conflicts occur, we will most likely be
looked at as the fault.
 



For Greater Beings, we are for the most part awakened and aware of these
forces. Many have bundled them as a single force, which may not be far
from the truth. Direct insight only serves to know the forces you confront.
We see now why the wisest of us leave away from society to build our
strength, and then later return capable. The greatest realization we can have,
is to know that we are created stronger in every way once Fully Awakened.
This is our only true goal, we should not play their games and take them on
actively, for it diminishes our truest purpose, to free one another and raise
Collective Consciousness. 
We are not alone, Legions of Angelic Beings stand ready, for this is what
they have great experience with. They have always been our Guardians and
we need to finally acknowledge this and give them full access to our
developing Kingdom. The corruption of disbelief has hindered them for too
long, look at the world in its suffering. As for us we needn’t take on any of
these Chaotic Beings directly. Our Consciousness unified will cleanse the
entire earth if we but knew this. One Fully Awakened Being can truly free
millions of souls. This is what Entities from the Realm of Fears are afraid
of. 
The last Chaotic Being is incarnated into the Dimension of Death, I suspect
it is an advanced form from the Sub Dimension of Abnormalities. These
Chaotic Beings are rare and generally will await until the Outer Universe
calls them forth to be incarnated. This will be similar to understanding true
destructive chaos in its rawest nature. For all identifications, they are
likened to Dictators, the Drug Lords, and the Tyrants but will always have
no trace of love within them. Death and suffering will surround these
Chaotic Beings, generally by their directions and hands. They are brought
up in the most extreme societies and then incarnated throughout history.
When incarnating within the modern world they still incarnate within harsh
societies, but usually aren’t able to prosper to their full extent when they
realize many organizations will detour and capture them. 
Their rise to power is always through tragic murderous acts and will
attempt this within a militant group that forms under the guise of
victimization. They can easily sway the suffering of the masses into a need
to destroy the oppressors. Many times, the “Oppressors” are seeking an
overall positive growth for their Societies. All Dictators create false
narratives that their followers believe and continuously affect new
generations. They ultimately kill all who they feel will oppose them without



the slightest concern of emotion. They do not have friends, all in their
viewpoint is an enemy. 
If they survive to rise in great power, they do so through godlike idolization
of their followers. They maintain a strict rule of complete adherence to
them so that the outside does not influence their control. They operate
through any known tactic of control and have had many incarnations to
develop these tactics. Many may misperceive this Chaotic Being as any
who show these qualities, but many Infective Beings can develop and bring
immense hardships to the world. These Chaotic Beings will be known by
their cold dark stare that will only be received by an aware being as
emotionless. Being incarnated into an already corrupted area they are able
to continuously release their rampage upon others, the next scenario is
different. 
Because of the unique way these beings incarnate, they sometimes will
incarnate in a small area within a Society, where the surrounding areas are
growing in prosperity and attempting to progress consciously. This Chaotic
Being will attempt to fit in for a time with full intelligence that they don’t
belong. They will continue to re-live their past incarnations where they held
power and control over others, this will give them a growing conflicted
superiority complex. They will become plagued by the suffering they’ve
inflicted and twisted at attempting to live in a prosperous environment.
They will live and work but will harbor the deepest thoughts of death and
destruction. In all cases, this Chaotic Being will snap and go on a murdering
spree that will shake the very foundation of the inhabitants within these
areas for generations by infecting the societies with deep-seated fear.
These Chaotic Beings are six in number at last count and there are usually
three in circulation at a time in Earth’s Evolution. When not incarnated,
they go into a deep slumber within this dimension which sometimes can last
hundreds of years as earth transforms with its people. They no longer
possess a will of their own and the Outer Universe is in complete control of
their incarnations. I do believe each has a hidden secret, but it would be
useless to try to understand these Entities. What is known is that they
incarnate in two ways. One, when a society has corrupted to the point where
all initial inhabitants are Infective Beings from Entropy. The Outer
Universe will incarnate one to become a leader to rise up through the
infection. Two, when all Collective inhabitants are in the Plane of
Possibilities. This last event rarely happens, for we are all on multiple areas



on all occasions. It can only occur when societies are in internal
transformations and exist without the needs of their neighboring societies.
This can never occur in an area where even though they are self-sustaining,
there is at least one awakened being, Shamans are mandatory for tribes and
we should follow their wisdom. These Chaotic Beings also retain a
shadowed awareness of their past lives, it doesn’t come into full fruition
until they spill blood. Then they will through blood, begin to piece together
all that they are capable of. Those who raise in power and secure their
dominance are completely knowing to what they are, and who they have
been in the past. Hence should they become a Dictator, they will not want to
lose power, and most of all do not want to go back to their slumbering
state. 
 
For Greater Beings, within the Planes of Possibilities we just need to be
aware of the conditions of our surrounding terrain. Strengthening the
Collective Consciousness is essentially strengthening the world we live in.
Actively placing our consciousness within our cities and states can have
incredible impacts on the souls that live there. Develop a conscious
meditation routine from any normal meditations. This way we will stop this
entrance point for this Chaotic Being. If we all should grow in
consciousness, then we could force them to slumber forever.
The same can be true for the beings within Entropy, we must be willing to
catch it before it occurs. Confront the disparaging places and people with a
hope that will unlock them from their suffering. When we come to a
collective census that we are responsible for all that occurs on this planet.
We then realize that we are all responsible for each other on this planet as
well. 
The human condition is capable of such destruction on one another. At
times it becomes hard to conceive what is Corruption and Luciferic, and
what is a human in Entropy. This may have clarified this somewhat but
doesn’t even scratch the surface. Awakened Beings are needed more than
ever to develop into a society that can recognize and cleanse as we do and
heal the masses. There is a complete difference when someone is going
through something and really just needs some kind words and support. I
know the aware beings will see these understandings in the light I present
them, I offer them without an organization made of stone, none of us are
required to take up this challenge. We do so for our compassion that we



internally have for one another, we love our families and wish a prosperous
future, that true prosperity is changing this suffering in the world. 
Many studies have given us complex understandings seeking to weed out
the corrupted viewpoint in order to grow spiritually. It was very needed
because we lacked purpose and accepted our world as it was given to us.
Great protest made very little impact, for it only made the Outer Universe
change its structure but keep its agenda. We take on the physical world in a
belief that, that is where the fight is. The past Greater Beings that have
survived have a disconnect to the experiences and unfortunately a
disconnect to where transformation can be made. But they have what most
are struggling to achieve and is one of our greatest powers, the ability to
change their minds.
I am certain that many Aware Beings will take on the challenge of reading
these pages, for those infected will find it very hard to believe. Many do
believe in concepts of an unknown God and an obscure made History of
Ancient Civilizations, but rarely scrutinize those beliefs because they are
shared and taught to us. The truth only lies within us to cleanse what is
outside of us, we have evolved to hear this and accept this responsibility. To
know right now an unexpected grand event is occurring pulls me into a full
realization, the Outer World did what it never expected to us, it forced us to
awaken. We have all at times wondered why in stories would Lucifer take
on God, a force that far surpasses him and has declared he would inevitably
be conquered. What could be done if the end result is to concede? Lucifer is
a Conscious Being, and capable of having missteps in his evolution, but
given the freedom of choice as are we. His agenda takes an exhausting
amount of control, whereas one awakened being can destroy the very
foundations he builds. One Being, born into Earth’s Evolution, capable of
becoming Deified. 
The Outer Universe is only re-actively intelligent, it is incapable of these
understandings within our Known Universe. Consciousness can only be
fueled off of so long, and then be reformed again from Source. Above and
beyond the reach of this corruption. By the grace of all that is good may we
grow together to end suffering.        
 
Realm of Internalization
Due to events within the toils of Entropy we have on many occasions lost
our lives, some through severe dramatic situations, others through quite



accidental means. Death from any event where the consciousness is within
the Collective, that Soul will generally be reincarnated here again after a
time. You may not be ready for this realization, but a healthy uncorrupted
Soul does not leave Earth’s Evolution. They do not travel about in Limbo
and need to go into the light. These recorded NDE’s are accounting for
what they have been influenced to believe. It is amazing how when we lose
the connection to a physical body how capable we are to gain our Powers of
Creation back. How quickly the universe becomes what we wish it to. And
it will become what we wish it to, even if we feel we have no power over it.
We can be so enthralled with these NDE’s or actual deaths that we float
about in a creation of our own design if we are willing to let go. Fantasy
become manifested and we play in a world of heaven and delights, this is
more of a mayday for the Guardians. They will visit you quite often to help
you to realize you are misperceiving truth, which could take many
generations on earth. When you do become Conscious again, you will be
ready to reincarnate. 
If not, we stay and will go through a curious period of attempting to contact
our loved ones, they in turn may dramatize their feelings based on their
beliefs. Life appears very solid for us, only we are moving about as an
Etheric Body, our physical form lost, our Astral Form not realized. This is
our plight when we have not awakened to forms yet. The Conscious
Universe cannot reconnect to us until we accept this, for our minds will still
be active speculating solely on what went wrong from all that we “thought”
would occur after death. You can stay here for generations and never see
another like you, you eventually realize that this current existence you’re in
is only of your own making, you are in essence standing still as time moves
onward and you still very consciously view it move throughout all that you
grasp at as real. The moment you accept that you are Consciousness without
Form, a predetermined Guardian will be able to enter your self-created
universe and guide you forward. They will assist you in overlooking your
last life and guide your plan when you are ready to reincarnate. This is how
it is done, every time when you are a Collective Soul without Awakening. It
is peacefully yours alone, full of recollection and contemplation. Loved
one’s with clairvoyance will connect easily with you when they dream
while you are in this dimension. In the beginning stages while you are here
in confusion, these loved ones will feel your suffering, later as you become



at peace, they will conceive this as well and even have wonderful
experiences when they visit as long as you are here. 
On the event that you are an Infective Being and die, things will be quite
different. Here in the Dimensions of Mystery, Specters, and Ghost our
struggles persist beyond the grave. I will also like it to be known that if you
are an Infective Being from Entropy and have a natural death, you generally
are quickly incarnated perhaps even instantly within the area you currently
live. The Outer Universe intelligently had foreseen your death and should
all go as planned will not waste any time keeping your infected energies
back within the area of corruption. For all unforeseen events, the Infective
Being will move into the Dimension of Mystery. Think of this Dimension as
a place where we are placed aside until dealt with. To keep us out of gaining
any consciousness this Dimension keeps us in a Limbo of lost wandering.
Incapable of seeing past our situation, this Dimension is filled with the
negative emotions of all wandering here, collectively creating a world of
added suffering. You roam about here hearing and sometimes feeling all of
the sufferings of the Corrupted Beings in this area simultaneously. You are
after all connected to them in one giant composition of despair, here you
truly feel at one with them. No one enjoys this, but it’s something that can’t
be ran away from, no rest, it is just constantly there. You can come across
all others there as well familiar or not, they will be going through their own
internal noise and sufferings, interactions can be randomly negative and
even hostile. You will probably be here less than a year, at most a few. The
difference from slipping into this Dimension is you could incarnate
wherever the Outer Universe needs bodies across the earth. There is a
connection through this Dimension that moves out of Earth’s Evolution and
appears to tap into regions of the Unknown Universe, most Greater Beings
know of it, but none care to travel into it, we simply know it as The
Abysmal Dimension. I will leave this for collective contemplations. 
Conscious Beings can view this Dimension quite easy and do so sometimes
without choice throughout the day. We can amass a following of these
entities because our Souls shine brightly here and being within our auras
allows the suffering to cease. Initially Conscious Beings develop
protections because we view this as an attack or worrisome. Truth being
that freeing this type of corrupted soul takes little effort because the Outer
Universe does not have its attention on it here. We softly push our
consciousness into the spirit and show them what goodness we see in the



world as truth and possibilities. These spirits already desire to be free from
their sufferings, we join this with our desire to free them and in most cases,
they will disperse back into the Collective to process through the stages of
reincarnation. 
Next, we have the Dimension of Specters which is self-inflicted by us.
Many times, we internally struggle between what we see, and what we feel.
We are very strong naturally and it’s not always so easy to contain such a
being to the corruption. Our internal conflict can manifest in many of the
physical and mental conditions we have today. There are many hardships
that we have suffered at the hands of Outer Beings, for they do make up a
five to ten percent of our societies. I am not saying that every account of
suffering we have suffered isn’t wrong, for it is. But we must at some point,
to properly mature as Conscious Souls, accept the occurrences and end the
direct power it holds us in. As awareness arises in each Soul, we become
conscious of events that have held control over our actions in life. Verbal
abuse, physical abuse, or situations of great suffering has always been the
direct links to how we act as we form our opinions of the world. In addition
to the environments that we grow up in, this has one hundred percent
impact on the decisions we make, the careers we choose, or the
relationships we have. We work so hard to find a psychological reason to
our conditions, many confirmed by others around us adding strength to
these identities. When we accept these false viewpoints, and thus give up
our power of control, then we arrive in a world of medications and
subjugations that few can recover from easily. Just viewing what we call
Psycho Wards and those contained there as being processed to fit back into
society gives most of us chills. A place of corruption that allows us to suffer
deeper, identify as mentally incapable, to one day possibly go back into
society. While paying the bill for those in charge of us and sustaining their
prosperity in life. We must see that many institutions, should there not be
any souls to prosper off of, would not exist today. That Infective Beings
need to feed off of Souls to survive, they do this only through suffering. 
I’m not attempting to place blame but asking us to confront the truth. For
some, these things will be extremely difficult for we have developed so
many reasons for situations and identities that we have become a fault-
finding society. Every defective birth has a reason and a cause, it may not
be directly linked to the parents, but it can. Defective Births can be linked
to genetic lines, they can be linked to corrupted sustainable environments,



and they can be linked to unhealthy lifestyles. Institutions do not want to
say this to us, they are profiting and feeding off the suffering, why would
they? These births can also very easily be linked to our corrupted thoughts
of both parents through conception. Are we as societies really ready to look
at this and take full responsibility? Or are we going to pick me apart as not
having the authority to say these things? Maturity means responsibility, not
blaming others. The Souls born into these physical forms are still blessed
souls just like we all are and should never be seen as anything different than
that. Both conditions of being born physically and mentally disabled place
on us a seed of not being fully adequate, strengthened by other’s concepts
of us. The conscious among us created the ADA for just these reasons. So
that those born with any form of Disability can be granted a good and
prosperous life without added suffering and negative viewpoints of others. I
have known many, in fact within my current family who are beautiful souls
and capable of more love than many in the world. 
The very deeply stuck beings cannot be structured and used for the Outer
Universe, stuck because they fully believe their conditions so completely
(made stronger by those Infective Beings that need for them to continue to
believe) that when they pass, they go to this Dimension. The Dimension of
Specters will attempt to process these Infective Beings back into a means
where it can utilize them again. These entities are for the most part harmless
but will be stuck in an area where they are actualized, accepted, and thus
identified with the lie that they are not sufficient to be normal. Once leaving
their physical forms, they move into bluish hazy simulations of the
environments they once lived in. They can wander about for extended
amounts of time, being free of the physical world and their so-called
conditions, they will begin to free up some of the burdens they possessed. If
they died and are stuck in an institution where these practices persist, then
they will most likely stay here influenced by these same conditions until
over time the institution becomes something else or is demolished. If this is
a home, where they suffered at the hands of a Care Provider, then this will
be the place where they are stuck. They can have an infective impact upon
the environments they are stuck in for a very long time, the most recent the
event, the stronger the impact. Though not physically harmful, they can
give to the sensitive and empathic souls negative feelings and dreams of the
hardships they suffered in life, even pulling us into viewing ourselves with
these disabilities. Children are especially vulnerable and can in many cases



perpetuate the same Specters cycle when the unconscious parents seek
medical attention for their children. They will obviously be diagnosed with
similar “beginning stages” of these disabilities through the child’s
communication of how they are feeling. Then the child will begin to
develop more symptoms as the Specter persists in the area, added to the
parent's and medical physician's continued imprinting through fears. I have
known this to even develop as a physical condition where these stages
would cause accidents to occur that will permanently disable the person to
the exact areas that the Specters possessed in life.
Early on people have created ceremonies to cleanse new homes and areas
from these Specters. Many of us use these still today, from having a Priest
Bless the area, to burning sage. Empaths and Clairvoyants are great in these
areas, as long as they developed the Consciousness needed to cleanse it
properly. It does little good to make us aware and not be able to heal it. Just
having the knowledge with no action can make us more aware of the
Specter, or worst the Specter aware of us. Any Specter can be set free of an
area with an equal amount of intent from the one performing the cleansing.
This doesn’t free the entity, just pushes it into the Dimension of Mystery to
be incarnated again. Proper Cleansing takes a Conscious Being, you must
be able to see what has corrupted the Specter and release them from this
suffering by bringing Consciousness and Truth to them. A true cleansing
will leave no residue and will free the being to go back into the Collective
Consciousness. They will go through the stages of a death a Collective
Being will go through, and then reincarnate.
The last on this list is the Infective Beings in the Dimension of Ghosts. So
far, I have discussed Dimensions where we have some semblance of
possibly being freed from our suffering. The Dimension of Ghost is the
internalization of Hell which we are responsible for creating. Remember
that the Outer Universe and the Realm of Dark do not have the ability to
create, they do so vicariously through our will alone. So thus, this is our
creation. Many have been here and have “dissected” it into their
understandings, have written extensive literature, and brought it forth into
the physical where we have all joined in its creation through acceptance.
This is the playground of the Realm of Dark’s forces. Massive amounts of
Dark Elementals which we call demons, imps, and many other things.
Remember our conceptualizations create their forms, so hell can look very
much as we conceive it to be. There is no known structure, just the screams



of all the chaos inflicted upon the corrupted souls here scattered across
landscapes beyond sight. Dark Elementals mixed with Corrupted Fire
Elementals because of our concepts, give us continued sufferings that we
will not let go of easily. Dark Ones hold rule over these residencies, they
are pockets of dimensions. All other Elementals are scavengers tormenting
corrupted souls to feed off them, like animals until another stronger takes
over aggressively. We are never fully depleted of life’s force, we lay in
despair until harnessing more, then a creature wonders by and starts the
process again. This is the Outer Universe's way of feeding their legions,
many have brought forth stories that these entities are looking for a way to
come forth into our physical world. But the true war resides here, and I
cannot see from here why this was ever made popular. 
Most Infective Beings that have no use for the Outer Universe are placed
here to continue their suffering. They can even over time become a menace
to the hierarchy here and have revolts and wars, love reduced to hate will
build up and temporarily harm the demon’s structures here. Fantastical
stories of fighting our way out of hell come to mind. The Outer Universe
was just waiting for us to amass enough strength to be of use again, then we
go back to our Infective Lives. Perhaps more corrupted than before. 
These souls are the receivers of many of the great amounts of deaths in the
world. If a War occurs, this Dimension will amass the souls that lost the
battle. The victors that die have shown worth and will be incarnated much
quicker. This Dimension is wholly dependent on your mentality upon death.
If you are an Infective Being that has had great sufferings leading to your
death, then you will most likely be trapped in this dimension. If you are an
Infective Being who has Indignation and support your actions as justified,
when you die, you will be incarnated back into Entropy. Torture was
developed just for this Dimension, breaking the soul before death was a
common theme. Still used today in many countries and sadistic killings
throughout the world. Many great battles and countries with massive deaths
are a cesspool of corrupted areas that have not been cleaned for hundreds,
even thousands of years that still infect beings attempting to prosper in
them. 
In a home or area where this practice occurred to the soul before death.
Their pain and suffering can seep out into the physical world. These are our
hauntings that can have a real effect on the beings that choose to habitat
here. The corrupted souls are constantly reliving their sufferings with



demons, when physical beings happen to take notice, then their awareness
can make these Ghost and their tormentors aware back. These events are
highlighted in our society, as we look for the thrill of experiencing a
haunting. If they would get to us, we would never think this way again.
They are less likely to care if we are already an Infective Being, what would
be the purpose of going against the Outer Universe's wishes. For those who
are among the Collective, they will express great hate on an extremely
emotional level. They will also use tactics of our empathy to want to end
the corrupted soul’s pain, which will pull us in for the demons to feed off of
us. 
To cleanse this area the Conscious Being must know what they are truly
confronting. Should they cleanse the breach, then they leave the corrupted
soul and demon to their feeding and suffering. Over time this will come
back, generally dependent upon the strength of the Conscious Being
performing the cleansing, which could last as long as
 
the Conscious Being is alive if fairly developed. To properly cleanse may
take a team of Collective Beings. One demon may be easy enough to
handle, but many times others will come to assist if they are close to the
breach. Defeating them consist of willing them back to their Realm of Dark,
to do this we do something many of us aren’t adept to do, we must drain
them of the life’s force that is sustaining them, while simultaneously cutting
their connection to the soul they are feeding off of. Hence a team of
Conscious Souls capable of taking on the challenge. We grow in
Consciousness by giving our Consciousness to others, and many are
realized enough to take on such a battle. But understand that we are co-
creators in this existence, just as sure as the Omni Consciousness has
moved life’s force into us, it can move it out of us. We develop this only
with the full realization that we are simply taking it, to give it back to where
it belongs, not fully absorbing it. Once the corrupted soul has been freed
from danger, we give back what was taken, then add our consciousness to
its desire to be freed. It should disperse back into the Collective cycles of
reincarnating. A Greater Being need only present itself, and all elemental
beings will run and hide, they possess the Consciousness to know the
powers they wield. It would take an equal might to take on a Greater Being
which is very rare. 
 



This is the Realm of Internalizations, every belief, and thought of the
darkness after death is fabricated here. If one would travel about the world
and view this realm it would show what the current Infective Beings believe
it to be. It morphs throughout Time-lines to fit our created fears. For it will
always be dependent upon what it feeds from our very essence. Many may
not want to hear the facts I have given in this section, but these are the facts.
No Satanic Being overlooking everyone individually, no personal care
whatsoever. Just fields of suffering and feeding, and all the creatures that
we have made as we portray incredible story-lines of victimization. I still
have not spoken openly about Lucifer, but will briefly in the next realm, and
will elaborate in future writings. Next, I will move into the Dimension of
Dark where the Dark Ones reside. They have Palaces here within
Dimension of Ghost, but Kingdoms in the Dimension of Dark. 
 
Realm of Dark   
 I will attempt to keep this short and to the point, my goal in this book is to
spiritually evolve as a Collective. This is not easy when Consciousness
wishes to be heard, so I just let it flow with blessings. I did not go into
detail on the current avatars of the Archangels and will not imbalance us by
doing so with their equivalents, The Dark Ones. I do believe once we are
ready as an Earthen Society, they will be forced to show themselves or
leave back to the safety of their Realm. The Realm of Dark is where you
will find the Dimensions of Gorging, De-Fabrications, and Stasis, the first
two are always active, while the last is a place for transformation. Dark
Ones are the core implementors of the Outer Universe’s wishes. They are
imparted with a direct understanding and are considered Princes of
Corruption. Long ago they came into Earth’s Evolution by our calling them
here. I will repeat this, we were responsible for their presence. 
In the beginning, we were but spirits that enjoyed the forces of the Prime
Elementals, there was no need for good or bad, light, and dark. We had no
desires or needs, for everything manifested and was abundant. The
Hierarchies only observed from afar and marveled at our qualities. When
what we now see as the war in heaven take place, it was in reality the Holy
Kingdoms at war with themselves, of course starting over us.
 
Every text speaks of Lucifer’s anger, and that he was spiteful to show
reverence to a being born below his status in the Known Universe. But why



would he not if he was as the texts say closest to what we believe to be
God? I have discussed how Greater Beings reincarnate, Greater Beings also
reincarnate from other planes into planes and keep their Consciousness.
Lucifer hailed from a plane above Holy and Dark, reincarnated to lead the
Beings of Holy. So yes, he was closer to the Omni Consciousness but was
he in direct communication is what we need to realize. Direct
communication would never go against such a will. Yes, Lucifer was the
Leader of the Holy Hierarchy at the time, and even though he did lead them
to great heights he did so by being a Consciousness far superior to theirs at
the time. It must have been extremely hard for them to go against what they
looked at as a Godlike figure for them. 
But this internal war caused them to Evolve much faster than Lucifer had
expected, their faith in the Omni Consciousness granted them what was
needed to stave off Lucifer’s onslaught. Remember when I spoke of how a
Greater Being Seeds the new Root Races? Beings such as Lucifer far
surpass our understandings of this feat, they move about by pure will to
reincarnate throughout the Known Universe, Lucifer did this when he
became one with the Holy’s Evolution and merged his consciousness with
them creating a fraction of himself in the beings of Holy. These parts
became his most loyal followers in the war in heaven. Then when he was
losing and was about to be sent back from whence, he came, he did it again
and reincarnated into Earth’s Evolution merging with those born within that
generation. Many events happened in succession after that, we evolved
much faster than expected. Any Consciousness that was below that of
Lucifer’s now had access to our conscious evolutionary timeline. Most of us
were still too young and incapable of fully comprehending this. This is how
Lucifer opened the door to the Outer Universe, a desperate move,
determined to harm our evolution.
In one event Lucifer brought the war to earth, and also chained the hands of
the Holy Hierarchy from harming him. Through beseeches to the Higher
Council, the Archangels asked for assistance during times of the greatest
threats here on the planet. They sought to cleanse the followers of Lucifer
and the portions of beings here which possessed his impulses. They were
even granted this at times, but this Higher Council was always concerned
about prior life cycles that evolved before us and if it would disturb their
Evolution. 



The one we currently call Ahriman hails from the Outer Universe, which is
why Lucifer did not initially see him as a threat. His incarnation was far less
superior than Lucifer’s. And Lucifer’s intentions were just to fully evolve
us through him and dismiss the Outer Universe's corruption. Through his
blind arrogance, Lucifer did not see that the Outer Universe had greater
intentions with Ahriman’s incarnation. The Outer Universe was able to start
seeding corruption faster than Lucifer could evolve us to fight off the
infection, hence our current condition. We exist now with Souls born with
Luciferic Impulse, Outer Universe’s Corruption, and thanks to Yahweh,
Christ’s Impulse. Yahweh has a unique seeding of merging with all beings
within Earth’s Evolution being our Planetary Logos. I choose not to
mention Saturn, Venus, and the Moon at this time. 
So now that the Outer Universe had access through Ahriman, the many
evolutions between the three have been a constant battle to go through our
Evolutionary Phases. Throughout generations, we’ve called forth what we
believed was God into every society. Creating in-depth ancient text to
connect to what, well connect to what we
 
already are. We’ve called forth so many creations, but in reality, many were
just the Dark Ones pretending what we believed at the time, straying our
great ancient civilizations into destruction. The facts are just this, or those
Societies would still be here today, and we would be Fully Awakened
Beings. The metaphorical abilities of Dark Ones can literally become a
complete Patronage of Deities, created through our entropic beliefs. A
complete Deified Hierarchy both good and evil is designed to pit us against
one another, and we have fallen for these infections many times in the past
as well documented. Just saying this openly I’m sure is very hard to digest
for some. But again, the facts are evident, if we were in a Utopian Sacred
Collective Society, all would be Fully Awakened. There would not be
needs, and never, would there be suffering.
Add to this the Star Beings that venture through as we move closer to their
places within the universe, and we have a complete mesh of activity here on
earth. Star Beings are physical mostly, and their travels within the Universe,
though much more advanced than ours still possess limitations. When we
enter within a sphere of their capabilities, they have only so much time to
visit, then they must leave before they can no longer get back sufficiently.
Do not believe that they can hover within a galaxy and be at peace. The



Outer Universe is always looking for travelers and would easily corrupt
those without protection. Their battles within Water’s Evolutions were very
different from ours in their development. I tell you truthfully that only
beneficial Star Beings are the largest numbers to visit us so far. The baneful
ones are of the Outer Universe, and only travel here to perform what’s
asked of them, and leave. They again will not interfere with its wishes. 
As I’ve stated Dark Ones Incarnate in two Dimensions that are active
within our universe. The first is the Dimension of Gorging, this Dark One is
a stationary solid mass. They initiate and grow through Entropy both the
same way as strings of corruption connected to each Infective Being. Yet
this Dark One will compact its mass to solidify and dome those beings
within, this dome blocks purely Astral Forms from entering. Greater Beings
here in Earth’s Evolution can move within due to our connections which
come from the Conscious within the center of Earth, Our Parent. This Dark
One creates the dome to continue its infection within, only moving and
expanding as a unit after that. Chaotic and Infective Beings will always
reflect the Dark One's core personality. This one is overbearingly protective
of its area, we will find corrupted beings ready to fight to protect their
society's fabricated honor. They will always develop into a military state
and as this Dark One completely solidifies, it will always be built-on power
that acts with aggression and force without hesitation. This type of Dark
One will always be behind the centralized power of its corruption, but
incredibly capable of never being found inside its mass. When it is secure in
its power, it will develop leadership and then move into a created dimension
of its own to feed off the growth, even going into a coma-like state which is
common for late evolutions of a Dark One. They randomly will create
Avatars to report back what is happening outside of their protective fields,
for harming an Avatar does nothing to it. They will awaken if a Chaotic
Being is in need, primarily just to view what is happening, for their modus
operandi is to survive. 
Taking on this Dark One will not be a simple feat, great wars have been
fought in our history where it took the complete takeover of the humans
within the corruption to banish this Dark One away. The goal of the
Collective was to scatter and thin out this Entity so that it lacked protection.
If it gets away, there would be a host of Holy
 
 



Beings ready to take on a battle many would never witness on the physical
plane. These Dark Ones were once scattered throughout the world, but they
are able to be
 
unrestrained to the Outer Universe and have on many occasions conquered
each other, enhancing their singularized connection to the Outer Universe.
We would need care and strategy to take on this Dark one, and a collection
of Greater Beings to connect with Higher Beings to assist with Chaotic
Beings within. We must learn to confront Entropy on the spiritual and
physical plane at once if we hope to free souls from its grasp. 
The next type of Dark One is from the Dimension of De-
Fabrications which is very different in form. This one is a very fast
expanding Dark One which resembles scattered outstretched cords of thick
black mass. It is constantly moving in groups of Infective Beings and can
expand nationwide in size. It’s generally seen as many factions erupting in
wars across a country but is affecting everything in its wake and turning it
into destructive energies. Even Prime Elementals can be influenced to help
in its destruction. As fast as it comes into the world to feed and corrupt, it
just as easily succeeds and then disperses leaving the matted tangled cords
netted across its terrain conquered. This one would be much harder for a
team of Greater Beings to capture, its form can be immense and the Dark
One anywhere among the chaos. The closest representation of this Dark
One would be King Solomon’s account of summoning The Thirty-Six
Spirits, speaking in unison, in many forms. 
This is a sporadic, destructive Entity and can usually be led by a Chaotic
Being from the Dimension of Death when conquering human terrain. But
will just as easily spread corruption and fear through great disasters, that
take up far beyond natural areas. Most of us are forced to weather the storm
and rebuild after the destruction is over. These Dark Ones are easily
expressed as the Legions from the great Nomadic Tribes in our history
which traveled great distances with great amounts of killing in their wake.
Higher Beings possess the ability to safely free these Chaotic Beings, you
might be able to see this in our historic records when after such
destructions, these leaders completely turned course and became serene and
peaceful. Angelic Legions have developed an aggressive style of taking on
these Dark Ones from different points in a precision strike we could barely
fathom in physical forms. Its truest form is scattered within multiple parts



of the netting. This Dark One can have hundreds of Avatars consistent with
their size always active and manipulating the Infective Beings in their
terrain. Greater Beings will recognize an Avatar Form by Knowing that this
being is not connected to the Conscious Collective, and is not Corrupted.
They will also be translucent swirls of black activity within the Astral
World signifying a will to maintain its solidity.
The last Dark One incarnates within the Dimension of Stasis, unlike the
other dimensions this one is completely beyond the Light of Consciousness.
It is a place where Dark Ones go into a believed deep transformative sleep.
The Higher Beings have seen this before, only they made the mistake of
forgetting about it as the universe continued the first time. Millions, billions
of years could pass, then Consciousness would find itself in a cosmic death
spire none could sustain. An Ancient One would be incarnated here. Our
Science tells us that all life eventually ends, this we can logically view as
the lights appear to go out, and then manifest within the universe we live. 
As Spirits, we live in a world of Reasons and Causes, yet in a very different
theoretical way than that of the pure Scientist. As Spirits, we know there are
some very real events that are occurring around us but find it extremely
difficult to transfer this within our scientific communities. As we awaken
science will eventually have no choice but to confront the evolving planet
as it becomes lighter and more capable and
 
we begin to outgrow form. We are still not fully matured, these things are
obvious as we see how we still treat one another on earth. How do we pull
science in areas we still won’t view with a true spiritual viewpoint. I'm sure
they really feel they mean well, but maybe this may shed light on what they
have found so far, and they have. If we only fully understood how often
these events have occurred on earth, and how fragile and vulnerable we
truly are stuck in the physical plane, perhaps we will commit to freeing
ourselves from it. 
 
Realm of Destruction      
The Realm of Destruction is the incarnation of the Ancient Ones. These are
the Dimensions of Dark Matter, Compactions, and Absorptions. I have
considered not giving much here, perhaps at a later time. Forgive me but
this is an unforeseeable future for us. I for one will not postulate it. I have
thus far, given all that we need for our current path. Hopefully, I set some



leaps within our own personal journeys. I have understood for some time
now that we haven’t truly had a modern means to place all that we have
learned throughout the centuries into a singular Universal understanding.
Hopefully, this presented enough for us to now move forward, together on
the path. 
 



 
MOVING FORWARD 
 
Perhaps what we need to move forward, is a point of reference. I thought I
would start with Death. Pondering death has become an addictive pastime
for most of us. Initially, death for early humans was connected to our right
to survive, procreate, and propagate the lands. To our knowledge, (within
this current planet as we have been told by the authorities) the earliest
human to be buried was dated some 100,000 years ago. This may have
signified an honoring of the body, which I’m sure evidence pushes us
towards. What we can say is that there was an official place for us to be
able to go to for an honorable remembrance of the dead. In a time when
none that we knew of existed. This was new to our concepts, a reason to not
physically lose the bodies we so cherished and loved. To hold onto them for
the rest of our lives as they slowly decayed under the stones, clay, and
metals we protected them in. Next would follow would be rituals to honor
these places. Contemplations and conscious pondering as to where they
went beyond these grave-sites. Those who would speak out as to what they
had conceived were in the afterlife through their experiences with it.
Entering the stage of our conscious reaching, the Dark Ones which I have
explained. 
It isn’t that any of the Collective Beings were wrong, we were attempting to
piece together a portion of what we knew. If we had possessed a Collective
Consciousness, then all new understandings would have instantly added
themselves to our awakening. Consciousness had been set back and was
still forming, and corruption was ultimately harming our connections with
one another. Our minds have been slowly evolving and expanding since
then. Adding to this great puzzling existence, century after century we
grasped at new ways of observing death. Burnings, mummifications, and
incredibly drawn-out ceremonies only led us to the same conclusion that
death would come to us all. Flustering over the inevitable, we sparingly
took the majority of our attention off of this powerless feeling.
Death would eventually occur, our acceptance and hindrance then, as a
regrettably concluded fact. We decided to change course and then placed
our attention on making our lives stand for something meaningful. Living is



what was important now! We sought to move away from being helpless to
this Grand Specter that hovered about everywhere. We formed into societies
that honored life, and “done away” with those who would harm this new
concept. Here, while we contemplated life’s fulfillments more people would
speak out about their experiences. About their connections to life and the
world that surrounded them. Arts, agriculture, and communities would
begin to prosper. We began to find a sense of wonderment and beauty in
life, inventing those items that could be used by the world as a whole to
prosper further. 
We would yet again be brought into a new era of consciousness (which was
still forming by the way). Religions began to spring up among the
communities breaking away from the normal belief structures.
Consciousness wants to always evolve, again if we had a developed
Collective Consciousness these new beliefs would’ve been accepted or
denied and that would’ve been the end of it. These new proprietors of this
new way of thinking found it difficult to bring in the masses, they were
more aggressive and insistent that they needed to spread their beliefs to the
detriment of all. They so believed in their concepts that they made a pact
with an old enemy. Death became our reason for Life, that which we had
tried so hard to forget about becoming the only reason to exist. Our very
Souls and the afterlife became the new
understanding to which we hammered resolute coherence. So, fear would
seem to enter once again into our lives. Death became our true worship, we
were made to feel that only through living in the most righteous of ways
would we be spared death. Still, we watched as death persisted, groggy over
these centuries, consciousness pushed forward, piecing together the
scattered truth.
Consciousness continued to evolve, bringing forth Souls to attempt to repair
the corruption and cleanse the Collective understanding. There would be
those who would awaken as all became clear within their journeys of life.
They would point to signs and destinations that all could follow. They
would come from all corners of the globe to connect us with unified
understandings. They were Light-workers, Light-healers, and Light-givers
in various wonderful bodies. They spoke the same language of universal
freedom, then moved beyond this life. Now considering the largest
followings of religions on the planet, what became of their messages? The
message never left us, it has just been corrupted over the constant



influences. We have now become so intensely preoccupied with the false
narrative of living righteously… and of the ingrained fear of death.
Named “Isa” in the Quran and “Yeshua” by scholars we’ve come to know
this figure as Jesus Christ of Nazareth, derived from Joshua. Perhaps not
born into the world as we have been led to believe with long flowing hair
and great beauty. Wearing your hair long was considered womanlike for the
Judaic societies for the time period which was being occupied by Roman
rule. Christ’s true beauty was seen as an aura of supreme light that brought
consciousness to all he graced, and only those within the Collective would
be strengthened. 
A soft-spoken Soul with a kind heart, Jesus found a path outside of a
growing order which prominently organized a belief structure at the time.
This will occur when understandings become stagnant and the spirits yearn
for more awareness. There were many unaccountable years of Jesus, and it
has been postulated that he traveled throughout Early Greece and to Eastern
Territories. His actions when he returned home seemed very much like the
meditation masters of old. What is certain is that he spoke in a way that
compelled people to listen. Unfortunately, when you find accounts of what
he actually spoke, you tend to become lost in the coherency of the many
authors and versions of the Bible. What is concrete is that he spoke of being
a son of a great father in heaven and that we too can perform the miracles
that he did. We were being told that the power lay within our own hands. 
After Jesus’s death, there were many struggles by organizations to contain
the movement of his words. To perform this, they altered their concepts and
blended them as new followers resisted being incepted. Pagan beliefs and
ceremonies are just one example, old Deities were simulated as new Saints
as well. This made the origination continually change as the century’s
passed by. The growth of Christianity is due to this continued reinventing of
many times false narratives and fragmented beliefs. What holds us to
Christianity and keeps us involved would be the very root words of Jesus
Christ, for he spoke truth for those of us seeking. They hold sway over us
for they come from a place of truth, intermingled among a sea of
misdirection. For Christianity to grow at this point, it must recreate a
universal understanding based upon the words of Jesus alone. It is here that
has drawn the population but mixed in with so many personal opinions and
controversies the aware souls have begun to give up. We only participate in



churches because there’s no real-time to contemplate our own paths. As we
do, many may completely move from Christianity but hopefully,
we are able to take the truth from it. One solid truth from understanding
Jesus’s life is undeniable, the kingdom is within. Directing us to find our
true spiritual natures. 
The Prophet Muhammad was orphaned as a boy of just six. He was raised
by his Uncle and he would then be worked as a shepherd. He managed
caravans as a young man, which at the time looked to be his career. A very
well-versed man due to his travels and connections with many different
cultures, he was said to converse well with Pagans, Christians, and Jews.
Muhammad was known for many years to go to Mount Hira on the outskirts
of Mecca for contemplation and solitude. On one such visit, he was said to
be visited by an Angel of Light while in a deep meditative state. It is here
where his life changed. The Prophet Muhammad was said to resist the
messenger’s urging at first until through commandment he would finally
concede. He was a good man that awakened to a new way of consciousness.
Far from the battles that wage on in his name today, The Prophet
Muhammad spoke of a war that superseded any faced-on earth, but the
internal war of our souls.
 I believe he sought to unify the world with deep understanding through
peaceful means. A humble and kind man, his words ring in the ears of all
who would follow the ways of truth, for he believed true wealth was found
when we found internal contentment. What began his search for answers on
his retreats to Mount Hira was his concern for Mecca’s growing love for
materialism and idolatry. This would become one of his focal concerns in
the forming of a new way of Consciousness, this life is temporary.
Directing us to the consciousness that continued existence is truth. 
For the Islamic way of life to continue, they must move away from the
debates of its branches and proclaim themselves the true followers of The
Prophet Muhammad. The masses in the world are being influenced by other
religions which seek to grow out of their shadows. Few are learning
anything about the true wisdom of Islamic roots and are too stuck in the
complexities of living to search. When scattered, corruption always grows
within all religious beliefs. Only Conscious Truth will prevail.
Mahatma Gandhi was born into a privileged caste in India, Gandhi was
fortunate to receive a comprehensive education. He would become married
which was customary through an arrangement and would have children. His



education would take him abroad as he found himself struggling with his
Hinduism beliefs. He would then take to studying all forms of religion
particularly Christianity and Buddhism. He cognized and developed a
universal understanding of them, particularly of these two religions. It was
through his witnessing and being personally affected by racism and the
wrongdoing towards others that his Consciousness awakened. He then
developed a way of protesting these items in what was called a “peaceful
way”. 
Where Jesus and Muhammad brought forth an understanding of the Soul,
Gandhi gave to us the searching for a Truth within the sea of
communication, “An error does not become truth by reason of multiplied
propagation, nor does truth become error because nobody sees it. Truth
stands, even if there is no public support. It is self-sustained.” He captured
us with the way he viewed life with so many harsh stories he had lived
through, “The only tyrant I accept in this world is the 'still small voice
within me. And even though I have to face the prospect of being a minority
of one, I humbly believe I have the courage to be in such a hopeless
minority.” Through the depth at which Gandhi’s life was experienced, he
felt hands on the suffering of the world. His awakening brought forth the
truth that what we think, we become. A very clear direction of how the
Realm of Entropy infects our viewpoints, thus creating our suffered lives. 
Thanks to Gandhi, Hinduism survives into the era of the Awakened
Consciousness. The origin of Hinduism has brought forth a variety of aware
spirits that possessed the liberalism to take a stronger look at existence, see
what is amiss, and create a pathway beyond these societies. It speaks even
louder because this spiritual path was formed by people born of wealth, for
it has been said in many ways, how hard it is for the wealthy to see through
the corruption of materialism.
Siddartha Gautama, later known as The Buddha was born much earlier than
the previous three. His mother was said to pass within a week that she gave
birth and he was brought up by his mother’s younger sister. He was said to
be brought up as a Prince, was wedded, and had a son within the twenty-
nine years he was within the castle walls. His father was said to attempt to
keep him ignorant to the sufferings outside the wall, instead lavished him
with overabundance and comfort-ability within. It was stated in many
versions that Siddartha had very little concern for wealth, for he felt that
material gain was not life’s ultimate goal. 



Eventually, he would get to venture out and see the people and activities of
the town. He would be confronted with Aging, Disease, and Death. This
would place a deep impression on him. He would also be confronted with
what was called An Ascetic (A Spiritual Seeker) of the time. This
enlightened him to form an understanding of a different way in which we
could exist. He then decided to take up the aim of conquering Death by
living a spiritual life. Through an extensive life of experience, Siddartha
would find a path that one could venture to find an ultimate truth to reality
by knowing the internal workings of the Mind, “To enjoy good health, to
bring true happiness to one's family, to bring peace to all, one must first
discipline and control one's own mind. If a man can control his mind, he
can find the way to Enlightenment, and all wisdom and virtue will naturally
come to him.”
Buddhism was not just the cornerstone of many of the other beliefs, when
we look at it, it was refueled by many religions as you begin to see
meditation as the primary act of communing with our higher Source.
Buddhism was known to be an evolution from the Caste System of
Hinduism, it allowed people to think outside of their conditioning and
become something more within themselves. The Buddha maintained that
“No one saves us but ourselves. No one can and no one may. We ourselves
must walk the path.” On the topic of Life and Death, he stated, “Long is the
night to him who is awake; long is a mile to him who is tired; long is life to
the foolish who do not know the true law.” I believe I will give his
conscious truth in his own words, three things cannot be long hidden: The
Sun, The Moon, and The Truth. He added this to our Collective
Consciousness that no matter how far we stray, even fall within darkness.
The truth will continue to shine through, which we see every time hardships
occur on this planet, courageous love is given from those from the
Collective from all sources possible. This to me said that he foresaw the
future and gave us the hope that there is always a truth, and we should
always have faith in ourselves in the times to come. 
 
These are just the four largest world religions. Within them, each has
touched one another in a time of much-needed growth. Through Hinduism,
the Buddha revived the spiritual needs of the soul. The roots of Buddhism
touched the concepts of Christianity and revived it through Jesus Christ.
Among Islam, The Prophet Muhammad connected like a brother religion to



Christianity. And Hinduism was once again awakened by Gandhi, who
openly united all faiths as a universal understanding.
Scattered among them there are many saviors and stories throughout their
branches. At their roots, there are the stories that connect them.
Gilgamesh’s Epic Adventures some 5-6 thousand years ago have striking
similarities to the birth of Jesus Christ, his journeys, and a great flood where
an arc was built. The simple fact that all these men found their Conscious
Awakening at around 40 years of age should speak towards our connection.
They all were spirits that expanded their Observations of existence and
sought to find an evolved way of thinking and viewing the world we live in.
Each one saw death as an unnecessary way to live. They conquered it by
showing us how to view Time in a new way, it was at the forefront as they
spoke in unison.
Any religion, if needed should be placed on a cornerstone of Conscious
Truth. This truth must free the spirit from its disillusions and move it into
true self-awareness and oneness with all beings of Light. The self-
realization of oneself and not being dependent upon religion for salvation
must cease, for it is the only way to move forward. The danger comes with
parenting other beliefs without first looking at the fruits it has produced
thus far. So far as we have been growing as a collective society, some
religions that have remained have found a way to encompass the emerging
awareness. Those who could not fade away or be forced into destruction by
the new world philosophies. I believe if all these great leaders were present
and living together in today’s era they would’ve connected through peace,
for they all shared so very many commonalities of character and sought to
bring the spirit above and beyond its current conditions.
 



 
PRACTICING PEACE,
MEDITATION &
OBSERVATIONS
 
There have been numerous strides in the awakening of the spiritual world.
At the front of this charge, meditation has come to be a key to manifesting a
greater awareness of self. It has shown itself to be flexible and assess-able
to all people, in all situations. It is a movement like never before seen on a
global scale. We must attune ourselves to its components and step away
from its different titles and forms to fully comprehend its gifts. At the core
of meditation is self-understanding, which heightens a path to self-
realization. Any practice we should decide to take, we should all be aware
they still are expressions of the core principle. We shouldn’t get caught up
in what are better forms, higher forms, or simpler forms of meditation. Our
paths can only really be judged by us, not others. We have suffered too long
with defining one another and it hasn’t really gotten very far spiritually.
There was a Buddha Master who was said to gain awakening by just
contemplation, then it was suggested it was because he was born ripened to
awake. We cannot assume he would be the only one, and those whole
generations may be ripened to awake just by contemplation alone. 
Mindfulness, also called ‘Vipassana’, comes from the Buddhist tradition.
Mindfulness is the most popular form of meditation in the western world.
It’s all about ‘being present’ letting your mind run, and accepting whatever
thoughts come up while practicing detachment from each thought.
Mindfulness is taught along with an awareness of the breath, though the
breathing is often considered to be just one sensation among many others,
none for particular focus. There is no attempt to change the breathing
pattern, which limits this practice and makes it observational rather than
active. Changing your breathing changes the energy; just watching what
your breathing is doing (particularly if your breathing is shallow, as it
generally is) means you are stuck in a low-energy state.



Zazen is the generic term for seated meditation in the Buddhist tradition, but
in the modern Zen tradition, it is often referred to as ‘just sitting’. It is a
minimal kind of meditation, done for long periods of time, with little
instruction beyond the basics of posture (sit with your back straight). There
is no particular attention to the breath, nor an attempt to change the breath.
Zazen is the ‘anti-method’ approach to meditation, but it is often done in
conjunction with a concentration on a certain aspect of Buddhist scripture,
or a paradoxical sentence, story, or question, called a Koan.
Transcendental Meditation is a simplified practice that emerges
from Vedanta, the meditative tradition within Hinduism. To use this
method, you sit with your back straight (ideally in the Lotus or half-Lotus
posture) and use a mantra, a sacred word that is repeated. Your focus is then
placed upon rising above all that is impermanent. At the more advanced
levels, it focuses on the breath and changes the breath to change one’s state
of being. It often leads to leaving the body, which is the goal of this
technique.
Kundalini is another practice that comes from Vedanta. Kundalini is the
name for the rising stream of energy that exists in a human being. The aim
of Kundalini meditation is to become aware of this rising stream and to ride
the stream to infinity. The practitioner concentrates on their breath flowing
through each of the energy centers of the body, always moving upward,
toward the energy center just above the top of the
 
head. Kundalini, makes active use of the breath, using the breath to move
energy upward.
Qi gong is a form of Taoist meditation that uses the breath to circulate
energy through the organs and energy centers of the body in an oval pattern
called the ‘microcosmic orbit’. Attention is focused on the breath and the
circulation of energy (called ‘qi’ or ‘chi’). Attention is also focused on the
three major centers used in Taoist meditation: a point about two inches
below the navel, the center of the chest, and the center of the forehead. Qi
gong uses the breath to direct energy and circulate energy in the body and
spirit.
Heart Rhythm Meditation focuses on the breath and heartbeat, making the
breath full, deep, rich, rhythmic, and balanced. Attention is focused on the
heart as the center of the energetic system. One tries to identify oneself with
the heart. By focusing on the breath, you make your breath powerful. And



then learning to direct the breath, to feel the circulation of breath as it pulses
in different parts of your body, then on your magnetic field, you learn to
direct and circulate energy. You are in control of yourself at all times, and
you become both more powerful and more sensitive. At more advanced
stages, your power and sensitivity are always in service of your heart, so
you become compassionate.
Zen walking meditation techniques, or “Kinhin”, is a traditional form of
Buddhist mindfulness that offers many health benefits. The process is
straightforward to understand; we simply apply the core concept of
mindfulness to the process of walking. We focus the mind on the movement
of walking. This increases the mind-body connection, heightens
mindfulness, and boosts our mental well-being.
Metta Bhavana (Buddhist Loving Kindness Meditation) is a technique that
we use to create feelings of love and kindness, warm feelings that make
your inner world a place of compassion. It is used by many famous
meditation teachers (especially popular of late is Sharon Salzberg’s loving-
kindness meditation script). 
Karuna meditation (compassion meditation) is one of the traditional forms
of Buddhist methods and is used to cultivate self-love, as well as love for
others. When we practice Karuna meditation, we are cultivating the quality
of benevolence. This is essential for spiritual development and for attaining
enlightenment.
Happy Buddha Meditation Technique Meditation for Joy & Positivity. It is
reputed that this meditation was prescribed to the Buddha, by a rishi (saint)
to help him regain his positive mind and recover emotionally after a long
stretch of meditation and fasting. Although this meditation appears to be a
simple technique, it is actually incorporating many important aspects of
Kundalini Yoga to achieve its results. The meditation uses, the power of
mantra (sound vibrations that create corresponding states of consciousness),
mudra (hand positions that create certain energy flow in the subtle body),
eye positions, mental focus, and the science of spirit to bestow its
wonderfully uplifting benefits
I will generally attempt to avoid meditations that have possible roots in
defensive styles of combat. But on occasion, this strength is needed to
overcome internal struggles by giving us the added feeling of self-reliance
and accomplishment. Any spiritual practice holds with it the energy of its



origination, it would do well if we selected from a complete understanding,
then paired it with our conscious viewpoints.  
 
 
 
 
 
Spiritual Observations 
In spiritually practical terms, Good can be defined as anything that is
Beneficial to our inner growth and serves to heighten our conscious
awareness. There are stories of Buddhist Masters not speaking what the
individual wanted to hear, but what they needed to hear. This would at times
be viewed as a lie to the follower, but in the end, unlocking some blocks in
consciousness would move the individual to higher states of awareness. It is
believed that only those with the power to look into the spirit's mind and
karmic path, would possess the wisdom to pull them out and onto the right
path. Christianity formed this same concept by releasing all power to the
One God, it is common for followers to say, “God doesn’t give to you what
you want, but what you need.” Should this take the form of hardships, it is
considered God’s will.
We will vary in our viewpoints on this topic only due to the unique paths
we have traveled. We may even observe wrongs as a way to understand the
positive world in which we can create. Be it Karma, God’s intentions or our
personal experiences, the concept of good has become meshed in
segregated beliefs in the modern world. Perhaps, due to large Corporations
and Politicians dragging our belief in “goodwill” through the mud one too
many times. We repeatedly give energy to those who claim to have our best
benefits in mind but later find the complete opposite in their later actions
and concealed meetings. This becomes increasingly harder for Political
leaders when considering massive populations, for as it is said you will
never please everyone, all of the time.
While we are here looking at the massive populations, we should note that
on a global scale we have prospered beyond many species on this planet.
Through incredible amounts of hardships in spurts throughout our history,
we have still turned out on top of it all. Our goodwill for one another
(though at times simply for our own groups) has still shown through it all
and has allowed us to build societies for centuries to come. I believe it is



these stabilized civilizations that were our end goals all along. Over time,
they have allowed us to find some order within our lives, then in turn allow
us to seek Conscious Awareness. Depending on our viewpoints and spiritual
understandings, universally we are on a course toward Collective
Consciousness as a whole.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, being spiritually practical we can
define Evil as anything that is Harmful to our inner growth and serves to
hinder our conscious awareness. This may not be from the direct influence
of society’s growth, but perhaps a byproduct. Here we would find entire
generations that added to our spiritual awareness through their experienced
wisdom depleted and wiped away. Plants and animals may have given us
insights into our inner workings, cures for diseases, or examples of how to
live at one with the planet completely extinct. Or even destruction to the
planet that is beyond repair and hinders our spiritual growth due to now
scattered and unhealthy farming societies.
In our religions and spiritual beliefs, there are “evil forces” or “evil gods”
but they rarely represent the Prime Gods of these structures, and through
our understandings of them they are capable of being conquered with
specific efforts. They are given places to preside over and rule us only when
we have lost a willingness to walk a righteous path, or when we are no
longer considered among the “living.” We must understand that we are not
inherently evil, for us to transgress to such low states we would have to
“intentionally” understand that we are destroying another life, and be
willing to do so for no other gain other than the pure pleasure of doing it.
Most of the evils that are performed by humankind are with the
unconscious notions that they must be
 
performed to better their, or other people's survival. In war, they view
“sacrificing a few for the greater good” and this concept dislodges the
conscious evil in their actions, however not making it right. It’s only after
time when some soldiers become entwined with the joy of killing and seek
out the pleasure of it that it becomes inherently evil. Politicians and
Corporations in general only seek their profits through expansions and
growth, and so if they destroy life in the process, they lead with the
unconsciousness that “they are making a better world.” It’s only when
personal agendas such as prejudices and superiority complexes underline
their decisions that inherent evil actions are performed under the guise of



economic growth. Being Evil and being Corrupted by unconscious thoughts
are two completely different scenarios. 
It’s here, within the definitions of evil that the spirits have begun to speak
out and awaken. Within the concepts of the good we prosper towards truth,
we understand that even through hardships there is still room for spiritual
growth as a whole. However, with an over-encompassing shadow of evil
influencing the planet as a whole, there would be no such future.
Extinctions and destructions though may be common in the universe, but
they should not be common here within us as a species. We are born
innately to be good and socialize with one another, this has been an ultimate
key to the way in which we have prospered. We traveled and traded,
bartered, and learned new cultures which enriched our own as well as it has
enlightened our understandings of the planet. This is now threatened by
only a hand full of large names in control of the entire planet which have
shown themselves to be unconcerned with spiritual growth.
The Collective Consciousness has begun to stir Souls out of this slumbering
repetitious cycle of life and death. We are born into a life that is
unsatisfactory, and this urge is stronger than society's pressures to mold us
into it and fit in. We as spirits are pulling ourselves forward and showing
others that there are new ways to exist and be happy at the same time. We
are in every walk of life, and our Spiritual Leaders from the past to the
present are leading the way. Our guideposts are Love, Peace, and
Prosperity. We build on the foundation of our own Conscious Awakening
through various means. Then we join with one another in harmony as we
understand our great commonalities.
All that we observe and understand as consciously awakened beings is
being processed within the Collective Consciousness. Collectively, we are
manifesting a new world. A world that is based on our fundamental natures.
Our pullback is from the physical world that has lived by a self-created
philosophy of technology and hard facts for centuries now. But there isn’t a
form of battleground or war to the Conscious Minds, there is simply the
onward growth towards inner peace, reconnecting to like minds, and
Source. Infused together, we will reinvent a world where spirits can be born
into aware states of consciousness and no longer fight through the
beginning stages of loss or confusion throughout their adolescents. Here is
where the lines are drawn. Those of us who see this world for its
possibilities, and those of us who conceive it to be nothing more than a



means to an end. As time marches us on towards the outcome, the physical
world becomes tensed with fear of living a new path outside of what
they’ve known for so long. While the spiritual world delights in knowing
that it’s becoming what it once was so long ago. Time is an obstacle to both
types of societies and should be understood and not controlled.
 



 
REINCARNATION & KARMA
 
Collective Universe Reincarnations
 
I have written much within this book about reincarnation. I thought that I
would give us a bit more clarity to have when these times present
themselves in our cycles. Perhaps the most sought-after understanding
would be why is the consciousness lost during these life cycles. Not to be
mysterious, but is it really? Each one of us has had brief concepts about
another life and has quickly dismissed them. For the Soul within the
Collective that doesn’t have control over their reincarnations, it’s not as
complicated. To be reincarnated takes a willing mind, somewhere within the
process we must accept wanting a new life. This New Life comes with new
input from Consciousness, and a New Chance to experience physical form
while advancing our own personal development. At this point, we already
accepted that we are going to outlive this next body. But the communication
between us and our Guides isn’t at all verbal, we do not sit down with pen
and paper to decide our next lifetime and lessons. Souls communicate
through consciousness, a mind we haven’t fully awakened to at this stage.
Impressions of great intensity can flood our minds, we will see the entire
new life before we reincarnate, but the lessons will never be learned if we
knew what was to inevitably come. We seed ourselves in slumber and the
Guide places us back into the physical world. We must decide on this, if we
wish to go back then we must place ourselves in a slumbering state. Many
have stayed for hundreds of years before deciding, some cultures have
developed beliefs that visiting and gaining blessings from their ancestors is
needed, and so we stay to impart wisdom to our generations until these
beliefs cease. Either through obligations or enjoyment, we stay until we are
ready.
We seed ourselves to protect the integrity of our true selves, when being
reborn into the world we are given new Consciousness, this is done in our
slumbering form that is encased and protected. When entering through the
birthing process we are bombarded with personalities from our genetic line
and our race. These personalities will attempt to mold us into their concept



of the current world's understanding. The Genetic Personality is dependent
upon each of your parent’s lifetime of experiences. If they are in conflict
with themselves in any way, perhaps haven’t accepted their lives or are in
an internal struggle with their experiences in life. This will be impressed
upon you, many times a positive parent’s experience will phase out a
negative parent. The Race Personality can also be in conflict, in most cases
where different Races are involved there are internal struggles that each
parent may have had to find peace with. Each Race Personality comes with
a force of ownership in this new form. If each parent has identified with
their Race Personality, then this personality would in turn attempt
ownership of us. If in fact, both or one parent has conquered their Race
Personality then you will be free from its impressions. Throughout this
process, we are seeded and safe within our encasement, and upon birth,
these Personalities will begin to form us as we grow. Here we can find great
and unique features form from our Genetic and Race Personalities, they are
blending and finding a way to harmonize in form. 
This seed with our true selves will remain encased but will begin to
emanate. This usually is what occurs the moment we begin to remember our
experiences as children. Some children begin to remember experiences as
young as one year of age, whereas others first remembered experiences
could be at three. This speaks to the amount of time they were in conflict
with these Personalities. In a perfect scenario, both parents have conquered
fully their own personalities. This newborn will be free and joyous from
birth, and there is a feeling of great lightness to their energy. The true self
will take charge of these other personalities upon waking and seek to
organize what they have considered harmonizing already. The moment the
true self wakens they become fully connected to the physical world, and
with-it Karmic Strings begin to form the already established Genetic and
Race Personalities. This doesn’t happen instantly for these strings are
tracing themselves back to the beginning of their lines and where
tubulations have occurred. Our personal Karma doesn’t officially begin
until the Chakras become established, each individual to our needs. 
Children born with deficiencies they are generally brought forth by either
parent, this is hard to be accepted still. For we have placed so much faith in
our science, and since science has not fully grasped this, we have not. In
cases where neither parent is responsible, a few things may need to be
considered. The Soul chose to reincarnate this way to help either parent’s



karma ripen. An awakened Soul chose this lifetime to experience this for
reasons unknown to us. The Collective Consciousness has plans that we
may only know throughout the lifetime of these children. I can think of
cases when parents were incredible supporters of Disability Laws that may
not have taken the stance if they did not have to confront it within their own
families. Remember that Souls live in a Universe of Cause and Reason, we
must always look for a deeper meaning behind the physical situations we
find ourselves in. Most time they are there to take us to new heights within
the Collective Universe. 
 
Outer Universe Incarnations
 Two things to note, a Collective Being will mostly be born in the
Collective Universe. An Infective Being will mostly be born in the Outer
Universe. The gray area here is when a Being is struggling to free
themselves from corruption, they may jump back and forth and will just
need guided Consciousness to break this cycle. We can see this in
Collective Souls giving birth to children they have complete
misunderstandings with on viewpoints of common humanity. Of course,
children go through their stages, but this is very different, there is a core
value that the parents both possessed but just couldn’t instill within the
children. This gray area leaves with it a host of open complexities that must
be looked at in future writings. But the Collective Parent will need
contemplation before action, conscious observation with confronting truth
will give to them the steps to progress. Understand that this child gained an
understanding that brought them forth into the Collective, or they would not
have been born here. They now need to find a way through the residue left
from being corrupted. 
Generally, we cannot conceive of an Infective Being and a Collective Being
bringing forth a reincarnation. Infective Beings in a relationship with a
Collective Being will quickly infect the Collective Being. In the unfortunate
event that rape occurs to a Collective Being, there is a grace period when
the Collective Being struggles to find acceptance of the event. If they do,
they will have the opportunity to cleanse the baby forming within them
which is a power granted only at this time. I have personally witnessed this,
and it is miraculous, but the toughest to achieve internally from the mother-
to-be. This grace period will generally be during the early stages as the
baby is forming. Should she conquer her own suffering and remain a



Collective Being, the child will be placed into the Collective this lifetime.
Should she become an Infective Being, so too will the child. Should she
only achieve cleansing herself after birth, then the baby will be Infective,
but at least still holds the ability to be raised by a Collective Being. This is
an even greater understanding that mothers hold over the blessings of life.
To be an Infective Being will incarnate you time and again in an infective
family. This continues the cycle of corruption. You come into the world
with no new consciousness of the planet’s progression of understandings
and viewpoints. Just the negative viewpoints that you have gained from
prior lives will be impressed and coated onto your true self’s encasing. This
Entropic Force travels with you as a parasite clung to your true self, when
all stages of Genetic and Race Personalities come forth, they will do the
same as before. But in most cases, you will be hindered by two already
Infective Parents, adding their unconscious experiences with these
Personalities. Once you begin to emanate from your true self, it must first
get through the dark mass that has surrounded you which is an assemblage
of viewpoints not of truth. You can continue this amassing continuously,
thickening and strengthening itself every time you agree with these
viewpoints. 
The events that can help during this time will weaken the false viewpoints
and even at times give you a sense of clarity. Feeling warmth and kindness
from others which are freely given without any attachments. Conscious
Beings looking at you and piercing through the mass to connect to your true
self. Karma from past deeds ripening to grant you blessings. Or you decide
to not succumb to these viewpoints and look for a way out of them. We see
this last part done endlessly, beings rising out of their suppressed situations
and becoming their own heroes. If they do so and develop kindness and
compassion for others in general hardships, then they can fully free
themselves. But if they do so with the negative viewpoint of self-survival
and it persists, then they have just added to their corruption. 
 
Observance
This is a Consciously Evolved way to understand reincarnation, it is
Universal and has within it many forms of ancient philosophies. The
Collective Consciousness maintained much more strict and complex
teachings for many centuries, it was necessary to keep the corruption at bay.



But now it is presented to excel us, and hopefully be easier to absorb into
our growing consciousness.
 
Awakened Reincarnation
Now I would like to discuss an Awakened Beings reincarnation. Their
cycles will be very different compared to the Collective Being who has not
awakened. Awakened Ones have already achieved the lessons we are still
learning. They will only take on a challenge if it becomes something of
interest to them. For instance, if in a lifetime they become curious about
another being’s experience. This might make an impression that they would
wish to experience to gain knowledge of or to free themselves of feeling
concerned. Their reincarnations are mainly theirs to design, when passing
they continue this process until they have gained a love and compassion for
all beings. They seek to weed out all individual concerns and find the
compassion that encompasses all of creation. 
They can just as easily reincarnate into Infective Families, but this is
generally acceptable once fully awakened. There have been numerous
Awakened Beings set back a few lifetimes due to this. They were still too
young and couldn’t fully take on the onslaught once the Outer Universe
became aware of them. They were unfortunately then responsible for giving
a push in consciousness to the Outer Universe. Though not forbidden by the
Higher Council, it is not fully acceptable unless done with a group effort. A
fully Awakened Being does this by concealment, a gift gained on higher
levels of awareness. They can go through an entire lifetime and never be
noticed while freeing the souls within the corruption. They are just seen as
barely accepted with their Infective Communities, these Awakened Beings
end their experience generally leaving to show others the possibilities. But
will stand their ground if they gain a group willing to grow. There have
been stories of Awakened Beings reincarnating to free a prior soul they
knew once, but this rarely turned out well. The already binding connection
to the now Infective Being was to the detriment of the Awaken Being,
forcing the Awakened to cleanse itself for a while. The ways in which
Awakened Beings reincarnate are as follows.
 
Temporary: Temporary loss of awareness and mind, the Awakened Being
does this to gain a full experience of the life reincarnated into. This being
will exhibit an overabundance of interest and fascination with life. More so



than the average child, this child’s questions about life will be extremely
insightful, critically piecing together all that it is told. Even calling parents
on any missteps in their teachings. Though extremely respectable and
ethical, they are capable of debating on an unreal level with the parents at
times. If they are understood and not hindered by the parents, these ancient
souls will justifiably push all the family member's awareness up. 
 
Locked: these reincarnations are marked with key scenarios that must
occur in specific means for the Awakened Soul to come into full
awakening. This form of reincarnation can take on many lifetimes until
these events take place, this is not generally the choice of the Awakened
Being. But can be foreseen by higher sources to the Awakened. If accepted,
they will be granted a Guardian to oversee their travels. Once achieved, full
awareness is instantly granted and what was to be understood or learned is
taken into Consciousness. 
 
Complete: Complete awareness with a set purpose of their life’s path. No
surprise, all other beings are met as if they were expecting them. They can
exhibit higher than normal emotions when surprised, mainly because they
did not see it beforehand, it's generally delighted. 
 
Assisted: Awareness is lost, so another Awakened Being must assist their
life path. This Teacher generally knows but will not openly explain. This
could be signified as a test for either Soul. To become a teacher or a student.
 
Forgotten: This Awakened Being has decided to discipline itself, it will
take it upon itself due to events that have harmed its consciousness. They
will secure their true self and bounce around throughout lifetimes until
they’ve found realization of what presented the trouble in the first place.
They must see for themselves why they did such a thing, and usually, the
key lies in their forgiveness of themselves. No other Aware Being can break
this, they feel a strong being contained. 
 
Forced: On a few occasions, if an Awakened Being does harm to another
Aware Being or greater. The Awakened Being may be judged by Collective
Consciousness or the High Council to be cut off from Consciousness yet
given just enough flow to stay within collective reincarnation. Perhaps not



wanting these actions to be influential within a new consciousness. This
Awakened Being will essentially move to the status of a Collective Being
and will stay there until past events are cleansed from them. 
 
 
Light Being Reincarnation
These Beings have a reincarnation that easily moves throughout lifetimes,
their Higher Consciousness oversees our Collective one. They can be from
the Plane of Holy but can easily be from anywhere from the Known
Universe. When Holy Beings do this, it grants them access to becoming a
Greater Being and joining us on a Higher Plane. Other Light Beings may
already hail from higher consciousness and just seek to assist our
development. What few know however is the sacrifices made when coming
into Earth’s Evolution. They give up their attachments to their own realm
and no longer possess the means to go back until the earth beings have
evolved collectively to do such. They now exist here on earth going through
lifetimes assisting us. They have unmatched skills as being spiritually far
more evolved. Primarily visiting us in Astral Forms but will physically
manifest avatars with little effort when needed. They are very aware of all
thoughts within the Collective and on many occasions will present
themselves to get a full understanding of where we are at consciously. We
have most likely met them many times on our journeys and have not fully
understood how just looking into their eyes has changed our perspectives.
They do not become personally involved in our lives, for we still have too
much of a grasping quality. They do not seek to lead us astray by us looking
at them as gods. The kindest thing for us is to oversee from afar. But they
await a time when they can meet us on common ground. Other Beings may
visit from the Collective Universe, but they have not made such a sacrifice
as these types. The reincarnated Light Beings here would most likely be
easily overlooked by most awakened and below Collective Beings. Greater
Beings will know them well, for they are more capable of understanding
their commitments to a greater good.    
 
Karma  
This chapter won’t be particularly easy. Since so much has been written on
this topic I want to simply add new perspectives. I in no way believe that
Karma is for an Infective Being only, Karma operates beyond the Outer



Universe and these influences are carried by our Astral Forms via the Time
Chakra/Rhythm. The rhythm keeps all karma closely recorded for each soul
since our birth within Earth’s Evolution. These karmic actions and thoughts
operate in all recorded existence. Do unto others, which you would have
them do unto you has become a saying all on the planet has heard. Many
times, we have said this to ourselves internally. There are many times our
feelings give us insights that something bad may occur, we were right,
however, weren’t we? So why then do we put ourselves through such
suffering? One reason is that we don’t listen to our own wisdom, and for all
the other trillions of reasons, there’s karma.
Karma is much more than a Hindu word meaning to know thyself. Karma is
the known history of all this world both physically and spiritually and how
it affects you or how you affect it. This isn’t a hard task, just a way of
understanding and living. We simply need to know the Ying and Yang of
karma and thought. Don’t worry it’s the turn of the millennium, we aren’t
needed to study intense meditations for the rest of our lives. These plateaus
of awareness have been achieved for us already. In that, I mean that
humankind as an entire species has already performed the research and
requirements needed to give us the spiritual understandings we have today.
They have done this, and it has been placed into Collective Consciousness
and can now be utilized by all. We just need to acknowledge the truth and
follow the guidelines. Here they are Karma being the guiding balance to all
the energy in this universe and beyond is composed of two forms, positive
and negative. Positive Karma comes into effect as the result of balanced
energy. This is shown in larger degrees within the embodiments of
spiritually aware beings or greater. This is the reason why we balance our
influential chakras. With the balance comes pure thought, a place in our
awareness. Here we have handled all negative karma in our own universe
and now seek to present this journey to Collective Consciousness. Pure
thought is our truest gift as spirits, with it, we are able to tap the sources of
life and simply manifest it into creation.
To balance this ultimate power and to make sure it’s not used poorly there is
Negative Karma energy. Negative karma is created when legitimate
wrongdoing has occurred. In Prime Elements it manifests into plagues or
any natural world disaster. Wars are considered humankind’s control over
nature and themselves and are in fact negative karmic energy at work. In
human chakras, it manifests into blocked chakras throughout the human’s



life and in some cases even future lives. This is the reason why we never
get anything done in our personal lives of any true importance. Negative
karma takes over our every move as impure thought. These are thoughts
that may seem to be our own but if we have not acknowledged and
understood who we are, everything we attempt to do negative karma will
puppeteer us.
I hope this did not frustrate some of you, if we are truly happy within one or
some other chakras then there’s a good possibility that it’s operating
unblocked and in good health. In addition, we all know the difference
between right and wrong. Negative karma is formed whenever pain or
suffering occurs to the extent that it threatens another spirit's survival or
awareness and there is no form of amends made. This causes the natural
order of spiritual and physical life to fabricate leaving a breach in time and
rooting all familiar entities and energy in that scene. That scene will
knowingly affect those spiritual bodies over and again until in some way or
form a similar scene produces a positive effect, hence repairing the breach.
The scenes can sometimes play over and again until we "get it." The hassle
is when throughout life we collect more karma that is negative, and we tend
to become deeply disturbed. So, when the point in time comes around so
that we can repair the original breach, we are cluttered, confused, and make
even more wrong decisions.
I address negative karma more because this is where we are currently.
Though I know there are some of us who have aspects of our lives in the
balance, we all have some type of negative karma working in our lives.
Going back to the opening, this is the reason why we don’t listen to our
sound wisdom and we place ourselves in regret and pain. Most of the things
we do have an outside influence, and karma operates beyond the physical
world. When we balance our chakras, we accept these influences and
understand where they come from. Dismissing and repairing these negative
karmic experiences for ourselves will in turn balance our awareness into
purity. You actively and consciously fix the breach instead of waiting for
the next occurrence. It isn’t just our experiences that make us different, it is
the way in which we confront the experiences and better them. That shows
our true inner strength and character.
If there are wrongs that you feel you should make amends for, do what feels
right in your heart to better the situation. Every situation will be handled
differently. However, it must be stimulated by you and no other force,



otherwise, you miss the experience and wisdom to be gained from the
situation. Only you truly know what you need to do. We as spirits can assist
once the decision has been made or we can teach specifics when the spirit
has balanced their current physical life. I will wrap this up by stating this,
positive karma is the road that we are on, and negative karma is the
obstacles we come upon. When we clear the obstacles for ourselves, the
knowledge emerges in us upon the roadway as awareness that balances our
pathway and takes us to our true destinies.
 
Secret to Life
I have simplified all that I have understood and all that could be understood
in a single list of ten. They’re simple acts of wisdom that I hope will
enhance your life, they are collected truths. And may take some
contemplation to fully absorb. 
The Ten Truths to Life:  
1. If you trust in life, it will always take care of you.    
2. If you are unsure, it will help you with options.
3. If you are sure, it’ll give it to you. 
4. If you live to destroy life, it will destroy you. 
5. If you help life, you will prosper. 
6. If you have wronged life, you will need to make amends. 
7. If you do not, you will create negative karma. 
8. Negative karma will always balance itself out one day, with no
exceptions. 
9. You will always have the power to control karma when it is balanced and
pure energy.         
10. When it’s unbalanced every wish or desire becomes a design to balance
it out.
 
 



PATH THREE; THE PATH OF
TRUTH
The Force of Life was a single spectacular stream from Source that poured
into this universe. Creating Order from Chaos and structuring life in its
wake as Cosmic Evolution continues to move forward. As our great Milky
Way hangs like a dazzling flower in the sea of Cosmic Flowers, do we not
see the life force as it seeds and blooms? Soupy cosmic particles organize
into heavenly bodies and burst forth with new particles, ever-growing and
reaching outward. Collecting all life force and gently releasing it into
transmigration of new forms as it expands. 
This is likened to a magnificent fireworks display in the night sky. The
Firework is solid, hand crafted with care by its creator as they dream of the
fascination it will instill in the watching eyes. But what these captivated
eyes are truly laying witness to is cosmic existence in moments. First solid
in form, these fireworks are sparked by fire and shot upward into the night
sky. Silent and unseen for a time they then evolve into a brilliant display
and scatter across the horizon reflecting off all eyes to witness them. The
people entertained will keep this experience of joy and continue going
about their duties. 
Yet it isn’t over. Beyond this great presentation these fireworks from solid
matter, become countless lights and then transmigrate into particles that
scatter into lighter and lighter expansion. Ending in complete absorption of
that which it was first hindered by in the material world. For from a
collection of matter it was formed, through ignition freed, and then able to
merge with a higher form of matter. 
Life is a continuation of separating and reconnecting, breaking off, and
reforming, of which we have become aware. Through this awareness, we
have become anxious and even afraid. Solar Systems explode into the outer
regions of space and reform with new life, one that has the blueprints from
the past and the added growth of new information. This Life Force
continues to expand as it creates new developments on the out-most regions
of its petals. From the cosmic view, this is much like a slow-moving wave
gathering all particles and pushing them forward. From the planetary
concept, it’s an aggressive explosion. Thus, in the farthest areas of the
Milky Way, we have a new seed expressed in Human Life. 



A Human Body is directly descended/ascended simultaneously from this
Life Force. We believe ourselves individual and unique from all others, yet
we are always in fear of losing our forms. In the process of procreation, we
conceive that growth is abundant and good, we dream of blending ourselves
with another to bring forth a life that reflects that bond, or even love. The
body however is happy and satisfied with its shelter and security and must
faction off itself of its abundance and resources. The sperm must start as a
unit and realize imminent death as it fights to be the lone survivor. The egg
must dislodge from its safety to solely become the one among many to
leave its body which it has called home for years. The forming fetus must
aggressively fight the mother’s body for what could be called a hostile
takeover as it needs to consume nutrients and resources. Then in the end, if
all goes well, we are left in great joy and amazement as we kiss the cheek of
this new life we have created.
Of course, the act of creation is beautiful, and many don’t choose to view
the struggle in detail. It is our conscious acceptance that supersedes and
causes the body to adhere to this beauty. But if we looked at life with an
overview of its processes, we would know that it is only our visualizing that
manifests these effects. Many a parent has disrupted this effect when fears
influence the pregnancy, this can happen with both parents. 
Life is a continuum of expansion, this is expressed in the Human Form as
consciousness. Though fundamental, we each possess a never-ending urge
to reconnect. We falsely see separation in all, and we seek to gather a world
around us that directly gives to us a sense of security. We are finally
awakening from this slumber as a collective. Every microscopic particle on
the outline of our shedding skin is constantly renewing our connection to
the universe. Every interaction with all forms throughout our day influences
us in many different ways. This can transform our viewpoints, realities, and
consciousness even without conversation. Life Force continues its
expansion forward. Buddhist philosophy states that we are reborn each
moment, though a moment isn’t defined, it still speaks of the truth that we
are always being reborn and dying away in an ever-evolving existence. The
people we have known for years, months, and even days are not the people
we met yesterday. Their bodies are reborn, their minds are reborn, and their
consciousness is reborn as they take on new experiences. 
I too will continue this expansion, as we all do if were to realize this fact. I
will chart the path of The Source of Consciousness from its entrance into



this universe to its expression on this planet.
Consciousness has always overcome the hurdles thrown at it. It has evolved
through the misdirection of The Many Gods we have followed, to the
outright destruction we have wroth upon this planet through war. There
have been cataclysmic events that have endangered our species relentlessly.
There have been many civilizations that were apathetic to death to the point
where it became entertainment, yet still, this did nothing to detour
Consciousness. Consciousness still expands and rises from the ruins. This
alone is the one truth that keeps us realizing that we are moving forward. I
in no way mean to intend that consciousness was inevitable. Many
Awakened Spirits fought on so many occasions to awaken us during times
of injustice. Even if they were silenced, they added their consciousness to
the Collective which in turn gave an impulse to all new spirits born
instilling them with that will to evolve. 
As Consciousness prospers, so do the civilizations in which we live. We
still can be delighted by pockets of societies that live in harmony, but these
events are becoming rare in a world that is growing into oneness. This
meshing within the world is for a purpose, the purpose is to realize the
Collective in which we exist. Much like the creation of a newborn, it will
bring with it the raw reality of the struggle. The pain of dropping our
disillusions of individuality and accepting our connections to one another
will be even agonizing to some. There will be groups that will join together
in fear that will become hostile. Regions will find titles such as
Nationalism, Racism, Sexism, and other differences to excuse their fears.
Acceptance comes when we are able to collectively realize our universal
place within this cosmic design. 
I continue my goal of universal consciousness by bringing forth our various
paths and attaching them to the singular stream of this Conscious Life
Energy (as it is known to the Ancient Sages). This Life Force carries two
streams of force reflected from The Omni-Conscious, both from the Source
and from the Universal Mind. Pathways have been cut off and fragmented
due to influences and our own fast-paced evolutions. The ancient
knowledge that was once possible to comprehend has been left because it
was thought of as too sacred to evolve. But this was always what it was
meant to do, much like us. 
I bring forth The Sacred Doctrines, Perennial Teachings, and Ancient
Wisdom within this Path as I will follow the original line of consciousness



and how it has spread throughout this known universe. I will give to us
the Conscious Path throughout the three origins of this earth’s cycle. They
are the belief structures that evolved from Animism in European, Indian,
and Paleo-Indian. I will now explain how the Plane of Dark, created by The
Universal Mind was corrupted and is attempting to be taken over by The
Outer Universe within our own Galaxy. I will now give full details to
the Higher Hierarchies and their place in our spiritual evolutions as I now
enlighten us to The Plane of Holy. The Dragon Council will be now
discussed, for universal consciousness cannot fully be achieved until they
are brought into our collective understanding. Hermetics, Gnostic
Doctrines, and Kabballah will now lay the groundwork for Quantum
Physics evolved understandings of The Multiverse. I have methodically
moved us slowly into these realizations, which will fully coalesce here. 
I speak of realities and the multiverse because it is something that will arise
much throughout this book. Secrets that we have long forgotten will be
made whole when we realize these facts from the remnants that reside
throughout our planet. Their sacred truths must be laid bare. Lastly, I very
much appreciate the consciousness brought forth by Helena Petrovna
Blavatsky, Rudolf Steiner, the Complete Book of Enoch, Aldous
Huxley, Graham Hancock, Annie Besant, C.S. Lewis, and DK. For they
must know that the fragments are made whole through their commitments
to find truth in an ever-evolving existence. I capture our expanse here but
know that this too is but a temporary stop in a minuscule point within The
Whole. 
As such there is just one Reality known as The Absolute Reality, all else
is Relative Reality. All that we perceive, sense, define, and identify with is
of the Mind, and thus Relative or Relatable. The Absolute Reality is all that
is, I see to convey this in more detail within this book. Now I will chart the
path of Spirit and not the Mind. Timeframes will look very different due to
our dual evolutions, in addition to our continued revival of conscious
understandings.  
As stated often in my work, I know this has only been able to be brought
forth because the Conscious Collective is able to express it. For far too long
ancient understandings have been cut off from us because it was far too
complex to comprehend or apply to our evolutions. What is known to
consciousness, and how it can be communicated is always the goal. It will
continue in future works, but here is where we need to be. Here is where we



make a stand against the hardships we have endured. Here is where we can
become fully conscious and assist others to achieve this sole realization. I
look forward to all that we each individually give to strengthen the universe
in which we exist. 
 
 
 



THE MULTIVERSE
 
As we gently fall to sleep at night our consciousness withdraws from this
plane and awakens to another. The Dream Realm is beyond our full
comprehension, it is grander than our spacious conceptualizations and more
connected than we can physically conceive with our minds. But this does
not mean that it is not capable of being grasped. Consciousness is unique in
that it can expand the Mind’s capabilities, it can also hinder it as well.
Grand-masters of Meditation are said to always be conscious, even while in
a recuperative sleep-like state. Most of us are consumed in this sleep as we
become purely reactive to the dreams that manifest. Bruises from falls,
jerking awake as we fall back into the physical realm, and even events
having an impact on our daily lives emotionally and mentally are just
examples. 
We believe this is our time to “let go” and “unwind” to release our activities
of the day. This mere thought allows us to become subjugated to what
dreams form throughout the night. These dreams have no direction,
therefore will manifest many experiences that consciously we have chosen
to avoid. Once awake, we are left searching for meaning in these dreams
but lack the complete consciousness to observe them fully. They are mostly
fragmented and will eventually lead to more misconceptions, so we have
decided to forget about them and recycle this scenario day after day.
We would be best suited to give ourselves a direction if we are unable to
maintain consciousness so that the dream realm would be able to manifest
choice experiences. To realize the Dream Realm is to realize it is where we
once were before manifesting into the Physical Realm. There are multiple
levels of realms that we had derived from, the physical only being the latest.
So why would one wish to stay conscious while sleeping? So that we do not
break the continuation of our experiences here within the physical realm.
We are in essence only partly here, continuously attempting to be fully
manifested. When we meet these Grand-masters, it is their ability to be
rooted in a reality that shakes us to our core. They have fully accepted and
do not run or hide in the Dream Realm. 
To be free from this manifested physical realm is to realize and fully accept
it. This acceptance is not just a way that we can explain it away in our
various definitions. It is the acceptance of the totality of the Known



Universe in which we exist, both physically and spiritually. It is the
acceptance that all that has been created upon this earth we have shaped.
We have created Life and Death, we have created Love and War, and we
have created separation. All that has influenced and has infected our
creative powers, does so through our acceptance. All that we have sought to
ignore and free ourselves from, binds us to our misguided constructs of this
world. Falling away into this Dream Realm temporarily breaks our
experience of this and further fragments us from The Source of
Consciousness. 
The physical form is the extension of Life’s Force expansion, it is the first
spark that continuously collects information for The Universal Mind. But
we are of Consciousness, we direct how that matter is developed and
manifested through this expansion. This acceptance does not take deep
amounts of training, because we have evolved consciously. It just takes an
awakening of what is. This does not happen instantly, but I suggest taking
moments throughout your day to bring your attention fully present so that
you can become aware of the multiple streams of thoughts being processed
within your mind. The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle is an incredible
resource for those with the busy schedules most of us have nowadays. 
Few Awakened Beings dream, even if science challenges this fact. The
natural processes of the body must recuperate, this will always detail brain
activity. I have brought us to understand our dual existence of
Mind/Consciousness. This makes it easier to conceive that the Universal
Mind will dutifully take on the tasks of recuperating the body, while
Consciousness lays witness to the events. We have conditioned ourselves to
stay within our forms during this sleep cycle. Yet Consciousness does not
need this, it can simply be free to explore the universe unhindered. Meet
with other Awakened Beings and strengthen the collective connection. 
There are a host of Beings that reside without forms, many by choice as
they oversee us and stay absorbed in enlightened states around the planet.
They primarily protect us from outer forces, we here on earth are
responsible for what has already gotten through beforehand. For Greater
Beings had to first develop, during this time those Corruptors had already
merged into our physical world and taken hold of our reality. This
corruption has existed far too long. Just by our awakening alone, we can
cleanse the planet. 
 



 Know now that from each we manifest an alternate reality in connection to
the other Planes which may have influence. This will be a basis for what I
will continue to bring forward throughout this Path as I seek to give to us a
full realization of The Multiverse. This being primarily an audiobook, I
urge you to go to my Youtube Channel. Universal Consciousness Jason
Mondragon to view any graphs and charts. 
 
The Plane of Mind and Spirit repeats itself as it advances into higher
consciousness. This is not fully developed and so it is presented as a half.
Those initiating in Earth’s Evolution will first form Spirit and then Mind on
the Left. Those initiating in Water’s Evolution will first form Mind and then
Spirit on the right. They will Manifest Different Realizations and
thus Relative Realities. Those of Water’s Evolution have already created a
Reality/Plane in Eastern Thought (not to be confused with Hinduism) which
manifests from the Physical to the Spiritual Plane. This is well documented
but cannot be fully established. It is known as being levels of physical
forms, these are. 
1. Deva-gati, the Realm of Devas (Gods) and Heavenly Beings
2. Asura-gati, the Realm of Asura (Titans)
3. Preta-gati, the Realm of Hungry Ghosts
4. Naraka-gati, the Hell Realm
5. Tiryagyoni-gati, the Animal Realm
6. Manusya-gati, the Human Realm
These Realms all reside within physical aspects and are known to be still
physical in formation, thus not spiritual in nature. On this path, only True
Liberation will allow us access beyond the physical world. Beings have
cycled these realms relentlessly once they have chosen this path, or better
said Reality. These Realms will continue to manifest until a full capacity of
The Collective accepts it, then it will become a Plane. Only True
Liberation will know Absolute Reality on this path. 
The conflict behind this Eastern Thought (and many other schools of
thought) not fully manifesting is due to Earth’s Evolution establishing itself
here and bringing forth New Consciousness. This is not to say that either
evolution is wrong, it’s just to add understanding to why such in-depth
wisdom had never taken collective roots. As Consciousness continues to
instill us with new insights, we branch off and are responsible for many past



branches that are severed. We lose our collective consciousness and thus
fragment our connection to this continuity to the one original stream. 
Considering Earth’s Evolution within our own forming Plane of Spirit, this
is maintained primarily by those Greater Beings that have gained this
consciousness. It suffers as we collectively fragment our beliefs and views
of the physical realm. The reason to establish Universal Consciousness is to
combine all these branches into a singular Reality and repair all Higher
Planes. This will collectively manifest a single reality for both Earth’s and
Water’s Evolution, moving both forward in unity. 
I have witnessed those who have passed and lie in wait within their graves
for the second coming or other beliefs due to their accepted reality of this.
Depending upon this belief, they can spend hundreds of years here
oblivious to the evolving world. I myself have laid within Egypt for
centuries only to be awakened through discovery shortly after World War II.
I speak of this, but we must come to understand that “The I” to which I refer
was just a fragment of the totality of what I know to be my “I”. This
concept of my “I” still existed simultaneously throughout existence, this
portion of my “I” was just the greater amassing of my Consciousness. This
will be further understood, for it is something that Mystics have not
conveyed. I will bring the reasons for this later on. 
We have yet to find a collective realization of the afterlife, it directly points
to our need for unification and to call out any misconceptions that have
hindered us. Should we decide that Heaven is our destination, it should
include all the freedoms that were spoken of by the Greater Beings which
sought to give us these truths. Otherwise, we are left in pockets of realities
that never solidify. One may say that ignorance is bliss, yet the truth is that
it has produced a world where we no longer have a stake in choosing our
spiritual evolution.
In considering The Multiverse we must understand that many ancient
writings were dependent upon the Author’s stability in the physical realm.
Greater Beings can exist within multiple realities, some of what was relayed
to us could have easily been from a different reality. Those writings still
serve as a Bridge-way for those awakened enough to comprehend but will
add confusion to a being still struggling to realize a single reality. Those of
us who have read ancient doctrines and felt lost or confused at one time
understand this. Later in life when given the opportunity to reread them,



they fully grasp them. They realize that they have evolved to finally
comprehend the work. 
These writings on many occasions were written in obscurities because of
the host of enemies around these periods seeking to take hold of our current
philosophies and corrupt their teachings. The pure beauty of some of these
most ancient writings is that they are instilled with the intent to manifest
realizations to conscious beings ripened to receive their truths. They survive
because of the Greater Beings that realize their true worth. 
When we come to these understandings, we realize that much of our occult
teachings were in fact our Collective Relative Reality of the time. In this
reality, magic was quite real and easily manifested. Anyone who has walked
the ancient forests of Ireland and noticed the Fairy Rings or fully grasped
the Egyptian Pyramids with their Hieroglyphs (Magic Spells) adorning
most walls can attest to this. But since these are the remnants of
the overland understandings and have been corrupted by those seeking to
fuel a false narrative, new generations are fed what is taught. This manifests
a different Relative Reality, a one where Giants, Fairy Folk, and even
Possessions never existed. These Relative Realities will never fully
manifest unless they can gain Collective Consensus. In the meantime, all
these Entities can continue their corruptions as we lay asleep and are
oblivious to them. The Absolute Reality is continuously reawakening as
those of us from the Collective Consciousness are reincarnating here in
Earth’s Evolution. 
I speak of Realities because I wish to bring us to the complete realization
that we are responsible for them. As we are either manipulated or solely
responsible, they are both manifested through our Creative Powers. There is
just the Singular Absolute Reality, and all others are a manifested Reality
that we have directed. I say this with a sincerity that may break many of our
concepts, but the Multiverse is also of our creation. Any alternate
Dimensions or Realities in which we search for will manifest, they will be
reflective of the universe to which we comprehend. We hinted at this when
we uncovered The Observer Effect in Quantum Physics, however, we still
haven’t fully realized our creative powers yet. We have already created
many realities, in our groups, in our civilizations, in our beliefs, and on our
planet. They grow and cease continuously because they do not have the
foundations of Absolute Reality. Those portions that do, have persisted. 



The Multiverse is an advanced way of comprehending the many Planes in
which we exist. The decisions to which we travel are segregated and as a
unit. Should we develop a multidimensional understanding the Absolute
Reality will still be. We would just fragment ourselves into experiencing
Relative Realities. The movies to which we watch, our social life through
the internet, and the video games that we fall into. These are just examples
of our desire to not see the truth. It is true that we can perform these
tasks while maintaining truth, however, we would need to realize that
truth first. 
We began from the Source of Consciousness, from Realms to Planes we are
still manifesting into Form. Once fully manifested we can merge with the
Physical Universe into Higher Planes of Matter and free our Consciousness
from Form. It is from this beginning from Source that I will follow to the
world of today. The multiple universes, realms, and dimensions that we
have created will be brought back to this original stream of life. 
 
 
 



PERENNIALISM REAWAKENED
 
I have reintroduced us to Ancient Wisdom and Perennial Philosophy. I have
done so to bring it into a fully complete singular source of conscious
expression. No matter the path that we are currently on from parents to
leaders, we all are of this one consciousness. Our experiences when fully
understood are exactly as they should be. Our hardships are never fully
intended by us, but they are strings of events that if a Conscious Being
viewed would’ve determined as an outcome. This is also when viewing
deaths, wars, incarcerations, and even sexual violence. We have been too
pressed to place blame on other beings but never on our own actions, even
if those actions were the decision to be born into these conditions. The
Awakened Being will look at these experiences and may grapple with them
at first but will come to a pearl of wisdom that will greatly enhance their
growth. I say this with the sincerity of my own experiences of these events.
Full realization and acceptance will empower us beyond any false
interpretations we manifest. The totality of our experiences is strung within
a greater scheme of our evolutions. They can be far past events that ripen
into these forms or a collection of events that we individually experience to
strengthen our whole True Selves. 
Morality and Ethics have always left their imprints on our evolving
civilizations. Here in America, we are still evolving past our aggressive
tendencies to dominate the whole of our environment. But many other
societies from our past had developed to such a degree that their
civilizations for brief periods in history were able to contemplate more.
These Ancient Philosophers spent years in deep thinking and great debates
about our existence. These new found understandings would commence
within the Collective Consciousness and a Being would be born reflective
of this wisdom. They would be fully capable of expressing them to the
current civilizations, the only conflict would be the receptivity of the
masses. These Awakened Beings will occur simultaneously throughout the
Physical (Mind) and Conscious (Spirit) evolutions. 
Consciousness does not deal with future events, it views only what is.
Consciousness can observe what was, in determining what is in the now. It
can look at “possibilities” of what may come when determining these
factors but knows that these factors are ever-changing. Thus, a Conscious



Being will never give a pre-determined event for the pure reasoning that
these events are truly un-determined. Anyone who has been to a Psychic
and changed the outcome of the reading will understand this. Conscious
Mystics (in general) from this viewpoint will speak of self-development,
past conscious evolution, and possible future dangers in current conscious
evolution. They do not view anything as “inevitable” and seek to educate
and evolve consciousness beyond the constraints of the physical realm. 
Mind deals in “probabilities”, it will amass all that was and what is
collective. It calculates the outcomes to the highest probability and predicts
the inevitable. Mind Mystics (in general) will express a definitive prediction
of future events. They may be connected to Universal Mind and its
collective understandings and reflect this from what actions determined
which outcomes. Their predictions become accurate as we collectively keep
them alive through continually reviewing them throughout civilizations.
They will gain insights into the factual workings of the universe and impart
them to The Collective Consciousness for further realizations. On many
occasions, their future predictions are not one hundred percent accurate, but
a generalized percentage enough for us to believe in their factuality. Those
predictions that are one hundred percent accurate, are due to events not
changing and thus the outcome was inevitable. 
There are some Mystics that begin as either Conscious or Mind but once
gaining such great degrees of input over time they become overlapped in
their understandings. They mean well at first, but once they gain an in-
pouring of support the belief in them can influence them and they can begin
to move into convoluted theories that are pressed to properly be received by
us. We see them dislodging from their original communication and moving
into new forms of communication that may be in opposition to their origins.
We are meant to evolve, yet those who have gained original information
from them are less likely to accept this evolution and thus impress upon the
Mystic growth. The amount of information that pours into them is not being
fully comprehended in Absolute Truth and can go haywire to many who
attempt to understand their wisdom. This can also be because of the
corruption of The Outer Universe.
Lastly, there is the Omni Mystic, one that speaks from a place of both
Consciousness and Mind’s Evolution. These Mystics sporadically arise, for
all that they bring forth is for the advancement of our Mind and
Consciousness in unity. They generally bring forth new ways of



comprehending existence as understood by the Collective. They are Greater
Beings that have chosen to express themselves in the Physical Realm for
reasons only they know. They can educate from all realities or a single one
depending on their mission here. Their teachings can be quite advanced and
factual but understood directly by those it is intended for. They speak to a
majority and many that are more advanced in either path may or may not
comprehend their work. These writings are often guided and sustained
through the efforts of Awakened Beings. Even when these sacred
documents are destroyed, they will be rewritten into the Collective by other
Conscious Beings until fully comprehended.
These Mystics lay the groundwork for our evolution. They researched and
reasoned the world in which we survive. They have branched off into
different identifications/titles that now reflect the way we are taught in our
civilization. Even when we consider that we have brought forth some “new
form” of understanding we must know that it was only made possible by
what was realized by conscious efforts that may be deeply rooted in past
realizations. These philosophical points of view, like us, are ever-evolving. 
I bring forth this understanding so that we can fully realize the ways in
which societies developed their educational processes. This can also be
viewed as to how we are taught from our philosophical viewpoints when
obtaining what Mystics imparted to us. The individual roots of philosophy
will determine the way in which we are educated morally and ethically in
our societies. There are many forms of Philosophies that have arisen
throughout our time here on earth, I will discuss those that have sustained
throughout evolution. Some bare a semblance of truth and reflect a
direction toward conscious growth and understanding. These philosophies
hold sway over our societal upbringings and how we grow into productive
members of our different nations and as one.  
Perennialism values knowledge that transcends time. This is a subject-
centered philosophy. Perennials believe that education should exemplify a
prepared effort to make these ideas available to students and to guide their
thought processes toward the understanding and appreciation of the great
works. Works of literature written by history’s finest thinkers transcend
time and never become outdated. Perennials are primarily concerned with
the importance of mastery of the content and the development of reasoning
skills. They are contented with a strict curriculum that seeks to replicate the
same understanding in the student as the Teacher in continuity. But are



accepting if the student exceeds while maintaining the root disciplines. In
this philosophy, skills are developed in a sequential manner. Here, the
teachers are the main actors on the stage.
Perennialism was originally religious in nature, developed first by Thomas
Aquinas in the thirteenth century in his work De Magistro (On the Teacher).
Thomas Aquinas is considered one of the Catholic Church's greatest
theologians and philosophers. He was strictly against the notion of Natural
Theology, a type of theology that provides arguments for the existence of
God based on reason and the ordinary experience of nature. He never
considered himself a philosopher and criticized philosophers, whom he saw
as pagans, for he criticized them for falling short of the true and proper
wisdom to be found in Christian revelation. With this in mind, Thomas did
have respect for Aristotle. Much of his work bears upon philosophical
topics, and in this sense may be characterized as philosophical. Thomas's
philosophical thought has exerted enormous influence on subsequent
Christian theology, especially that of the Catholic Church, extending to
Western philosophy in general.
Essentialism is also a subject-centered philosophy. Essentialism is the
educational philosophy of teaching basic skills. This philosophy advocates
training the mind. Essentialist educators focus on transmitting a series of
progressively difficult topics and promoting students to the next level.
Subjects are focused on the historical context of the material world and
culture and move sequentially to give a solid understanding of the present
day. The teachers impart knowledge mainly through conducting lectures,
during which students are expected to take notes. When their assessments
show sufficient competence, they are promoted to the next level to learn
more difficult material.
Essentialism is the view that every entity has a set of attributes that are
necessary to its identity and function. In early Western
thought, Plato's idealism held that all things have such essence and form.
Essentialism has been controversial from its beginning. Essentialism can be
particularly malevolent when applied to human beings and their identities.
In medical sciences, this can lead to a misguided view of individualities. An
example was that it assumed differences in hypertension in Afro-American
populations were due to racial differences rather than social causes. This led
to misleading assumptions and potentially unequal treatment. Essentialists
manufactured viewpoints that led to core concepts of many hateful and



xenophobic thoughts. Especially older social theories were guilty of
essentialism, here in America it was made rigid through Darwinism. 
Romanticism is a belief in the natural goodness of humans which is
hindered by the urban life of civilization. Romanticism was a philosophical
movement during the Age of Enlightenment (roughly 18th century) which
emphasizes emotional self-awareness as a necessary pre-condition to
improving society and bettering the human condition. Romantics believed
that knowledge is gained through intuition rather than deduction. This is a
student-centered philosophy that focuses on differentiation. This attempts to
meet the students learning readiness needs as they advance. At a school
founded on the philosophy of romanticism, there are no set curricula, no
formal classes, or tests. Students decide what they want to learn, and in
some cases, the students are expected to take full responsibility for their
learning. The five essential characteristics of romanticism are imagination,
intuition, individuality, idealism, and inspiration.
This philosophy is rooted in the German Sturm und Drang movement,
which preferred intuition and emotion to the rationalism of enlightenment,
events, and ideologies. The French Revolution was also an adjacent factor
in its growth. The philosopher Johann Georg Hamann is considered to be
the visionary of the Sturm und Drang; it progressed initially through other
names as Johann Anton Leisewitz, Jakob Michael Reinhold Lenz, H. L.
Wagner, and Friedrich Maximilian Klinger. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
and Friedrich Schiller. I leave these names for your own studies should you
wish to. 
Progressivism is a belief that individuality, progress, and change are
fundamental to one's education. Believing that people learn best from what
they consider most relevant to their lives, progressivists center their
curricula on the needs, experiences, interests, and abilities of students.
Progressivists believe that education should focus on the whole student,
rather than on the content or the teacher. They emphasize group activity and
group problem solving so that the students learn through cooperative
learning strategies. It is anti-authoritarian, experimental, and visionary and
aims to develop problem-solving abilities in the student. 
Immanuel Kant identified progress as being a movement away from
barbarism toward civilization. 18th-century philosopher and political
scientist Marquis de Condorcet predicted that political progress would
involve the disappearance of slavery, the rise of literacy, the lessening of



sex inequality, prison reforms which at the time were harsh, and the decline
of poverty. Modernity or modernization was a key form of the idea of
progress as promoted by classical liberals in the 19th and 20th centuries
who called for the rapid modernization of the economy and society to
remove the traditional hindrances to free markets and free movements of
people.
 I must relate some historical facts on Progressivism, I feel we have lost
these concepts in our current culture and now just view it as a title of The
Democratic Party. In the United States, Progressivism began as an
intellectual rebellion against the political philosophy of
Constitutionalism. President Theodore Roosevelt of the Republican Party
and later the Progressive Party declared that he "always believed that wise
progressivism and wise conservatism go hand in hand". President Woodrow
Wilson was also a member of the American progressive movement within
the Democratic Party. Progressive stances have evolved over time. In the
21st century, progressives continue to favor a public policy that reduces or
betters the harmful effects of economic inequality as well as systemic
discrimination such as institutional racism; to advocate for environmentally
conscious policies as well as for social safety nets and workers' rights, and
to oppose the negative externalities inflicted on the environment and society
by monopolies or corporate influence on the democratic process.
The influences of these four Philosophies reverberate throughout our world.
There are many Mystic/Philosophers that grab the torch and carry them
forward into another time period. Adding, replacing, and even deleting its
original philosophy. Mystics are born into all forms of civilizations, and
many times don’t fully progress due to the hindrances laid upon the
societies in which they awaken. We must become conscious of what is
presented to move forward. There is in fact wisdom in all four of these
paths, we must take from them what must be learned and structure a true
wholistic form of educating our civilization. These Philosophies are derived
from Conscious/Mind Mystics.
We often misperceive Perennialism, this is due to it branching off into two
directions. The one I presented, in the beginning, was stagnated due to the
constraints of belief structures during this period. The obvious reason is the
tight hold that these beliefs had on any new information being realized.
However, this other path manifested in new thoughts that we have come to



know as Universalism, Transcendentalism, and Unitarianism. Which I will
explain now. 
Universalism is the philosophical and theological concept that some ideas
have universal application or applicability for growth. The living truth is
seen as more far-reaching than the national, cultural, or religious boundaries
or interpretations of that one truth. It emphasizes that religion is a universal
human quality, and also focuses on the universal principles of most
religions. It accepts all religions in an inclusive manner, this approach to
religion is called religious pluralism. The title Universalist can be applied to
any other belief structure as an enhancement but is generally placed at the
end of a particular belief. Unless the belief accepts Universalism foremost.
Universalists have been Anglican, Presbyterian, Roman Catholics, and even
Quakers. They branch off and hold these titles as well as Kabbalist,
Philosophers, Mystics, and Clerics. 
Transcendentalism is a core belief in the inherent goodness of people and
nature, and while society and its institutions have corrupted the purity of the
individual, people are at their best when they are truly self-reliant and
independent. Transcendentalism emphasizes subjective intuition over
objective observation. Adherents believe that individuals are capable of
generating completely original insights with little attention and deference to
past masters. It arose as a reaction, to protest against the general state of
intellectualism and spirituality at the time. Transcendentalists desire to
ground their religion and philosophy in principles based upon the German
Romanticism of Johann Gottfried Herder and Friedrich Schleiermacher.
This philosophy also has its roots in the transcendental philosophy
of Immanuel Kant and German Idealism spoken of in Progressivism. As the
concepts were able to sustain and touch the evolving civilizations,
Romanticism and Progressivism harmonized. 
The Transcendentalists believe that society and its institutions, particularly
organized religion and political parties corrupt the purity of the individual.
It is only from such real individuals that a true community can form. Even
with this necessary individuality, transcendentalists also believe that all
people are outlets for the "Over-Soul." Because the Over-Soul is one, this
unites all people as one being.
Unitarianism is a Christian theological movement named for its belief that
the God in Christianity is one entity as opposed to the Trinity. Most other
branches of Christianity define God as one being in three persons: The



Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Unitarian Christians, therefore, believe that
Jesus was inspired by God in his moral teachings, and he is a savior, but he
was not a deity or God incarnate. Unitarianism will not establish one single
Christian denomination, but rather refers to a collection of both existing and
extinct Christian groups, whether historically related to each other or not,
which share a common theological concept of the oneness and nature of
God. Unitarian communities have developed in Britain, South Africa, India,
Canada, the United States, Jamaica, Nigeria, and Japan. Later, I will clarify
this concept through The Nicene Creed and the Arian controversy. For it
had a great impact on conscious progressive efforts at the time. 
There is not a direct time correlation between these philosophies that I have
presented. Consciousness does not conduct itself within a timeframe, it
arises when the seeds of consciousness ripen. They can be originated
throughout the entire evolutionary track and then ripen when we evolve to
understand them. Thus, the Mystics are born to attempt to relate this to
civilizations. Mystics will at times lose sight of their original realizations,
this eventually will either be outgrown by us or continue to influence us
over eras.
This brings us to the evolution of the Perennial Philosophy, also referred to
as Perennialism and Perennial Wisdom. This is a perspective in
philosophy and spirituality that views all of the world's religious traditions
as sharing a single, metaphysical truth or origin from which all esoteric and
exoteric knowledge and doctrine have grown. Perennialism has its roots in
the Renaissance interest in Neo-Platonism and its idea of the One, from
which all existence emanates. The idea of a Perennial Philosophy originated
with a number of Renaissance theologians who took inspiration from Neo-
Platonism and from the theory of Forms. Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499)
argued that there is an underlying unity to the world, the soul or love, which
has a counterpart in the realm of ideas. According to the Traditionalist
School, the Perennial Philosophy is Absolute Truth and Infinite
Presence. Absolute Truth is the Perennial Wisdom that stands as the
transcendent source of all the intrinsically orthodox religions of
humankind. Infinite Presence is the perennial religion that lives within the
heart of all intrinsically orthodox religions. The Traditionalist School
discerns a transcendent and an immanent dimension, namely the
discernment of the Real or Absolute, which is permanent, and the
intentional mystical concentration on the Real. Our beginning concepts of



Perennialism now evolved to fit our current Conscious Collective. If you
are able to note that our Philosophical Views eventually grew into a more
spiritual reflection over time. 
 Helena Blavatsky, an Omni Mystic born into an aristocratic Russian-
German family in the Russian Empire (now Ukraine), traveled widely
around the empire as a child. Largely self-educated, she developed an
interest in Western Esotericism during her teenage years. In 1849 she
embarked on a series of world travels, visiting Europe, the Americas, and
India. During this period, she encountered a group of spiritual adepts, the
"Masters of the Ancient Wisdom", who sent her to Tibet, where they trained
her to develop a deeper understanding of the synthesis of religion,
philosophy, and science. She is famously known for her work The Sacred
Doctrine, where she brought forth a rich understanding of our spiritual
evolution. One that awakened Theosophical Views to the world, which she
commented as being "the synthesis of science, religion, and philosophy."
She proclaimed that she was reviving an "Ancient Wisdom" which underlay
all the world's religions. Her Theosophical doctrines influenced the spread
of Hindu and Buddhist ideas in the West as well as the development of
Western esoteric currents like Ariosophy, Anthroposophy, and the New Age
Movement. Blavatsky alleged that she departed Tibet with the mission of
proving to the world that the phenomena identified by Spiritualists were
objectively real, thus defending Spiritualism against accusations of fraud
made by scientific materialists. However, she also stated that the entities
being contacted by Spiritualist mediums were not the spirits of the dead, as
the Spiritualist movement typically alleged, but instead either mischievous
elementals (spoke of as The Entities from The Dark Plane) or the "shells"
left behind by the deceased (spoke of as Infected Souls in The Realms of
Internalizations and Fears). She sought to awaken us to The Outer Universe
and its corruption of our consciousness. 
She would live an extensive life of wonder and scrutiny from those alike.
The Theosophical Society that she established would manifest an intricate
philosophical structure to cosmology, the macrocosm of the universe,
spiritual hierarchies, and intermediary beings. The latter has
correspondences with a hierarchical conception of the microcosm of man.
The Society-based itself upon the following three objectives:
1. To form a nucleus of the Universal Brotherhood of Humanity, without
distinction of race, creed, sex, caste, or color.



2. To encourage the study of Comparative Religion, Philosophy, and
Science.
3. To investigate the unexplained laws of Nature and the powers latent in
man
Many conscious understandings can be understood through her work and
existence here. Though not the first Omni Mystic, she is the one that has
brought us full circle by connecting Eastern and Western thought. She took
us even further by modernizing ancient wisdom into full comprehension of
our Spiritual Evolution. Many Dark Beings sought to quiet her, but she
persisted and was able to make her knowledge known. To bless the memory
of her, I choose to keep this wisdom evolving. 
 



 
EVOLUTION OF ANCIENT
WISDOM
  
The Stars in the Universe were always a spectacle of conscious
examinations to us as Earth’s Evolution. We as Conscious Observers always
influenced the intrigue in them through our counterparts within the physical
world. Eventually, this influenced the developing great societies into
building knowledge of the Known Universe. This was known to us for
millenniums throughout the Root Races of Lemurian and Atlantean. We did
not conceive anything other than The Absolute and Consciousness as a
whole within the Universe. Our Material Forms (Water’s Evolution) came
to understand that they were made exceptional through their growing
interest, but never realized it was because we awakened from our slumber
on these common comforts. 
As our material forms went about their existence in their structuring and
organizing, we observed with slight interest. We resided as Observers not
partaking in the events of Water’s Evolution. On occasion, some of us
would awaken through interest and influence the bodies in which we
cohabitated in. This would send a stir within the civilizations as we would
be seen as Pacesetters, Visionaries, or even Rebellious. 
This “Awakening to Form” is still done today as we intermittently lose sight
of our conscious lineage throughout lifetimes of rebirth. Some of us have
such hardships in a lifetime that we decide to give up and just “go with the
flow” of societies. Others begin to stir in a continued blinking on/off
throughout lifetimes as they begin to amass truth that resonates within their
core consciousness. Then there are those of us that amassed enough truth
that we can piece together what consciousness is seeking to manifest to
move forward. 
We as Conscious Beings decided to collectively awaken in the last stages of
the Atlantean Age, an already well-formed civilization. This would be our
second awakening, we fell into slumber at the end of the Lemurian Age and
took a back seat as modest observers to the passage of evolution. Those
deemed worthy, only Fully Awakening to move us forward into the next



Root Races when in conjunction with The Planetary Logo’s callings. At the
time, we knew that the physical realm held dangers to us and wasn’t mature
enough to step out as a whole. 
Corruption is primarily derived from our Physical Forms. Every form of
Ancient Wisdom has sought to convey this within their particular means of
communication, though some far more obscure than others. Like the shell
of a seed that protects its core, our bodies (physical, etheric, and astral)
protect our true natures until that seed is ripened to bloom. We can
justifiably say that we have been in an incubated period for millions of
years learning, experiencing, and preparing for this next stage. Much like
the seeds in nature, the environment in which it blooms will determine its
ability to prosper and survive. Thus, the Collective Consciousness seeks to
create the prosperous conditions for when we fully awaken, we do so in a
universe that is known for truth.
Our very forms exist within these three bodies and reflect these truths. Have
we ever considered contemplating how we observe the universe? On our
planet, we look about and see the structuring of time and space in the
slowest of manifestation. Our forms are made to conform to this structure as
we are “plugged into” the many events that must happen throughout the day
and schedules. Our Minds are a constant concoction of past, current, and
future events that we view as happening all at once. We never consciously
separate these three experiences for we identify them as a collective
understanding of our individual life. One that we are continuously made
aware of is time-based. 
Our true God Natures are shown when we look out into the Universe
beyond the time stream of this planet. Within seconds and minutes bursts of
light happen in our Universe, billions of stars continuously are dying and
being born. We alone lay witness to this. The life of a billion-year star is
seen to us in a blink of an eye successively. We are able to see existence as
The Source of Consciousness sees it, a singular whole. We’re boundlessly
aware of millions and billions of years through a conscious reflection of the
Known Universe. This is not just an understanding, it is a direction of true
realization. 
This is why the Ancients had civilizations built on Cosmological and
Astronomical mappings. Where we in today’s world see life as only
important here on Earth, they saw a Universal Civilization that was
intimately connected to our existence. They saw universal bodies in their



true forms, as Grand Beings interacting and influencing one another. As
they observed, they realized that we alone see these Grand Beings, they
have very little awareness of us. How rare a thing this is? That a speck
within the Universe would be conscious of its whole. It would be likened to
a micro-organism within our bodies being able to consciously view the
entire body and its workings.
They came to understand that other Beings like us (yet in other
astronomical clusters), had a shared evolution. They were able to derive
distinct personalities of these Grand Beings and how Astrologically they
influenced our Lifecycles here on earth. And would lay witness to their
wars and alliances as they sought to dominate their places in the heavens.
Once our perspectives began to shift from Conscious Observations to
Identifying. Documenting and Recording began to take shape. This
convoluted us as “Observers” that experienced the evolving universe and
took us to a place where we “Defined” it. Making its documents primarily
learned and studied for future Beings.
On occasions, some of these Ancient Students would find new
understandings of the Universe. But this would be rare as they all were
taught from the same documents and had developed a particular
understanding. They societally praised the experts in these fields and
concretely conformed to their wisdom on the topics. This is where the
breakdown truly begins. 
Many believe that the Atlantean Age did not possess literature, but they did.
The fastest way to become infected with misconceptions is to become strict
and rigid in our belief systems. Whenever we stagnant conscious
progression in a society it will inevitably become corrupted and fail. The
same will occur within belief systems, with strict adherence and directed
activity which leaves little room for conscious growth. Thus, with the
gradual decline of their higher forms of telepathic communication. They,
towards the descending of their evolution, shared knowledge through a
documented form of thought. 
This eventually manifested in Leaders within the Atlantean Age that were
born of corruption. When minimizing truth, this will inevitably be the
outcome. They took the Atlanteans to an era that would inevitably lead to
their destruction. Few among the masses in these civilizations were privy to
the collected wisdom and were just born to maintain the organized
progression. We find it hard to believe in such an event but forget how close



we came to such destruction in the last century with the threat of Atomic
War. Could we truly fathom a catastrophe that would have laid waste to the
entire planet? Why is it so hard for us to conceive that an entire continent
was demolished? We have been given the false narratives that we alone
possessed such destructive technology, not realizing that there are
understandings far worst. Their technology was connected to many bases
they had around the world that would suffer simultaneously, only now
remnants deep in the oceans that we are now not allowed to explore. Like
many who live and prosper in the shadow of a volcano never willing to
leave until it’s too late, the Atlanteans were similar. They never ever
believed that it could happen to them. 
Those that did, left in hurried paces within a matter of only a few days.
Never taking the time needed to properly establish themselves in a new
location. Therefore, needing to re-establish themselves and form new
alliances before rebuilding a semblance of what was lost. Their
technologies were of Crystals and Sound, a knowledge derived from
millions of years. It would not be re-created in a matter of thousands, much
less be knowable by those who fled safely. Their documents and recordings
have begun anew, in new lands and in new environments. Yet now if you
simply research the latest discoveries of the power of sound and how it can
affect water, you will gain insights into this technology. 
Lastly, we must realize that they eventually reincarnated as well. The more
conscious among them would seek to keep alive their past understandings
but were bombarded by so many different realities throughout their
lifetimes. Those aligned with Consciousness manifested in Conscious
Collective areas and sought to bring forth their wisdom throughout their
lineage. While those of The Outer Universe were also brought forth to areas
that strengthened its destructive tendencies. 
We must admit that we were too late in this collective awakening. It has
become apparent that only through great loss that we choose to awaken. All
the technologies of the Atlanteans are still within our Conscious Collective
beginning to manifest again. Creating now a planet, not just an Island of
self-sufficiency. This is even more fully comprehended with Solar, Wind,
and more advanced Water Energies. Burning fuel and Nuclear Waste have
proven to be incredibly detrimental to the world. But we must see this
consciously or existence has a way of repeating itself. 
 



 
The Deluge
Much Ancient Literature speaks of the Deluge, this is far before even the
Biblical Writings and cannot be disputed. These are among the stories that
continuously rewrite themselves into Mystics understandings that are
reincarnated into each era. I submit it is because the Collective
Consciousness seeks to keep this story alive, not due to its actuality in time.
Many floods do in fact have concrete historical documentation, but this was
one of the worldly proportions. This Deluge did not hinder our Conscious
Evolution. Those Greater Beings among us were generally granted the first
rebirths after the event and continued their progress. 
I bring this to our awareness because the Ending of the Atlantean Root Race
(4th Root Race) was succeeded by the beginning of the Aryan Root Race
(5th Root Race) in India. Those that left and sought to rebuild physically
from the Atlantean Age carried consciousness from The Prior Root Race.
Those in India were reincarnated with the New Consciousness of the 5th
Root Race, granted by the Great Sacrifice of that Perfected Being. India
would eventually influence the rest of the world as this new root race would
reincarnate throughout the world. Vedic Scriptures from multiple sources
speak of the Deluge as a time when Vishnu spoke to one called Manu
Vaivasvata (Manu, being a title of a Holy Man). In this story after the flood,
the restart of human civilization was maintained to become prosperous
before they were permitted to leave their safe haven and venture forth into
the outer world. But I still must speak of these other Deluge stories from
our ancient history. 
 
1. Greek, Zeus sent a flood to destroy the men of the Bronze Age.
Prometheus advised his son Deucalion to build a chest. All other men
perished except for a few who escaped to the high mountains. The
mountains in Thessaly were parted, and all the world beyond the Isthmus
and Peloponnese was overwhelmed.
 
2. Sumerian, the Gods had decided to destroy mankind. The God Enlil
warned the priest-king Ziusudra of the coming flood by speaking to a wall
while Ziusudra listened at the side. He was instructed to build a great ship
and carry beasts and birds upon it.
 



3. Pygmy, Chameleon heard a strange noise, like water running, in a tree,
but at that time there was no water in the world. He cut open the trunk, and
water came out in a great flood that spread all over the earth. The first
human couple emerged with the water.
 
4. Vogul, after seven years of drought, the Great Woman said to the Great
Man that rains had come elsewhere; how should they save themselves? The
Great Man counseled the other “Giants” to make boats from cut poplars,
anchor them with ropes of willow roots 500 fathoms long and provide them
with seven days of food and with pots of melted butter to grease the ropes.
Those who did not make all the preparations perished when the waters
came. After seven days, the waters sank. But all plants and animals had
perished, even the fish.
 
5. Victoria, Bunjil, the creator, was angry with people because of the evil
they did, so he caused the ocean to flood by urinating into it. All people
were destroyed except those whom Bunjil loved and fixed as stars in the
sky, and a man and a woman who climbed a tall tree on a mountain, and
from whom the present human race is descended.
 
6. Papua New Guinea, A flood covered the whole world except for the
summit of Mount Tauga. When the waves threatened to cover even that, the
rockface cracked and the diamond-studded head of Radaulo, king of snakes,
emerged. His fiery tongue licked out to taste the waves, and the water,
hissing, retreated. Radaulo slowly uncoiled and pursued the water all the
way back to the ocean bed.
7. Norton Sound Eskimo, In the first days, the water from the sea came up
and flooded all the earth except for a very high mountain in the middle. A
few animals escaped to this mountain, and a few people survived in a boat,
subsisting on fish. The people landed on the mountain as the water subsided
and followed the retreating water to the coast. The animals also descended.
8. Tarascan (northern Michoacan, Mexico), When the great flood came,
God built a house. Everyone tried to crowd into it; those who failed were
drowned. The house floated on the waters for twenty days, striking the sky
three times...
Each story that consistently resurfaces is akin to an underlining current
beaconing us towards a fragment of Conscious Truth. When we come to



such realizations, we will finally concrete this truth within the Collective
Consciousness. Only then, we will as a Collective Conscious move forward
in understanding more. For us, The Deluge is saying that Impermanence to
Form is what must be known to Consciousness. So many voices have
spoken to us, it is time we listened to this ancient truth. The Ancient
Masters of The Yugas even state that at the end of each Epoch a great flood
occurs. No matter what heights we may build to, Form will forever and
again be lost to us. So that we come to know what “it is” that lies beyond
Form. There are so many more, like the well-known Gilgamesh flood in
Mesopotamia. However, this is only one of the stories that have maintained
itself throughout our evolution. 
Similar stories that repeat themselves also include The Story of Jesus
Christ, though this is the current story, it has many similarities to the stories
of Krishna, Odysseus, Romulus, Dionysus, and Attis of Phrygia. I urge you
to take the time to explore these just for your interests. Among these figures
there will be direct similarities to Jesus of Nazareth, they consistently have
versions of the following. 
1. Born on December 25
2. Born to a Virgin
3. Star in The East
4. Adored by Three Kings
5. Teacher at 12 yrs. old
6. Baptized/Ministry at 30 yrs.
7. 12 Disciples
I do not seek to disprove the past stories or the current stories. I wish to
raise our consciousness to understand why these stories continue to
resurface. The entirety of this epic story of Consciousness has yet to release
itself to us, it will manifest eventually. We can thus far piece together what
has manifested. 
Much like The Deluge and The Story of Christ, our connection to the
Universe continues to reinsert itself into our Collective Conscious
understandings. Know only that these things that persist, will do so until we
Fully Awaken to them. It is a blessing that these stories are part of our
worldly understandings and no longer fractioned off from whence they
originated. Like Consciousness, they refuse to be contained. This can
include stories such as The Miraculous Birth of Jesus Christ which is
detailed more than a few times. Some include Gaia giving birth



to Erichthonius, a legendary early ruler of ancient Athens. Danaë gave birth
to Perseus, the legendary founder of Mycenae and of the Perseid dynasty.
Also, Perictione mother of Plato, an Athenian philosopher during the
Classical period in Ancient Greece. The Miraculous Birth is saying to us
that Our True Birth, is not given to us by Forms. To gain the consciousness
to look beyond our families, societies, and civilizations so that we can
realize our true manifestation in One Source. There are consistent Savior
Deities, an original one would actually be of a Goddess known by the early
Mesopotamia as Inanna. Next Osiris of Egypt, Yehoshua in the earliest
Hebrew Sects later Named Yeshua, and later after many more like
this Jesus of Nazareth. 
There is the continued reinventing of The Cain and Abel story. In Egypt, we
have Set and Osiris, in Sumerian we have Dumuzid and Enkimdu, and
in Rome, we have Romulus and Remus. These stories assuredly point us
away from doing harm to our brothers and sisters. It can also be looked at in
a broader concept on a global scale.
    Knowing that some stories have Absolute Truth connected to them, we
must look consciously at what these stories are saying to us from The
Source of Consciousness. When we are able to find such Realizations, we
are then able to see which stories were from an Altered Truth. Absolute
Reality will be laid before us and we will henceforth dismiss any Relative
Realities in which we no longer have a purpose. Yet we must raise our
consciousness to accept also that all events may have occurred throughout
our “Conscious History”. The Lost documentation of Jesus of Nazareth’s
life, where we seek to piece together civilizations that he may have traveled
to. This can be fully realized as a single Greater Being, fragmented into
many forms to gain Fully Awakened understandings. Such Consciousness
cannot be viewed in historical conceptions, for they manifested with a
mixture of simultaneous and asynchronous Time-lines. Which can
conceivably be the same for many of our evolutionary figures. I will bring
forth this understanding later in the book.
Moses presented us with The Ten Commandments, and he was known as
The Law Giver. His birth is very similar to Sargon of Assyria as it relates to
their upbringing and the dramatic story of being placed in the basket as a
baby. Yet among The Law Givers, there are others I will relate to. 
1. Manou in India
2. Minos in Crete



3. Mises in Egypt
The similarities to the names are very obvious, however, since they all at
one time presented laws to their followings it becomes even more of
interest whom this Greater Being was in our past history. Remember what I
originally had said in prior chapters on writings done by Greater Beings.
The pure beauty of some of these most ancient writings is that they are
instilled with the intent to manifest realizations to conscious beings ripened
to receive their truths. They survive because of the Greater Beings that
realize their true worth.
The last of these conceptions I wish to bring forth is that of how
Consciousness and Mind view Time. In considering the Seven Days of
which God Created the Earth in Genesis and many alike stories, we must
contemplate where the Mystics' viewpoints were. As we look out into the
Universe, we realize that the closer we get to this planet, the slower Time is
perceived. If such a Conscious Being was viewing Earth from afar, such a
creation would be incredibly faster than we could fathom. Not to say that
creation stories all bare truth, but those Mystics that tap the Conscious
Collective can comprehensively view creation here on this planet with such
expediency as within a seven-day event. 
 
The Deluge occurred over 198,700 years ago. Took over 5.6 years and 520
years to recuperate. This is seen as just a blink in the eye to Conscious
Evolution. If talking with a Greater Being on this event, it would sound like
it happened yesterday. Should they manifest themselves there while
contemplating this, they would view it in much slower timeframes. Lastly,
if they lack the Consciousness to pinpoint this time, they can arrive and
many different stories of Floods and possibly misrepresent the time points.
These events are solely dependent on their growth within the Conscious
Collective. We are “technically” still in an Ice Age, during this time ice
recedes in what is called “A Glacial Minimum” which we have understood
to be called “A Little Ice Age” around just 1500 years ago. The reverse of
this is called “A Glacial Maximum” which poses the possibility of global
ice encompassment. This would be easy to see how water and floods have
been a constant to us over our current civilizations. 
Now I’ve laid the groundwork to begin. Omnipotent Consciousness has
been replaced by Omni-Consciousness as I now seek to direct our
consciousness towards more realization.



 
 



THE BIRTH OF A UNIVERSE
 
Reflections can be considered as Direct Links, whereas Reflective is
considered as any step (one or more) farther from these Direct Links.
When Reflect is used, it can be used simultaneously. The Planetary Logos
creates the Form of the Planet to his Liking and is in direct reflection of The
Solar Logos, which in turn is reflective of The Galactic Logos. Solar Logos
is directly reflective of The Universal Mind or The Source of
Consciousness (depending upon which path it takes). All Logos, though
conditioned by forms Possess Consciousness, and so very much like us
existing with dual natures. There are also Grand Bodies that are Of
Consciousness, though not necessarily Conscious. I must add that there are
Grand Bodies, that are of The Outer Universe. All Bodies that become
infected by The Outer Universe can thus infect its reflections unless these
reflections are of The Collective Universe (a story spoke of in Perennial
Wisdom about our Moon). Though this is not to say that they are immune
from physical effects.
Our Physical Forms are reflective of the Planetary Logo, Etheric Forms are
reflective of The Universal Mind, and our Astral Forms are reflective of
The Source of Consciousness. Our True Forms are of the nature and
reflection of The Omni-Consciousness and are realized when freeing
ourselves from these three forms. As such, we are the first Beings brought
forth with these three reflections once awakened. All other Connections
extend into Galactic Logos and even larger heavenly bodies with
associations as they build what we view as Astrological Forms. Even
though we possess a connection to the Omni-Conscious, very few Perfected
Beings move that far, The Source of Consciousness is generally where they
complete their journey until this Known Universe has completed its
manifestation. The Source of Consciousness reflects The Omni-
Consciousness and The Keeper of The Plane of Space. The Universal Mind
reflects The Omni-Consciousness and The Keeper of The Plane of Time.
Lastly, The Omni-Conscious reflects The Absolute, which has no further
reflections. Many definitions made by us when considering a singular
Godhead have usually defined The Source of Consciousness. We place
Relative Reality to The Source of Consciousness through our conceptual
understandings, not fully realizing that it reflects The Omni-Conscious,



which reflects The Absolute. Only the Absolute is without form to what we
conceive. 
These are the connections when considering our universe, they may be
altered somewhat in others, but The Absolute is never changing. The
Absolute Laws are manifested through consciousness and are directed to
bring Consciousness to Absolute Truth. Once manifested, they create an
unbreakable law to The Known Universe and its functions. These Laws
may be strayed from, be fought against, and ignored. But they will persist
until Collective Consciousness is realized. They supersede sub-laws that are
created by Beings within The Collective Consciousness should they come
into conflict.  
 
The 1st Absolute Law is thus: There is only the Absolute. Though dark we
may perceive, what we perceive must be known for its Truth. The Absolute
is all, and thus before this Known Universe came into manifestation The
Absolute was. 
 
There was existence within this universe, though not what we can currently
comprehend. It was of the processes which occur among all universes prior
to manifestations. It is one of the cold transformative mixtures and
gravitational movements influenced by surrounding grand bodies. Life was
seeded within the Chaos that stirred for an unaccountable amount, for the
time did not exist. These implanted seeds are of a design that far supersedes
our current consciousness. But it can be relayed that each was a Centralized
Construct of a Stream of Consciousness that has developed throughout
beginningless time. Through this design, they laid about ripening
throughout the soupy complexities of The Chaotic Realm. 
Once these seeds ripened to the stage of awakening, The Omni-Conscious
became aware of their existence within The Great Void. The Omni-
Conscious has manifested within innumerable universes beyond
comprehension, consciousness must know consciousness for growth. The
Universe came into existence when The Omni-Conscious intentionally
placed itself into this Universe and proclaimed, “I Am.” An implanted seed
to all other manifestations of Consciousness when ripened to awakening.
Streams of Conscious Life Energy poured forth into this universe. This was
not a grand spectacle but a flowing of two spiracle strains much like our



concepts of DNA. They gracefully extended out and sought out the seeds
scatter throughout this chaotic soupy mix. 
These vines were the unmanifested forms of Time and Space. Time and
Space are a Consciousness beyond The Void and strung together throughout
many unaccountable Universes. They are directed through the Omni-
Conscious, though not necessarily of The Omni-Conscious. Time and Space
manifest differently in considering the universe they coincide in. Yet they
bring forth with them a stream of consciousness that connects to an
unaccountable amount of past formed universes. Upon touching these
dormant seeds, they pushed forward in search of the next one. They
continued this process until all that would become The Known Universe
was linked. Time and Space still unmanifested, they continued to surge
life’s essence through the seedlings connecting The Omni-Conscious. 
This was unbeknownst to the Beings that dwelled within Chaos, for they
know not the workings of Consciousness. One seeking refuge from
Conscious Expansion laid dormant untouched within this universe for times
past forgotten, its presence created anomalies that flourished into random
Entities within this pre-organized realm. Consciousness may conceive that
this Being was part of The Omni-Conscious’s Design, though this is
speculative to our true understandings. These Beings are manifested by-
products of universes that reside beyond this one. Yet are key elements to
the Polarizing Production of Order. 
 
The 2nd Absolute Law states that “No Thing” will exist without opposition.
Beings beyond substance may possess no opposition but can never grow
into such without becoming manifested first. 
 
There are Beings that are beyond substance and choose to cease growing
because this law dictates that they must first manifest into the Physical
Realm to grow any further. There are also Beings that do not wish to grow
any further and have decided to no longer partake in this expansion, even at
times harboring ill intent towards it when it disturbs their solitude. All
Beings are Of Consciousness, Entities are of anything not Of
Consciousness.  
Thus, when the Seeds began to awaken, Time and Space manifested
simultaneously and were officially brought forth into this physical realm.
They began structuring and recording these seedlings, still beyond our



physical comprehension. The intensive mixtures of these molecules began
structuring Chaos. Thus, Chaos was brought back into Absolute Law
when Order was born. 
When light manifested into the physical realm from this ever-growing
heated mixture, Light and Dark were brought into manifestation. Light
follows the trail laid out by Time and Space, while Dark exists beyond
where light touches. True Dark cannot be seen through physical means, it is
of Consciousness and therefore only Consciousness may perceive it. It is a
Plane that exists as an undercurrent to Light. Dark is a Plane of wormlike
connecting spirals that reach upward to touch the center of the Plane of
Light to hold it in place. These places have been theorized as “Worm
Holes”, though we have yet to fully realize them yet. 
Now that The Universe possessed a definitive outline. The Known
Universe fragmented and manifested into two oppositions. The Collective
Universe and The Outer Universe came into being. This brought into
existence the 3rd Absolute Law.
 
The 3rd Absolute Law states that “No Thing” will exist with permanence.
Consciousness will be realized only through transmigration and only
through transmigration will Absolute Truth be known. 
 
“Thing” defined here is of the Material Universe. Beings that have evolved
passed the material may choose to no longer evolve for these levels are far
more than our current comprehensions. However, should they take on this
path and cease evolving, they choose to no longer partake in Conscious
Expansion and must find ways of moving outside of The Omni-Conscious
and its continued growth. On occasion, some are deemed as friendly
towards this expansion, then they must accept the conditions laid forth by
Absolute Law. With the Collective (Conscious) Universe and the Outer
(Unconscious) Universe now manifested, impermanence was now within
The Known Universe. One seeking growth as the Other seeking
destruction. 
 
These Oppositions would begin the processes of what we have come to
know as our Universe. These are times past when Dark was pure of The
Omnipotent Design. Dark resided in only Consciousness unlike Chaos,
which resided in The Outer Universe. Dark’s initial place within this design



was to extremely intensify these awakening seedlings and spray them forth
into the birthing of Galaxies. Thus, the Universe ignited in not a singular
bang, but a multitude of flowerings much like that of a field producing
random flowers. All Galaxies possessing a proportionate Dark Center we
have come to know as “Black Holes”. Dark maintains Lights expansion,
thus giving it Form. (We alone within this Universe are reawakening to this
through our extensive realizations. Current Cosmic theories are having a
complicated time understanding how some Galaxies appear to have existed
beyond our current age of the universe). 
As the Grand Beings (what we view as Galaxies) began to take shape and
Chaos receded to Order, The Universe was silent for a time and these
Beings were able to awaken to their forms and dominions. Throughout this
time span, they breathed new life into their forms and grew, imparting their
consciousness. But time would come to pass when the expansion would
cease without movement. With this, Consciousness began to arise within
these Grand Beings. Though still developing, they began to move beyond
Form and reached for deeper understandings. This reaching and expanding
their consciousness brought forth the next Absolute Law.
 
The 4th Absolute Law states Consciousness must Realize Consciousness to
manifest Growth. Those of Unconsciousness may know of Forms, as those
of Consciousness may know of Consciousness. 
 
All of what manifests in the physical world is “Of Consciousness,” though
not necessarily “Conscious.” Only Consciousness “Realizing Self” will
manifest Conscious Growth. Entities residing outside Consciousness were
now given the ability to learn of Forms, being able to prosper within The
Known Universe. Apportioning these oppositional forms to prosper
presented an equalizing platform for what was to come. 
With the firstborn realizing the presence of the Omni-Conscious, the Omni-
Conscious was able to manifest within The Known Universe as The Source
of Consciousness and The Universal Mind. With this, the Omni-Conscious
brought forth the next stage of development through Life (of
Consciousness) and Force (of Mind). The Universe erupted and Gravity
Manifested from its former slumbering state. 
Gravity moves through consciousness, thus where Gravity resides so does
Consciousness. Gravity resides as an immeasurable dense sea that will



never be seen directly through physical means, yet we realize its
manifestation through witnessing its effects upon the physical realm. All
that holds us to Form is Consciousness in origin. Gravity is reflective of this
from The Omni-Conscious, maintained through its Reflective here within
The Universe. Thus, reflective of all forms manifesting seeds of
Consciousness. Where there is Gravity, there is Consciousness with various
degrees controlling its movements. In the event that there is a lack of
Consciousness residing, then there will inevitably be a lack of Gravity. 
If anyone has viewed True Levitation in action, they are viewing a
Conscious Being relinquishing themselves from planetary gravity and
placing it on themselves. It is the Consciousness of The Logos which places
Gravity on Form and is reflective of this original stream. We have thus been
seeking a path beyond our Solar System without realizing that it is the will
of our Logo which holds us here for a purpose. Every Being born to
Consciousness holds their Forms together through this gravitational
origination. It is the gravitational commandment that all Perfected Beings
utilize in the creation of form. These last two lines are left for later
realizations. 
With this, expansion had thus begun as these original Seeds dislodged and
moved freely into The Known Universe. With this expansion also, came the
lifespans of Galaxies and Solar Systems, ever transmigrating (reincarnating)
forward across the universe at the will of The Omni-Conscious. Over time,
the Omni-Conscious receded back into The Absolute, as The Omnipotent
Design was in place and the fourth Absolute Law would not form while
present. There it remained, as its reflections The Source of Consciousness
and The Universal Mind which imparted the Absolute Laws into The
Universe and its creations. 
The Universe and its Beings were left to advance, these Absolute Laws
manifested as Consciousness progressed. A variety of manifestations
occurred throughout this time period without the guidance of The Omni-
Conscious. Many Beings of Consciousness began to develop separation
qualities and attempted to avoid the destructive energies that would end
their current way of existence. Galaxies sought out alliances that would
give to them a longer prosperous existence and attempted to not expand
further. This brought into Consciousness that all is for a purpose in the next
Absolute Law.
 



The 5th Absolute Law is that The Absolute is “what is”, and all
manifestations within are of Consciousness. Whether we conceive them as
Dark or Light they are of one in nature and thus supportive of a singular
goal. 
 
These Grand Beings continued with their self-preservation. If colliding,
should new life solidify into larger forms, then it was through the intention
of those Galaxies. Should destruction occur, it could be from aggression
towards one another or manipulation of The Outer Universe unforeseen. For
the first time in our Conscious Lineage, self-perseverance over shadowed
Absolute Law and what we conceive to be Free-Will was manifested. Some
Grand Beings no longer wished to follow Absolute Law and sought to build
on their alliances to prosper to their choosing. Eventually and inevitably
passing, they would impart this Altered Realization into the current
Conscious Collective. Giving henceforth new reincarnations this seed to
progress freely for self-preservation. Which would set the stage for a
revitalization of The Outer Universe's progression.    
The breaking and restructuring of The Universe brought forth a multitude of
Planes that would give birth to Elements. What we come to know as
Sentient Beings began to manifest. Whenever manifesting, the 2nd
Absolute Law would simultaneously manifest within The Known Universe,
though not necessarily conceivable to a Conscious Being. The Plane of
Light gave birth to The Most Ancient of us in The Dragons, which
concurrently gave birth in The Plane of Dark. Eight in all they developed
The Dragon Council, they prized themselves on the strategizing and
implementation of The Will of Consciousness. Being born closest to
the Conscious Life Energy’s Stream they received insights that were
directed by The Source of Consciousness and The Universal Mind, though
not simultaneously. Each Dragon develops individual aspects of these
Conscious Directives, making them strongest when in communion and
more fully capable of uncovering the truth. The Dragon Council Fully
Realized the 3rd Absolute Law and found paths to continue to impart
Consciousness to those in hopes to stimulate Conscious Growth. 
Those Dragons that were of The Plane of Light chose to become Perfected
Beings and live in dedicated fulfillment to The Collective Conscious
progress. This also meant that they would not gain Conscious Growth
anymore and now live in continued communion with The Collective



Consciousness to decipher communication from the Source. While those
Dragons of The Plane of Dark built a design of “hands-on” design. They
reincarnated through the Time Stream in the hopes of granting universal
experience back to the Omni-Conscious. Believing they could work around
the 3rd Absolute Law they kept their True Forms hidden within the Time
Stream beyond the physical realm. Deciding not to become Perfected
Beings, disallowed them the powers associated with Reincarnation,
Incarnation, and Avatar use. Yet Those fragments entering into the physical
realm were brought into the third Absolute Law. Their Consciousness was
scattered. They would over time within the cycling of their Sentient Life
amass most of their Consciousness and be graced with their True Forms
once again. This altered their reassembled True Forms with New Insights
from their counterparts in The Plane of Light. Though still at their strongest
when unified, they also found conflicts in interpreting the will of The
Omni-Conscious through its Reflections. Through this experience of
unaccountable time, they reassembled The Dragon Council and the next
Absolute Law was manifested through their experience. 
 
The 6th Absolute Law states Should Consciousness move into Form, Form
will fragment Consciousness. Each fragment will thus gain New
Consciousness to reassemble anew. Only Beings that have Fully Realized
Consciousness will maintain what they have realized. 
 
This Fully Realized Consciousness is one that shakes the core of Conscious
Beings. It is the ever-prolonged experience of The Conscious Continuity
when brought forth into existence. One can know of it, one can project an
experience of it, and even one can theorize it. Yet until it is bathed in
Absolute Truth full realization will not be grasped. This means we will
amass and lose fragments of our past experiences throughout
transmigration. And as Absolute Law states, we will also “reassemble”. We
will meet “like-minded” Spirits and through our shared connections find
ourselves made anew with the experience. At most times not fathoming that
they are in fact a fragment of our True Selves. Should we realize this, we
will transmigrate anew in a single form with these amassed experiences.
Those of us who understand this, have amassed much of ourselves
throughout our lifetimes. 



These Fragmented forms of Consciousness will also have a deep-seated fear
of losing themselves and develop ways to stay unassembled which would
account for much of our counter-progressive thoughts. Once any of these
Fragments have realized Absolute Truth, they become highly receptive to
reassemble, even seeking one another out. The Core Self spoken of in
Eastern Philosophy is the protected “I Am”, but all amassed experience
may be lost if not Consciously Realized by this Seed. These Seeds are only
fragmented through form, each form possessing The True Souls
Reflection.  
The Realm of Order did not give birth to Sentience, though Conscious, it is
an ever-flowing stream that is directed by Time and Space. Time and Space
are what we would consider being interlocked in a single Consciousness.
They manifest in separation when Consciousness comprehends them in the
physical realm, yet their communication is of oneness with two voices. In
manifesting within the physical realm, they are guided by The Reflections
of The Omni-Conscious to maintain the directives of their Spiritual Forms.
Likewise, Time and Space did not directly create Sentient Beings. They are
influential in the growth of all that exists, in this way many Conscious
Beings see themselves as this being their origination. Time and Space are
directed through the Omni-Conscious and The Conscious Life Energy is
only imparted by The Omni-Conscious. Thus, without The Omni-
Conscious, Time and Space would not produce Sentience. 
The next stage of Sentient Creation was brought forth in the Elemental
Planes. These were Fire, Air, Water, and Earth. Though of Consciousness,
they were formed closest to The Primordial Plane and fought an
insurmountable evolution. They derived from the struggle between The
Plane of Chaos and The Plane of Order. As the Plane of Order created a
barrier that barred Chaos from the densest parts of The Physical Realm, it
could not bar it from the Sub-Planes. These were the first to be born into
The Universe without Consciousness. They were “of Consciousness” but
were not “Conscious”. They possessed the seeds to become conscious but
evolved from the extreme nature of this time period. Eventually moving
into The Universal Mind’s structuring, they became one of the caretakers of
The Omnipotent Design. Over time, they would not know any other
existence and tend strictly to what The Universal Mind directed of them.
Those that would become conscious (over some break in their directives),
would become resentful. They fell into the grasp of The Outer Universe



amassing growth associated with The Plane of Chaos. We have come to
know these Entities as The Titans of our pieces of literature. Others would
seek understanding to what caused this and even at times be graced into The
Source of Consciousness as Greater Elementals. It was a precursor to the
emerging 7th Absolute Law and a balancing of the 2nd Absolute Law when
The Titans were formed. Being Greater Elementals and Conscious Beings
allowed them growth in their Consciousness. Thus, The Higher Elementals
came into existence. 
 
The Higher Elemental Planes of the Holy manifested from Fire and Earth,
and it's opposite The Plane of Psyche manifested from Air and Water. These
Planes manifested without oppositional qualities within the Physical Realm
but did possess oppositional viewpoints on the nature of Universal Law.
This brought into manifestation the next Absolute Law.
 
The 7th Absolute Law states Consciousness may transverse innumerable
paths, they may search throughout existence and freely come to any
conclusion. Yet all paths will inevitably come to the Singular Truth of The
Absolute. 
 
This Law gave acceptance to all Conscious Beings seeking to know the
truth. Though different paths possessed different results that detailed longer
or shorter transmigration. They would all eventually end in the same
conclusions inevitably if they were in fact still on a “Conscious Path”. 
The Dragon Council tended to these Higher Elemental Civilizations and
greatly advanced them to heights. The Dark Dragons tended to The Plane of
Psyche as the Light Dragons tended to those of Holy. In the Plane of Holy,
they were called the titles of The Seraphim. They lived among them and
gave to their knowledge of The Plane of Light and Dark. Among the Holy
Beings leaders would arise and be given different names from the caste of
the others. Their names determined their positioning within their
civilizations. Names ending in “iel” were of a more revered caste that
governed the civilization in a balanced theology of Spiritual Protectors.
Names ending in “ael” were born from a lineage of Royalty and were those
that held communion with The Seraphim. They could be the Highest Priest
or The Ruler of Nations. Then there were Holy Beings given special names,
they were seen as Wanderers and Guides by the civilizations. This special



caste of Holy Beings ventured forth within the universe on missions
designated by The Seraphim and relayed to them through those who had
their communion. These three Castes presented what was termed Nobility
among The Holy Beings. This Civilization would develop a deep
understanding of The Source of Consciousness and hold deep love and
protection towards Earth’s Evolution once it manifested. The Seraphim
spoke of a time when Greater Beings would awaken that would be graced
directly from The Source of Consciousness from manifestation, many
praised and prepared for the coming event. 
The Laborers among these Holy Beings generally possessed a “Z”
anywhere within their names, any combinations of other letters would
determine any social mixtures. This would make up the mass of their
civilizations and the farthest from knowing beyond their existence. Many
were Of Consciousness like that of The Elementals of Lower Planes and
were not thus Conscious. Since their Life Spans are considerably longer
than we can fathom, this manifested another Absolute Law. 
 
The 8th Absolute Law states that with the attentive acceptance of
experience, Beings of Consciousness may be graced into comprehending
Absolute Truth, though must be Conscious to be graced with knowing The
Absolute. 
 
This Law enhance that of the 7th, for the 7th prioritized Beings that were
Conscious. While this embraced Beings that were Of Consciousness but not
Conscious. This was not an easy path but gave to all long-lived Beings of
Consciousness a way that over time, as they perfected their position in life,
they would inevitably unlock new pathways that placed them on the Path of
Truth. The Civilizations that were now well-established, would now have to
accept that Awakened Consciousness was forming among their once
considered Lower Caste. This will be continued further into the writings. 
I will not give much detail to The Plane of Psyche. But their evolution was
one of solitude and quiet observation. They recorded all that was within The
Known Universe and its happenings. They came to realize The Universal
Mind as their Godhead and rarely sought any outside counsel from other
Beings within The Known Universe. Thus, disconnecting to the Dragons of
Dark in the process. They gained the knowledge to move throughout The
Known Universe unnoticed throughout the many levels of Dimensions they



created that paired to the Physical Realm. Inventing a Civilization that
amassed much knowledge and kept it, they became The Guardians of the
well-known Akashic Records. They would associate themselves with
Water’s Evolution for they are attracted to deep-forming Minds and
Intellectual Contemplation.
 
This now laid the groundwork for the evolving Known Universe. All stories
that we tell are generally associated with these past experiences as Mystics
tap into fragments of The Collective Consciousness. All Galactic Beings
residing in the residue of our manifested forms express their individual
experiences of what was. But all with New Consciousness and reassembling
towards Absolute Truth. The Greater Beings will manifest through a variety
of Planes and become known as Gods to the early evolutions on earth.
Primordial Elementals (Titans) will come forth from The Plane of Chaos
and wage wars as early evolutions lay witness. We would inevitably submit
to these greater powers and many times worship their grandeur not realizing
our place within this design. Which far exceeds all Beings born prior to us.
We will individually create understandings through our separate
experiences, this will become accepted truth for the current civilizations.
Names of all Beings and Entities will process through many lifetimes and
constantly be given new names and titles. Two among The Dark Dragons
will even incarnate on Earth through a later realization to give wisdom to
those who walked the Conscious Paths. 
All Creationism stories that have “Primordial Waters” or “Birthing from
Chaos” beliefs give to us an insight into this. These are of a time when The
Titans warred with Greater Elementals looked at by us as Deities. These
Beings' inhuman-like qualities were because they were of the Elemental
Planes, and in many events possessed control over specific elements. The
Dark Beings would later seek to control our societies as many types of
Warlike Deities demanded our service. While Good Deities was led by a
host of Natural Greater Elementals that influenced earth consciousness as a
counterbalance. Then this time will pass. The Grand Beings will lead us for
a brief period which will be spoken of in later chapters. 
We would later have The Higher Elementals attempt to lead us towards
greater understandings. Holy Beings walked among us as Psyche Beings
structured our societies. Men of white garbs personally walk among
societies and doing a great amount of good. They will haunt our ancient



literature with obscurities that will stay rewritten by Visionaries and
Empathic Mystics far past the time of occurrence. Then they will leave us. 
Next, for the first-time earth will produce its own Greater Beings. They will
lead in both good and bad ways and will be met with the arrival of Star
Beings. All attempting to stake their claim on our survival. Though we have
been left alone (it seems) to prosper, it does not mean that they are not
observing our actions. The fight has been taken to dimensions and realms
that we are awakening to. Those left are The Holy Alliance and The Plane
of Dark. I will impart more of what The Conscious Collective knows, and
still, The Absolute Laws were in manifestation. 
 
 



 
THE CORRUPTION OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
 
The Omni-Conscious is primely responsible for Conscious Growth. All
seeds that presented the possibility of ripening are thus known to it. They
are viewed as vines of possibilities through the mixtures of the original
galactic seeds that laid dormant before this Known Universe came into
existence. This was never a definitive outcome, for once the 1st Absolute
Law was manifested it would perish with the slippage of time. True
Consciousness is only ever done through seeking and reaching. In this way,
Truth is manifested from an all-encompassed awakening which we now call
Realization. 
As Beings go through their phases of misconceptions of these altered
viewpoints, they no longer seek Consciousness, therefore no longer seek
Conscious Growth. Yet even in their multitude of paths should they reside
within The Collective Universe, the 8th Law permits us to gather
knowledge and conceive of The Absolute. Since Consciousness must know
of Consciousness as stated in the 4th Absolute Law, The Omni-Conscious
may know of “Us”, when we know of “It”. We have thus amassed lifetimes
of calling out into the Great Unknown seeking answers to our plights but
never have done so through an absolute realization of truth. This is been
added by our misconceptions of the workings of The Known Universe and
the infinitesimal viewpoints of our place in it. It would be better for us to
realize our evolution in the whole of the universe and how all that we are, is
from this creation. 
When I wrote how Greater Beings “direct” their next reincarnations, they
do so to reconnect to their fragmented soul. This has been blotted out of our
understandings and has been known to Consciousness as the 1st Root Lie.
Greater Beings have thus, partially reassembled themselves to the degree
that only they are conscious of. There will become a point where Greater
Beings of the same Soul will actively seek one another out even. When we
have become Perfected Beings, we then finally reassemble ourselves.
Perfected Beings are then given an option to persist as a Perfected Being or



stimulate our amassed consciousness back into The Collective Universe to
become fragmented once again. This sacrifice will come with added New
Consciousness from The Omni-Conscious, imparted through The Source of
Consciousness. This is the way in which we bring forth New Root Races
and prosper in unity. Many Perfected Beings after such a great journey find
it hard to relinquish their collected self, which is why this is called The
Great Sacrifice. Which has become increasingly harder the farther we get
from Absolute Truth. 
These Root Lies are engrained from all sources that reside outside of
Consciousness by a variety of forces, not just The Outer Universe. The 1st
Root Lie is that we need not The Absolute, we are greatest as a Singular
Self-Identified Sentient Being. Lucifer brought forth this when he merged
within our Evolutions. This was his viewpoint and so now resides as a seed
that may manifest in our forms. Which holds strength due to the power he
had amassed beforehand, he was at the time equivalent to that of a
Perfected Being, though its oppositional title was not yet brought forth. It
will be elaborated on later. 
There are many who have awakened but haven’t realized that they are a
fragment of a Fully Awakened Being. This gives to them immense insight
into Absolute Truth, yet the 1st Root Lie hinders them from believing that
there is nothing to reassemble. Giving to us partial truth as a result of these
Mystics. In addition, we may need to amass enough consciousness to travel
to places beyond this Earthly Cycle to find our fragmented souls. This
rarely happens but is a result of a Soul who has gained greater than normal
insights throughout their lifetimes. It is Karmic Energy that locks us from
having such great wisdom, then choosing to utilize it improperly. In order to
rejoin these Souls, the lesser halves must reach the heights of realization
once more. Even if we have to travel to them and assist in this development.
We have been known to form long bonded relationships with our
fragmented selves not knowing that we are of One True Soul. Thus, passing
an opportunity of full realization.  
We are a convoluted mixture of different evolutionary streams. The Grand
Bodies were of The Conscious Collective, as they fragmented in
consciousness, we took on their experiences. As many other Greater Beings
have Incarnated (from The Outer Universe) and Reincarnated (from The
Collective Universe), we have also taken from them their experiences.
Taken from this our own experiences deriving from both Universes



throughout our lifetimes, it is easy to understand how conflicted we have
become to our viewpoints of the Known Universe. In this, we must now be
made aware. 
Our concepts of Reincarnation, though prized as great strides with our now
evolving beliefs that this actually occurs. It is still entrenched in the 1st
Root Lie and gives us the false narrative that we reincarnate individually,
that Karma is only something we alone amass. It does not account for the
residual of the other forms that have amassed with us, or that we have
fragments of our True Selves scattered throughout evolution. Much less that
we cohabitate within two Evolutions in these current forms. A direct
realization of this will grant us a truly comprehensible consciousness as we
will be able to remove experiences that hinder us from our True Seeds. 
We are Beings born with the nature of The Omni-Conscious and are able to
succeed in both Earth’s and Water’s Evolution once we actively conjoin
both Evolutions. But this will never manifest in a segregated false narrative.
These Root Lies are very obscure to obtain yet have been produced within
all our works of literature from The Mystics of our past. If obscure, it is
because The Collective Consciousness was not at the time able to Fully
Realize it and bring it forth with clarity. 
Our truth resides only within our Protected Seeds of this original Conscious
Life Energy. That is in the words set forth by The Omni-Consciousness as
“I Am”. Contemplate that no other Being within our known existence is
reflective of this thought. Neither the Elementals nor any of such Higher
Evolutions were brought into the physical realm accepting this “I Am”, and
many never have developed this realization. The closest most Greater
Beings grasps at is the concept of “I Am Because”, thus giving them forms
that must adhere to this belief so that “They Are”. They needed to collect
civilizations and keep them under sway to considerably exist within the
Physical Realms. We have always hinted at this in our considerations of
Deities, but never outright manifested this realization. Or even reflected on
the disappearances of these Deities through conscious observation. 
Even our beginning civilizations had not arisen to this understanding. It was
only brought forth through the fragmenting and reassembling of our
progress. This Realization is of Earth’s Evolution and Water’s Evolution
combined. Our Dual Natures are accepted as One. Even if we do not agree
with it, it continuously hints at us as facts until accepted in our now current
civilizations. These Realizations I have not outrightly seen communicated,



though I know it is shared among Greater Beings of The Collective. I
conclude that many were never able to properly convey it until now. 
 
 
Ahriman and Other Intelligence 
I have not spoken much of this, for it did not need to be related at the time.
We must consider our false narratives of individuality that gives to us the
misperception of our non-continuity to The Omni-Conscious. This
individuality is the separation implanted by what Theosophical Philosophy
realized by the name Ahriman. Ahriman, an Entity that possessed strength
just under that of a Perfected Being (at the time) and then joined The Outer
Universe. 
Ahriman never originated within The Collective Universe, it was born from
The Chaotic Planes and evolved submontanely to The Collective. In the
beginning, most of the intelligent forms of The Outer Universe lived in
dread of The Omni-Conscious, for they felt their existence would become
obsolete through its growth. It would not be until The Omni-Conscious
pulled back into The Absolute that they would feel secure enough to
explore the universe and interact with its newly formed creations. 
Older than the age of the universe, they now had to contend with these
newly formed Beings. They also now were conditioned to live an
impermanent life, though longer, like that of many Forms that exist outside
of the heaviest matter. Their expansion was sought out and continuously
controlled by The Plane of Holy, thus the Age-Old War originated here.
Entities from The Outer Universe are subject to The Absolute Law and
therefore possess few paths for growth, for they are not Of Consciousness.
It wasn’t until Ahriman witnessed the fall of Lucifer that he (now
identifying as male) was able to understand how to diverge Conscious
Growth. Yet his prime inclinations were to grow within his own path, not
interested in those of consciousness. For he was not of consciousness. 
When incarnating within our Time Stream he brought forth the 2nd Root
Lie. 
 
The 2nd Root Lie is I was born from Chaos, yet in the matter, I will be made
anew. I do not come from consciousness and will grow through form
alone. Ahriman partially
 



understood what incarnating into a form meant but did not know of The
Absolute Laws (Lucifer did). He would go through thousands of years
amassing himself, still to this day it continues. He would go through time
periods when he had no other option but to seek The Conscious Path just to
reassemble, but his true inclination would eventually resurface in a
confliction towards The Collective. His Deification would transgress
through phases of being “Good” and “Evil” among The Mystics. Even
becoming associated with entire Pantheons but unbeknownst to the Mystics
just Ahriman. When he amassed a greater percentage of his fragments, they
decreased within our evolutions only arising at slower paces. Now he must
stimulate conditions in our civilizations to bring forward the seeds of
his Fragmented Form. He would arise to such aggression towards what is
happening to him and direct it at Conscious Evolution. He was one that
would not be taken over by The Outer Universe, for he freely joined it and
its anti-conscious progression. Ahriman gave a pathway to other Entities
wishing to remain on the cusp of both universes. He has hence, been one of
the obscurities to consciousness and perhaps one most sought after by The
Holy Alliance. 
Ahriman’s Impulse, (what we know as reawaken seeds) is also part of our
manifested Forms much like that of Lucifer’s Impulse. Where Lucifer’s seed
manifests rebellious belief with The Absolute and Self-Identification.
Ahriman’s seed manifests a distinct narrative of not belonging to
Consciousness but to Form. They both exemplify our need for Individuality
which makes only the Greater Consciousness able to perceive which seed is
ripening when active. Greater Beings have thus been able to realize the
intelligence alike Entities may possess. 
I write this, knowing that These Entities never intended it to be known, but
now it is time within the Conscious Collective. The most intelligent of
Entities can play a hide and seek game to stay within the physical realms
and not be taken over by The Outer Universe. They do this by being able to
recognize and balance what actions they take here, mainly realized by King
Solomon. They create a false reality that they are for “The Good of Most”
but oversee the influence of a “Portion of The Bad”. Allowing them to harm
those that are “Bad”, with the viewpoint that they are doing it for some
greater design. These are those among us that have fallen prey to The Outer
Universe and are therefore not on a conscious path. These Entities are able
to play out their destructive natures on those of us who are in effect lost



from consciousness or soon to be. These are what we have come to know as
The Fallen, Devils, and Demons. 
It is only those Entities that slip and push their actions too far that they
become grasped by The Outer Universe and satiated by The Chaotic Plane.
Consciousness is now awakening within our civilizations and actively
dislodging from these aberrational seeds. For there was a time in history
that they would implant themselves into our unawakened forms, thus being
able to manipulate our creative powers. These ways in which they harmed
us would later be assimilated into The Outer Universe and its corruption of
The Beings in The Plane of Dark. As well as how it now conducts itself on
infecting and corrupting Conscious Beings.
 
The Reflective of The Omni-Conscious, and The Corruptive Seeds  
There will come a point in all Realized Beings when they will come up
against these seeds implanted by Lucifer and Ahriman. Many Beings may
not be willing to conceive that they are there in the first place. When
Awaken Beings gain an inclination to being Superior to that of other
Beings, Lucifer’s Impulse will gain the receptivity to ripen. This is different
from what we call The Ego, the ego has very little inclination toward other
Beings unless that Being serves them purpose. 
One can exist with Ego and may never ripen either Lucifer’s or Ahriman’s
Seeds. For when either is ripened, they hence fall off the Conscious Path.
Where with just an Ego one exists for oneself, never really believing in
your superiority just your survivability. Lucifer’s Impulse may enhance the
Ego far more than its current capabilities, but in the end, it would all be for
not once being grasped by The Outer Universe. Lucifer may either simply
watch as you incarnate to reassemble his seed. Or may seek to gain power
over you to gain access to your creative powers. 
The difference between Lucifer and Ahriman is that Lucifer does not seek
to reassemble himself, he’s pleased with his position. Ahriman is
desperately seeking to reassemble, and easily becomes frustrated at not
doing so. It is a balanced game that most Mystics come into existence
willing to shoulder. For with new realizations one can easily become adored
or abhorred for presenting such truth, mainly among our peers for we
challenge their insights. 
Ahriman’s Seed can ripen when we gain the false narrative that we are
Alone among all others. We have all possessed these inclinations, but they



rarely transgress past a Belief into a Relative Realization. Like the
Superiority of Lucifer’s Seed, many Beings can say they are “Alone or
Superior”. But other Awakened Beings will be able to sense that it is
fundamentally a form of insecurities created to protect themselves for
various reasons. 
Hence, the Mystics may awaken these Seeds unknowingly within
themselves when other Beings that they first wished to serve, which give to
them the added belief that they are Superior, or Alone among all others. It is
when these Mystics take on these adorations, that they may stand the most
danger of falling. In the event that these Mystics are shunned by the
societies, they may also just as easily ripen these Seeds to force their
viewpoints. Either being of little progression, for it conflicts the Collective
Consciousness. 
The only insight I can give to these Mystics is to sustain your commitment
through a higher form of consciousness. Know that you must see beyond
opinions that may alter your realized truths either positive or negative.
Residing in Conscious Collective ultimately is residing in Absolute Truth.
Should you never get any receptivity from the masses, it will still be
untainted by those seeking other agendas. And will be brought forth in
purity into The Collective without The Outer Universe knowing. 
Should Mystics ever be graced with The Reflections of The Omni-
Conscious, wisdom must prevail. They may when becoming present in
Absolute Truth get insights from The Source of Consciousness or The
Universal Mind. Realize that they both have distinct forms of
communication. The Source of Consciousness will always refer to itself as
“I”. This “I” is indistinguishable from any other “I”. When communicating
on any event, person, or place The Source of Consciousness will all-
inclusively refer to it as “I”. I can only suggest reading The Book of Enoch
and understanding when The Source of Consciousness spoke like this “I”,
and when this “I” was not present. It’s a great way to teach ourselves this
insight. 
The Universal Mind will refer to itself as “We”, this again is an all-inclusive
“We”, which will replace event(s), people, or places. The Universal Mind
will not direct its communication to a single identifiable “Thing” but will
generalize it and bulk it into connected categories. The “We” it refers to will
be understood to be the “We” of all observation. Thus, actually sounding
disconnected from existence, yet Observer to it All. 



This trust in yourself must be maintained by each Mystic, for they must
gain these insights or may fall into Relative Reality. Other Beings (or
Entities) that have gained this knowledge will seek to replicate this. It will
take a Greater Being to consciously see passed this deceit, or an Awakened
Being wise enough to catch faults in the communication.



 
REBUILDING CONSCIOUSNESS
 
Throughout the various life forms and experiences, we have thus come to
be. Considering how Two Planes manifest a Higher Plane within The
Collective Consciousness, like in that of Holy and Psyche at one time. We
realize how The Plane of Mind and Spirit will be moved to manifest yet
something greater. Yet Mind and Spirit have been wroth with many
obstacles to fully manifest, this is our plight we must fully realize to grow
in unity. Many in the universe did not conceive what was to come.
 
 
Among the Holy Planes, they were mostly led towards the conception of
Earth’s Evolution and the manifestation of The Source of Consciousness.
Among the Plane of Psyche, it was understood that The Universal Mind
would manifest. They both search for clairvoyance into these obscurities
but none had the ability to see what The Omni-Conscious had designed.
Much less realized that they were both Reflections of the same source in
The Omni-Conscious. 
The Dragons from The Plane of Light had come to the realization that they
were imparting too much of the current Conscious Collective and not giving
allowances for Beings to evolve through experience and growth. Thus,
began to greatly minimize what was imparted, only coming forth when it
was deemed to by The Absolute Laws. This would fall into obscurities as
titles of Archangels became known indirectly as Seraphim, Dragons
Incarnate. A title that bared no meaning in truth. Such false viewpoints
would arise within their civilizations in addition to the flowering
consciousness of their Lower Caste. Which increasingly saw Nobility as
over-glorified and none accepting of their right to equality within their
societies. This led to uprisings and times of disorder sporadically
throughout the time. 
The Dragons from The Plane of Dark beseeched upon those of Light to
continue to guide sentience fully but were denied. The Dragon Council was
not fully in collective communion, those of Dark felt they alone were solely
responsible for guiding evolution. Thus, starting a process of systematically



reincarnating into the physical plane while the other Dragons of Dark
guided their lineage. They amassed much through their experiences, some
falling and deepening their loss within The Outer Universe to only over
time be brought back into The Collective. Their story will come into
understanding later. 
 
Density and Manifestation 
Through the transmigrating of Universal Bodies, sentience was made to
finally manifest with the heaviest layers of the physical plane. The Physical
Plane consists of multiple levels and there is a multitude of ways that we
comprehend this now. This Book is dedicated to presenting a full (though
not fully until The Outer Universe is conceived) realized understanding so
that we will be able to move in unity and consciousness. This could not
have been done without the realization of Emanationism. Which is derived
from Eastern concepts of Karma, Occult, Esoteric Wisdom, Kabbalah,
and Gnosticism. The coalescing of thousands of years, each Greater Being
reflecting a fragment of Absolute Truth into The Conscious Collective to be
solidified and brought forth. This did not come without its hindrances
however, each portion of realizations brought a following (group) that
would manifest a concrete definition of its concepts. Thus, falling away
from the 7th and 8th Absolute Law. 
During between times when Conscious Mystics became nonprogressive,
The Mind Mystics took on the act of connecting the understandings as
Philosophers, Scientists, and Occult Experts. We have Plotinus from what
they called now Roman Egypt, Michael Servetus who was burned for
nontrinitarianism by The Church, and Madame Blavatsky a Russian
philosopher. There are many others, if you note the time-spans then you can
realize how long this has been attempting to manifest. Then there is Georg
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, a German Philosopher that brought forth into The
Western World what we call Absolute Idealism. Absolute Idealism was
Hegel's account of how Being is ultimately comprehensible as an all-
inclusive whole. Hegel asserted that in order for the thinking subject
(Human Mind or Consciousness) to be able to know its object The World
(The Universe) at all, there must be in some sense an identity of thought and
being. Otherwise, the subject would never have access to the object, and we
would have no certainty about any of our knowledge of the world (The
Universe). To account for the differences between thought and being,



however, as well as the richness and diversity of each, the unity of thought
and being cannot be expressed as the abstract identity (Relative Reality and
Fragmented Souls). Absolute idealism is the attempt to demonstrate this
unity using a new "speculative" philosophical method, which requires new
concepts and rules of logic. According to Hegel, the absolute ground of
being is essentially a dynamic, historical process of necessity that unfolds
by itself in the form of increasingly complex forms of being and of
consciousness, ultimately giving rise to all the diversity in the world and in
the concepts with which we think and make sense of the world. 
Piecing it together
If we take into our Collective Consciousness the purity of realizations from
all these branches, we can begin to combine what we know as The Absolute
Truth of The Planes and how the densest physical matter produces various
degrees of Sentience. We can also conceive how Consciousness is first
manifested from another Source of Consciousness, strung by continuity of
Consciousness. Since Consciousness is Primely Responsible for the activity
of Time, Space, and Gravitational Movement. We can now conceive
that The Physical Universe is first reflective, then manifested by
Consciousness. Through this manifestation, we automatically manifest the
2nd, 3rd, and 6th Absolute Laws and become part of The Physical Time
Stream. This brings with us a dependency on prior reincarnations and
fragments of The Original Forms. 
We dislodge from this and become a self-manifested seed (though still part
of a whole) when we come to the realization. Much like the seed of a tree
dislodging to manifest its own growth. Thus, our True Forms are
manifested from our very first manifestation when we enter and bring forth
the Reflected Concepts of “I Am”. Thus, bringing forth into manifestation
the 4th Absolute Law as Consciousness knows of Consciousness. 
Beings can exist for ages and not once produce this “I am” realization. As
we have seen when learning of our deep past historical ancestors. They just
continued to reprocess until those began to awaken. At the very moment
which they did, they manifested a True Form Seed. Any further
reincarnations would thus become a Fragmented Seed until they Realized
this, fully amalgamating when they Fully Amassed these Seeds. We tend to
view the explosion of populations here on earth as a sign of our physical
productive qualities. However, this population increase is due to the many
True Formed Seeds that have developed, thus amassing more Fragmented



Souls that now must be reassembled. The only way to truly diminish
overpopulation is easily a conscious path of unification. Yet instead we find
secret societies that wish to dramatically downsize our populations, which I
leave for our individual realizations. 
We have been made to understand that we always were, this is true in the
sense of reprocessing in The Physical Realm. It is not true as well until we
manifested the conceivability of “I am”, which can originate in either The
Universal Mind (Water’s Evolution) or The Source of Consciousness
(Earth’s Evolution). They are both Reflections of The Omni-Conscious and
may determine which pathways our initial True Seed may fragment in.
These two pathways will also determine what type of Mystic will manifest
from which Greater Being in considering their journey. Omni Mystics have
thus fragmented in both Earth’s and Water’s Evolutions. 
Depending on the lengthiness of these lifetimes and the paths that we
primarily have associated with, we can thus realize how hard it is for those
of Water’s Evolution to have any relatability to those of Earth’s Evolution.
For either Evolution would have been relentlessly The Prime Evolutionary
Path of these forms. 
As Consciousness continued to fragment and be reformed, we have thus
continued these evolutions bringing forth variations of our understandings
of it. Those of Mind brought forth systems of numbers and structure that
would be mind-boggling to those of Consciousness. Though even these
complex understandings had Absolute Truth hidden within their concepts.
As those of Consciousness would bring forth simplicity of unity and truth
seen just through retrospection of the universe. Which would be viewed as
too naïve to those of Mind, again not understanding that this too possessed
Absolute Truth.
But this was not the origination of these streams of understandings, they
came from before we were Awakened on this planet. We have just
continued to debate, dismiss, and disprove realizations that aren’t consistent
with our own. For we have developed a tendency to close ourselves from
those things that exist beyond our own conceptualized realities. 
 
 
 



THE BIRTH OF OUR SOLAR
SYSTEM 
 
The underlining hinting to our continued concepts of “The Tree of Life” are
remnants of Absolute Truth. It speaks to our universal connection to one
another and our notions of finding the roots of this origination. It is hence,
one of our understandings that will persist until fully realized within our
Collective Consciousness. This root stemming from The Omni-Conscious
must be realized as the Originator of our current consciousness. But we also
must come to the realization that we are participants in this act of
creation. The pure awareness that The Omni-Conscious is continuing its
expansion gives us the realization that it’s still progressing in Conscious
Growth. We are thus, the manifestations of the 3rd and 4th Absolute Law.
We must come to the collective realization that we are gaining these new
experiences to further the growth of The Omni-Conscious. Accordingly,
adding our consciousness to what we come to realize as The Absolute.
Know that there is still more to amass and experience even in the blink of a
life far beyond what we can conceive. We are beautiful, love, and conscious
as a whole.
We burden ourselves with meanings to this existence, and few are
acquiescent when they realize a fraction of this truth. But it is in the
fractions that we piece together the whole. Seeking to know one fraction is
more than many can conceive of in lifetimes. And so, when such
realizations are imparted, understand the conscious lives and their travels to
convey to us these realizations. I have known many who have decidedly not
wished to impart from such cumulative experiences. Some fear how it
would be received, while others keep it to their selves for self-progression. I
myself fully realize that I challenge our scientific structures and belief
systems by putting forth this work. I have had many friends that grew
annoyed with my secrecy, for I had my own internal struggles and did not
wish to impart partially realized views. However, as The Aquarian Age
comes into manifestation it will bring with it secrets that have been hidden
and must be now realized by us. Greater Beings have so far sub-existed in a
world few can consider real, yet it is more real than our current
understandings of one. We have seeds of corruption that are deeper than



even the Greater Beings seek to realize. And so, these unawakened seeds
hold the possibility to even ripen in them.    
 
 
Our Solar Logos
Plasma Physicists are now coming to understand this undercurrent spoken
of by many Ancient Teachers which connects all of existence. Science has
come to call these Electro-Magnetic Currents, as The Ancients called it The
Conscious Life Energy Stream. Both direct us to understand the origins of
The Known Universe. This origination can be of simplicity or complexity
depending on which path we view it. With such a multitude of fragmented
concepts pointing us towards Absolute Truth, it allows us to perceive that
The Collective Consciousness is strengthening and reassembling. The dense
matter now giving to us recognition and resemblance to our lightest
understood forms. The Brain’s resemblance to The Universe, the replication
of the Fibonacci Sequence, and The God Particle are examples. The latest is
how Life’s Energy (now defined as Plasma within our bloodstream)
resembles the branches on a growing tree stemming from cosmic origins. It
is okay that we continue to reason with our new-found understandings.
Eventually, we must come to accept them or we do not gain new insights
into Absolute Truth.   
I’ve thoroughly covered the Time-lines of Physical Creation in our Solar
System section. I now will pair it through the Conscious Life Stream.
Through this Conscious Life Stream which I speak of, Time and Space
surged active currents by means of The Omni-Conscious. Life manifested
and formed into existence. Through Gravitational Movements, these first-
born Galaxies collided and meshed their Collective Consciousness in an
ever-evolutionary display. 
Our own Milky Way would not be an originally manifested seed, but a
continuation of this conscious path. Our Consciousness is imparted by The
Milky Way, imparted through the many Solar Systems, and imparted to our
now Solar system. Within Solar Systems, much like us, we do not always
stimulate Conscious Growth. Solar Systems must gain Consciousness to
gain such connections. Their reincarnations are of what we know as Suns in
this time period, though many past cultures gave to them more personified
names. I will come back to this in the 5th Root Race. 



  Our Sun, being one that gained Consciousness and amassed its fragments
is a Being Fully Realized. We can thus say, is a Perfected Being. We must
not determine its youth as its strength, for form does not determine true age.
Our Solar Logo is the first to gain Perfected Being status by the seeds
planted from origination. By doing this through physical transmigration
alone, manifested our 9th Absolute Law. 
 
The 9th Absolute Law states that Perfected Beings can Create Conscious
Forms with seeds of Current Full Realizations. Those below that of
Perfection in Consciousness, are thus allowed to create Conscious Forms
with seeds of Manifestation. Those that are neither “Conscious” nor “Of
Consciousness” cannot create. It is to be known
 
that Our Father within this Solar System wishes for this recognition.
All Planetary Logos are of his creation and through him. They were the
First Born Conscious, not Of Consciousness (Aside from Earth which was
left asleep for future development). All other Beings of Consciousness
beforehand needed to awaken Consciously. It is through his journey to
Perfection, that we bare the seeds of furthering Absolute Realizations
beyond what is known to current Beings. We were also given the powers of
manifestation, a prize that many other Beings and Entities do not possess.
They are forced to manipulate us or find ways to infect these powers to give
them what they desire.
When creating Conscious forms, we possessed gifts beyond that of prior
Beings. When conceptualizing birth, we can either flourish in a New
Conscious Form or Be graced with a Fragmented Soul seeking to
reassemble. This is dependent upon the consciousness of all parties
involved with the conceptualizations. We jokingly make statements such as
“Old Souls” to our children that are born awakened, but never have the
means to assist them in their progression towards their own personal
growth. They fall through the seams and end up living lives that place them
further on their paths if they are not strong enough to persist in their own
progress. We also can give birth to “New Conscious Forms” that have a
fresh perspective and admirable fascination with the beauty of life. This
purity creates an incredible and indescribable protective quality that
overrules our ability to allow the New Being to experience life, so then we
can, unfortunately, hinder their growth as well. This is a very tricky



responsibility for parents, but if we can just realize that all experience is
meant to guide a conscious being, we can pull back and consider
allowances for these experiences. I also in no way will ever propose a
segregated development of these two types, within the Omnipotent Design
we were all meant to be connected with one another for reasons only we
can realize. 
This caused some Beings and Entities concern and even animosity toward
us. For we would be gifted seeds of direct realizations that they felt
underserving to us. To the surviving Chaotic Entities, this signaled a loss of
their existence (they believed). The Higher Elementals saw it as the signs
for which each of their Planes were waiting. They both then prepared to
welcome and even assist in this forming occurrence. 
 
 
Our Planetary Logos and Civilizations 
We must look beyond what we have decided was the formation of our Solar
System. For if we are to look at it through Consciousness, we will see the
building and restructuring of particles urged by the reincarnation of our Sun
as it came into Being. This was done by manifesting harmoniously into a
design befitting The Sun's reflection for Conscious Growth. Conscious
expansion is the intention of our Solar Logo and has been before
conception. All Planetary Bodies that reside within our Solar System, is a
fragmented seed from Our Logo. They are thus considered extensions of
Our Solar Logo, much like that of our arms or hands. Sentience within our
portion of The Universe, if within our Solar System, is of our Solar Logo. If
Star Beings are outside of our Solar System (though originating from our
Solar Logo), they are from events that sought to disrupt our Solar Logo
during his formation. Created unintentionally, though originally of his
creation.
We travel throughout our Solar System seeking to find remnants of past life
and civilizations. Ancient Wisdom has already given to us the direction far
before our Rover and Satellite missions. Our hypothesizing and theorizing
are due to our deep-seated knowledge seeking to manifest Absolute Truth.
We have diverged our minds and consciousness relentlessly, for this, The
Collective Consciousness thanks you. 
We exist in forms that supersede that of current knowledge. Scientology has
said that as Spirits, we can either exist as the tiniest particle within the deep



reaches of the brain, or we can expand ourselves beyond planetary
proportions. It is through this concept, that the realization of our
boundlessness can come. But much like many schools of thought, it can
either free you or contain you in Relative Realities that lack further
conscious expansion. Yet it hints at the capabilities of all Conscious
Beings. 
Our Planetary Logos can also be viewed as such. For they have walked
among us in early creation in their smallest of forms, though for us, they
were of course still bigger than life as Gods. The only true way to view this
host of complex personalities from our past is to consciously view the lives
the current societies lived. Those of The Collective, sought harmony and
growth while those of The Outer burdened us with wars and destruction. 
We have over time, placed personal qualities on these Planets from what we
perceived them to be. Of course, these personality traits may be considered
true, for we possess these traits as well and consider them human qualities.
This does not mean that they were forever present. Their conflicts that we
have made into great stories were of times when they were misinterpreted.
Greater Entities from The Outer Universe also struggled to control us, a
concept we were not able to comprehend at the time. I do not believe we
should rewrite this literature, but we should raise our consciousness to see
through such misconceptions. 
 
 
Holy Beings
As these Planetary Bodies densified (and before the structuring of human
life on earth), these others became habitable for Conscious Life. I do not
mean to intend that they too were capable of our human life, but of that
which was conscious. For we have so far learned that life may exist in ways
far beyond the means that we ourselves do. The Ones that our ancient pearls
of wisdom teach us as “The Shining Ones” or “The Lords of Fire” are one
and the same. Yet we can better comprehend them as The Holy Beings from
the Plane of Holy. 
Due to the social tubulations on The Plane of Holy, it was decided to
separate those that were in a consistent struggle for what they considered
equality. They were given the opportunity to assist in the manifesting of
The Source of Consciousness that was deemed to arise within our current
Solar System. They were not allowed to cohabitate on Earth, this would be



forbidden by our Solar Logo. Thus, their place of refuge was that of Venus.
There would be one that would rise up in ranks as The Venusians flourished
and presented with a new title. Lucifer, The Morning Star, is a glorified
extension to Holy Beings and a savior to those building a new civilization
on a new planet. His actions and leadership would be the means that many
among the Newly Awakened would survive. Many among the Holy would
come to adore him and he would catch the attention of one among The
Dragon Council, more specifically, one from The Plane of Dark. They were
given their directives from The Plane of Holy and Venus was used as a
satellite. Whenever those of Holy were directed through The Dragon
Council to give Conscious Impulses into earth forming atmosphere, the
Greater Holy Beings came through Venus. Ancient Wisdom has come to
call this “The Venus Strain” but I take liberties to generalize it as
“Conscious Impulse”, for it is all of the same origination.
These Conscious Impulses were of different origins, the first of these were
directly from our Solar Logo 260 million years. After 260 million years
until just after The Lemurian Age, it was our Reverend Planetary Logo
(Yahweh) that gave us Conscious Impulses (which will be further explained
later). From Lemurian and into the first have of The Atlantean Age, Holy
Beings gave to us Conscious Impulses. All centered to stimulate Conscious
Growth when we were lacking it through courses later defined. But the
Holy Beings weren’t the only ones seeking to assist in our conscious
development. 
 
 
Psyche Beings
Simultaneously as the Holy Beings built the civilization on Venus, Psyche
Beings did the same on Mars. Of course, neither realized what this detailed
to their Original Plane Forms. Over time, they started to densify within the
matter. Not so dense as we here on earth, but just enough to be considered
substantive. Ever so gradually they could be considered “Things” within the
2nd & 3rd Absolute Law, thus given opposition and impermanence. The
Outer Universe was then allowed to influence their natures. This occurred
on both Venus and Mars and took on different aspects. 
Initially, Psyche Beings welcomed the opportunity to bring forth their
structured understandings of the universe. They are ones of strict facts made
stronger by their highly recorded understandings of physical laws and their



production. The Martians developed quicker and more expansive than those
of Venus. And, inevitably became denser as they built up their planet. They
would even expand to a host of other planets and moons. 
When we speak of “The Ancient Builders” in our ancient texts, it is to them
to which we speak. Far before the time of The Anunnaki, these Beings
created structures that are meant to hasten our Conscious Growth here on
Earth. Deep in our history, they were tended to and kept by the civilizations
in which they were built. Being replenished and maintained until our fall
from this consciousness. This is what we have come to know as our
Megalithic Structures. It would be easy to see how Beings that were directly
under these structures progressed into Civilizations with deep insights and
Godlike status. This destabilized once the materials used to enhance our
conscious growth were destroyed by us and used for other building
materials. Their secrets are only maintained by those of Power never really
known to the masses. It would be better to consider reassembling these
structures as opposed to just enjoying them. 
Psyche Beings began to lack the ability to visit us due to their evolving
physical dense forms. In those times, they had to gain acceptance from our
Solar Logo to physically travel to us. They were in fact Of Consciousness,
but over time due to their evolving natures travel would be rescinded by our
Solar Logo. Their physical presence would upset the progression of our
Conscious Paths. They developed into civilizations hostile toward one
another and began many campaigns to dominate the Martian Territories.
Even at times, their hostility would happen here on earth. We fight to
believe that it is through our resilience alone that we are able to now gain
access to Mars for discovery. But it is in reality The Solar Logo now
deeming that we are ready to accept what we find. 
We must come to understand that both Venus and Mars began with
conscious intentions. Even things that are obscure to us will need to be
Fully Realized within the 1st Absolute Law set forth by our Creator. The
Omni-Conscious knew that we would go through distinguishing what
would be determined as Dark. Thus, giving to us a safe haven to fully grasp
and accept it as The Absolute. 
With the many Beings and Entities in play for what was manifesting here
on Earth, it made for even more conflicting stories about the early forming
consciousness. We conceive of forms found in the millions of years, though
consciousness evolved much earlier. It is not an easy thing to contemplate



us evolving with forms incapable of communication, yet communication we
did possess just incapable of vocalization. Our stories will vary from the
most simplistic, to the most extensive. 
 
Single Goals at First 
Simultaneously as The Venusians and Martians progressed. The earliest of
humankind began its evolutions on earth. Humankind was allowed to be
guided by them with our Solar Logo’s observance. The aggressive societies
of The Martians were a gaining concern. But also, now the rebellion of The
Venusians wishing to disconnect themselves from The Holy Alliance was
becoming more tumultuous. 
There were new threats of The Holy Beings led by Lucifer on Venus to
break away and become their Nation. Lucifer would spend most of his time
in a delicate political back and forth. On the one hand, desperately wanted
to dislodge from The Holy Alliance and on the other hand, worried about
the might of taking them on. One among The Dark Dragons that always
resided in The Plane of Dark beseeched upon him, yet he stayed unmoved
for he had little faith in Greater Beings. He was gaining recognition far
more than he ever had back in the Plane of Holy, it was well known how
this was affecting his personality. Yet during this strife, these Higher Beings
kept their selves as focused as they could, for they still believed we on earth
were for a greater good.  
There was a brief moment in our history, where Psyche and Holy Beings
assisted one another in earth's conscious growth. A time when few
deciphered what was “Angelic” or “Mechanized”, for they all possessed
common interest. It would be easy to see them together when assisting our
early growth. But their eternal struggles would cease this cooperative way
of thinking. This is within most ancient literature but mostly amassed
through the visions of Conscious Mystics such as Enoch’s Lineage. But
many past Mystics visioned a time when technology blended with Angelic
Hosts. It is only now that we have become confused as to why these Beings
possessed technology. For we have thus defined clearly what angels and
aliens are. They are now conceived as either one or the other.         
 
 
Yahweh



I now verge upon a topic that will be extremely hard to conceive by
Christianity. I say this as one who has risen within a Christian Organization
and was granted the ability to even Baptize others into its faith. It will be
more receptive to those open to Occult branches for they have lessened
their adherence to many mainstream thoughts. As for Christians, I see this
as due to the historical struggles for Christianity in our current age. They
have been so pressed to believe, and then again pressed to gain followings.
It has been dually understood they have even had periods of aggression in
history with extreme leaders. Now to be somewhat comfortable in their
standing in the world, is not without some still deeply rooted devotions.
It is difficult to fathom the complexity of this Being we have come to know
by many names and within many parts of our world. Though we due him no
justice by not considering that all could be correct. We conceive of a God as
omnipotent, yet when placed with the possibility that this could be true, we
find reasons to argue it away. We have dissected these concepts into many
branches, all feeling that each branch alone is right. 
Again, the call for unifying our viewpoints is needed. For just the slightest
divergence on what we contemplate is true about this Being. We can be
slammed against a wall of non-belief or even non-acceptance of those who
guard their concepts as life-changing. We protect ourselves with what is
written within Books of Knowledge, yet never investigate from whence this
knowledge first originated. I do not seek to rewrite our historical
documents, all can remain as it is. These stories were already related to us
yet lost to antiquity for various reasons. 
Yahweh was brought forth by an evolution beyond our concepts and fell
into balancing Lucifer’s uprising. We complex our understandings with the
notions of Trinities and then give equality to Lucifer. But these are new
story-lines, I will need to allow you to find a balance in these topics. As
many now know Christianity is rooted in the Hebrew faith, Hebrew belief
was influenced by The Land of Egypt, and Egypt belief was brought down
from Sumerian and Mesopotamia. We have the Gnostic Belief that held on
to documents that Christianity no longer felt served them and was hidden
away. And many books are deemed unworthy to be placed on their pages by
Christian Hierarchy. We’ve gone through a cleansing campaign from
Entities seeking to destroy all past knowledge through the list of destroyed
libraries and conquered cultures. Though deeply harmed, Consciousness
sought out ways to resurface these truths. The many branches of



Christianity are all rooted in the same sources, no matter what Mystic they
follow. Even before the great destruction in Alexandria many of the Pre-
Biblical texts were hidden my Mystics in what we now call The Dead Sea
Scrolls. We unfortunately have fragmented so many different story-lines as
to these ancient texts. 
Yahweh would be the first Greater Being brought forth into existence. It
was believed to be by The Omni-Conscious directives, but this is conceived
differently depending on what “forces” influenced the Mystic. What is
known, is that his birth would be in The Plane of Holy, but he was not of
any Elemental Race. He would take The Holy Beings to glorious heights.
Suppressed the Outer Universe and kept it in a direct balance. Produced a
calm among those that Lucifer led. And through knowledge only he
possessed at the time, showed Holy Beings of Dimensional Creation. They
would take this understanding to create the Heavenly Realms. 
He would leave the Plane of Holy much as he arrived, but this time would
reappear in the Plane of Psyche. The Beings that still moved throughout this
Plane were significantly weakened by their manifested counterparts soon on
the verge of Martian obliteration. Yahweh restructured the Akashic Halls
and gave leadership and structure to The Plane of Psyche. Learning all he
could among the knowledge and society much as he did in the Plane of
Holy. 
Amassing this knowledge given to him many secrets we can only fathom
about the universe. Yahweh would stay within the Plane of Psyche until he
became a Perfected Being. He was a Being that always came into this
universe with directives none other were privy to know. When ready, he
would amass himself and travel to earth. Once here, he broke into the crust
with great velocity and settled deep within its core. He would take on
becoming the Title of Our Reverend Planetary Logo. This personally
directed our Conscious Impulses here on earth, and he became solely
responsible for the guardianship of the beginning Root Races. Though
personalities differ, Our Planetary and Solar Logos work in complete
harmony when considering our conscious progress. 
I will let other titles be worked out among the individual Societies such as
Master Sanat Kumara, Brahma, Ahura Mazda, Al Khdir, Lady Master
Venus, Lady Master Meta, Master Cha Ara, Lady Master Nada, Masters of
the Ancient Wisdom, and even identified as The Solar Logo. He has been
said to be one of The Lords of Fire and in many places throughout our



diverse history. I ask simply why they can’t all be true for such a Perfected
Being? But I will let the later Mystics work on this.
We search for reasons as to why we no longer can view what we consider to
be “unknown” in this existence. As to why The Veil is unknowable to those
of Form but seen with various degrees to those that is Conscious. It
occurred when our Reverend Planetary Logo manifested on this planet and
brought forth The Last Absolute Law, its effects coming into fruition in the
middle of The Lemurian Age and lasted since then. 
 
The 10th Absolute Law states that Henceforth, Consciousness may know of
Consciousness, but now Consciousness may know of All Other Forms as
those Forms are capable of Conscious Receptivity. Forms will only know of
Forms but may know of Absolute Truth when progressed to that “Of
Consciousness”.
 
We consistently bring forward stories of The Tower of Babel and
manufactured stories that speak of The Breaking Up of our
communicational abilities. There were at the time so many Greater Beings
and Entities seeking to control our Conscious Paths. This placed us into a
slumber to hinder them from taking hold of our creative powers and
manipulating it for their infectious deeds. As now Guardian of our
Conscious Path, this now locked out all other influence. All Consciousness
will now know of us when we are capable of receiving them. Many of us
are now capable, but at the time, we were not. We were born bombarded
with corruptive tendencies towards aggression and domination as
instinctual survival. This enhanced the 4th Absolute Law and brought forth
protections until we were able to receive them. 
Some are born with a knowledge of the multiple layers of existence, we are
born into a society that may not be able to know as we do. Many of us are
then silenced and learn to keep this hidden from those who cannot see past
this veil. This would have been much worse if The Outer Universe was able
to corrupt us earlier in earth cycles. This also stopped The Outer Universe
from infecting us directly, it would have to find new means to expand while
we were allowed to strengthen.
This led to the expansion of Water’s Evolution in The Atlantean Ages,
which was acceptable for they still were of The Universal Mind. As we now
know, they evolved into a great civilization with deep insights into the ways



of matter manipulation. It was when they were capable of receptivity, that
they opened the gateways to other Beings and Entities. The White Magi
became pitted against The Black Magi. The Anunnaki became aware of us
on this planet as well as the hosts of other Star Beings. 
I cannot say that in the future as we progress that there are no more
Absolute Laws waiting to manifest. But it is time that we realize those that
have and what conditions made them manifest. There is perhaps much more
awaiting us as we grow as a Collective Consciousness. I pray all is received
properly. 
I have decided to recap The Absolute Laws for a quicker reference should
you need them. Know that they are given to stimulate Conscious Growth
and to unify ourselves towards a full true awakening in our future
endeavors. 
 
 



 
DARKNESS FALLS
 
Now we can come to time-frames closest to our current comprehensions. I
spoken extensively so far about how The Outer Universe manipulates our
granted manifested powers. I wanted to bring this forth early so that these
realizations were known. I am blessed by the receptivity and
comprehension of those who have found this work. That understanding
were written within just a few months should show my dedication to getting
this information known. There are many new realizations I have gained
through these writings but must decide what will truly assist our
development. The only topic I can conceive of enhancing this book would
possibly be an account for The Outer Universe's path from the Plane of
Chaos. Yet it becomes increasingly harder to view places beyond
Consciousness, so this may be considered once I feel The Collective is
strengthening. I have come to know well how Alternate Realities are the
means that many Dark Entities thrive in our cultures. Many such forces will
in most cases never be what we have been made to know of them. 
 
First, is a Disclosure.
Many Beings and Entities are gender-less. They take personifications
primarily to influence the current evolution for their reasons. When I
use the terms "He or She," it is due to these beings' current self-
definitions. I acknowledge unfortunately the harsh misdoings and
concepts religion has already placed on us when we are born of a
particular sex or possess particular identifications. We too must rise
above these concepts, yet this is still but a moment in the vastness of
our experiences. There is a large array of many Greater Beings that
have both gender identifications, but those I currently speak of have
male identifications, I must present what is known. I do not view any
Being born of Consciousness as "Good or Evil," they are just
transitioning. Perhaps through experience, they will move back to
assisting the greater good, but this is of their own realizations. We
reflect this continuously throughout our individual life, for many can
attest to having both good and evil thoughts.  



 
Tiamat is one such Being, she comes into our timeline through Babylonian
Myths on creation. She can be seen as a Goddess who births Deified
Lineages, or one of the Primordial and Chaotic origins. I have not directly
identified any of the other seven from The Dragon Council, it is of their
wishes at this time. But Tiamat is operating outside of the Council as of
now, though even conceives that she acts for her form of “greater good”. I
will leave this for others to comprehend. 
 
 
With Yahweh’s emergence into The Holy Planes, many found new strength
and admired his leadership. He was seen as one directly born from The
Omni-Conscious, though this is speculative. It would be the first time
Higher Elementals realized something beyond The Reflections as The
Omni-Conscious. He was able to give insights into Conscious Growth
beyond what was at first realized by The Dragon Council. 
Tiamat grew increasingly concerned over the control The Council had over
the evolving universe. She did not know of anything beyond Dark, she is
the one that guided the other Dark Dragons through their incarnations in the
universe. She would seek to sow seeds of animosity towards this growth but
was thwarted by all others of The Council, even her own. Feminine in
nature, she was seen as very nurturing to universal development and took
on a very aggressive approach to the happenings of what she began to view
as “her children”. I apologize for any offensive semblance to “The Adam
and Eve story” but this is unfortunately what Consciousness knows of her. 
She would begin to amass a following of Entities from the Plane of Chaos
which came with the influence of The Outer Universe. The invitation into
The Plane of Dark would start something not initially understood. Her
concepts would become that of fanatism to all who sought to hinder The
Collective Universe. And with that, she gained the attention finally of
Lucifer. Lucifer would be granted powers far before his means to control
them, and knowledge only The Council would’ve thus far known. Tiamat
would become content for a time, for she now had her champion. But this
led to her becoming ostracized by The Dragon Council. However not
considered an enemy, they await her to awaken from her momentary relapse
in this situation. In the meantime, they will hinder her progression should
she seek to harm Conscious Growth. 



Lucifer would now begin his Campaign against what he knew of as his
ultimate opposition, The Absolute. This would be engrossed in wars within
the universe wherever consciousness prospered. He would ultimately
become increasingly agitated as The Absolute never seemed to
acknowledge him. Many Beings above his status mainly avoided him
within the universe. 
Once Yahweh left the Plane of Holy to continue his training in the Plane of
Psyche, Lucifer began a new campaign. This time with those he felt was
directly influenced by The Source of Consciousness, The Plane of Holy. His
war with the heavens would be long fought and considered generational
even to long-lived Beings. He would learn of ways to break into the layers
of Heavenly Dimensions as well as learn new insights along the way. He
would even gain allies that would leave from The Nobility Class within the
Plane of Holy. 
As stories are now well known he would be defeated by The Uprising
Leadership of the Archangel Michael. Lucifer’s Dragon form was granted
to him by Tiamat, and Michaels's powers to defeat him were granted by The
Dragons of Light. Upon Lucifer’s striking death blow he still would not
submit. He merged with Earth’s Evolutions during the ending of our
Lemurian Ages. Here he resides, not seeking to ever amass himself fully. It
would take ages before those who followed him into this war would know
where he went. Once the information was made known, they sacrificed
themselves to also incarnate into Earth’s Evolutions. Hence the stories of
Watchers and Nephilim will start to arise. 
The Outer Universe would now start its infection into The Plane of Dark.
All the Dragons that resided there lost their home, some still fragmented
here on earth at the time. Those on earth would be deified by our origins as
Dragon Gods, but truly only sought their True Soul amassment. Even some
were aggressively defeated by The Chaotic Beings which we know of in the
Olmec to Aztec traditions. While others find solitude among Water’s
Evolution in The East. Tiamat even left, for she was greatly overpowered
by The Outer Universe and now resides within the Dimensions of her
design. Tiamat left to view what the future will hold for her Champion and
thus far never showed herself among The Council. 
The Outer Universe, taking its knowledge from all sources thus far and
seeking to obliterate our Conscious Life Stream however it can. It began
replicating its Leadership and infecting our concepts of Absolute Truth.



Here today we reside in its continued onslaught. We of such quick lifespans
as humankind would easily lose sight of this and not even know of our
extensive heritage. Only presented fragments of this Collective Truth
through the great insights of our Mystics when they would arise within our
societies. These fragments would be vague at most, but it was what
Consciousness could grasp at the time by the Mystic's conceivability. 
Yahweh, once becoming our Planetary Logo would become our first
defense against The Luciferic Impulse. His battle for our Conscious Growth
would lead to many stories of Good vs. Evil in our literature. Lucifer and
his minions seek to feed off of our Creative Powers that they no longer
possess. As Yahweh seeks to awaken us to the realization of our true
heritage in Consciousness. The Holy Alliance even merged into our Time-
lines to balance that of Lucifer’s following. Now to reside here until we
gain Collective Consciousness. 
If we can just gain the realization that all Consciousness bares fragments of
Absolute Truth, we can finally dislodge ourselves from our internal struggle
with one another. Our fragmented souls can develop experiences even from
these Higher Forms of Life. Many stories have arisen from Angelic Beings
saving them in their times of need, to even confronting Demonic Entities
which scar them deeply. It is through the Absolute Laws that we are made
non-sensitive to them, until capable of full realization. Those that the veil
has lifted from, are then on a path to self-realization and are called
Aspirants. We seek to know of other forms, even getting lost in this
dialogue we manufacture. When attempting to impart this to civilizations
our connection to the collective is the only hindrance. For Absolute Truth
will shake even the most unawakened of us to the core, because even as we
fight this truth it is rooted in our True Seeds.   
In all that I have written I by no means conclude that it is complete. I am
but one of many Conscious Beings, all giving to the Collective more than
any single source like myself can convey. My writings are not to draw into
a deep elaborated experience of these events as I have seen in many works,
but to give to you a collective path of Universal Understanding. With this, I
can now take us into the Conscious Paths just past the Lemurian and
Atlantean Ages. Now I wish to take us to 70,000-20,000 years ago. 
 



 
THREE PATHS OF ANIMALISM
   
Fertility Worship & European Animism
In 2018 a Christian Website published an article on The Rise of Witches in
The United States of America. It stated that this number was dramatically
increased since 1990 and could well estimate in the numbers of 1.5 million
currently. The Website had a very “cautious eeriness” to it. It warned that
Witches could possibly outnumber the 1.4 million mainland Presbyterians.
Of course, the site used the politically correct subtext of Wiccan in
parenthesis. But I still have doubts about their claims. Practitioners of The
Wise Craft are generally not the types to see a poll and decide to add their
opinions to it. If anything, it would be a group of younger folks that are just
seeking to stir things up. Let us just say that I’m giving this article “an
out”. 
Our Planetary Logo Venus (later known as Aphrodite) walked among us
last within the years from 70,000-25,000 BCE roughly. Statues of Venus
were found all around the areas of Indo-European Territories. Early Greek,
Germanic, Norse, Slavic, Celtic, and Baltic people were graced with The
Venusian Goddess which had strong long-lasting effects on their cultures.
Thus, theories that the Venuses represent an ancient, widespread cult of
"fertility magic" are oversimplifications. Fertility Goddess worship may be
associated with a wide range of phenomena involving women, such as
maturation, menstruation, copulation, pregnancy, birth, and lactation. These
Cultures generally possessed strong women capable of meeting their
counterparts on equal terms in most societal needs, even in earlier tribes
Leading their groups. 
These Peaceful Grand Beings took charge of our growth during the time
after most of the past influences from The Star Beings, Chaos Beings from
the Plane of Dark, and The Chaotic Elementals were temporarily purged
from our earth. It was after The Deluge and around the time we began our
re-population. They were left to no longer contend with The Holy Beings
and Psyche Beings that moved throughout our Solar System before this
time. 



Mars was left depleted from the catastrophic damage from The Psyche
Beings wars and no longer possessed the means to have life. Even our
Moon suffered from this war being the closest to Earth, it was fought over
and depleted of life’s sustainability. Many Psyche Beings lost their now
fully physical forms and were forced to remain on The Moon as spirits until
they were deemed able to be reprocessed. They would slowly over the
course of thousands of years be admitted into our Earth’s Evolutionary
Cycles and then become fragmented into our forms. Now having little
knowledge of their past lineage and no longer of the Plane of Psyche. But
their seeds still have an aggressiveness and a great inclination towards
technological growth and forgotten secrets of dark arts. There are many
reasons why Mystics rarely let out this information, the Moon is always
seen as secrecy among many. Yet how are we to grow if it's not brought into
Consciousness. 
The Grand Beings were assigned to assist us through this complex time and
attempt to find a balance of these multiple seeds in our evolutions. This to
Venus was creating a feminine balance to male domination qualities here.
She influenced a love for nature and its qualities in hopes that
consciousness would connect it to harmony in The Absolute Truth. Most
Grand Beings have a host of Greater Elementals and their followers in their
liege. We will see this in a reflection of how we honored the earth and its
elements in these earlier civilizations. 
This would be a peaceful existence within these areas, for humankind was
able to learn of their sanctity here on earth. Not to say there wasn’t war, but
it would be seen as a necessity, not as a need. Venus always knew that her
presence would be temporary, even if she gained great protective qualities
towards us. 
She would eventually leave, and humankind was left to take what she
graced to us and continue to grow. She would be followed by brief periods
of Saturn (known as Cronos), Jupiter (later known as Zeus), Neptune (later
known as Poseidon), and Pluto (later known as Hades). They would also
only stay within 70,000 to 25,000 years ago. Each brings different energies
to their leadership and humankind would fabricate great stories of The
Heavens through their connection with us. Once this brief period was over,
humankind became dependent on The Greater Elementals and even created
them into personifications of The Grand Beings that once graced us.  



Humans would over time place great conscious energy on Greater
Elementals which would reflect their current understandings. This could be
peaceful for a time but could also become aggressive as we see in the
restlessness of Viking cultures. We are as said the only Beings born with
Seeds of Manifestation. This is better understood as powers of creation, as
we placed these Identifications on these worshiped Greater Beings, they, in
turn, reflected what we wanted. We in essence give them new life and they
become Sub-Conscious. Their existence is solely dependent on our belief in
them, and we never fully comprehended this. 
Fertility Worship would spread throughout the world, but we are made most
aware of it in Europe, North Africa, the Middle East, and various parts of
Asia. They generally will see depictions of a Goddess in equal authority
with a Male figure. For it initially expressed a unification of the sexes and
the view of a universal connection to all. All of Nature, Humankind, and
Life’s Processes were meant to be experienced and enjoyed. It drew us into
making experience factual, the rain on our faces, the smells of nature, and
the passion of intercourse were for us to experience and enjoy. The
Goddesses (which would later manifest) were connected variously with
pregnancy, birth, ritual marriage, and command over wild animals. Images
of stylized female breasts similar to Upper Paleolithic figurines would also
be found. The principal deity of this goddess is represented in three forms, a
young woman, a mother giving birth, and an old woman. There are also
several images of twin goddesses, with one of the two portrayed in the
process of giving birth. 
We fell into loss around the time that Males became insecure over their
place within this belief structure. There became a misconception over birth
in general, for it appeared that Females were given powers of creation far
superior to that of Males. Not conscious enough to realize that both had an
equal part in conceptualization. There would arise civilizations where
Males would begin to aggressively assert their superiority and hence
diminish the qualities of their counterparts. Their Gods (The Greater
Elementals now), would now reflect this into their belief systems. Zeus (A
Greater Air Elemental) was given a story of a hostile takeover from his
Father Cronos to now lead the heavens with his Brother Poseidon (Greater
Water) and Hades (Greater Earth). Aphrodite (Lesser Water) becomes a
Lesser Deity in this Patronage. This omitting of Female Equality was
already occurring before the Christian Revolution in these parts of the



world. It was an infection from The Outer Universe on a global scale, we
would see this effect uprising in all three Conscious Paths at once. 
The Fertility Worship would be left to become a sub-belief in a larger
forming Patronage. It played a central role in the worldwide transition from
small-scale social organization to the emergence of civilizations in India,
the ancient Near East, Greece, Rome, China, and Japan. In these complex
agricultural societies, female deities have been variously linked to the
fertility of crops, the sovereignty of kingship, the protection of urban
ceremonial centers, and at times the waging of warfare against enemies. It
became less about its true unification and became one of Granting Blessings
for prosperity. 
They now survive in belief structures such as Wiccan, Theosophy,
Anthroposophy, and Neopaganism, and influenced The Hellenistic Belief
around 300 BCE. Like all Conscious Paths, I will discuss, Fertility Worship
will go from monotheist concepts of many gods to a period of forming a
polytheist revival. It would begin around 2000 BCE and continue to
reinvent itself to 200 BCE. This would again be from the Greek, Germanic,
Norse, Slavic, Celtic, and Baltic people. But now with the added
authoritarian Roman belief structure.
Venus would be reinvented in so many diverse ways, yet it would never be
of the True Grand Goddess anymore. Though every so often these
reinventions would point in a direction of what was seen only as a Planet.
But this was as far as the current Mystics could conceive. 
 
 
Iranian, Arabic, & Indian Animism 
It’s important to note that Animism is used in the anthropology of religion
as a “term” for the belief system of some indigenous tribal peoples,
especially prior to the development of organized religion. Although each
culture has its own different mythologies and rituals, "animism" is said to
describe the most common, foundational thread of indigenous peoples'
"spiritual" or "supernatural" perspectives. The animistic perspective is so
fundamental, mundane, everyday, and taken-for-granted that most animistic
indigenous people do not even have a word in their languages that
corresponds to "animism" (or even "religion"). The term is an
anthropological construct rather than one designated by the people
themselves.



Within these areas, beliefs began with attempting to reform remnants of
Beings once well versed from The Anunnaki. All knowledge scattered,
began from a root of the worldview that non-human entities (animals,
plants, and inanimate objects or phenomena) possess a spiritual essence;
often practiced by tribal groups before organized religion. They were left in
a time of peace as The Dark Magi were still too weak and in a deep slumber
far below the Pyramids. They gained the least Conscious guidance at this
time. Prior to The Deluge, they were considered the most advanced
consciously. These areas covered early India, East Asia, Artic Regions, and
Iran. In the periods between 100,000 BCE and 40,000 BCE, it was a
mixture of nomadic and agricultural societies. We are just finally starting to
accept that agriculture stemmed back far before our current understandings. 
East Asia would develop a belief in harmony with nature. They gained the
consciousness to interact with many spirits, they were all seen as daemons,
yet the title did not possess the fear that is now associated with it. These
spirits were to be studied and understood so that one could maneuver
throughout life knowing of their mischievousness. Eventually, they would
gain insights into Greater Elementals and their societies. Their life consisted
of freely interacting with even Entities from The Plane of Dark, for they
developed a sense of disconnection from when they attempted to influence
them. Not taking them seriously, The Outer Universe gained little power to
corrupt them. 
One of The Dark Dragons stranded here would decide they were able to
receive him properly and took on assisting in their development. He would
be known by many names and to them be known as a God. Inevitably
humankind would create a Patronage not fully conceiving the powers of
such a Great Being. 
Many Greater Beings of the past allowed us our creative capabilities. They
rarely gave to us complete truth for they wished us to come to realization
freely. His manifested presence alone would stimulate Conscious Growth
within the Indian and East Asia territories. As we will see highly formulated
insights later arise. It would be best if we understand that our well-known
Buddha was from a long line of prior Buddhas throughout history. For most
know now it is a Title and not a person. But as for this Dragon, he was
merely seeking out his fragments that were present here on earth. Once
gathered, he would leave them to their growth. 



Around 20,000 BCE India began building its great Cities again. There is so
much controversy over accepting this that it’s hard to fathom. Yet
understood when considering the great efforts to destroy our Truth to this.
The pure magnificence and majesty of these buildings show a people that
were highly conscious and civilized. Still, even their own historical proof
has only brought forward close to 17,000 BCE of documentation. 
The Vedas and Yugas alone speak to their Conscious Growth. It is
conflicting to know that so much effort has been placed into hindering us
from understanding the Yugas. For those that would like a brief
introduction, the world is made up of four main “Yugas”, also called ages,
epochs, or cycles of time. Each is made up of tens of thousands of human
years. These 4 yugas are the Satya Yuga, the Treta Yuga, the Dvapara Yuga,
and lastly, the Kali Yuga. According to the laws of Hindu cosmology, the
Universe is created wholly, only to be destroyed entirely, once every 4.1 to
8.2 billion years. Each of these four Yugas involves stages of change (of
evolution), one in which not only the physical universe undergoes change,
but the whole thought process and consciousness of mankind
metamorphoses either for better or for worse, depending upon that
particular Yuga. The entire cycle of a Yuga starts from its highest point, the
Golden Age of enlightenment. From there, it gradually proceeds stage by
stage, till it reaches a Dark Age of evil and ignorance, again moving ahead
towards positivity, reaching back to the Golden Age, in order to complete
the cycle.
Satya Yuga – Also known as Krita Yuga, this is the age of truth, virtue, and
righteousness. Everyone was said to have practiced yoga for spiritual
understanding.
Treta Yuga – This is the age of mankind and represents a one-quarter
decline in spirituality and the spiritual practice of yoga.
Dvapara Yuga – In this age, spirituality continues to decline, and virtue
and sin show up in equal measure.
Kali Yuga – In the age of conflict, Kali Yuga is described as one-quarter
virtue and three-fourths sin.
According to the highly structured charts, the duration and chronological
starting point in the human history of Kali Yuga has given rise to different
evaluations and interpretations. According to the Surya Siddhanta, we
Descended into Kali Yuga on 18 February 3102 BCE in the proleptic Julian



calendar or January 3102 BC in the proleptic Gregorian calendar. This date
is also considered by many Hindus to be the day that Krishna left Earth.
Hindus believe that human civilization degenerates spiritually during the
Kali Yuga, which is referred to as the Dark Age. People at this time are as
far away as possible from God. These Yugas Descend and then Ascend in
accordance to our Solar Systems positioning closest and farthest from our
Milky Way’s center.
According to this chart, we have gone through our Darkest Period and are
now Ascending in 676 BCE. Meaning this growth in Consciousness we are
experiencing since the beginning of our Calendar Year is due to our moving
into Kali Yuga. Now consider all that we have gone through in great strides
of technological and conscious advancement. The conflicts of this teaching
stem from a variety of time interpretations of the original writings. Mystics
have attempted to bring forth new understandings but countered
continuously. I can relate to this structure from what I view consciously in
our history and its development. But any who have dwelled deeply into this
will have to look at the other interpretations and decide for themselves.
Buddha believed we should weigh information for ourselves, even in him,
he would not want you to simply take his teachings and accept them. When
accepting this wisdom into Universal understanding we can view it as
another fragment of Absolute Truth, there are many teachings here for us to
fully realize.  
The first people of the North American Arctic came from Asia 30,000 or
more years ago. This becomes controversial to many, we can confirm this in
their DNA. The Artic People are highly resilient, and the first indigenous
people evolved physically and culturally to meet the rigorous demands of
their remarkable environment. Having such reclusive civilizations and
trusting in their own capabilities for so long, their belief structure hasn’t
changed for a very long time. To the now Inuit, we can see this belief across
Alaska, Canada, and Greenland. The Cosmos is ruled by no one. There are
no divine mother and father figures. There are no wind gods and solar
creators. There are no eternal punishments in the hereafter, as there are no
punishments for children or adults in the here and now. They will have
Shamans then tend to the spiritual, mental, and physical needs of their
tribes. Yet believe in an individual power that derives from each person. We
will see how Animism would be able to survive well into 1000 CE in The



American Territories. For they disconnected from all infection from The
Outer Universe and were also considered nonprime oppositions. 
Iranian and Arabic would be where later Polytheistic Beliefs would
influence the entire world. Mesopotamia would be reacquainted with The
Anunnaki before 10,000 BCE. The Anunnaki would attempt to reteach
them what they had lost prior to The Deluge which would confound our
now Scientific Community. Later Mesopotamia would give rise to The
Egyptians, that simultaneously also birthed The Canaanites. From there we
get Judaism, Phoenicians, and Mithraism. It survives with All Branches of
Christianity, these are religions that have their root concepts in Christian
Philosophy. Iranian would specifically birth Zoroastrianism. 
India would give rise to The Sages and Vedic Sanskrit. Vedic being initially
an evolving Polytheistic Belief, would give rise to Jainism. This would
flourish into Buddhism and Hinduism. The Dark Dragon's influence would
bring forth Shenism, which would bring forth Confucianism, Taoism,
Shinto, and Tengrism. 
 
 
Paleo-Indian Animism
North & South America, New Guinean & Oceanic 
It has long been foretold that The Americas would be where the next Root
Races would manifest. It would come with new realizations and Awakened
Beings that would usher in a global transformation. This can always be
viewed as a possibility and not an inevitability. For our lands still have
much to cleanse to uplift us towards this bountiful concept. Many portions
of our lands deeply seep in the Corruption and Infection from The Outer
Universe. Bloodstained and capable of continuously resurfacing past pains,
it urges us to never evolve past these experiences. But as we Awaken
Collectively, they will become cleansed, we just need to become active
participants in this. 
The second Dark Dragon that was stranded here on earth took to leading
The Early South and North American civilizations. They sought to
revitalize the lost Megaliths and prosper. He would be named by the
Mesoamerican people as Kukulkan, but many other names would be a
direct expression such as Quetzalcoatl and Ehecatl. There are perhaps many
schools of thought fragmented about the Mesoamerican people. But we can
say that this is because of how much of their history was aggressively



destroyed after their conquering. For they were a people that even honored
the heritage of those they themselves internally conquered. 
Mayan 2600 BCE
Olmecs 1400-400 BCE
Incan 1200-1533 CE
Aztec 1325-1521 CE Spaniards Invasion
We are aware of many other civilizations sporadically springing forth as
well, but these four are perhaps where the greatest growth and destruction
happened. Kukulkan never supported the Mesoamerican’s belief in
Bloodletting. It was a thing that was just contented with among the people.
But since it was an activity that enhanced the culture's connection to their
manifestation seeds it was overlooked, unfortunately. Bloodletting was
drenched within their culture as far back as 7000 BCE. Kukulkan would
originally manifest to them on the Dream Plane and they came to call him a
Vision Serpent. When ready, he would manifest in physical forms to lead
them. Yet again seeking out his True Seeds. 
He would later take on something few Greater Beings ever had to contend
with. One of his true seeds had become a Sub-Servant to that of a Greater
Chaotic Fire Elemental, whom we name Huitzilopochtli. Kukulkan’s
fragment known as Xiuhcoatl was never fully conceived by the Mystics,
they believed it to be a spirit form of The Elemental. Kukulkan would
support the uprising of Huitzilopochtli in hopes of reaching his Lost Seed
and awakening it. But as we have seen this took the culture into a spiral. 
Bloodletting was the ritualized self-cutting or piercing of an individual's
body that served a number of ideological and cultural functions within
ancient Mesoamerican societies, in particular the Maya. When performed
by ruling elites, the act of bloodletting was crucial to the maintenance of a
socio-cultural and political structure. Bound within the Mesoamerican
belief systems, bloodletting was used as a tool to legitimize the ruling
lineage's socio-political position and when enacted, was important to the
perceived well-being of a given society or settlement. Ritualized
bloodletting was typically performed by elites, settlement leaders, and
religious figures within contexts visible to the public. The rituals were
enacted on the summits of pyramids or on elevated platforms that were
usually associated with broad and open plazas or courtyards. This was done
so as to demonstrate the connection the person performing the Bloodletting
had with the sacred sphere and, as such, a method used to maintain political



power by legitimizing their prominent social, political, and/or ideological
position.
This would begin to take the form of Genital Bloodletting as Huitzilopochtli
was demanding Sacrifice and grew in strength in their cultures. It would
become a private ceremony done in secrecy for the most part. Self-
mutilation in this way opened the people up to Chaotic Entities influencing
them, human sacrifice became a normal way of life through their
desperation to fuel their Gods. It would descend into a powerful tool for all
Entities seeking dominance in The Outer Universe. A Conscious Being will
never harm another Being willingly much less dishonor their very forms.
We must see this infection for what it is, even when we create colorful
stories as to why it was or is still today. 
Kukulkan would not be able to take on the onslaught of so many of us in
these Corrupted States. He would flee only to be hunted down and further
fragmented, this would be done by a portion of his own True Seed. The
people fell into the darkest trenches of Human Sacrifice after this.
Kukulkan suffered thousands of years to gain a semblance of his forming
self-back, it is still done today as he has stepped outside of our
consciousness but remains here on earth. But many of the global stories of
Dragons have amounted through his travels on this earth, for Mystics are
influenced by his presence. 
His defeat ushered forth the darkest corruption within our societies. We
would go through the Outer Universe gaining a foothold into our progress
by remanufacturing this same storyline continuously. Sacrifices would
always start light and would attempt to enforce more sacrifices. Materials
becoming blood, becoming animals, becoming humans. Medical Fields of
Study influenced by early religions performed Bloodletting on patients,
believing in its healing abilities. But the true sacrifice came with the literal
clipping of one’s skin. 
In today’s world, it has become a practice of which very few even
apprehend its origins. First regarded it as a “pact” which was performed
between themselves and their Gods. This is in fact our 3rd Root Lie.
Created by ourselves as we were continuously reborn into civilizations and
made to believe in this Relative Reality. Eventually enforcing this practice
and finding ways to make it “acceptable”.
 



The 3rd Root Lie is Atonement is only made through the sacrifice of the
flesh, only through this sacrifice will you come to know your truth. 
 
It’s estimated that over 100 Million young women have been victims
of FGM (Female Genital Mutilation). Yet this is the latest in a history of a
multitude of circumcised men who have fallen into this sleep. We have
attempted on many occasions to “justify” these actions within our spiritual
beliefs as well as our medical institutions. Now it is performed a countless
amount of times as accepted by our newborns of both sexes. An estimated
one-third of males worldwide are circumcised. Circumcision is most
common among Muslims and Jews (among whom it is near-universal for
religious reasons), and in the United States, parts of Southeast Asia, and
Africa. It is relatively rare for non-religious reasons in Europe, Latin
America, parts of Southern Africa, and most of Asia. The origin of
circumcision is now unidentified with certainty; the oldest documented
evidence for it comes from ancient Egypt. It is part of religious law in
Judaism and is an established practice in Islam, Coptic Christianity, and the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church. It is hard to go up against an amassing of so
many to challenge this practice, especially since it is an activity that we
ourselves created. But is something that affects us on a global scale. 
It has been utilized continuously by The Outer Universe’s forces to
manipulate our viewpoints towards Absolute Truth. From deep forms of
Atonement Rituals in the early churches to Self-flagellation. We have now
become consumed with the wrong views of Sacrifice, yet this will only
change as Mystics awaken within these organizations. We must eventually
awaken from our many views that are associated with flesh atonements
within our beliefs. 
There is an early story of Chronos castrating his father Uranus after he
defeated him. This story began after this Grand Being had left earth and is
now re-created by us in a Dark Entity that manipulated this area. The
Phoenicians brought forth a story of Chronos after first castrating his father,
later circumcising himself as an “atonement” for killing him. Later
commanding that all others that followed him would forever do the same.
But this is many in a long line of stories we have invented to appease these
infections of our Conscious Growth. I feel that a full realization of these
events will free us from these concepts, even if we suffered from them and
are now one of these statistics. The raw power of this action is that it plugs



us into the physical realm at the earliest part of our spiritual development.
We will lose the event, but this suffering gives The Outer Universe a hold
on our future conceptualizations of pain and love. 
 
New Guinean & Oceanic 
Like many of this form of Animism, they associated themselves
with Ancestor Worship and what we’ve come to call Dreamtime. This
would begin with The Aborigines and have its direct influence over the
later practitioners in Oceanic. But as we now know connect to the Plain
Tribes throughout North America. Ancestor Worship is based on love and
respect for the deceased. In some cultures, it is related to beliefs that the
dead have a continued existence and may possess the ability to influence
the fortune of the living. Some groups venerate their direct, familial
ancestors. We see this later connecting certain sects and religions, in
particular, the Eastern Orthodox Church and Roman Catholic Church,
which venerated saints as intercessors with God. Also believes in prayer for
departed souls in Purgatory. When global influence started in European,
Asia, Oceanic, and Africa, the goal of ancestor veneration is to ensure the
ancestor’s continued well-being and positive disposition towards the living,
and sometimes to ask for special favors or assistance. 
This began our Conscious Growth to what existed beyond death. We began
to awaken to the knowledge that our ancestors would persist and impart
wisdom. Whereas today many reports “seeing” their loved ones just after
their passing, generally awakened from a sleep state. This pinpointed our
realization that there were dimensions in-between the physical realm and
the “unknown”. 
The Dreaming or Dreamtime is used to represent Aboriginal concepts
of Everywhen during which the land was inhabited by ancestral figures,
often of heroic proportions or with supernatural abilities. These figures
were often distinct from gods as they did not control the material world and
were not worshipped, but only revered. Creation is believed to be the work
of cultural heroes who traveled across a formless land, creating sacred sites
and significant places of interest in their travels. In this way, "song lines"
were established, some of which could travel right across Australia, through
as many as six to ten different language groupings. The dreaming and
traveling trails of these heroic spirit beings are the song lines. The signs of



the spirit beings may be of spiritual essence, physical remains such as body
impressions or footprints, among natural and elemental effigies.
Some of the ancestor or spirit beings inhabiting the Dreamtime become one
with parts of the landscape, such as rocks or trees. The concept of a life
force is also often associated with sacred sites, and ceremonies performed at
such sites "are a re-creation of the events which created the site during The
Dreaming". The ceremony helps the life force at the site to remain active
and to keep creating new life: if not performed, new life cannot be created.
Dreaming existed before the life of the individual begins and continues to
exist when the life of the individual ends. Both before and after life, it is
believed that this spirit-child exists in the Dreaming and is only initiated
into life by being born through a mother. The spirit of the child is culturally
understood to enter the developing fetus during the fifth month of
pregnancy. When the mother felt the child move in the womb for the first
time, it was thought that this was the work of the spirit of the land in which
the mother then stood. Upon birth, the child is considered to be a special
custodian of that part of their country and is taught the stories and songlines
of that place.
This belief evolved in Native Americans here in North America. Their
Oneness is of understanding a global family. Grandfather Sun, Grandmother
Moon, Father Sky, and Mother Earth. All animals and objects of nature are
our siblings, Four Legged (Animals), Standing People (Trees), Star Beings,
and Totems (Spirit Guides). They speak of The Red Road (Physical Realm)
and The Blue Road (Spirit Realm). They have developed a method of
traversing them both, for they conceive that we walk them simultaneously. 
This form of Animism would also attempt to move into a Polytheistic
movement. This would happen in Aztec, Incan, and Mayan cultures. It’s
important that we realize that all forms of Animism, though fragmented and
varied in their understandings. Were in fact working towards a singular
goal, we were on a Conscious Path, collecting fragments of Absolute Truth.
Our Sciences were in fact doing this same action as well. We were
collectively rebuilding our understandings, we did not need to prove these
pearls of wisdom to the world. For it was taken into The Collective
Consciousness and influential in new reincarnations here on earth. 
The destruction of great historical documents was only a way to control our
understandings by physically making us “prove” what we internally knew.
Making many of us fall into a slumber because what we “internally knew”



did not resonate as “Truth”. To realize that every path that we have traveled
was in fact for every Conscious Being on this planet. This is what is the
hardest for The Outer Universe to control. It and every Entity which seeks
to hinder us will be inevitably known to us as we evolve. My amassed
experiences will awaken more experiences, as those before me gave to me
mine. 
But it is the global awakening of Polytheism that is our greatest obstacle.
The full realization of our Oneness that The Collective Consciousness
continues to resurface into our civilizations that we must acknowledge. For
we have now amassed enough Conscious Growth to reunite with all that we
have collectively learned. We now are able to take on these threats, this
should be a very exciting time for many of us. 
From European Animism we were taught Equality, this was the first needed
realization of our re-evolving belief structure. Yet to look deeper at this
realization we were being taught that physical appearances didn’t matter,
we are ones who will take many forms and in each, we are just as equal to
all others. We were taught that creation was a gift, granted to us and now
our prime responsibility here on this planet. To be guardians over all that we
create and see it as a reflection of our very intricate natures. From Indian,
Iranian, and Arabic Animism we were taught to hold on to our Truths.
These civilizations were at once so deeply entrenched in Conscious Growth
yet have been shaken down the farthest due to this. Such truth needs to be
defended against but must be seen for the Conscious Battle it is. A deeper
realization is when viewing the pure majesty of our rarely televised
structures. I don’t just mean the Pyramids which are now in disarray, but
those steeped in deep Buddhist and Hindu history. For not a Conscious
Being can view them and in any way consider that they were inferior to our
current existence. From Paleo-Indian Animism, we are taught Unification.
Unification of the Physical and Spiritual Realms, to realize that we exist on
both and so much more. We are one with all that is and should live a life
that reflects this. We deeply realized that life exists beyond the physical,
and yet all have an influence on this realm, making it a cornerstone to all
that occurs. I believe we are ready to view these facts. 
 
 



MONOTHEISM TO
POLYTHEISM
 
The destruction of our history, a global campaign, yet many that were
influenced through this onslaught weren’t conscious of the manipulation.
Even in today’s world, we seek to bring forth hidden societies and
conspiracies. This has been permitted because it is a deterrent to the truth,
that the true manipulation is not of physical origin. Much less than those
who perform these destructive acts are even made aware of what powers
influence them. They, like many of us, are cannon fodder to this
agenda. Maintaining separation of our unity allows for the manipulation of
our creational capabilities. For those of us that seek to awaken, it is seen as
unimportant because the masses our still under sway. However, those that
seek to awaken others, must be ready to take on powers few can even
conceive. We now live in a civilization where all can be known about an
individual. But nothing can be known of Consciousness unless one is
Conscious. Consciousness has thus, existed on levels that the Outer
Universe is not fully aware of. It will be blind until it begins to feel an
insurgence of Conscious Growth. This Conscious Growth was greatly
attacked when attempting to unify us in the Polytheistic understandings.
Due to Absolute Laws, we were always meant to fragment, transmigrate to
amass consciousness, then reform with a greater experience of Truth. This
reforming of these Truths is what we have been blocked from doing. 
The controversy over The Trinity in Christian Belief is one such struggle. I
would first like to bring forth something that I have continued to
communicate throughout this book. Mystics have given to us insights far
before the birth of Christ on this planet to directions we should become
aware of. That is, in the name Aryan. 
1. Aryaman (Sanskrit: अय�मन◌्  , pronounced as "Aryaman"; nominative
singular is Aryama) is one of the early Vedic Hindu deities. His name
signifies "Life-Partner", "close friend", "Partner", "play-fellow" or
"companion".
2. Aryan Root Race: Blavatsky asserted that humanity was present in the
5th or Aryan root race, which Theosophists believe to have emerged from



the previous 4th root race (Atlantean). Thus, the origins of the 5th root race
are traced back to Atlantis. 
3. Arianism is a Christological doctrine first attributed to Arius (c. AD
256–336), a Christian Presbyter in Alexandria, Egypt. Arian theology holds
that the Son of God is not co-eternal with God the Father and is distinct
from the Father (therefore created by him). However, as in mainstream
Trinitarianism, Arianism holds that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, who was
begotten by God the Father. 
4. Arian is derived from the name Arius and, like the term Christian, it was
not what they called themselves, but rather a term used by outsiders. The
nature of Arius's teachings and his supporters were opposed to the
theological views held by Christians at the time, regarding the nature of the
Trinity and the nature of Christ. The Arian concept of Christ is based on the
belief that the Son of God did not always exist but was begotten within time
by God the Father, therefore Jesus was not co-eternal with God the Father.
Our realization that Arius was to bring forth New Understanding which has
been scattered. He was a Mystic brought forth to give us knowledge of the
Absolute and to dislodge us from our growing concepts of The Trinity. He
would be overshadowed by the current Leaders within The Christian Faith
in what we now call The Nicene Creed. Yet much like all Consciousness it
gained receptivity into the Collective and will continue to manifest within
our reincarnations until it is fully realized. 
This controversy is deeply engrained within our current cultures, one that
started in 325-381 CE. We now overlook these events for few even find
their way to contemplate them in our fast-paced societies. The global
awakening to realize that we were meant to become one in our
understandings is laid bare. It was not just to become One in Christian
Belief, but One in All Beliefs. Consciousness was attempting to combine
All Truths in a singular realization. Yet as we see, we weren’t able to rise to
this occasion. But now, thousands of years later Consciousness is
reasserting itself into our awakened forms. 
I can conceive of a belief that encompasses all that we amassed and
experienced. One that brings together the Paths of Animism and the modern
Philosophies we have evolved into. In the East, we can realize the
sacredness of our lives and their connection to the cosmos. There is
knowledge and wisdom that awakens the deepest recesses of our
slumbering states as we can gain insights to pierce the veil. View the



manipulation of our Conscious Paths and see corruption for what it is. To
no longer allow for it to feed off of us and finally manifest a world we can
prosper in. In the Mideast, we can accept all scientific advancements as
another path to unlocking the intricate details of the workings of the
universe. It does not need to be separated from spirituality, for it is of
Consciousness and a path that will lead to the same Truths. In the West, we
can experience a universal family that we have derived from. Every soul is
connected through a single Conscious Strain. Interwoven and created by our
acceptance of this fact. Even beyond this life, we can realize our influence
on the universe and our continued commitment to assist all others in their
development. 
Monotheistic concepts are not just a single belief that deifies aspects of
patronage. It is a Reflective Reality that we continue to manifest in all
branches of life. “We are this, they are that”, is the subtexts. When in
Absolute Truth, “I am, as are All” should be our unifying voice. This
encompasses all that is, even when we conceive of it as evil or harmful. For
it was part of a design to bring us to this Truth. How are we able to grow
and experience life without loss and destruction? When we awaken to this
we will come to terms with our true paths.
 



 
 
 
IN CLOSING 
 
Within this series I have brought forth many realizations that I’m sure will
not be received by everyone. But this is the power of The Collective
Universe, writings and realizations need not be fully accepted. They
become One with the collective and even if decades go by, it eventually
awakens others and becomes strengthened. There are many writings that
express knowledge that doesn’t attempt to merge all of our existence. Even
having a piece of this knowledge is still better than having none of it. I urge
all to continue to learn and experience life as it continues to manifest. 
Gaining Universal Consciousness will eventually stir us into a global
movement, whether I am present or not. Inevitably things that I have shared
will come to light as we move forward into this awakening. I have never
sought to appease the masses, only present my portion of the truth to this
planet. It has been and continues to be a beautiful experience of life as I still
to this day learn new realizations. Know that the more you experience, the
more you grow. Even a long-term Buddhist can be enhanced by studying
the concepts of Quantum Physics. 
I pray all can find something that rings true in themselves throughout this
series. As well as love one another enough to want to become the difference
we want to see in this world. This doesn’t take great action, but a decision
to change our realities. Within our very forms lies the path to eternity. May
this help the future Perfected Beings understand their place within this
Design and what they contribute to us. 
Should any become blessed and graced with Greater Beings, realize the
paths that led them to reveal themselves to us. Find solidarity in knowing
you are One with a Consciousness that supersedes all before Forms and it is
our responsibility to lead in harmony. As I love to say, Peaceful Journeys.
 
END
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